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CLASSICAL ARABIC POETRY 
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By MichaelJ. Zwettler 
Throughout centuries of Arabic literary schol­
arship, there has been little serious doubt 
that pre- and early Islamic Arabic poetry was 
produced and transmitted through the opera­
tion of some kind of oral tradition. W h a t 
that fact really meant, however, and what the 
character and implications of such a tradition 
might have been, were questions that were 
seldom if ever asked. But some have been 
asking them in recent years, and Professor 
Zwettler asks them here as well; and he makes 
a considered attempt to answer them in terms 
of the "oral-formulaic" theory of poetic com­
position worked out by Milman Parry, Albert 
Lord, and others. 
Because of the differences between the clas­
sical Arabic qasida and the long narrative 
poems on which Parry and Lord based their 
theory, Dr . Zwettler proposes various adap­
tations necessary to accommodate it to the 
exigencies of the early Arabic tradition, then 
applies it in making an exhaustive analysis of 
the presence in the famous mu 'allaqa of 
Imra'alqays of the three features that Parry 
and Lord have identified as distinguishing poe­
try in the oral tradition from patently literary 
poems: a significantly higher proportion of 
"formulas" and "formulaic usages"; a very high 
incidence of end-stopped lines and a very low 
incidence of what Parry calls "necessary en­
jambement"; and a series of conventional, 
stereotyped themes and motifs that recur from 
poem to poem. 
From examination of the inflective language 
known as classical Arabic, Dr. Zwettler argues, 
it becomes clear that it was, in fact, a special 
linguistic form peculiar to, and conditioned 
by, the rhymed and metered verses of oral 
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Preface 
Throughout centuries of Arabic literary scholarship, there has 
been little serious doubt that pre- and early Islamic Arabic poetry had been 
produced and transmitted through the operation of some kind of "oral tradi­
tion." What that fact really meant, however, and what the character and 
implications of such a tradition might have been, were questions that were 
seldom, if ever, asked. But some have been asking them in recent years. They 
are asked here, as well, and a considered attempt has been m a d  e to answer 
them, in terms of the "oral-formulaic" theory of poetic composition worked 
out by Milman Parry, Albert Lord, and others. 
The subject of this study—the oral tradition of classical Arabic poetry— 
grew out of another one, an investigation of the textual tradition of the poetry, 
to which it is the natural and necessary antecedent. M  y thanks go to Professor 
Marsden Jones, of the American University in Cairo, w h  o lured m  e into the 
earlier topic and w h  o inspired in m  e a true interest in, and appreciation for, 
classical Arabic poetry. 
I a m very grateful to Professors M o u n a h Khouri, Joseph Duggan, William 
Brinner, Michael Nagler, and Ariel Bloch—all of the University of Califor­
nia, Berkeley—who helped and guided m  e in seeing this work through its 
preliminary phase as m  y doctoral dissertation. Their forthright, friendly assis­
tance and criticism m a d  e the labor enlightening and worthwhile, though not 
necessarily always easier. In addition, I have subsequently benefited from 
coming to know and converse with Professor James Monroe , also of Berke­
ley, whose o w n concern and original work in the field of oral-formulaic 
theory had developed parallel to mine. I particularly appreciate the support 
and advice that have been extended to m e  , so graciously and from so far 
away, by Professor Anton Spitaler of the University of Munich. 
A special vote of thanks is due the inter-library loan departments of the 
University of California, Berkeley, and the Ohio State University, both of 
which provided m  e promptly and considerately with m a n  y sources that other­
wise would have remained inaccessible. 
A n d , finally, to the m a n y friends and colleagues w h o bore m e up, bore with 
m e  , and were bored by m  e throughout this long and arduous gestation 
period—alfsukrl 
Notes on Transliteration,

Abbreviations, and Dates

1. The system of transcribing Arabic words employed in this study is as 
follows, in the order of the Arabic alphabet: 
' b t t j h x d d r z s s s 
d t z  c g f q k l m n h w y 
Vowels and diphthongs are indicated as follows: 
a i u 
a I u 
a w ay 
Long vowels immediately preceding the prosthetic hamza {hamzat al-wasl) 
are transcribed as short vowels (e.g., ayyuha l-laylu, Abu l-Fadl, ida s­
tadbarta-hu, cala l-wana). Word-initial hamza is not indicated, but it is 
indicated elsewhere in a word (e.g., iskan, al-Asmac~i\ but Quran, Abu l­
cAla'). 
2 . Sources referred to throughout this study will generally be noted in the 
b o d y of the text. Abbreviations of references used will b e clarified in full in 
the Bibliography, w h i c h is divided into four sections: 
I. Abbreviations of Journals, Encyclopedias , etc. 
II. Poetry a n d Poetical Collections 
III. Recens ions of the Mifallaqa of Imra'alqays and Related Material 
IV. General Bibliography 
3. Where two dates are indicated with a slash (/) separating them, the first 
number denotes the date of the Musl im era (after the Hijra) and the second the 
date of the Christian era ( A . D . ) . 
4 . All translations are mine unless otherwise indicated. 
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Chapter O n  e 
Oral Tradition and Traditional Texts 
Questions of Application 
A  . The intention of this study initially was to trace the "tradi­
tion" of classical1 Arabic poetry in the sense of its textual tradition—that is, 
the self-conscious and deliberate process, undertaken by a society (or prop­
erly, by a class of specialists more or less authorized by the society), of setting 
d o w n , dealing with, and passing on verbal works of recognized importance in 
its cultural, intellectual, and spiritual life. These works, it seemed, could 
enjoy the status of "sacred scriptures" in the society, in which case the 
society tends to be "convinced that G o  d himself wrote, dictated, or inspired 
them" (Leipoldt/Morenz HS 53). "Tradition" then becomes inextricably 
entangled with religion, and the process follows a course largely determined 
by pious or hieratic interests. Alternatively, these works could have in the 
society's eyes a value that is predominantly secular or profane (although it 
might be asked to what extent verbal art could ever have been viewed by homo 
religiosus of the pre-modern world without some reference to religion or some 
sense of the sacral overtones in poetic language).2 In that case "tradition," as 
process, has ordinarily evolved along quite different lines. A n  d this evolution, 
as it took place for classical Arabic poetry during the second/eighth-fourth/ 
tenth centuries, was to have been the subject of this work. 
The process does begin, however, with "setting d o w n  " these verbal works 
in some written form—with textualization. A n d here it was that the focus of 
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the entire study began to shift. For whether sacred or secular, the works— 
particularly the poetical works—that have given rise to a textual tradition 
seem invariably to have existed in some sort of oral form prior to being set 
d o w n . This oral form of the work was , to a certain extent, preserved by 
m e m o r y and passed on by word of mouth. Such a process (or one might better 
say, state of affairs) has long been accepted by scholars w h  o spoke of a period 
of "oral transmission" or "oral tradition"—whether of biblical books or of 
the Homeric epics. A s they did in the latter case, "scholars could call in to 
their help the 'fantastic memories' so 'well attested' of illiterate people. They 
felt that a text could remain from one generation to another unaltered, or 
altered only by inconsequential lapses of m e m o r y  " (LordST 9). The same, in 
general, has been true of Arabic literary studies.3 
Yet, another possibility exists. Although "fantastic memories" have been 
"well attested," a m o n  g literate as well as illiterate peoples, accounting, for 
instance, for the accepted belief "that if all the written and printed copies of 
the Rigveda were lost, the text could be restored at once with complete 
accuracy,"4 nevertheless there is good reason for thinking that the works w e 
are considering m a y have originated through modes of composition that are 
distinctly oral, rather than literary, as w e k n o w them. The pioneer studies of 
Mi lman Parry and Albeit B . Lord on the genesis of the orally composed epic 
and the nature of the "oral-formulaic technique" of verse composition5 have 
fundamentally affected our understanding of, and approach to, pre-literate 
and non-literary verbal art. Their observations and conclusions, as well as 
subsequent qualifications and extensions m a d  e by other scholars,6 have 
demonstrated that the earliest text of such a work—epic, ballad, or even prose 
narrative7—may well have been, in reality, a written record of the words 
uttered during a single performance by a singer, poet, or narrator w h  o was , at 
the same time, not reciting from m e m o r y , but rather composing the work so 
taken d o w n . In other words, the "oral transmitter" of the textual critics must 
be seen, first, in his primary office as performer. But the very nature and 
exigencies of oral performance resulted in a technique of presentation that was 
simultaneously a technique of oral composition along lines that will be dis­
cussed later. Thus, however similar two performances might have been, the 
intention of the singer-poet was never to reproduce a set version of his work 
(much less a non-existent "text"), but rather to entertain and enthrall his 
audience anew. It is to be expected, then, that this fact, if it is true, often 
underlies the poetical texts that are both the subject and the raison d'etre of a 
textual tradition as it subsequently evolves. 
Lord admits—a point that should not be forgotten—that these "records" 
possibly do not represent fully the oral poet's techniques of composition 
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during an ordinary performance: he was n o w performing at the behest of a 
scribe, w h  o undoubtedly wrote more slowly than he could compose , and 
without the benefit of music, tempo, or audience rapport to advance the 
process. Yet, despite these unaccustomed deviations from his normal m o d  e of 
performance, the oral composer finally became used to the process of dicta­
tion and the work was set d o w n (ST 124). 
Lord's depiction of the textualization of an oral epic-song bears quoting at 
length, as it is not without relevance to the earliest setting-down of any orally 
composed work. 
A written text was thus made of the words of song. It was a record of a special 
performance, a command performance under unusual circumstances. Such has 
been the experience of many singers in many lands, from the first recorded text, 
I believe, to present times. And what has been said of other performances can be 
said of it; for though it is written, it is oral. The singer w h o dictated it was its 
"author," and it reflected a single moment in the tradition. It was unique. 
Yet, unwittingly perhaps, a fixed text was established. Proteus was photo­
graphed, and no matter under what other forms he might appear in the future, 
this would become the shape that was changed; this would be the "original". 
Of course, the singer was not affected at all. H  e continued, as did his confreres, 
to compose and sing as he always had and as they always had. The tradition 
went on. Nor was his audience affected. They thought in his terms, in the terms 
of multiformity. But there was another world, of those w h  o could read and 
write, of those who came to think of the written text not as the recording of a 
moment of the tradition but as the song. This was to become the difference 
between the oral way of thought and the written way. (ST 124-25) 
The student and critic of pre- and early Islamic poetry can no longer afford to 
ignore the implications of these observations, and of the theory of oral­
traditional8 composition in general. T h e same "superficial observer" 
(pberfldchlicher Beobachter) w h  o is struck by "the uniformity of content 
which, again and again, in various p o e m s , can give expression to the same 
ideas in more or less modified form" (Braunlich VLB 212)9 cannot help but 
notice the pertinence of Parry's and Lord's discoveries to a reevaluation 
precisely of this aspect of Arabic poetry, not to mention m a n y others. Al­
though their findings were m a d e chiefly in the area of Homeric and Yugosla­
vian epic poetry, they themselves saw their wider applications.10 Indeed, 
"orality" has been demonstrated, not only in other Greek poetry such as 
Hesiod, the Homeric H y m n s  , Delphic oracular utterances, and the fragments 
of Panyassis, but also in areas as diverse as Old and Middle English poetry, 
medieval French and G e r m a n epics, Old Testament verse, Babylonian and 
Hittite epic, T o d a ritual songs, Coorg dance songs, Spanish and English 
ballads, and m o r e . 1 1 
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A . I Mi lman Parry completely revised Homeric scholarship's view of the 
"repetitions" in the Odyssey and the Iliad, of the "stock epithets," "epic 
cliches," and "stereotyped phrases," by introducing his notion of the oral 
"formula": "a group of words which is regularly employed under the same 
metrical conditions to express a given essential idea" (SET I 80 = MHV 
270). The technique of oral verse-making is determined by the presence of a 
system of such formulas—"a group of phrases which have the same metrical 
value and which are enough alike in thought and word to leave no doubt that 
the poet w h  o used them k n e  w them not only as a single formula, but also as 
formulas of a certain type" (SET I 85 = MHV 275). 
In an important contribution to our understanding of this technique of 
composition, Joseph A  . Russo proposes "broader criteria than those n o  w 
being used [i.e., those established by Parry and accepted and promulgated by 
Lord] to judge what m a  y be called a 'formula' or 'formulaic' in early Greek 
hexameter poetry" (Russo CLHF 235). H  e observes the recurrent corre­
spondence in the Homeric p o e m s of' 'three identical usages: the same parts of 
speech, the same metrical word types, the same position in the line," and 
suggests that, rather than basing formulaic analysis on verbatim repetition of a 
phrase or at least a word, one ought to seek "localized phrases whose re­
semblance goes no further than the use of identical metrical word-types of the 
same grammatical and syntactic pattern, as truly representing certain more 
general types of formulaic systems" (CLHF 237) . 1 2 The aim, as Russo 
defines it, is 
to demonstrate the need for a new approach to Homeric [and, by implication (I 
would add), other metrically determined poetic] formulas based on subtle repeti­
tions of word patterns rather than on verbatim repetition of words. . . . Word-
types are highly localized because the thoroughly formulaic texture of Homeric 
verse requires that any given word be used only in a very limited number of 
ways. Formulaic verse not only repeats identical phrases; it also demands cer­
tain established rhythmical patterns. (CLHF 246) 
M o r  e recently, Michael Nagler has reviewed later developments in the 
study of oral-formulaic poetry. These have resulted, he finds, in a wide 
recognition that m u c  h of earlier recorded "literature" has features of oral-
formulaic poetry. But "formulaicness" involves more than verbatim repeti­
tion of phrases or lines in a given body of poetry, as Russo has shown (Nagler 
TGV 269 -74 ) .  1  3 H  e maintains that "formula" is too limiting and inexact a 
term for designating the phonetic, syntactic, verbal, rhythmic, and ideational 
resemblances or "corresponsions"—"the irrefutable statistical facts that dis­
tinguish the texts of H o m e r from those of poets k n o w n to have composed by 
writing" (TGV 274) . 1 4 Nagler's interest is less in the occurrence of repeti­
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tions or corresponsions in the lines of the p o e m than in what he refers to as "a 
mental template in the mind of the oral poet" which is responsible for that 
occurrence. Borrowing from the approaches and terminology of linguistic 
philosophers, structural anthropologists, and folklorists, he suggests that a 
group of corresponsional phrases within a p o e m would better be considered 
"not a closed 'system' [like a 'formula' or 'formula-system'] but an open-
ended 'family', and each phrase in the group would be considered an al­
lomorph, not of any other existing phrase, but of some central Gestalt—for 
want of a better term—which is the real mental template underlying the 
production of all such phrases" {TGV 281). Similarly the structure of langue 
lies behind the statistical occurrences of parole and the structural model of a 
myth is realized in each of its versions {TGV 2 8 3 - 8 4 ) . 1 5 Other analogous 
cases are considered as well: 
All of these precedents from other areas of inquiry do not prove that a preverbal 
Gestalt generating a family of allomorphs must be the best conceptual 
framework for the Homeric formula, but they do show that it is at least a 
possibility that the prevailing concept of the fixed and determinable structure, 
be it superficial (the completed phrase) or relatively deep (e.g., the localization 
of a metrical sequence), is not a priori the only working model for the 
production of phrases in oral epic composition. {TGV 284) 
Whether, however, one accepts Nagler's "generative view" of oral 
composition, or the formulaic view as advanced by Russo or by Parry and 
Lord, it is unquestionable that in a p o e m so composed w e are in the presence 
of a form of verbal art learned, produced, and transmitted in a manner quite 
different from that of a literary w o r k . 1 6 The training of a Yugoslav bard-poet 
is described by Lord {ST 2 0 - 2 6 )  , w h  o holds it as representative of the forma­
tion of most oral singer-poets. H  e traces three stages. During the first, the 
would-be singer listens to older singers, absorbing their themes, images, 
rhythms, and language. Then he imitates the techniques of composition of his 
master—not at all, it is insisted, by memorizing his songs, but rather by 
accumulating, through repeated practice, the formulas and formulaic ex­
pressions17 that will facilitate composition. Throughout this stage, "he is like 
a child learning words, or anyone learning a language without a school 
method; except that the language here being learned is the special language of 
poetry" {ST 22). Finally, the third stage begins w h e n the poet-singer sings his 
first entire song before a critical audience and continues until "he has enough 
c o m m a n d of the formula technique to sing any song he hears, and enough 
thematic material at hand to lengthen or shorten a song according to his o w  n 
desires and to create a new song if he sees fit" {ST 26) . 1 8 
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Nagler agrees essentially with Lord in regard to the three stages in the 
making of an oral poet. The second stage, though, involves not the aspiring 
poet's assimilation of formulaic "prototypes" (phrases for use under the 
pressure of composition and performance) but rather his unconscious absorp­
tion of hundreds of lines containing units—verbal, metrical, and syntactic— 
that are not necessarily identical, but that exhibit strong "family" re­
semblences.19 Thence 
he develops an intuitive "feel" for a fluid Gestalt which he retains in his 
unconscious mind, probably in the same unknown way that the phrasal impulses 
of any language are retained in the mind when not in use. He then tries to realize 
that Gestalt at appropriate times and in appropriate ways—i.e., into the appro­
priate forms of its various parameters—in his fledgling attempts at verse-
making (Lord's second stage), further securing the patterns in his mind by 
actually practising them. . . . What he learns is a method rather than its prod­
ucts. (TGV 285) 
O n e can emphasize again that, for Parry, Lord, Russo, Nagler, and all w h o 
in any serious w a  y subscribe to their views, the training process outlined 
above results in the formation of a poet-singer whose productions are to be 
distinguished from those of a literary (i.e., literate) artist, above all, in the 
nature of their composition. A poet w h  o is formed in an oral tradition is not to 
be thought of as a reciter of memorized poems . T h e oral poet is not' 'merely a 
transmitter" (ST 5, 279 n. 7). Neither is he to be seen, both Lord and Nagler 
insist, as drawing from an accumulated store of memorized phrases and 
motifs to piece together the p o e  m he presents (e.g., ST 4 2 - 4 3 ; TGV 284-86) . 
" H  e does not 'memorize' formulas any more than w  e as children 'memorize' 
language. H  e learns them by hearing them in other singers' songs, and by 
habitual usage they becoming part of his singing as well" (ST 36). Nor , 
finally, can oral composition be equated with improvisation in a broad sense; 
the whole process is far too complex and subtle to be adequately designated 
by so imprecise a term (ST 5; cf. chap. 4 , § D  , below). 
The essence of oral art lies in the identity of the act of poetizing with the act 
of performance. Herein resides the primary difference between oral and writ­
ten verbal art—a difference that accounts not only for the peculiar training 
undergone by the oral poet and his resultant m o d  e of formulaic mental opera­
tion but also for the unique form of his poetical productions. " A  n oral p o e  m is 
not composed/or but in performance. . . . Singing, performing, composing 
are facets of the same act" (ST 13). A n  d it is the fact of his being a performer 
that has dictated the poet's method of composition. His state of "interaction 
with a highly critical and highly appreciative audience" (TGV 285) is, be­
yond doubt, the dominant and determining factor of his performance and, 
hence, of his p o e m . N  o matter where and before w h o  m the performance takes 
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place, "the essential element of the occasion of singing that influences the 
form of the poetry is the variability and instability of the audience" (ST 16). 
Here, then, in his need to capture and hold the attention of his hearers by the 
strength of his verses and his voice—to produce line after line continuously as 
long as his audience remains—is to be found the reason-for-being of the oral 
poet's m o d  e of composition and of the characteristic elements in his poetry. 
Whether w e call them "formulaic" or speak of them as having a Gestalt in 
c o m m o n (TGV 380), the groups of repeated, parallel, or corresponsional 
phrases—so readily observable in the texts of oral p o e m s — " w e r  e useful not, 
as som e have supposed, merely to the audience if at all, but also and even 
more to the singer in the rapid composition" of his song (ST 30). In other 
words, these verbal configurations of sounds, rhythm, syntax, diction, m e a n ­
ing, and, I would add, context—all of these recurrent verbal phenomena 
would perhaps m u c  h better be interpreted as implements utilized in an on­
going process of composition, rather than as elements or components of a 
finished product.20 
There are few characterizations of the nature of oral composition, as set 
forth in the Parry-Lord formulaic theory, more apt and concise than that of F . 
P. M a g o u n : 
It will be well to stress the fact that orally composed poetry by unlettered 
singers—or occasionally by lettered singers composing according to the tech­
niques of their unlettered fellows21—as opposed to the work of lettered poets 
with ready access to writing materials, is put together not word by word with 
deliberation and at leisure but rapidly in the presence of a live audience by 
means of ready-made phrases filling just measures of isochronous verse capable 
of expressing every idea that the singer may wish to express in various metrical 
situations. These phrases may be called formulas and their use distinguishes the 
verse of the orally composed poems of unlettered singers whether Anglo-Saxon, 
Faroese, Finnish, Homeric, or Serbo-Croatian, to mention no others. (BSC 52) 
Although M a g o u n ' s statement m a y appear somewhat of an oversimplification 
in the light of Lord's, Russo's, or Nagler's later elaborations of Parry's 
formulaic principle, it does nevertheless effectively describe the conditions 
under which the oral poet labors and the end that he strives to achieve. 
Furthermore, the end M a g o u  n suggests—"filling just measures of isoch­
ronous verse"—lies behind another feature that both Parry and Lord consider 
"a characteristic of oral composition and . . . one of the easiest touchstones 
to apply in testing the orality of a p o e m  " (ST 54; cf. 131)—namely, the 
absence of necessary enjambement (see chap. 2 , § B , below). The end-
stopped line, equally with formulaic diction, is determined by a p o e m '  s origin 
in a situation of "interaction" between the poet and his audience. For, Lord 
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asserts, the true art of the oral poet lies in his ability to create, and not simply 
recall, phrases that, w h e  n uttered in combination, will produce an effective 
line and succession of lines. "It is this facility rather than his m e m o r  y of 
relatively fixed formulas that marks him as a skillful singer in performance'' 
(ST 4 2 - 4 3 ) . 
A .  2 For the reader and critic of p o e m  s that originated in an oral tradition, 
probably the most important implication of these findings is, as intimated 
earlier, the consideration that every performance of a p o e  m entails a ne  w and 
separate creation of the p o e m .  2  3 A singer m a  y sing—or a poet 
perform—many times in his life a work that both he and his audience will 
recognize each time as one and the same. O r he m a y hear the song of another 
bard and perform it afterward, confident that he is repeating it as he heard it 
and that his audience will recognize its identity. But, in both cases, Parry and 
Lord have s h o w n , there are more or less substantial variations from one 
performance or performer to the next. Emphasizing the "fluidity" of the oral 
tradition, as opposed to the "stability" of the written tradition, Lord declares 
that an understanding of the nature and genesis of an oral p o e m forces one to 
give up all ideas of finding or establishing its "original" version, for "in oral 
tradition the idea of an original is illogical" (ST 101). 
It follows, then, that w  e cannot correctly speak of a "variant", since there is 
no "original" to be varied! Yet songs are related to one another in varying 
degrees; not, however, in the relationship of variant to original, in spite of the 
recourse so often made to an erroneous concept of "oral transmission"; for 
"oral transmission", "oral composition", "oral creation", and "oral perfor­
mance" are all one and the same thing. Our greatest error is to attempt to make 
"scientifically" rigid a phenomenon that isfluid.(Ibid.)24 
Oral traditionists would have us recognize, therefore, that texts of works 
identifiable as products of an oral tradition are neither more nor, indeed, less 
than written records of the words uttered by the singer or poet during a single 
performance. Those texts that purport to record the same p o e m as rendered by 
a single performer on different occasions or by two or more performers will be 
bound to contain differences from one to another. For the oral epic, with 
which he is primarily concerned, Lord notes that, in the cases he has 
examined, the basic story was transmitted intact. T h e discernible changes, 
besides, generally involved addition, omission, and transposal of lines or 
material as a result of variations in style, training, or background from one 
poet to another or from one period in a poet's career to another (ST, esp. chap. 
5 ) . 2 5 
A  s noted at the beginning of the discussion, neither the poet nor his audi­
ence nor the tradition itself was affected by the simple writing-down of the 
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performed p o e m . But that other world—"of those w h o could read and write, 
of those w h o came to think of the written text not as the recording of a 
m o m e n  t of the tradition but as the song" (see above)—sometimes succeeded 
in imposing its notion of the fixed text, the "original" version, of the song, 
upon the literate members of the poet's public, as well as upon the poets 
themselves. The recorded texts acquired an unwarranted authority. They were 
read and even altered by individual readers in solitude. They were memorized 
by singers and reciters, w h o n o w became "transmitters" in truth. A gradual 
development took place in the poet's technique and his intention: he no longer 
strived to recreate the song as traditional configuration; rather he sought to 
reproducer song as transmitted text. In this w a y , an isolated performance was 
adopted as the script for all subsequent performances. 
But this process is not a transition from an oral to a literary technique of 
composition. It is a transition from oral composition to simple performance of a 
fixed text, from composition to reproduction. This is one of the most c o m m o  n 
ways in which an oral tradition may die; not when writing is introduced, but 
when published song texts are spread among singers. (ST 130; cf. 109)26 
In describing the post-World W a  r II literarization of the poetic art in 
Yugoslavia, Lord states that, with the arrival of the set, "correct" text of the 
epic song, which was to be memorized and reproduced word for word, "the 
death knell of the oral process had been sounded" (ST 137). 
A .  3 After the foregoing discussion, it should be apparent that I hold the 
findings of scholars like Parry, Lord, Russo, and Nagler, with regard to 
poetry composed in an oral tradition, to be extremely relevant to the study of 
the recorded body of pre- and early Islamic Arabic poetry. Not only would 
"orality," were it to be shown in the case of this poetry, explain m a n y of its 
"stereotyped," "repetitious," or "traditional" features and enable them to 
be better appreciated as intrinsic to the act of composition; it would also go far 
toward accounting for the often-noted instability of the textual tradition— 
particularly the presence of so m a n  y variant readings for almost every impor­
tant line and the fragmentary or unfinished state of so m a n  y selections.27 
Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, if available texts of early Arabic 
poetry manifest characteristics that m a k  e plausible or probable its 
composition by means of techniques similar to those described above, then it 
m a y prove necessary or desirable to revise substantially our opinions on such 
perennial questions as literary plagiarisms a m o n  g the early poets (sariqat)28 
or the authenticity of the poetry itself. 
I do not yet wish to pursue in any great detail the thorny issue of "authen­
tic" and "forged" poetry—of transmitters with or without "integrity." 
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Nevertheless, the question cannot be entirely ignored in a study of the tradi­
tion of classical Arabic poetry. For, though critics from A b u  c A m r b. al~c Ala' 
and Ibn Sallam al-Jumahl to Ahlwardt, Margoliouth, and Tana Husayn have 
cast doubt both on the reliability of m a n y transmitters of the ancient poetry 
and on the authenticity of m u c h of the transmitted poetry, their criticisms have 
generally failed to consider certain important facts that have since been 
brought out in a decisive fashion. O n  e m a y  , I think, grant that these doubts, at 
least in their extreme form as expressed by Margoliouth and Tana Husayn, 2 9 
have largely been laid to rest through the efforts of later scholars.30 
There remains, however, at the root of even the most balanced and reflec­
tive defenses of the poetry and transmitters, the same presupposition—the 
same fundamental premise—of an "original version" of the p o e m to which 
all other versions are related as "variants." This seems to have been the view 
of the early Arab philologists and textual critics w h o sought to establish the 
works of the classical poets in ne varietur texts and w h  o deplored the multip­
licity of variants, alterations, misattributions, and the general "corruption" of 
the tradition. It has certainly been the view of more recent scholars. The very 
methodology to textual scholarship, as it has evolved to our time and as it has 
been usually applied in editing texts of early Arabic poetry, presumes the 
existence of an original manuscript (or, occasionally, "family" of m a n u  ­
scripts) from which later copies derived.31 There is no doubt that this method­
ology has proven invaluable in establishing the original, or near-original, 
version of a written composition. Textual criticism has also brought us m u c  h 
closer to the texts of the Homeric epics and other oral poems as they were read 
and accepted by readers at the beginning of a textual tradition. But in this 
second case the "established text" must needs have been, by virtue of its 
origin in an oral tradition, either the record of a single special rendition or else 
an editorial synthesis or collation of several such records. O  f course, the latter 
circumstance would be especially true of texts prepared by m e n w h o had a 
particular interest in such work and w h o were, to some extent, specially 
trained in techniques for "determining" the "correct" reading from several 
alternatives—i.e., the m e n w h o were operating in, and carrying on, a textual 
tradition. 
Unfortunately, there seem as yet to have been few efforts to approach the 
problems of editing a poetical work that exhibits features of "orality" or of 
studying the textual history of such a work while giving consideration to the 
fluidity of the oral tradition.32 Such an undertaking has been suggested and, to 
some extent, outlined by Lord with particular reference to the texts of the 
Homeric, South-Slavic, and certain medieval epics;33 but the observations 
and indications he has m a d e do not go far enough, nor do they seem to have 
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impressed contemporary textual scholars too greatly. O f such a work as a 
history of the textual tradition of ancient and medieval literature, published in 
1961, one reviewer has remarked, "the problem of the oral tradition is 
scarcely raised."34 Another work, A  . Dain's Les Manuscrits, offers invalu­
able information on the nature and course of the textual tradition of classical 
literature, but it does not at all envision any difficulty involved in the transfer­
ence to writing of an oral-traditional p o e m . 3 5 Most recently R . Pfeiffer, in his 
History of Classical Scholarship, has admitted that the first period in the 
transmission of Greek literature was "probably . .  . a time of merely oral 
composition and oral tradition of poetry" (HCS 25; m  y italics). But the 
implications of Parry's and Lord's view of "oral-composition" (as opposed 
to "oral-tradition")36 for the study of the textual tradition of H o m e  r and other 
early poets are dismissed in a (rather caustic) footnote, yet without their 
cogency being in the least diminished. Pfeiffer continues: 
The second stage, we assume without further proof, began with the introduction 
of alphabetic writing. Epic poets, heirs of an ancient oral tradition, began to put 
d o w  n their great compositions in this n e  w script:37 w  e still possess as the 
product of that creative epic age the two " H o m e r i c " poems . T h e transmission 
remained oral: the poets themselves and the rhapsodes that followed them re­
cited their works to an audience; and this oral tradition was secured by the script 
which must have been to a certain degree under proper c o n t r o l . . . . T h e power 
of m e m o r y was unchallenged, and the tradition of poetry and early philosophy 
remained oral. (Ibid.; m  y italics) 
However  , it wa  s just this view of "oral tradition" as simply "oral trans­
mission" that Lord described as a compromise to account for the fate of the 
Homeric poems during the years between H o m e r ' s death and the development 
of a viable writing system. Understood in this sense, "oral tradition was a 
fickle mistress with w h o  m to flirt" (ST 9). Lord discounts, as w  e have seen, 
the " m y t h " of the "fantastic memories" so "well attested" of illiterate 
people and holds that "the main points of confusion in the theory . . . arose 
from the belief that in oral tradition there is a fixed text which is transmitted 
unchanged from one generation to another" (ST 9 - 1 0 ) . 
At this point, one might recognize a close similarity between opinions 
about the composition of the Homeric epics generally held by scholars prior to 
Parry and Lord (and still supported by several)38 and the practically universal 
belief regarding the genesis of early Arabic poetry.39 There has been, from 
the time of the medieval Musl im philologists to our o w n  , an unwillingness to 
consider any possibility other than that of an original version of a p o e m  — 
whether memorized or written—or rather, perhaps, simply an unawareness 
that such a possibility might exist. The nineteenth-century scholar and editor 
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John Kosegarten admirably sums up this traditional view for both his pre­
decessors and his successors: 
The poetry of the Arabs, in the ages which preceded the rise of Islamism, was 
perpetuated by oral tradition; for in ancient times, when writing was not used or 
scarcely used, memory was exercised and strengthened to a degree now almost 
unknown. In those countries of Arabia where Arabian poetry may be justly 
considered to have had its origin or to have attained its earliest growth, there 
lived reciters, or Rawis, as the Arabs called them, who got by heart numerous 
songs of their poets, and recited them, occasionally, in public assemblies and 
private parties. (PH i) 
This impression, in essence, has been shared by a great majority of 
medieval and modern scholars w h  o have dealt to any degree with early Arabic 
poetry. Students of H o m e  r as well had felt the need to bridge the gap between 
their poet's death and the institution of an adequate script, and hence, besides 
taking recourse in a somewhat romanticized idea of "oral tradition," they 
also adopted two other alternatives: either advancing H o m e r ' s date to a period 
w h e  n writing w a  s possible (or rather, feasible), or seeking to prove that 
writing did exist as early as the traditional date of H o m e  r (ST 8 - 9 ) . The first 
approach is not far removed from that of Margoliouth and Tana Husayn, 
w h  o proposed as more credible the idea that the origins of pre-Islamic poetry 
were to be found at a later post-Islamic date. A s already mentioned, their 
hypotheses have been in large part discredited. Other scholars have chosen the 
second approach.40 But, although the existence of writing m a y n o w be pre­
sumed to have been far more widespread a m o n g the pre-Islamic Arabs than 
has been thought previously, its mere existence and even its use for recording 
s o m e p o e m s by no means imply that it was utilized by the poet himself in the 
composition of his wor  k (Blachere HLA 86). W  e have to overcome a ten­
dency to naivete concerning literacy. A  s Sterling D o  w has cautioned in regard 
to the discovery of pre-Homeric literacy: 
Literacy is usually spoken of, for instance, as a simple indivisible essence (so 
that w  e say "the Mykenians were literate"), whereas in reality literacy is a 
complex skill applicable to a wide variety of purposes, in fact, to practically all 
the purposes of human communication. It would obviously be hazardous to 
assume that as soon as a person—child, barbarian, or Minoan—learns to write, 
he will use writing for the full range of purposes familiar to us. (Quoted in ST 
150) 
Yet even were the presence of an extensive written literature a m o n g the 
pre-Islamic Arabs to be proved, it would not follow that an oral poetry could 
not also be produced at the same time. Following Lord's findings, " w  e have 
. . . seen that oral literature can and does exist side by side with written 
literature" (ST 150). 
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A .  4 Before considering the "orality" of early Arabic poetry, however, it 
m a  y be well to note in reservation the following statement by Professor Lord: 
"It m a y not be possible in the case of m a n y of our medieval texts to k n o w 
with certainty whether w  e are dealing with an oral or a written product, but w  e 
m a  y reach a high degree of probability in our research . . .  " (ST 220). A s it 
stands, and in view of the detailed and conclusive arguments he presents, the 
statement is quite acceptable. But, he continues, " . .  . especially if w  e 
realize the certainty that it is either one or the other" (ibid.). Herein lies the 
sticking point for m a n y w h o tend otherwise to accept Lord's and Parry's 
general thesis of oral-traditional composition. For Lord maintains, with al­
most dogmatic insistence, the impossibility of a text that is transitional be­
tween an oral tradition of verbal art and a written literary tradition—not the 
recording of a special, yet still purely oral, performance; nor the written wor  k 
of a m a  n w h  o might earlier in his life have been an oral poet and subsequently 
c a m e to compose in writing; nor, finally, "a period of transition between oral 
and written style, or between illiteracy and literacy; but a text, product of the 
creative brain of a single individual" (ST 129). T h e two techniques—of oral 
and written composition—are, according to Lord, 
contradictory and mutually exclusive. Once the oral technique is lost, it is never 
regained. The written technique on the other hand, is not compatible with the 
oral technique, and the two could not possibly combine, to form another, a 
third, a "transitional" technique. It is conceived that a m a  n might be an oral 
poet in his younger years and written poet later in life, but it is not possible that 
he be both an oral and a written poet at any given time in his career. The two by 
their very nature are mutually exclusive. W  e may in actuality discover what 
might be called special categories of texts, but it is doubtful that they should be 
labelled "transitional," that is, part way between oral and written techniques. 
(Ibid.)41 
H o w e v e r , Lord's view subsequently has met with serious, considered 
opposition from at least two quarters. In a study of " T h e Literary Character of 
Anglo-Saxon Formulaic Poetry," Larry D  . Benson has m a d e the highly sig­
nificant point "that p o e m s which w e can be sure were not orally composed 
use formulas as frequently and sometimes more frequently than supposedly 
oral compositions" (LC 335 cf. 3 3 6 - 3 7 , 3 3 9 - 4 0 ) . Working with p o e m s that 
he holds to have originated in a "lettered tradition," Benson reaches the 
following conclusions: 
Only our assumptions about formulaic poetry lead us to believe that such a style 
is necessarily connected with oral composition, and those assumptions, drawn 
from other literatures and other times, do not fit the facts of the Old English 
period; in that age literate poets could and did write heavily formulaic verse and 
. . . they could do so pen in hand . . .not because the demands of the meter or 
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the pressures of oral composition prevent the poet from pausing to select some 
more suitable phrase but because this phrase is suitable, is part of a poetic 
diction that is clearly oral in origin but that is now just as clearly a literary 
convention. (LC 339; cf. 337) 
According to Benson's findings, then (and contrary to Lord's position), 
"difficult theoretically as they m a y be, w e must admit the possibility of 
'transitional texts'" (LC 337). However , though I a m not in a position to 
dispute his arguments concerning the "literary character" of the p o e m  s he 
discusses, I must object to a premise upon which he founds his study. " W  e 
k n o w ,  " Benson contends, "that there was a lettered as well as an oral tradi­
tion in Old English times, and w e k n o w too that the difficulties of collecting 
even modern oral poetry would argue for the fact that our surviving texts 
c o m  e from this lettered tradition" (LC 334). In a note, he adds, " B  y 'lettered 
tradition' I m e a  n a tradition consisting of poem s written by scribes for an 
audience of readers, p o e m  s which thereby have a fixed text that is transmitted 
to an audience by reading (probably aloud). . .  . I also m e a n poems c o m ­
posed in writing" (LC 334 n. 4 , m  y italics). N o w  , in m  y opinion, this 
postulate cannot be accepted as it stands. Th  e very concept of an "audience of 
readers" goes against almost everything w  e k n o  w of the publication and 
circulation of poetical works during the era before printing and large-scale 
book production, particularly in the early (Western) Middle A g e s . 4 2 Benson 
himself, as w  e have seen, admits that the formulaic diction of his "lettered" 
poet "is clearly oral in origin but . .  . is n o  w just as clearly a literary 
convention." But a literary convention, especially one so all-pervasive as this 
one, 4 3 is not employed merely out of authorial w h i m : it meets some require­
ment of the poet, it satisfies some taste of his audience, it somehow functions. 
A n d , on whatever other levels formulaic diction might have functioned— 
whether used by an unlettered oral poet or by a lettered poet composing 
according to the techniques of his unlettered predecessor (Magou n BSC 52; 
see above)—there can be no doubt that for the medieval poet in general, it 
functioned because it seemed to meet best his requirement of satisfying the 
taste of an audience that would be, first and foremost, precisely that—an 
audientia. For, during the Middle Ages , as H  . J. Chaytor has shown most 
convincingly,44 and throughout all antiquity,45 poetry was meant to be heard, 
not read, even by those who could read', and reading of poetry—to the extent 
that it took place at all—was also, with but rare exceptions, a vocal operation 
(and in the Middle Ages , at least, according to Chaytor, a laborious, painful, 
and slow one; see below). The Anglo-Saxon poems discussed by Benson, 
regardless of their m o d  e of composition, abound in formulaic and thematic 
usages, just as do the chansons de geste, romans d'aventure, and lyric poems 
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of which Chaytor speaks at length,46 just as do the Homeric and South-Slavic 
epics, just as do the Eddie and skaldic poems of the North, just as do—I hope 
to show—the pre-and early Islamic Arabic qas'idas and other poems. They 
abound in such usages because, to borrow Chaytor's words, "the whole 
technique of [such poems] . . . presupposed . .  . a hearing, not a reading 
public. W h e  n culture had reached that stage at which the individual read to 
himself for his o w n enjoyment, a different kind of literature was in d e m a n d " 
(FSP 13). 
Hence, in presuming an "audience of readers," Benson stands on very 
shaky ground. Albert Baugh's remarks on this subject are very much to the 
point and can be applied far more widely than just to the Middle English 
romanciers of w h o  m he speaks: 
The ability to read is not the same thing as the habit of reading. With books as 
expensive as they were anything like a reading public did not exist. Since poets 
and versifiers were aware of this, they wrote with oral presentation in mind, 
adopting a style, so far as they were capable of it, natural to live presentation. 
They could hardly have failed to put themselves in the place of the minstrel or to 
imagine themselves as addressing a body of listeners. (MER 9 - 1 0 ) 4 7 
The "lettered tradition" visualized by Benson involves a further over­
simplification of a most complex problem—namely, the nature of the 
delivery and transmission of the poems. O n e cannot, as he does, simply imply 
that "reading (probably aloud)" from a "fixed text," as the means of 
transmitting poetical works to an audience, was the only natural, clear-cut 
alternative to oral performance -cum -composition.48 Chaytor (FSP chap. 1) 
offers a detailed discussion of the subject of reading and writing and their 
relation to oral delivery of medieval Western European poetry. H  e describes 
minutely the act of reading as it must have taken place in the medieval and 
classical world (FSP 5 -10) and concludes thus: " T h e medieval reader, with 
few exceptions, did not read as w e do; he was in the stage of our muttering 
childhood learner; each word was for him a separate entity and at times a 
problem, which he whispered to himself w h e  n he found the solution" (FSP 
10). Later he adds: 
Whenever w e encounter anyone poring over a newspaper, and whispering the 
words to himself as he laboriously spells his w a y through the sheet, w e set him 
d o w n as uneducated. It is not c o m m o n l y realized that this was the manner of 
reading generally practised in the ancient world and during the early days of 
Christianity. . . . This ancient practice was continued in medieval times, until 
it was killed by the dissemination of printed matter, and the habit of mind which 
it implies deserves the notice of those w h  o take in hand the editing of medieval 
texts. (FSP 13) 
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Indeed, it should be added, this habit of mind, coupled with the fact that the 
reader would in most cases be "confronted . . . by a manuscript often crab­
bed in script and full of contractions" {FSP 14),49 deserves the notice of those 
w h o would contend that reading aloud was a c o m m o n m o d e of presenting 
poems to a pre-Renaissance audience. W  e can recognize, as Baugh does for 
Middle English romances, that poems in general could be "sometimes sung, 
sometimes recited, and sometimes read from a book" (MER 23). Yet, the 
weight of the whole history of orally rendered poetry is preponderantly on the 
side of the first two. Even were w e to question Chaytor's thesis regarding 
medieval reading habits and presume that readers existed in sufficient n u m  ­
bers w h  o so far surpassed the "average" stumbling decipherer of texts w h o  m 
he describes that they could read aloud,50 not merely at a pace and volume 
adequate to the demands of an often discriminating audience, but also with the 
proper range of expression and vocal interpretation stipulated by the rhetorical 
aesthetic in which medieval poetry was composed (see FSP 48-67)—even 
then w  e could not dispute what has been affirmed by centuries of observers 
and preservers of the custom of orally rendered poetry, affirmed concerning 
the biblical psalmists and Homeric rhapsodes, the Arabic raw'is and the Gallic 
jongleurs, the Slavic guslars and the Icelandic skalds, and m a n y more. 
Whether before kings or commoners; whether speaking or singing; whether 
playing upon a harp, a gusle, a lute, or upon nothing at all; whether compos­
ing a p o e m or song as he presents it or presenting it as composed beforehand: 
the oral performer is almost never represented as one w h  o reads aloud. In fact, 
in m a n  y traditions, such as those where the performer accompanied himself 
upon an instrument or enlivened his delivery by means of gestures, the notion 
that he held a book is out of the question.51 Notable also is the tendency 
a m o n g all traditions where oral delivery of poetry was customary to 
recognize—even to insist upon—the preeminent role played by m e m o r  y in 
carrying on the tradition.52 Mythical or not, accounts of the phenomenal 
memories and prodigious mnemonic feats of performers and poets have been 
abundantly related for all these traditions—not only for those like the Vedic, 
the Greek rhapsodic or the later jongleur traditions where actual memorization 
from a text seems to have been the rule, but also for those that are "oral 
traditions" in the sense outlined above, where composition and performance 
are the same act. For even here, the oral poet and his public, as Lord has 
indicated, ordinarily conceive of his act of performance-cam-composition— 
of rendition—as a re-creation of a preexistent song from m e m o r y  ; and the 
poet himself would emphatically claim that his presentation of a p o e  m is a 
verbatim "recitation" of it as he heard or performed it before (ST 26-29) . 
Finally, it seems to have been true that in most literate, even highly literate, 
societies before the invention of printing—when books were the possession of 
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the rich and the concern of the scholarly, and w h e n poetry was , as w e have 
seen, often written according to conventions probably inherited from a pre-
literary oral tradition—poems continued to be rendered orally and usually by 
singing or recitation from a memorized text.53 The very educational systems 
that brought about relatively high rates of literacy a m o n  g certain segments, at 
least, of some pre-modern societies and fostered a proliferation of the written 
word—ancient India, for instance, the G r e c o - R o m a  n world, and Arab-Islamic 
civilization—relied heavily upon memorization and recitation as a chief means 
of ensuring the acquisition and retention of knowledge; and conspicuous a m o n g 
the works so studied, learned, and recited were poetical texts.54 
In Islam, particularly, the precedence of memorization and oral transmis­
sion in the service of the philological and religious sciences was maintained, 
as a fact or a fiction, throughout the Middle Ages, side by side with a prolific 
written tradition.55 Even so staunch an advocate of the book and the written 
word as al-Jahiz does not hesitate to affirm the priority of oral transmission 
and the need for a retentive m e m o r  y in the process of learning.56 
O n e cannot, therefore, as Benson does, so lightly eliminate the problems of 
the origin and transmission of poetical texts whose content and style presup­
pose some form of oral delivery.57 If they were, in fact, initially composed in 
writing rather than in performance, they would have been susceptible of at 
least three modes of delivery and publication employed in antiquity and the 
Middle Ages—singing, reciting, and reading aloud (apart, of course, from 
scribal copying, which is not in question at the m o m e n t )  . N o w  , authorities 
seem agreed that of the three, the sung and recited performance from memory 
were by far the most c o m m o n during most of the Middle Ages . 5 8 The process 
of reading, on the other hand, involved such concentration and labor, even for 
practiced readers, that one cannot believe a representative audience of any 
taste would have suffered being read to, w h e n two such satisfactory and 
proven techniques of rendition as singing and recitation were available. A n  d if 
w e admit the relative infrequency of oral delivery of poetical works from a 
text and, correspondingly, the prevalence of the sung or recited performance, 
w  e must also, it seems to m e  , accept the textual difficulties inherent in any 
oral-transmission process—difficulties described by Chaytor in considerable 
detail. Moreover, that these textual difficulties are not unrelated to—or at 
least not dissimilar from—those associated with the textual tradition of oral 
poetry is suggested by Lord (ST 202-20) and m a d e clearer in a study by 
Michael Curschmann. 
A .  5 Curschmann's article, "Oral Poetry in Medieval English, French, and 
German Literature: S o m e Notes on Recent Research," makes the case for the 
existence of "transitional" texts, only to propose finally, "Perhaps w  e should 
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not speak of transitional texts at all" {OPML 49).5 9 Although he questions 
Lord's doctrine of the mutual exclusiveness of the techniques of oral and 
written composition, he does not resort to Benson's view of p o e m s "written 
by scribes" w h  o employ formulaic techniques and w h  o compose "for an 
audience of readers." Rather, he raises the fundamental textual question of 
the recording of orally composed poetry. Lord (ST 128) holds that such 
recordings "are not 'transitional', but are in a class by themselves." But, 
Curschmann says, 
of all of Parry's and Lord's observations this is the one most difficult to gener­
alize: that the Yugoslavian singers find it difficult either to recite slowly enough 
for someone to follow in long-hand or (if they are literate) to write their songs 
down themselves. Consequently it is in this purely technical matter [of the 
recording process] that the theory of oral-formulaic composition has its most 
patent defects. (OPML 45) 
Referring to M a g o u n ' s theory that the Anglo-Saxon p o e m s w e have are 
recordings, m a d e by monastic scribes, of oral performances (BSC 60), 
Curschmann says, 
But to produce such a text the singer would have had to recite very slowly, 
much slower in fact than he would have to in our days of better transcribing 
techniques (not to mention the tape-recorder). Can w e expect him to have tried 
carefully to preserve in the process the oral nature of his composition? The same 
reservations apply if w e assume that he dictated to himself—"an uncommon if 
not awkward procedure." . .  . In either case, for the finished product to be 
strictly oral, the singer would have had to possess the modern scholar's 
awareness of an absolute difference between written and oral. A n  d if the singer 
had simply sung, without paying attention to the scribe's capacity, these texts 
would be even more garbled than w  e think they are. They would have to be 
considered even less reliable witnesses of the manner in which they were put 
together. (OPML 45) 
Curschmann's reservations about self-dictated texts are not, however, en­
tirely justified. A s Dain has shown, self-dictation was the usual procedure 
followed by ancient and medieval copyists and accounts for m a n y of the 
"aural" textual errors usually ascribed to copying from oral dictation (see n. 
35). Moreover, the copyist progressed by means of small word-groups capa­
ble of being taken in at a single glance, immediately memorized, recited over, 
and written d o w n ; and there seems to be no reason w h y one w h o w a s writing 
without a textual exemplar—i.e., composing with pen in hand—should have 
proceeded in a w a y significantly different as regards the mechanics of the 
operation. A n d if that were true, the operation itself can be seen as not 
radically removed from that which Lord describes as resulting in oral dictated 
and oral autograph texts (ST 149-50) . Hence , it would not be surprising to 
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discover in these "written" compositions a large-scale conformity to products 
of an oral tradition, not because of conscious imitation, but rather because 
similar—or at least not contradictory—factors determined the m o d  e of c o m  ­
position. 
Furthermore, Curschmann's analysis is weakened by his accepting too 
readily certain conclusions about the "transitional"—even "written" — 
character of the chansons de geste and the Chanson de Roland, in particular 
(OLMP 46-47)—conclusions that current research shows to be highly dubi­
ous60 and that already seem to have ignored the important findings of R a m o  n 
Menendez Pidal, to whose work Curschmann makes no allusion.61 
Nevertheless, Curschmann's study raises important considerations not only 
for textual criticism, where they are fundamental, but also for any accurate 
understanding and sensitive reading of a p o e  m that bears evidence of "for­
mulaic" composition. For such a p o e m  , regardless of h o  w it might have 
originated, exists for us only as a text or collection of texts. Most importantly, 
Curschmann warns against "indiscriminate application of Parry's methods" 
(OPLM 4 7 - 4 8 )  . O  n the basis of differences in form and length between the 
long epic and various shorter genres, objections to such application have been 
raised or considered for the biblical psalms,62 the English and Scottish bal­
lad,63 non-narrative Old English p o e m s , 6 4 and the old Spanish ballad.65 They 
m a  y with equal justice be considered in the case of the Arabic qas'ida (see 
below). Curschmann writes: 
But the problems involved here are certainly more basic. To come to grips with 
them we have to consider the phenomen of formulaic usage in all its facets and 
ramifications. . .  . At present w  e cannot yet properly assess the usefulness of 
Parry's findings for our analysis of the various literary genres which are distin­
guised by abundant use of formulas or other prefabricated units. What we have 
seen so far suggests caution, however. {OPML 48) 
W h a t Curschmann can lead us to conclude, therefore, is the following: 
from the point of view of the literary critic w h  o would satisfactorily interpret a 
work exhibiting formulaic usages or from that of the textual critic w h  o would 
effectively c o m  e to grips with the problematical "fluidity" of the manuscript 
transmission of such a work, the question of a "transitional text" is not really 
to the point. Th  e exigencies of oral rendition, which originally conditioned 
the phenomena w e have c o m e to associate with oral composition, were not re­
laxed simply because the poet or his listening audience happened to be liter­
ate. Lord tends to minimize the "usefulness" of formulaic elements to the 
audience and to stress instead their value to the singer in "rapid composition" 
(see above). But this is, in a sense, to beg the question: for, as Chaytor has 
said of medieval methods of oral delivery, "It is at least certain that the 
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methods in vogue would not have persisted, had they not been to the taste of 
the audiences" (FSP 67); and Lord himself continually attaches great impor­
tance to the audience as the determining factor in oral delivery (see above). 
Thus, in composing with the verbal techniques of the singer-poet, the scribe-
poet and writer-poet (to use Curschmann's terms [OPML 49]) could hardly, 
in many—even most—cases, have been making a conscious choice of style. 
W  e must ask ourselves to what extent the very idea of "poetry" and " p o e m  " 
as such, during those eras when it was regarded preeminently as an aural 
experience (regardless of h o w composed), would not have been of necessity 
conceived in terms of its pre-literate manifestations—i.e., in terms of a poetic 
of oral composition as w e have c o m e to k n o w it. Would it not be true, under 
those conditions, that to prove that a p o e  m produced during such an era is 
formulaic would be only to prove that it is a p o e  m produced during such an 
era?66 
M u c h more useful, in Curschmann's opinion, would be not to exercise 
oneself in trying to decide the oral or written origin of a given piece. "Orally 
composed" poems cannot really be identified as such beyond doubt, unless 
one (or one's recorder) is present at the performance taking d o w  n every word 
the poet utters. Historical evidences of oral composition, such as Bede's story 
of C a e d m o  n or the sketches of extemporaneous performances in Arabic anec­
dotal literature, though they m a  y demonstrate the existence of a living oral 
tradition, cannot be adduced to account for the state of specific texts. Rather, 
what w  e can seek to do is to determine whether the oral devices in a given 
p o e m  , such as formulaic diction, lack of enjambement, recurrent motifs, and 
so on, are themselves primarily responsible for the structure of a p o e m , thus 
indicating the probable nature of its composition—in or for public oral per­
formance; or whether other features are present, which are not—and perhaps 
cannot be—set forth exactly, but which somehow indicate that the author's 
formal approach to his composition was significantly determined by concerns 
outside those of public performance. It is when the "writer-poet" has re­
course to, and aims for effects in, the realm "beyond the scope of oral 
poetry" (OPML 49); when , moreover, "the use of oral devices . . . has a 
clearly subservient function" to some overriding tectonic principle which 
itself is clearly non-oral (OPML 50): that w e m a y be able to speak of "a type 
[of poem] somewhere between oral and written" (OPML 51). O n e of 
Curschmann's most telling examples is that of the Old Saxon Heliand, a 
highly formulaic poem assumed by some scholars to have been orally c o m ­
posed, but more recently shown to have been structured with "careful and 
elaborate advance planning," the plan being "based on the theological sig­
nificance of formal proportions and the medieval symbolism of numbers" 
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(OP ML 50). Curschmann also examines two twelfth century German Spiel­
mannsepen, the Orendel and Salman und Morolf, both constructed in the 
manner of demonstrably oral poems with a high ratio of traditional themes and 
formulaic passages. Yet they also show evidence of "an overall plan": in 
both cases, Curschmann claims, "the author . .  . is pursuing a modern 
theme through the forms of an ancient technique of composition" (OPML 
52). Thus, again, it is the deliberate subordination, or rather, perhaps, 
exploitation of oral-traditional devices by an author "for compositional 
purposes beyond the scope of oral poetry" that, in Curschmann's view, 
would constitute a point of departure from oral-traditional composition that is 
capable of being ascertained (although with a certain amount of subjective 
judgment) and that reveals an essential change both in the poet's approach to 
his art and in the public he seeks to affect. 
Curschmann's study adds something to our understanding of the formulaic 
poetry that makes up so m u c h of our premodern "literature," and his dis­
tinction between poems in which oral-formulaic elements form the primary 
structuring principle and those in which such elements are subordinated to 
another, usually literary or learned, principle provides a more useful critical 
tool than Lord's oral-written dichotomy. But, as Curschmann notes (OPML 
51 n. 53), Lord himself hinted that his distinction was not so rigid in practice 
as in theory: "Yet after all that has been said about oral composition as a 
technique of line and song construction, it seems that the term of greater 
significance is traditional. Oral tells us ' h o w , ' but traditional tells us 'what,' 
and even more, 'of what kind' and 'of what force'" (ST 220). I would agree 
fully that the key word is traditional, but oral could also tell us m u c h if our 
question were " w h y .  " O n  e matter that should be apparent after the foregoing 
discussion is the large measure to which poetical composition, in m a n  y 
societies at m a n y times, was absolutely conditioned by the occasion or 
prospect of oral rendition. This is self-evident in the case of orally composed 
poems. It seems also to have been the case for a great m a n y poems that, 
although perhaps initially set d o w  n in writing, are so structured with a view to 
oral rendition—i.e., so formulaic and additive in style67—as to be, for all 
practical purposes, indistinguishable from "orally composed" poetry. 
A .  6 O n e could even wonder whether all early formulaic texts, insofar as the 
possibility—even probability—of scribal redaction of "oral texts" can never 
be excluded, ought not to be classified in a single category of "traditional" 
texts. This would be consistent with Curschmann's position and would have 
the advantage of benefiting from the insights and terminology developed by 
Parry, Lord, Nagler, and others. O n e would then have to recognize that oral 
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performance of poetical works was a very complex operation, even when the 
performer did not simultaneously compose the poem he presented. W  e have 
had occasion earlier to refer to H  . J. Chaytor's penetrating study of the world 
of poets and public, writers and readers, before the c o m m o  n existence of 
printed books. His discussion of the poet's and the performer's art, or "craft" 
(FSP 4 8 - 5 3 , 114-29), though not couched in the terms of later theorists of 
oral poetry, is directly relevant to both the compositional and the textual 
problems of "traditional" poetry in the sense described above. W h e  n w  e 
consider the techniques and attitudes of the jongleur during performance and 
compare them, say, with those of the rhapsode,68 the Arabic raw'i (see chap. 2 
below), or other representatives of the custom of oral delivery, w  e cannot but 
see as misleading Lord's distinction not only between an "oral" and a "writ­
ten" text but also between oral performance-cwm-composition and oral per­
formance from a "memorized" text. 
Lord has, as was seen, cautioned against a tendency to naivete with regard 
to literacy. But in his concern to uphold the excellence of the pristine oral-
tradition carried on by illiterate or semiliterate singer-poets, as against the 
"meretricious virtues of [literary] art" (ST 221), he himself has been guilty of 
a kind of naivete. Basing his judgment mainly on his experiences with Slavic 
singers w h  o have since 1918 taken to memorizing the set text of published 
songs and performing them so that "one can follow the text in the book" (ST 
137), he deplores what he regards as the generally pernicious effects of 
conscious memorization upon an oral tradition (see above). It perhaps need 
not be mentioned that literacy and becoming literate in a world where one is 
surrounded by printed books and the written word in all its forms is hardly to 
be compared with what the situation must have involved in the medieval and 
ancient pre-printing world; nor that a performer's awareness of the existence 
of hundreds, perhaps thousands, of reduplicated printed copies of the p o e  m he 
performed could well inhibit his faculty for improvisation, whereas no such 
consideration would have inhibited a pre-printing performer, w h o probably 
would have o w n e d , or had access to, one of but very few "copies" of the 
6 9 p o e m .  
Lord is insistent, with regard to variations in the oral tradition of a song 
from one performance to another, that however "chaotic and arbitrary" they 
m a  y appear to the "superficial observer," in reality they are not. 
It cannot be said that "anything goes." Nor are these changes due in the 
ordinary sense to failure of memory of a fixed text, first, of course, because 
there is no fixed text, second, because there is no concept among singers of 
memorization as w e know it, and third, because at a number of points in any 
song there are forces leading in several directions, any one of which the singer 
may take. (ST 120; cf. 22, 109) 
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N o w  , this is an extremely valuable insight into the operations of a m o d  e of 
poetical composition and performance, but the principle here articulated is by 
no means so limited in application to orally composed poetry as Lord would 
have it. That rhapsodes, jongleurs, rawls, minstrels, and the like had a m o n  g 
the tools of their trade, besides a capacious m e m o r y  , a notable capacity for 
improvisation has been observed and documented.7 0 Scholars have sometimes 
discerned in different manuscript copies of a work, all of which unquestiona­
bly derived from a single original, variants that cannot be accounted for by 
scribal error, but must have been the result of the performer's oral "interpreta­
tion" of the work. The fact that a definite and substantial textual, as opposed 
to thematic or structural, correspondence a m o n  g the copies can be observed is 
certainly evidence that memorization must have been an operative factor in 
producing the texts, but hardly "memorization as w  e k n o  w it." N  o one 
would, I imagine, claim that each of these texts represents a separate and 
unique act of composition. Nor can one, on the other hand, treat such variants 
simply as "corruptions" of the text, for the concept would have had no more 
meaning for a virtuoso oral performer, "mor  e concerned with the effective­
ness of his 'interpretation' than with strict fidelity to his author's intentions" 
(Davison in CH 218), than it did for an unlettered oral poet whose "every 
performance is a separate song" (ST 4). There m a y be a greater measure of 
"stability" in recorded copies of text-based performances, but neither p o e  m 
nor performer should on that account be deemed any the less "tradi­
tional"—particularly in the event that texts of the work exhibit throughout the 
oral-formulaic qualities associated with "traditional" poetry. 
It cannot be assumed that "memorization" by reading or hearing a "fixed 
text" would have been for a professional performer, trained and immersed in 
a tradition of orally rendered poetry, the same as "memorization as w e k n o w 
it." At a time when sharp distinctions between the written and the spoken 
word did not always exist (particularly in the case of poetry, which anyway 
presupposed a listening audience), it would be difficult to maintain that such a 
performer's thorough exposure to both oral poems and poems composed for 
oral performance would not have furnished him with a sense of composition 
by means of "oral" formulas, themes, and such, analagous to, if not identical 
with, that of the oral poet himself. Peter Wolf, alluding to the fact that 
grammarians in late antiquity often composed poetry, notes that "this is only 
natural. From the Homeric rhapsodes d o w n through the Hellenistic age to our 
o w n present day, those w h o preserved poetry have themselves composed it 
and the poets have concerned themselves with transmitted poetry" (VSS 39). 
A n  d evident as this has been in the "lettered tradition" of the grammarians, it 
has been even more so in the "oral tradition" of formulaic poetry, whether 
lettered or unlettered. 
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The parallel that has been drawn between the approach and techniques of 
the jazz musician and those of the oral poet has equal — m a y b  e 
more—validity with reference to those of the oral performer or renderant.71 
Robert Stevick, for example, makes these pertinent observations: 
In a traditional oral (or musical art form—as opposed to a tradition perpetuated 
in writing or notation—memory of past performances will have a very large 
effect on any further performance; any familiarity at all with successive jazz 
performances suggests strongly that performers (and particularly professional 
ones) repeat earlier performances as entities, subject only to such changes as 
faulty memory, momentary experiments, or effects of audience reaction may 
produce. They do not build each performance merely a phrase at a time. C o m  ­
position, in this respect, represents relatively slight modifications within an 
entire "piece" or a substantial stretch of the selection being presented. But 
composition in improvisational art, for traditional themes handled repeatedly by 
professional performers, can hardly be conceived of entirely as fresh creation 
measure-by-measure, phrase-by-phrase. {OF A 385-86) 
But improvisation upon a set text, just as upon a set score, would certainly 
have presented no inordinate problems to a professional performer. Indeed, as 
w  e have seen, textual evidence indicates that it did not. A n  d if the p o e  m itself 
was written with oral delivery in mind, fully reflecting the mnemotechnic, 
generative usages characteristic of oral poetry (not necessarily in conscious 
imitation of oral poetry but simply because that wa  s the form a p o e  m wa  s 
expected to have), it would have been especially conducive to improvisational 
"interpretation" by a traditional performer. Thus , it can be said of the oral 
performer at certain periods that, no less than the oral bard, his technique too 
"is a technique of remembering rather than of memorization" (Lord, in 
Wace/Stubbings CH 185). 
Literacy then, as the ability to write (even to write poems)  , cannot of itself 
have constituted "the vast cultural change [it takes] to develop a n e  w kind of 
poetic" (Lord ST 128), as long as that poetic continued to be dictated by the 
fact that p o e m s were, above all, things to be performed aloud and heard. 
Literacy, too, as the ability to read, "is not the same thing as the habit of 
reading" (see above): p o e m s were rendered orally before lettered, as well as 
unlettered, audiences, and whether those p o e m s were " c o m p o s e d " during 
rendition or were rendered on the basis of a written "original" seems to have 
m a d  e little essential difference either in their formulaic and thematic structur­
ing, in accordance with the poetic of oral performance or in the "fluid" and 
"multiform" state of their textual tradition. Returning, however, to Benson's 
premised "lettered tradition," "consisting of p o e m  s written by scribes for an 
audience of readers" (p. 16 above), w  e have seen that to accept such a 
concept as appropriate to the circumstances of early medieval poetry is not 
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justified by what w e k n o w of the tradition of oral rendition. Nor , as later 
considerations have shown, are w e justified in assuming that " p o e m s written 
by scribes" would, in any case, have been intended "for an audience of 
readers." Merely to adduce evidence of the poet's "learnedness" or of the 
verbal and thematic complexity of his p o e m does not "prove" (1) that he was 
writing, nor (2) that he was writing to be read. Given the orientation of ancient 
and medieval education toward oral dictation, lecture, and recitation, expo­
sure to knowledge so promulgated—especially in certain more cultured 
milieux—could not have been too hard to c o m e by, even for an illiterate, 
though undoubtedly sensitive, poet. A  n obvious case in point would be that of 
C a e d m a n , to w h o m "quite learned m e n . . . expounded . . . a certain topic 
of Sacred Story or Teaching, bidding him, if he could, to turn this into 
poetical rhythm. Whereupon he, undertaking the task, departed and, coming 
back next morning, recited what he had been ordered to recite, composed in 
excellent verse" (Bede, quoted in M a g o u  n BSC 50). But it is not even 
necessary to presume that a "traditional" poet need be illiterate. Furthermore, 
as Parry, Lord, Nagler, Duggan  , and several other scholars have consistently 
pointed out, verbal and thematic complexity is precisely the hallmark of the 
finest "traditional" poems preserved to us. For sheer complexity, for in­
stance, one could hardly rival the Old Norse Skaldic poems , whose origins in 
a tradition that banked heavily upon extemporaneous composition had been 
recognized long before Parry's studies first appeared.72 
Behind the idea of such a "lettered tradition" as Benson supposes, there 
lies, nevertheless, a profound poetic truth that both Chaytor and Lord, to 
mention only two, were at pains to bring out, though each approached it from 
a different angle. For Lord, as noted above, poems that were composed in 
writing would differ essentially, by virtue of that very fact, from those c o m ­
posed during oral rendition. Although this distinction is finally reduced to one 
between the poems of a traditional oral singer and those of a nontraditional 
literary artist, the difference between their poems is still just as essential, and 
it results from different modes of composition. Chaytor is equally convinced 
that two intrinsically different kinds of poems can be observed in the evolution 
of medieval verse: one "composed to be heard, not read, . . . intended to 
give pleasure to the ear" (FSP 52); the other directed to "a public which 
would read for itself, for information, reflection and pleasure" (FSP 80). In 
his view, then, the difference has c o m  e about because of different motives for 
composition. "Oral," Lord has said, "tells us ' h o w '  " (ST 220). A s I 
suggested and as the works of Chaytor and Curschmann, at least, have m a d e 
likely, "oral" does not always tell us " h o w ; " but rather, and m u c h more to 
the point, "oral" tells us " w h y " — w h y , that is, the work has such a form and 
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style. The crucial distinction, then (if one must have crucial distinctions), is 
not to be m a d  e between "oral" composition and "written" composition. It 
ought, instead, to be m a d  e between "heard" poetry and "read" poetry. 
"Traditional," in Lord's sense, still "tells us 'what', and even more, 'of what 
kind' and 'of what force'." But n o  w the realm of the "traditional" can be 
extended—not unreasonably, I believe, nor unrealistically—to include poems 
whose style and structure, comprising all the characteristics usually identified 
with oral poetry, leave little or no doubt that the primary purpose of their 
composition was to be heard—that they were composed in, and/or for, public 
oral presentation. 
B . Naturally, as was intimated above, the theory of oral-formulaic compo­
sition and rendition cannot be applied to classical Arabic poetry without 
reservation. Th  e distinctive nature and evolution of this poetry preclude our 
simply taking over conclusions reached about epic verse for service in analyz­
ing the qas'ida and other forms of Arabic verse. Important differences between 
the two genres must be taken into account; although, as Curschmann noted, 
such differences, where formulaic usage is concerned, are not necessarily 
critical (OPML 48; see § A . 5 , above). 
B .  I First, Parry and particularly Lord often stress the narrative character of 
Homeric and South Slavic verse. " T h e ideal [of the oral tradition] is a true 
story well and truly retold" (ST 29; cf. 6 -7 ) . Although narrative or dramatic 
elements frequently do occur in early Arabic poetry, such occurrences are 
limited to episodes or passages within the larger context of the p o e  m (cf. 
Braunlich VLB 244). The Arabic qas'ida has itself been typified as an "odic" 
composition or as a "descriptive lyric" (Ahlwardt PP 30; Braunlich VLB 
244; Arberry SO 15). Sir William Jones attributed to the qas'ida of 
Imra'alqays, at least, the form of a "dramatick pastoral" (in Arberry SO 15). 
R  . Jacobi, however, has discussed several attempts to classify the qas'ida in 
terms of Western genres and indicates the futility of doing so, "if the concepts 
'epic', 'lyric', 'dramatic', were today still to be understood, as they have been 
throughout the centuries, as poetic schemata or moulds (Schablonen) that only 
give to a material its external form" (SPAQ 208). There is, nevertheless, she 
finds, a striking appropriateness in the expression "epic" as a term applied to 
the style of the classical qas'ida. Following E  . Staiger's fundamental analysis 
(in his Grundbegriffe der Poetik) of the essential features of "epic" style, 
rather than of the epic as such, Jacobi observes that the characteristics of that 
style, which Staiger had deduced primarily on the basis of the Homeric epics, 
conformed to those of the qasida style "astonishingly exactly" (SPAQ 
209-12) . 
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Thus, the generic differences between the qasida and the epic poems con­
sidered by Parry, Lord, Duggan  , and others should not, of themselves, pre­
vent application of the oral-traditional theory to early Arabic poetry.  W e 
should also realize that the qualities of "epic" style, identified by Jacobi as 
present in the pre- and early Islamic qasida, correspond "astonishingly 
exactly" to those that have been determined by the Chadwicks and  M . Bowra 
to characterize "heroic" poetry (Chadwicks GL; B o w r a HP passim), a poetry 
one of whose chief properties is its orality. Unquestionably, the persons, 
exploits, circumstances, and communities m a d  e manifest in the lines of clas­
sical Arabic poetry share, to a remarkable degree, the features set forth by the 
Chadwicks as essential to oral heroic literature {GL III 727-41) . A n d al­
though they do not treat or refer to Arabic poetry specifically, one can easily 
see that early Arab poets have composed in all the genres that "are found to be 
cultivated where writing is unknow n or not used for literary purposes" {GL 
III 700)—all, that is, but epic or extensive narrative verse (see GL III 
697-726 , 802 -53 , and passim). In this regard, their poems are no more 
exceptional—and are considerably more "heroic"73—than m a n y other non-
epic forms of oral poetry. Even  M . B o w r a , w h o would seem to insist that 
"heroic poetry is essentially narrative" {HP 4), could hardly deny that Arabic 
poetry has a "heroic outlook, which admires m a  n for doing his utmost with 
his actual, h u m a  n gifts" {HP 5); and w e , w h o read Bowra's brilliant compara­
tive study of oral epic traditions a m o n  g m a n  y different peoples, will c o m  e 
upon innumerable parallels with the Arabic tradition, non-narrative though it 
be. 
Granting, then, the real "heroicness" of classical Arabic poetry,  w e should 
beware—as Benedetto Croce would have us beware—of attaching too m u c h 
importance in aesthetic and literary analysis to differences in genre ox kind. 
The differences between epic and qasida, narrative and lyric or ode, are actual 
and observable. But while they m a  y be useful for purposes of discussion or 
categorization, they must never blind us to the reality of the "individual 
expressive fact," without which all such artistic or literary kinds—being after 
all merely schemata logically deduced from existing "facts"—are empty 
names. The effects of this "greatest triumph of the intellectualist error" in 
aesthetic theory, the idea of artistic and literary kinds, are evident even within 
the Arabic tradition itself, with the enthronement of the qasida upon the high 
altar of verbal art and the denial of artistic merit to other forms of expression 
and, conspicuously, to rajaz poetry.74 The Bedouin w h o rendered his qasida 
or urjuza before a sixth-century Arab audience m a y not have been telling a 
story or making an epic; but he was an oral poet poetizing in a heroic tradition, 
and I maintain that  w e have to approach his poems with this in mind. 
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B .  2 Other objections that might be raised to including classical Arabic 
verse under the Parry-Lord definition of oral poetry are somewhat more ser­
ious and must be dealt with. T h e oral-formulaic theory evolved out of consid­
eration of the two Homeric epics—together s o m e 27 ,000 lines. It was ex­
panded and further elaborated through analysis of texts—Yugoslavian epic-
songs, Anglo-Saxon epics, chansons de geste, and so on—that, although gen­
erally shorter than the Iliad or the Odyssey, usually well exceed 200 lines. 
T h e verses of the Arabic ode (as w e have it recorded), on the other hand, m a y 
vary in n u m b e r , "but are seldom less than twenty-five or more than a 
hundred" (Nicholson LHA 11). Yet R  . Culley has published an important 
study exploring in depth the question of Oral Formulaic Language in the 
Biblical Psalms—a genre often mentioned as similar in m a n  y essential 
features (including length) to the Arabic qas'ida. A n d Ruth House W e b e r , 
w h  o has had to meet the same objection in adapting Parry's oral-formulaic 
theory to the exigencies of the Spanish ballad, makes the point that 
it is not to be expected that Parry's studies on Homer should provide the answer 
to stylistic problems of the popular ballad, for the epic and the ballad require 
individual treatment. The length of the epic has been instrumental in its being 
being restricted to the hands of professional minstrels. Contrariwise, the greater 
brevity of the ballad has allowed it to be subjected to the more precarious 
vicissitudes of amateur handling. (FDSB 176)75 
R a m o  n M e n e n d e  z Pidal expresses in the following terms the effect likely to 
be exerted upon the textual state of an oral p o e m , particularly a shorter one, 
by any appreciable amateur handling. 
There is a difference between geste and ballad as concerns the audience. A 
ballad is widely diffused, for numerous hearers can recall and repeat it. It is 
harder to learn a geste by reason of the poem's greater length. But undoubtedly 
there was among the hearers such an individual sufficiently endowed with 
memory to recall the whole geste, though more imperfectly than the jongleur by 
profession. Besides, w  e should view as rather frequent the collaboration of 
hearers who would learn and circulate the fragments, the most famous bits of a 
geste, thus contributing to the development of variants. (CR 59) 
In m a n y cases, specifically that of the early Arabic tradition, it would be 
inappropriate to m a k  e a sharp distinction between professional poets and 
amateurs.76 Nevertheless, the observations of W e b e r and M e n e n d e z Pidal 
with regard to the part played by amateurs in transmitting a "traditional" 
p o e m can still be applied to the classical qas'ida. Referring to the Arab 
partisan or tribal poet, for instance, Blachere indicates that "in principle, all 
the m e m b e r  s of the group or tribe m a d  e themselves gratuitous transmitters [of 
his p o e m s ] " (HLA 91) . T h e anecdotal literary histories and other such 
cultural-historical sources are replete with accounts of the enthusiasm of rul­
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ers, notables, religious and military leaders, and others, for both hearing and 
reciting poetry.77 But this "amateur" interest must be—as it usually was 
during the earliest periods about which w  e have information—seen as set 
apart from the more specialized activity of poet and raw'i. W h a  t influence 
such "amateur" reciters of poetry might have exercised on the textual tradi­
tion of the qafida would be impossible to ascertain at this point.78 It is 
essential to ask, however, whether someone w h o undertook to write d o w n a 
poem from dictation (in an era w h e n the act of writing itself was at best 
laborious and was performed, it seems, only for relatively limited purposes 
and by trained scribes) would have contented himself with anything less than 
the rendition of a properly qualified renderant whose poetic skill and 
faithfulness to the tradition had been demonstrated. 
The fact that the qafida is m u c  h shorter than the epic admits of a second 
consideration, viz., the extent to which m e m o r  y and memorization might in 
fact have played a role in transmitting and preserving early Arabic poem s 
before they were written d o w n .  7  9 In a study of oral poetry in the Old English 
Seafarer, J. J. Campbell has raised this important question with particular 
reference to shorter Old English poems . (His remarks are also suggestive of 
the amateur's capacity for reproducing a p o e  m he has heard performed.) 
Campbell says: 
Each poem need not necessarily have been composed spontaneously as an 
entirely new poem every time a poet told a given story. It is completely reason­
able to expect that every m e m b e  r of the Old English poetic audience would 
remember a certain number of the poetic formulas, although his knowledge 
would be far inferior to that of the professional scop. . . . Further, members of 
the audience must often have had favorite poems which were so striking and 
memorable in the form in which they heard them from an expert scop that they 
could remember and repeat some sections in their original state. This memoriz­
ing probably would be more likely for laymen with little experience in fresh 
improvisation, but even professional singers might try to keep especially effec­
tive passages intact. (OPS 88)80 
A n  d J. B  . Hainsworth has expressed a similar opinion: 
O f course a poem that is improvised as a whole m a y contain recited components 
(or indeed vice versa). This m a y well be the case with H o m e r : it is a c o m m o n 
assumption in discussions of the Catalogue [of Ships]: w  e m a  y also reasonably 
call recitation the repeated lines that arise when messages are delivered or 
command s executed. But the "typical scenes" (e.g., of arming and sacrificing) 
are a marginal and instructive case: . . . these are not ready-made packages. 
(FHF2 n. 1) 
N o w  , two factors are present in Arabic poetry that would be of great value 
both to the oral-formulaic poet and to the mnemonically oriented transmitter 
or reciter. O n e of these is the prosodic form of the poetry—certainly a m o n g 
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the most invariable and demanding meter- and rhyme-conventions in world 
literature.81 The other is the Arabic language itself, whose highly patterned 
morphology affords, as Professor H  . A  . R  . Gibb has observed, 
an enormous number of words whose vowel schemes are exactly alike. Every 
noun of agent from the simple verb, for example, is formed exactly like qatil [(a 
killer)]: rakib (a rider), katib (a writer), Kdmil (carrier), & c  . Inevitably, there­
fore, rhyme and assonance play a very large part in Arabic literary style from 
the first, not only in poetry but in prose as well, and alliteration and jeux de 
mots, so far from being avoided, are regarded as special ornaments in belles­
lettres. (A LI 8) 
These factors of meter, rhyme, assonance, alliteration, and wordplay natur­
ally offer a vast store of the stuff that, as w  e have seen, formulas are m a d  e of. 
But they can serve equally as convenient mnemonic aids in memorized trans­
mission of a p o e m . Thus, even if w e grant the oral-traditional origins of most 
pre- and early Islamic poems , w e must still inquire whether our extant poetical 
texts are records of given performances of odes c o m p o s e d during 
performance or while dictating, as Parry and Lord maintain of Homeric, 
Yugoslavian, and other epics; or whether they are indeed simply the setting 
d o w n in writing of poems that have been memorized at the time of their 
composition and transmitted orally, largely intact, as exponents of the 
conventional theory of "oral tradition" (i.e., oral transmission of a 
memorized "text") have ordinarily presumed (cf. M o n r o e OCPP 40). 
C  . Confronted by the problematical features that generally differentiate 
"traditional" texts from texts obviously composed and transmitted in writing, 
scholars have sometimes turned to the research of folklorists, since poetry of 
the "folk" shares with "traditional" or "early" poetry a number of these 
same features. Chief a m o n g them are (1) a very wide repertoire of phrases, 
phrase-patterns, images, themes, even whole passages, that recur from p o e m 
to p o e  m within a given corpus of poetry (and even within a single p o e m  ) and 
(2) a large measure of substantive variation from one version—or 
rendition—of a p o e  m to another (cf. Zwettler BFOT 199). Scholars of "tradi­
tional" poetry have given lip service to the idea of an "oral tradition" 
through which the poems would have been preserved and transmitted d o w n to 
the time of their textualization. But they have proceeded to blame the pre­
literate oral tradents—their "lapses of m e m o r y ,  " "insensitivity," 
"incompetence," "irresponsibility," "over-inventiveness," even "unscru­
pulosity"—for the "conventionalizations," "confusions," "inconsisten­
cies," "interpolations," "fabrications," "misattributions," "plagiarisms," 
and so on that are alleged to have "corrupted" the texts of those poems. Yet 
analogous phenomena have been noted as standard, even typical, attendants 
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to "folk-poetry" as it is normally produced and rendered, without any such 
accusations being leveled against its representatives. A n d in the past some 
Arabists—most prominently, Karl Petracek (DSSV, Q A A L , VAL) and Alfred 
Bloch (esp. KWAV)—have tentatively advanced the notion of applying 
folklore studies to the study of early Arabic poetry. 
Elsewhere I have given considerable attention to this aspect of Arabic 
literary scholarship and to the questions raised by viewing classical Arabic 
poetry through folklorists' eyes (Zwettler BFOT). There it was observed that 
the one essential characteristic of "folk-poetry," in regard to which 
folklorists of all persuasions seem to be in accord, is that of "orality." F . 
Utley, after analyzing a wide range of definitions of "folk literature," offered 
the following "operational definition": "Folk literature is orally transmitted 
literature wherever found, a m o n  g primitive isolates or civilized marginal 
cultures, urban or rural societies, dominant or subordinate groups" (in 
D u n d e s S  F 13; m  y italics; cf. Zwettler BFOT 210). 
The folkloristic emphasis on oral transmission was carried an important step 
further with the work of the Homerists (and Slavicists), Mi lman Parry and 
Albert Lord, and other subscribers to the oral-traditional theory of poetry. 
Applying to the Homeric epics principles derived from observing and recording 
the processes of a living oral ["folk"] tradition (mainly South Slavic), they 
have been able to show that poetry of this kind—formulaic in diction, uniform 
in sensibility, multiform in aspect—is not just orally transmitted. It is also, and 
at the same time, orally composed—albeit with the aim of rendering a previ­
ously heard poem as excellently and as accurately as possible. Thus, the very 
features of fluidity and formulariry—as well as those of avoidance of self-
conscious originality, uncertain attribution, linguistic archaism, and others—, 
all of which folklore scholarship has usually accepted as unavoidable conse­
quences of oral transmission by and a m o n g the folk, would be far better and 
more realistically understood as natural concomitants of a living and continuous 
tradition of oral rendition by and a m o n g an unlettered people. (Zwettler BFOT 
211; cf. Lord ST 6 - 7  ; Parry in Lord HPH 3 7 - 4 0 = Parry MHV 469-73) 
Both Bloch and Petracek, in applying the findings of folklore scholarship to 
their study of classical Arabic poetry, readily granted the fact of its oral 
transmission—though only in passing (Bloch VSA 3 , 18, and passim; 
Petracek DSSV 6 n. 2 , 11, 14; Q A A L 404). But regrettably this passing 
acknowledgment went no further than the "lip service" alluded to above. 
Nevertheless, by calling attention to the folkloric affinities of the poetry, these 
two scholars have done serious students of early Arabic literature a valuable, 
though largely unrecognized, service: "For the findings of the folklorists with 
respect to folk 'literature' can bring the Arabist to a revaluation and a new 
understanding of precisely some of the most deprecated and least appreciated 
aspects of the classical poetry" (Zwettler BFOT 211). 
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It is, however, the circumstance of "orality" that has become accepted as 
the decisive factor that determines and identifies "folk-poetry," as distinct 
from "literary" or "art-poetry." So , too, scholars of various early literatures 
are coming to understand that "orality" must have been a most important—if 
not the most important—determinant of the anomalous, "corrupted," and 
otherwise inexplicable condition wherein they find the "traditional texts" 
with which their scholarship deals. Th  e present study contends and hopes to 
demonstrate that "in the light of the Parry-Lord theory of oral-formulaic 
poetic composition and rendition, judiciously adapted and applied to the 
particular circumstances of pre- and early Islamic Arab culture and Arabic 
poetry, . . . these 'corrupted' texts [of classical Arabic poems] will appear in 
their true significance" (Zwettler BFOT 212; cf. Monroe OCPP, esp. 4 2 ­
44). 
1. There has been a certain amount of ambiguity among Arabists in their usage of the term 
classical to designate a particular period or body of Arabic literature. The word is sometimes 
employed to refer loosely to the entire output of poetic and belle-lettristic compositions produced 
in Arabic throughout most of the Middle Ages (e.g., Gibb ALI chap. 1 and passim; Wickens AL 
22-45 passim). Sometimes, too, the early Abbasid era (ca. second/ninth—fourth/eleventh cen­
turies) is styled the "classical" age of Islamic civilization, with the adjective being applied to its 
literary productions as well (e.g., Brockelmann GAL andSuppl I, 2. Buch, 1. Abschnitt: "Die 
klassische Periode von ca 750 bis ca 1000"; Gabrieli LT 89, 92; Sourdel CIC 16-17 [including 
the later U m a y y a d period] and passim). Most often, however, and most properly "classical" 
Arabic poetry is considered to be that whose "tradition" is the subject of this study—viz., the 
poetry said to have been composed during the years extending from the later fifth century A . D  . to 
(at the latest) the early second/eighth century (e.g., Ahlwardt UPPA 19; Noldeke BSS 1-2; von 
Grunebaum GSAP 125-29 = KD 20 -24; Fuck Ar chaps. 1-2 passim; Fleisch AC 6). Blachere 
(HLA 84), debating what to call the poetry of this same period, chooses "archaique" over 
"classique" because the latter adjective, he contends, "ne semble pas . . . convenir car il 
suppose un jugement de valeur qui interviendra seulement plus tard." But it is always the case 
that, when the term classic is applied to a work, a later judgment of value is implied. A n d when 
an extant body of poetry owes its preservation largely to a "classicistic" impulse, as did pre- and 
early Islamic poetry, and when that poetic corpus has itself undergone a more or less deliberate 
process of "classicization," the term classical—used advisedly—can fulfill an important 
twofold function: (1) it quite successfully designates a particular period or body of poetry that, 
certainly in the case of Arabic literature, is clearly distinguishable from later productions, and (2) 
it provides a key to our understanding of the role played by that poetry in the culture of 
subsequent generations and of the fate it underwent at their hands. 
2. See, e.g., M  . Picard, Man and Language, pp. 137-42; M  . Eliade, The Sacred and the 
Profane, pp. 8 -18; G  . van der Leeuw, Sacred and Profane Beauty, pp. 115-31; cf. R  . Chris­
tiansen, " M y t h  , Metaphor, and Simile," in Sebeok MS 64 -80 . 
3. Cf. , e.g., Noldeke BKPA vii. 
4. Chadwicks GL II 463; quoted in Chaytor FSP 116. 
5. Parry MHV and Lord ST. 
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6. See, especially, Curschmann OP ML and references cited; Nagler TGV, esp. 269 n. 1, 272 
n. 7; Culley OFL, esp. "Appendix." 
7. O  n the oral prose narrative, see Vans inaOT; R  . Dorson, "Oral Styles of American Folk 
Narrators," in Sebeok SL 27-51 (with additional comments, 52-53); and others. 
8. At this point I must admit that, despite the careful distinctions in usage of the word tradition 
made at the beginning of this study, I have been forced to lapse into the ambiguity inherent in the 
English word itself. Usually, therefore, when speaking of "tradition" in the sense defined on p. 
3, I shall refer to it as the "textual tradition." 
9. For other expressions of what von Grunebaum (GSAP 127 = KS 21) calls "the long 
prevailing conviction of the stagnating uniformity of classical poetry," see references in Braun­
lich VLB 213 n. 1. F. Krenkow ("Kasida," El1 II 799) complains, rather immoderately, that 
after a point "the monotony becomes nauseous." Gibb's (ALI 21-22) is perhaps one of the least 
disparaging expressions of this theme. 
10. See, e.g., Lord  5 T chap. 10. 
11. See n. 6, above. 
12. Russo takes pains, it should be mentioned, to point out that Parry himself cautioned 
against too strict an application of the verbatim requirement for formulaic analysis and that his 
o w n study resulted from following up "one of Parry's most important suggestions of the wide 
ranging possibilities for formulaic expression without literal repetition [which had] . . . been left 
unexplored by later critics" (CLHF 231; cf. 235-37 and n. 14). 
13. See n. 6, above. 
14. See Nagler TGV 274-81 . For "corresponsion" and other terms, see esp. 275. In his 
dissertation (Nagler FMHE 52), however, Nagler does propose as a definition of oral "formula" 
the following: "an utterance in oral poetry, usually a phrase or more in length, which strongly 
corresponds with some other utterance in rhyme, meter, lexicography, syntax, semantics, 
phonemics, content, or any combination of these criteria." 
15. Lord (ST 279 n. 7) relates Saussure's distinction between langue andparole to oral poetry, 
suggesting further "that w  e have in the case of oral epic performance something that is neither 
langue nor parole, but some third form; as Levi-Strauss has intimated in the case of myths"; see 
"The Structural Study of M y t h , " JAF 68 (1955): 430 (also in Sebeok MS 84-85; cf. 92-94) . 
Lord adds: " O  r again with Levi-Strauss w  e might question whether w  e have something that is 
both langue and parole at the same time under different aspects, thus making a third form of 
communciation, or of relationship, peculiar to oral verbal art." Cf. also ST 285 n. 15. 
16. Cf. Lord 5 7 2 0 - 2 2 , 130-32, and passim. 
17. B y "formulaic expressions," Lord denotes "a line or half line constructed on the pattern 
of the formulas" (for which, see Parry's definition quoted above, p. 6)—ST 4. 
18. Cf., esp., ST chap. 3 for a more detailed account of the genesis and assimilation of 
formulas in the young poet's mind. See also, e.g., M a g o u n  B S C ; cf. reservations of J. Campbell 
OPS, esp. 87-88 . 
19. See Nagler TGV 274-80 , 285, for examples. H e willingly admits that "a measure of 
subjectivity would seem inevitable once one goes beyond statistical description" (TGV 280 n. 
20). 
20. Cf. n. 14, above. Nagler, citing from Lord and from his o w n experience, indicates the 
extent to which our record of a "finished" song ma y mislead us as to the real nature of the 
performance as experienced both by the poet and by his audience. "According to Professor Lord, 
a South Slavic singer will occasionally omit a structurally significant portion from one of his 
songs. W h e  n confronted with such an omission, his first reaction will be to deny it outright, ' O  f 
course I sang that part.' Could this not mean that to the singer and his regular audience, for w h o  m 
the total effect of his performance is real and the fact (or printed record) of his actual words 
unimaginably abstract, the 'missing' part was there, implicitly sensed because part of the total 
Gestalt?" (TGV 308). H e adds, " M  y o w n recordings in thefield . . . have corroborated the well 
known fact that Cretan singers often break off a performance of a song, not only long before the 
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end of the piece, but even in the middle of a sentence, with resulting loss of intelligibility. O  f 
course, their concentration on the music partially explains this catalexis of the words, but it is also 
to be explained by the presence of the omitted portion in the m e m o r  y of the hearers" (ibid. n. 
70). Thus, the word-complexes w e have been considering—whether on the level of verbatim 
repetitions, recurrence of word patterns, realizations of a pre-verbal Gestalt, or larger thematic 
structures—so far from being "elements" or "components" in a p o e m , do actually and con­
cretely implement the composition and performance of the p o e m , even though they might never 
be verbalized by the poet and, hence, might never appear in a recorded text. It need hardly be 
pointed out h o  w important this fact is for understanding m a n  y problems inherent in the textualiza­
tion of an oral poetry and the early stages of its textual tradition. 
21. O n the question of "lettered singers" writing oral poetry, see §§ A . 5 — 6 , below. 
22. See n. 18, above. 
23. But see discussion, pp. 2 3 - 2 8 , below. 
24. Cf. the cogent remarks of A  . E  . Houseman, quoted in Chaytor FSP 152: "Textual 
criticism is not a branch of mathematics, nor indeed an exact science at all. It deals with a matter 
not rigid and constant like lines and numbers, but fluid and variable; namely, the frailties and 
aberrations of the h u m a n mind, and of its insubordinate servants, the human fingers. It is, 
therefore, not susceptible of hard and fast rules. It would be m u c  h easier, if it were; and that is 
w h  y people try to pretend that it is so, or at least behave as if they thought so. O  f course you can 
have hard and fast rules if you like, but then you will have false rules and they will lead you 
wrong; because their simplicity will render them inapplicable to problems which are not simple, 
but complicated by the play of personality. A textual critic engaged upon his business is not at all 
like Newton investigating the motions of the planets; he is much more like a dog hunting for 
fleas. If a dog hunted for fleas on mathematical principles, basing his researches on statistics of 
area and density of population, he would never catch a flea, except by accident. They require to 
be treated as individuals, and every problem which presents itself to the textual critic must be 
regarded as possibly unique." 
25. A s an immediately familiar example of the extent to which oral rendition can occasion 
extensive variation in the form and phrasing of a verbal work without noticeable effect upon its 
identity, I have often called m  y students' attention to joke-telling. They, in turn, have cited as a 
k n o w n instance of oral formularity politicians' impromptu press conferences. 
26. Cf. Jones CMOT: "In a dying [oral] tradition, memorization must play a role far different 
from that which it plays in a thriving tradition" (102). 
27. See, e.g., Noldeke BKPA xi-xvi; Ahlwardt Divans viii-ix; Braunlich FEAP, esp. 825; 
F. Krenkow, "Kaslda," El1 ii 796; idem, "Shacir," El1 iv 286; Blachere HLA 88 -90 , 179-84. 
28. The comprehensive treatment of this subject by G  . E  . von Gruenbaum (CPAT = K D 
101-29) deals chiefly with the phenomenon as it occurred or was viewed during the post-classical 
(cAbbasid) period, rather than as it existed during the classical pre-and early Islamic period with 
which this study is concerned. 
29. Margoliouth OAP; Taha Husayn Fi s-sfr al-jahWi (Cairo: 1926); followed by a slightly 
modified restatement, FAJ. 
30. See esp. references cited in Brockelmann GAL Suppl I 32 n. 2; Blachere HLA 179. More 
recently Arberry S  O 228-45; Asad MSJ 321-478. Cf. also, however, J. Stetkevych, " S o m e 
Observations on Arabic Poetry," p. 2. 
31. For a concise discussion of the shortcomings of this methodology as applied to works 
affected by oral tradition, such as the medieval chansons de geste, romances, etc., see Chaytor 
FSP 148-52 (Appendix D )  . 
32. See, for Old English poetry, in particular references in  W . A  . O'Neil, "Another Look 
. . . ," p. 596 n. 2. 
33. See Lord ST 63, 105, 113, 119-20, 123, and chaps. 6 - 1 0 passim. 
34. Herbert Hunger et al. GTAML i. The reviewer is J. Irigoin in BZ 55 (1962): 317. 
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35. Dain does, however, make important observations on the relation of dictation and self-
dictation to the copying of manuscripts: see MSS 20-22 , 44-46; cf. Hall CCT 183-84. 
36. Or "oral-transmission," for Pfeiffer uses the two terms synonymously. 
37. Here Pfeiffer notes (HCS 25 n. 1) that the "opposite view," based on Parry's collection of 
formulaic material, "only proves that Greek epic poems were the result of a long oral tradition 
and were destined for further oral transmission; there is no decisive argument against the composi­
tion of Iliad and Odyssey in writing." Yet the demonstrations of Parry and, following him, Lord 
and many other scholars constitute a far more decisive argument then Pfeiffer's not wholly 
warranted assumption of a literary composition of the epics. Cf. chap. 2 , nn. 40, 117. 
38. E . g . , Pfeiffer, above; Lesky HGL 37-39; others mentioned in Nagler FMHE 4 - 7 . 
39. See Lord 5 7 5-12 for a summary of developments in Homeric scholarship relevant to this 
question. 
40. E . g . , I. Goldziher, "Der Diwan des Garwal b. Aus Al-Hutej'a," A . Einleitung, pp. 18­
19; augmented and elaborated by A m l  n Fl 166-69; Abbott RNAS 51-54; and, above all, Asad 
MSJ 23-184, w h o conclusively demonstrates that the second- and third-century editors of jahili 
poetry employed as sources both the oral recitations of the ruwat and written documents of 
varying authority, many of which had been set down before or during the early years of Islam. 
Cf. Sezgin GAS II 14-33, 36. 
41. Cf. Lord ST 129-38, 198-221 (esp. 220-21), 289 n. 9. 
42. See, e.g., Chaytor FSP chap. 6 and passim. 
43. See, e.g., Benson LC 336: " T o prove that an Old English poem is formulaic is only to 
prove that it is an old English p o e m . " Cf. n. 47, below; but Curschmann notes that "to use the 
term 'conventions' in this context, as J. J. Campbell has done in "Oral Poetry in The Seafarer" 
[(n. 18, above), and as Benson also has done (n. 47, below)] . . . is to lose again some of the 
insight which w  e have gained into the problems involved" (OPML 48 n. 46). 
44. FSP 10-13, chaps. 4 and 6. 
45. Recently B . M  . W  . Knox , "Silent Reading in Antiquity," has exposed many weaknesses 
in the long-accepted thesis of J. Balogh ("Voces Paginarum," Philologus 82 (1927): 84-109, 
202-40; repr. Leipzig: 1927) that silent reading in the Greco-Roman world was not simply 
unusual but just about unheard of. Knox is, however, in complete accord with Balogh's assertion 
that the normal way to read a literary work was aloud, whether in the presence of others or alone 
(see Knox , pp. 421-28, where he critically reexamines much of Balogh's evidence and reaffirms 
[p. 427] "that ancient reading of literary texts was usually vocal"). 
46. Although Chaytor does not use the terminology of the formulists nor allude to the work of 
Parry (who was writing well before 1945, when Chaytor's bookfirst appeared), many of his 
observations are of the greatest value and relevance to any student of formulaic poetry. In fact, 
his final chapter (FSP 115-37, with Appendix D  , 148-52), read against the background of oral-
formulaic studies, remains still the most important and suggestive essay toward developing a 
viable text-critical approach to works affected by an oral-traditional poetic. The poetry with 
which Chaytor is concerned has been discussed in terms of oral-formulaic theory; see, for 
references, Curschmann OPML passim; add also J. Duggan, "Formulas in the Couronnement de 
Louis" and, esp., idem CR. 
47. Benson LC 340 seems to dismiss such "references to the oral tradition" in Anglo-Saxon 
verse as "conventional." Cf. n. 43, above. 
48. Cf., among others, Crosby OD; Baugh MER, esp. 18-23. 
49. Cf. W  . Rutherford, A Chapter of the History of Annotation, being Scholia Aristophanica 
III, p. 47 (on the Hellenistic manuscript tradition): "Everybody w h  o read hand-written books for 
knowledge and profit had to be something of a textual critic." 
50. "Read aloud" as opposed to whisper, mutter, or mumble; Chaytor FSP 14-16, 147. 
51. See, e.g., Chaytor FSP 117-18; Baugh MER 21. 
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52. See esp. J. A . Notopoulos, "Mnemosyne in Oral Literature"; R . Harriott, Poetry and 
Criticism before Plato, on the role of Mnemosyne in the mythology of ancient Greek poets 
(index, s. v.). 
53. See esp. Chaytor FSP chap. 6; Baugh Mer 18-19. O n techniques of the rhapsodes see, in 
CH, M . Bowra (pp. 22-23), J. A . Davison (pp. 218—19), and L . H . Jeffery (pp. 557-58); also 
R . C . Jebb, Homer: An Introduction to the Iliad and the Odyssey, pp. 78-80. P. Collart (in 
Mazon Intro 61 n. 2) remarks, apropos of certain annotations found in some papyrus exemplars 
of the Iliad: "Les plus interessantes sont les indications sceniques, qui donnent a penser que ces 
livres sont des exemplaires de rhapsodes. Xenophon, Banquet III 6, nous apprend qu-on 
entendait presque journellement a Athenes des rhapsodes qui savaient par coeur tous les poemes 
homeriques, et les papyrus . . . nous montrent qu'au moins jusqu'au IIIe s. ap. J.-C. on 
engageait des "homeristes," pour declamer des tirades aux fetes des villages egyptiens." 
54. See, e.g., A  . S. Altekar, Education in Ancient India, pp. 145-50, 160—64; Marrou HE A 
215, 231, 375; Wolf VSS 33-34; Goldziher EM 201a. 
55. See Goldziher MS 194-202; Rosenthal TAMS 6 -7 ; Asad MSJ 255-83; esp. Abbott 
SALP 1 9 , 13, 22-23, 52-56; Sezgin GAS II 28-33. 
56. See, e.g., Jahiz KH I 49-102; Risala fala fi madh al-kutub, ed. A  . Rufai; Risala fi 
l-mucallim, trans, in Rescher EU 102-3. Cf. also ZarnujI rM7Tpassim, esp. chaps. 6 and 12. 
57. Note Duggan's critique of Benson, SR 30-33. 
58. Again, Chaytor FSP chap. 6; Baugh MER 18-21; Crosby OD 94. Cf., however, the study 
of M  . Tyssens ("Le Jongleur et l'ecrit," Melanges offerts a Rene Crozet, 1:685-95), who holds 
that recitation from memory of the chansons de geste "n'etait pas la une pratique obligee, ni 
m e m  e la pratique la plus courante" (p. 695). 
59. The works cited by Curschmann are the following: J. Rychner, La Chanson de geste. 
Essai sur Vart epique des jongleurs (Geneva and Lille: 1955); S. G  . Nichols, Jr., Formulaic 
Diction and Thematic Composition in the Chanson de Roland (Chapel Hill, N . C .  : 1961); A  . 
Bonjour, "Poesie heroique du 'moyen age et critique litteraire," Romania 78 (1957): 243-55; M  . 
de Riquer, Les Chansons de geste franqaises, 2d ed. (Paris: 1957). 
60. Consultation with Professor J. Duggan on this point has been m y most valuable source of 
information. Cf. his article cited in n. 46 above; also his longer study SR. 
61. Menendez Pidal CR, esp. chap. 2 ; cf. § B . 2 of this study below. 
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Chapter T w  o 
The Oral Tradition of

Classical Arabic Poetry

Having followed the discussion thus far, one m a y well ask to 
what extent the principle of "orality" can be applied to classical Arabic 
poetry. That is to say, does pre- and early Islamic verse exhibit those particular 
features that have c o m  e to be acknowledged by m a n  y authorities as charac­
teristics of oral-traditional poetry? 
Parry and Lord, together with most scholars w h  o wholly or in part have 
adopted their theory of "oral composition," recognize three sets of tests for 
determining the likelihood of a given poem's "orality" (see Lord 57" 130-31 , 
144-47). O  n the verbal level, the presence of formulaic techniques is, 
without doubt, according to Lord, "the surest proof n o  w k n o w  n of oral 
composition" (ST 144). Another corroborating test is that of enjambement: 
the infrequent occurrence of necessary enjambement is "a characteristic of 
oral composition and is one of the easiest touchstones to apply in testing the 
orality of a p o e m " (ST 54; cf. 131, 145). Finally, thematic analysis offers a 
third indication of a poem'  s origin in an oral tradition, for the oral poet 
"needs well-established themes for rapid composition" (ST 131; cf. chap. 4 
and 145-47). 
A  . Identical or similar word-groups, corresponsional phonetic or syntactic 
phrases, appearance of like syntactical or grammatical units in the same 
metrical position—these and other recurrent or anaphoric1 verbal phenomena, 
which conform precisely to the descriptions of formulaic diction for other 
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traditions, can be seen throughout our texts of classical Arabic poems . The 
evidence submitted in Appendix A of this study and discussed below, a 
formulaic analysis of Imra'alqays' mucallaqa, should support this contention. 
Although it might be objected that the results of such an analysis would only 
hold good for the single p o e m to which it was applied, I do not think that that 
objection requires serious consideration. 
A .  I In the first place, adequate and comprehensive auxiliary materials 
(concordances, inventories of themes and grammatical forms, collections of 
parallel lines and passages, even computer studies) simply have not been 
prepared on a scale that would permit a more exhaustive survey of all the 
available early poetic texts (with their variants). O n  e could glean an abundant 
supply of recurring phrases and constructions just by attentive reading of a 
fairly large corpus of poems . But this would give us nothing like the statistical 
accuracy needed to determine if such formulaic elements m a k e up a "signifi­
cant"2 proportion of the corpus as a whole; and the approach itself would be 
quite inefficient and would suffer from the inevitable effects of h u m a n error 
and fatigue (cf. M o n r o e OCPP 32 -33) . Besides, from the point of view of its 
textual state and its range of variation, the ode of IQ can be taken as represen­
tative of a majority of classical Arabic poems; and in that respect, too, it 
indicates its affiliation with other traditions of oral poetry. Discovering a 
"significant" proportion of formulaic elements in this p o e m would establish a 
high degree of probability that other poems so constituted and so rendered 
could be expected to exhibit similar results. 
At any rate, it is no longer possible to subscribe to conclusions about the 
nature of IQ' smucallaqa such as those advanced by S. Gandz in the introduc­
tion to his translation and commentary of the p o e m (G pp. 3 - 5 ) . Gandz first 
holds, on the basis of arguments deriving from an essentially external ap­
prehension of the poetic of the qasidas, that "the p o e  m must certainly be 
denied any homogeneous character. It presents itself to us as a compilation of 
a m a  n whose concern was to select the best from the various qasidas of IQ and 
combine it into one larger whole covered up by a single r h y m e " (G p. 3). 
Gandz's reasons for this view include the observations that (1) the p o e m has 
four verses with double-rhymes (i.e., tasrlc),3 hence four different opening 
lines; (2) that it lacks a proper conclusion; and (3) that its four (?) sections are 
without adequate transitional and connecting elements either between or 
within themselves. Ibn Raslq's discussion of tasrlc (Umda 1173-78) , as well 
as any extensive reading of classical qasidas, would serve to indicate that 
double-rhymed verses often occurred elsewhere than at the beginning of a 
p o e m , sometimes (but not necessarily) introducing a new section. The content 
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of the verses cited in this ode, however (see note 3), does not at all suit them 
for traditional qasida first lines. Wha  t actually—rather than theoretically — 
constituted a "proper" conclusion to aqaslda is, given the diversity of k n o w  n 
examples (see, e.g., GibbALI 18; and esp. JacobiSPAQ 65-100) , debatable 
at best. A n  d the question of unity and unifying elements in classical Arabic 
poetry must be completely reexamined in the light of studies like those of M  . 
Bateson, R . Jacobi, and K . Abu-Deeb . In the case of IQ's mucallaqa the 
question must decidedly be answered in favor of the poet. 
Gandz's clinching ground for arguing the compilatory character and 
doubtful authenticy of the muPallaqa is the fact that "more than half of the 
verses recur in IQ's dtwan, either according to their tenor, or else quite 
literally with only different rhyme-words" (G p. 4). W  e are provided with an 
appendix (G pp. 112-25) in which such recurrences have been carefully 
inventoried; and these, together with a great m a n y others from the poems of 
IQ and a large number of his fellow classical poets, have been utilized in the 
formulaic analysis of the mucallaqa offered in Appendix A to this study. For, 
as I have already suggested (chap. 1, § A . 3  , above), by far the most 
reasonable assumption that one can make regarding these recurrences is that 
they bear witness to the existence and vitality of a tradition of oral-formulaic 
poetic composition and rendition amon  g the early Arabs, which, despite par­
ticularities of genre, form, cultural background, and the like, conforms 
closely to those of other peoples whose poetry has been examined from this 
point of view. 
A .  2 About the time that this work was completed in its original form and 
submitted in the summer of 1972 as m  y doctoral dissertation, an article 
appeared by J. Monroe , entitled "Oral Composition in Pre-Islamic Poetry." 
Monroe's study deals with some of the same issues as the present work and 
reaches, by and large, some of the same conclusions. Naturally, the format of 
his study—a fifty-three-page article—precludes m u c  h of the lengthy, perhaps 
sometimes labored, argumentation and documentation presented here. Fur­
thermore, m  y approach to, and method of, formulaic analysis differ to some 
extent from his. 
In the first place, as already indicated, I have limited m  y analysis to a single 
poem in a single meter (taw'U), the mucallaqa of Imra'alqays, but have sub­
jected to analysis the entire eighty-two verses of the p o e  m in Ibn al-Anbari's 
recension. Monroe , on the other hand, has analyzed the first ten verses of four 
classical odes (OCPP 32 -35 , 44-53): the same mucallaqa of IQ 4 (m. tawll); 
the mucallaqa of Labld (DLab 48; m . kamil)\ an m-rhymed ode by Zuhayr 
{DZuh 18; m . wafir); and a d-rhymed ode by an-Nabiga (DNab 5; m . basit). 
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This approach is similar to that employed by Parry in his analysis of the first 
twenty-five lines of the Iliad and the Odyssey (SET I 7 3 - 1 4 7 , esp. 118-21 = 
MHV 2 6 6 - 3 2 4 ) , by Lord in analyzing the first fifteen lines of a rendition of the 
Yugoslav Song of Baghdad (ST 46) , and by several others.5 Yet, as J. Duggan 
maintains, there can be a fundamental objection to such an approach, in 
particular to the size and choice of samples taken for analysis. 
The shorter the random sample, the less chance that it will reflect the charac­
teristics of the entire text under consideration, and random samples taken from 
one place in the poem and counted in two digit amounts6 are hopelessly in­
adequate. . . . Random samples—and the beginning of a poem, chosen be­
cause it happens to come first and not on account of its subject matter, is a random 
sample—cannot be relied upon to the same degree [as a public opinion poll] 
unless the sampling is conducted upon statistically valid principles. (Duggan SR 
19; cf. Lord HOP 29, citing G  . Kirk; Russo CLHF 246) 
Still, Monroe '  s approach does have the advantage of taking up the question 
of formularity for poetic samples in the four meters that by far prevailed in 
classical Arabic poetry,7 whereas I have given predominant consideration to 
evidential material in the tawil meter alone, corresponding to the tawil of 
MuIQ. I a  m fully in agreement with M o n r o  e as to the capacity of given 
formulas or formulaic elements for accommodation to verse contexts of differ­
ing metrical values by means of slight shifts in word-order, modulations of 
word morphology, or word substitutions through synonymy (OCPP 27 -32 ) . 
But in m  y analysis, I have m a d  e only occasional reference to such "allomor­
phic" occurrences of formulas outside of tawil verse, chiefly because the 
available material in tawil afforded m  e ample evidence of formularity for the 
whole of MuIQ. Systematic adduction of evidence from verse in other meters 
would simply corroborate the findings offered here and, in fact, would most 
likely increase the percentage of formulaic density observed. 
I do not, however, concur with Monroe's view that "it is the order of 
formulas that determines the meters of Arabic poetry," that "formulas are 
prior to the different meters," or that "the oral poet uses preexistent formulas 
to create meter" (OCPP 28 , 29 , 35). Such a view neglects the incontestable 
fact that formulas—indeed, the very formulaic technique itself—would have 
originated in the need and desire of generations of oral poets "to articulate 
sweet sounds together" (to borrow William Butler Yeats's phrase) in the 
measured and non-casual speech-form that everywhere distinguishes poetry 
from ordinary discourse. Parry's o w  n definition of the formulas—"a group of 
words which is regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to 
express a given idea" (see chap. 1, § A . I  , above; m  y italics), upon which 
M o n r o e bases his study (OCPP 7-10)—stresses its usefulness in enabling a 
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performing oral poet to produce verse after isochronous verse (see SET I 
125-34 = MHV 307 -14 ) .  8 For a meaningful understanding of oral-formulaic 
theory, therefore, one has to realize that some sense or even choice of meter 
would necessarily underlie and, to a great extent, condition the generation of 
formulaic phrases, which then become articulated in the uttered verse of a 
p o e m . Certainly, for Arabic poetry, such would be true with respect to rhyme, 
a second major determinant of the form of each line of classical verse. Al­
though I a  m not prepared to address myself to the problem of the origin, 
character, and stylistic significance of the various meters of classical Arabic 
poetry, it seems clear to m  e that formulas can never be viewed as prior to the 
meters in which they function. M o n r o  e quite rightly observes "that the for­
mulas are in the poet's mind (however subconsciously) before he actually 
utters a line of poetry." It is not correct, though, to argue therefrom that 
"with the aid of rhythm [?], he then organizes them so as to produce a specific 
meter" (OCPP 29). W h a t the poet does produce is an uttered realization of 
the formula, suitable for a specific metrical context—an allomorph, as it 
were, of a pre-verbal Gestalt conditioned by, and adapted to, the meter/rhyme 
template to which he would have been habituated, inclined, or constrained or 
which he might himself have chosen (cf. Nagler TGV; also chap. 1, § A . I , 
above). 
M y approach differs from Monroe's in a second respect. T h e mechanics of 
the technique of formulaic analysis developed by Parry and followed, with 
occasional modifications, by subsequent oral-formulists entails underlining, 
within a verse of the sample under consideration, those words or word-groups 
to which verbal or syntactic corresponsions are found in the evidential re­
ferent. Parry describes this technique as follows: 
I have put a solid line beneath those word-groups which are found elsewhere in 
the poems [i.e., the Iliad and Odyssey] unchanged, and a broken line under 
phrases which are of the same type as others. In this case I have limited the type 
to include only those in which not only the metre and the parts of speech are the 
same, but in which also at least one important word or group of words is 
identical. . . . (Parry SET 1117 = MHV 301) 
A s noted above (chap. 1, § A . 1,), J. Russo proposed extending the sense of 
"formulaic" to include "localized phrases whose resemblance goes no fur­
ther than the use of identical metrical word-types of the same grammatical and 
syntactic pattern, as truly representing certain more general types of formulaic 
systems" (CLHF 237).9 Yet such phrases would presumably still be marked 
with a broken line according to Russo (or at least visibly differentiated from 
"formulas" proper); and I have followed his lead in m  y analysis (see follow­
ing section). 
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Monroe, however, marks with a solid line both verbal formulas and what 
he calls "formulaic systems"—i.e., "larger groupings of different formulas 
related to one another in that they share at least one word in c o m m o  n in the 
same metrical position" (OCPP 17; cf. Parry, SET I 84-89 = MHV 275-79; 
Lord ST 35-36 , 47-48) . In no sense do I dispute his judgment as to the 
"formulaicness" of such systems. But in choosing not to differentiate be­
tween phrases repeated wholly or almost wholly verbatim and those related 
structurally, but sharing only a single c o m m o n lexical item, Monroe has 
rather side-stepped some of the fundamental arguments that have shaped the 
oral-formulaic theory that his study advocates and m a  y have obscured the 
phenomenon of oral-formulaic composition itself. Furthermore, it would ap­
pear from his analyses that phrases marked with a solid line do not always 
meet his o w  n specified condition of being either formulas or formulaic sys­
tems. The following discrepancies in the use of solid underlining in the lines 
from MuIQ, for example, are among those that can be noted throughout all 
four analyses: 
1.	 L . \b: hi siqti l-liwa. Supporting evidence: hi murfariji l-liwa (Muf 2:6); 
fa l-liwa (Muf 42:3; DZuh 6:9). In MuIQ 1, this phrase stands at the 
beginning of the second hemistich (b5),10 whereas the instances adduced by 
Monroe all end the first hemistich of ataw'il line. Thus, if in these phrases 
al-liwa is the one word shared in c o m m o n , it certainly does not occur "in 
the same metrical position." In fact, the evidential referents are actually 
instances of what Monroe calls "conventional vocabulary," and should 
have been marked with a broken line according to his o w  n stipulation 
(OCPP 44). 
2.	 L . 2a: fa Tudiha fa l-Miqrati (a8). The only evidential citation for this 
solidly underlined phrase is sacddnu Tudiha (DNab 5:28; m  . basit), which 
again represents, at most, "conventional vocabulary." 
3.	 For 11. 3 - 4  , two verbally identical lines are cited from DIQ (Ahl) Appen­
dix 26:3-4 as evidence. However, as can be seen from Ahlwardt's critical 
apparatus (Divans 101, English), these two lines are nothing more than the 
very same lines of MuIQ, which normally occur at that point in the qasida, 
but which were not included in the version published as DIQ (Ahl) 48. 
Hence, as cited evidence of "formulaicness," they are inadmissible, as 
well as misleading. 
4.	 L . la: min Ummi l-Huwayriji qabla-ha (a 14). O  f the cited evidential 
phrases, only o n e —  u m m  u s-sabiyayni (Muf 34:11)—has a shared word in 
c o m m o n (umm) in the same metrical position. But that phrase occurs in a 
context (wa qad calimat ummu s-sabtyayni anna-nT) so structurally differ­
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ent from the underlined phrase in MuIQ as to m a k  e it quite inconclusive as 
evidence of formulaicness. 
5.	 L . &b: nas'ima s-sabaja'at bi rayya l-qaranfufi (b\4). Although the entire 
hemistich is solidly underlined, only one of the evidential phrases—rayya 
l-muxalxafi (£14; MuIQ 30)—conforms to the criteria established for for­
mulas and formulaic systems, so only the last six syllables qualify for solid 
underlining on the basis of the adduced evidence.11 
Unfortunately, similar inconsistencies and imprecisions sometimes crop up 
in the other analyses12 and mar the efficacy of Monroe's otherwise very vital 
contribution. A s he himself acknowledges, and as I also would readily admit 
in m  y o w  n analysis, "an element of subjectivity no doubt entered into the 
identification of some marginal formulas" (OCPP 32). But such subjectivity 
as occasionally seems to enter into some of the identifications of formulas put 
forward in OCPP goes even beyond more extreme forms of the "soft Par­
ryism" that  M . Nagler has mentioned (TGV 2 7 0 - 7 1 , citing T . G . Rosen­
meyer). Taking a somewhat "harder" position as to what constitutes "for­
mulaicness" (see following section), one would have no trouble finding suffi­
cient evidence for the pervasiveness of formulas and formulaic elements in 
MuIQ and elsewhere—evidence that both meets the criteria for admissibility 
that almost half a century of generally scrupulous scholarship has established 
for a number of diverse poetic traditions and also reflects the special features 
of language, genre, and cultural environment that have conditioned classical 
Arabic verse. 
Monroe's study also breaks n e w ground in undertaking to test the formular­
ity of verse by classical poets as compared with that of later literate poets. 
Potentially, this would be a most worthwhile undertaking, since analogous 
operations for other traditions have yielded results that conclusively d e m o n  ­
strate a marked reduction in the percentage of discernible formulas and for­
mulaic elements in poetry k n o w n to have been composed in writing.13 H o w  ­
ever, the analysis in OCPP 3 5 - 3  6 and 5 2 - 5  3 is conceived and carried out 
along lines that afford little prospect of demonstrating anything conclusive for 
the later literate poets in question. Monroe's hypothesis, which is quite ac­
ceptable in itself, is as follows: 
The best way to prove [that there is "a higher formulaic frequency among oral 
poets than among their literate colleagues"] . . . is to select a poet, or a group 
of	 poets, with regard to whose literacy there is no doubt whatsoever, and to 
determine whether he or they use formulas with as great a frequency as do oral 
poets. (OCPP 35) 
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T  o verify the hypothesis, M o n r o  e took the "formulas" identified in MuIQ 
1-1  0 and in Labld's mucallaqa, 11. 1 -10 , and "checked [them] against the 
work of other Arabic poets to determine the extent to which they constituted a 
collective repertory" (OCPP 35). This was done first for two samples of 
verse, in tawjl and k~a.mil meters respectively, by six classical poets and then 
for two similar samples by " m o d e r n " poets, dating from the early cAbbasid 
period to the late nineteenth century and geographically distributed from 
Baghdad to Spain.14 It was determined that IQ's formulas constituted an 
average of 33 .24 percent of the total text of tawll lines of classical poetry, and 
Labld's formulas m a d e up an average of 30.46 percent of the total text of ka­
mil lines15 {OCPP 3 5 - 3 6 , 5 2 - 5 3 ) . N o w  , such a procedure has a definite 
validity for poets of the classical period, since their relative contemporaneity 
and homogeneity of cultural and linguistic circumstances permit us to expect a 
substantial core of what Lord describes as "regional formulas" (ST 4 8 - 5 4 ; 
HOP 2 9 - 3 4 ) . In testing for the formularity of a tradition, Lord says, "one 
must always begin with the individual and work outwards from him to the 
group to which he belongs, namely to the singers w h  o influenced him, and 
then to the district, and in ever enlarging circles until the whole language area 
is included" (ST 49). A n d elsewhere, he phrases his opinion somewhat dif­
ferently: 
A tradition is made up of all the singers in it, not of only one m a n . Nor is a 
tradition usually so limited in area that it would belong to only one region. 
There are bound to be both regional differences in the formulas, although there 
would be a very large stock that would be c o m m o  n to the entire singing area. 
(HOP 32)16 
Inevitably and however imperceptibly, changes in the stock of formulas 
and in the formulaic diction creep into an oral tradition, in response to 
changes in the cultural, historical, and linguistic situation of the language 
community over the passage of time (Lord ST 4 3 - 4 5 ) . A s Parry has written, 
Whatever change the single poet makes in the traditional diction is slight, 
perhaps the change of an old formula, or the making of a new one on the pattern 
of an old, or the fusing of old formulas, or a new way of putting them together. 
A  n oral style is thus highly conservative; yet the causes for change are there, 
and sooner or later must come into play. 
These causes for change have nothing to do with any wish on the part of the 
single poet for what is new or striking in style. They exist above the poets, and 
are two: the never-ceasing change in all spoken languages, and the association 
between peoples of a single language but of different dialects. (SET II 9 = 
MHV 331; cf. 11-12 = 332-33) 
N o n e would dispute the magnitude of the changes that affected the Arabic-
language community , beginning during the first/seventh century with the 
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codification of the Qur'anic text, the expansion of the Arabs over an area 
extending vastly beyond the Arabian peninsula, and their subsequent settling 
and urbanization in groups of mixed dialectal composition and in close 
contact with speakers of quite different languages altogether. 
Thus, even were it possible to assume a continuity in the oral tradition from 
pre-Islamic times to the periods—some two to twelve centuries later—of the 
literate poets whose verse Monroe refers to, the expectation lhaXany formulas 
used by the classical poets, Imra'alqays and Labld, might show up in that 
verse would appear to be wholly unwarranted. 
Monroe's investigation of the two referential bodies of verse written by 
later literate poets yields 9.22 percent IQ formulas and 9.88 percent LabTd 
formulas respectively (with "structural" or syntactic formulas constituting by 
far the majority of coincidences). But infrequent occurrence—even non­
occurrence—of formulas used by Imra'alqays and LabTd in the later poems 
considered by Monro  e can prove only that A b u N u w a s , Ibn Zaydun, Shawql, 
and the others did not use the same formulas as those two classical poets. A n d 
that is no more than a practical understanding of the oral-formulaic theory 
should lead us to expect. The later " m o d e r n " poets were active in environ­
ments that were enormously removed—chronologically, geographically, cul­
turally, and linguistically—from that of their peninsular predecessors; and if 
their work were to be found formulaic to any substantial degree (though I 
doubt that it ever will be) and if the theory under discussion is sound, such 
formulas as would be found would correspond to those disparate environ­
ments, rather than to that of Imra'alqays and Labld. 
Thus, the percentages of IQ formulas and LabTd formulas found in the two 
referential bodies of " m o d e r n " verse have little meaning. They surely can in 
no way be used, as Monroe uses them, to substantiate his claim that "a pre-
Islamic poet. . . uses slightly over three times as m a n y formulas as a modern 
poet" and that, assuming a pre-Islamic poet's work to be 100 percent 
formulaic,17 "this would m e a n that a modern poet's total use of formulaic 
constructions is somewhat less than 33.3 percent" (OCPP 37)—regardless of 
h o  w correct such a claim m a  y eventually turn out to be! 
I a m  , nevertheless, reasonably certain that Monro  e is correct in suspecting 
that the measure of formularity in works of later literate poets would be 
significantly less than that in the bulk of classical poetry. I also agree that 
functional literacy is probably the decisive reason for the difference. But to 
measure the formularity of a later poet's works and to compare the measure­
ment validly with measurements of formularity in classical verse, one would 
have to conduct the analysis primarily on the basis of a referent drawn from 
the works of that poet and of his coevals.18 Monro  e has not done this; and 
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there is no question that it would be an arduous and time-consuming operation 
with the means at our disposal. Neither is it m y intention to do it in this 
context, even though such an analysis, as M o n r o  e realized, could provide us 
with conclusive evidence as to the difference between the oral and the written 
w a y of making Arabic poetry. 
It is because, above all, I fully share Monroe's conviction that pre- (and 
early) Islamic poetry was the product of a tradition of oral-formulaic composi­
tion and rendition that I have here taken issue with som e particulars of his 
approach and findings. Precision and meticulousness are required, as regards 
both introducing and applying the theory and also selecting and interpreting 
the data. Since Parry's first studies were published (1928-32), the oral-
formulaic theory has given rise to a complex and highly nuanced body of 
literary scholarship and has been applied to a number of diverse traditions (see 
chap. 1, above). W  e must, I feel, accept the responsibility, not only for 
accurately and coherently communicating to our colleagues that theory, to­
gether with its important ramifications, but also for recognizing and carefully 
taking into account the distinctive features of the early Arabic tradition that 
can affect the applicability of the theory to classical Arabic poetry. 
A . 3 . a T h e analysis itself, which is to be found in Appendix A of this 
study, is based almost entirely upon m  y o w  n reading of the mucallaqa of 
Imra'alqays (MuIQ) and a comparative examination of a referential body of 
verse in the same tawll meter. This evidential referent, in excess of 5,000 
lines, is drawn from the collected poems (diwan) of IQ himself and those of 
several other poets from the early period; from the two famous anthologies, 
the Mufaddafiyat and the Asmaclyat; from the tribal diwan of Hudayl; and 
from such other miscellaneous sources as will be specified (for abbreviations 
used, see Bibliography, section II). W h e r e particular phrases and words or 
striking syntactic patterns have been observed to occur both in a verse from 
MuIQ and in a verse from one of the other p o e m s examined, this co­
occurrence has been taken as evidence for a formula or formulaic element. 
These recurrent, or formulaic, features are indicated in the analysis (Ap­
pendix A  ) by underlining them where they occur in verses of MuIQ. In 
substance, the analysis uses the system described and employed by Culley: 
The underlining may appear as a solid line, a series of dashes, or a series of 
dots. A solid line is placed under all the morphemes that are lexical constants in 
a group of phrases. The positions in phrases where normal substitution occurs 
(that is, where different lexical items from the same word classes are substi­
tuted) are underlined with a series of dashes. A series of dots is placed under 
positions in phrases where free substitution occurs (that is, where different word 
classes and different structures are substituted). Thus a formula will be un­
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derlined completely with a solid line. A formulaic phrase will have a solid line 
under the lexical constants but a series of dashes under positions where normal 
substitution occurs. If free substitution is found in a system, then this would be 
underlined with a series of dots (Culley OFL 33). 
Three of the five principles for identifying formulas set forth by Lord have 
also been followed here.1 9 Lord writes: 
In addition to exact repetitions of words in a group in the same order in the same 
posite line, I have also considered the following as formulas with solid 
underlining: 
1) Declension or conjugation of one or more elements in the phrase, providing 
the metrical length of the phrase remains unchanged. 
2) Metathesis, or inversion, or, in general, any change in the order of the words 
in the phrase as long as the metrical length is preserved and the meaning remains 
unchanged. 
3) Repetition of a formula, even if it be in another part of the line from that of 
the verse being analyzed. . . . {HOP 25-26) 
A . 3  b A  s suggested above, this analysis also gives special attention to 
recurrences of "striking syntactic patterns"—the "structural" or "syntac­
tic" formulas described by Russo (see chap. 1, § A . I  , above). Although the 
value of syntactic formulas as criteria for "formulaicness" has been ques­
tioned for the Greek epic tradition (e.g., Nagler TGV 271; Lord HOP 15-16 
and references), in the case of classical Arabic poetry such repetitions of 
patterns and pattern sequences simply cannot be ignored, given the schematic 
morphology of the Arabic language (cf. chap. 1, § B . 2  , above). MuIQ offers 
a number of examples of phrases whose morphemic composition is metrically 
and functionally equivalent, element for element, to phrases occurring in 
other poems (often in circumstantially analogous passages). 
The coordination of a sequence of place-names after a preposition such as 
bayna (or elsewhere) by means of a conjunction fa (see chap. 4 , § C . 3 . a , 
below) exemplifies the importance of such syntactic formulas (see A p p  . A  , 1. 
1, n. f and comment) . The complex formulas of comparison introduced by ka­
anna (see A p p . A , 1. 4 , n. b) , ka-ma, and so on, formulas of negative 
comparison (see A p p . A , n. 5), and similar syntactic devices connected with 
poetic imagery and rhetorical effect are encountered in the poetry with great 
frequency and merit a special study because of their evident indispensability 
in the formation of numerous lines. Jacobi has identified and discussed 
several such instances in some detail; and, though her observations are not at 
all directed to the question of formularity, they offer an excellent point of 
departure for future investigation (SPAQ passim, esp. chaps. 2 - 3 )  . 
A  s an example of "striking syntactic patterns," consider the close corre­
spondence between the first hemistich of MuIQ 12: 
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fa zalla l-c adara yartamina bi lahmi-ha 
and the following syntactic analogues (cf. A p p .  A , 1. 12, n. a): 
wa zalla sihabi yastawuna bi nacmatin—DIQ 30:33; 
fa zalla l-akuffu yaxtalifna bi hanidin—DcAl 1:42; 
tazallu l-imau yabtadirna qadiha-ha—DNab app 24:5; 
fa zalla l-ima'u yamtalilna huwara-ha—DTar 4:92. 
In each of these examples, the formulaic element can be schematized, on the 
basis of the fourteen-syllable tawll hemistich, in the following manner (o = 
short syllable; = long syllable): 
ui iv 
o 
(14) 
i. (a) conjunction + perf. of zalla,20 or 
(b) imperf. of zalla; 
ii. pi. noun (human, usually fern.)—subj. of sentence; 
iii. verb—pi. imperf. (usually fern.); 
iv. (a) indir. obj. (prep. + noun), or 
(b) direct obj. (noun in accus.). 
A somewhat simpler, but more frequent, pattern m a y be observed in tHe 
first hemistich of MuIQ  34 (see A p p .  A , 1. 34, n. a): 
wa farcin yazinu l-matna 
Formulaic corresponsions include the following: 
wa baytin yafuhu 1-misku—DlQ 30:14 = DIQ(Ahl) 40:14; 
wa gaytjn marat-hu r-rihu—DIQ 60:8; 
wa xarqin yaxafu r-rakbu—DIQ 79:12; 
wa sadrin araha l-laylu—DNab 1:3. 
Here is the schema for this syntactic formula: 
iii 
o 
(8) 
i. waw (rubba)21 + noun—gen. sing., undefined; 
ii.	 verb (sometimes with attached pronominal obj.)—

introducing relative clause;

iii. noun—subj. or obj. of verb. 
A third syntactic pattern is exemplified in MuIQ 40 and 67a and is always 
to be found as the second half of a tawll hemistich: 
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bayna dircin wa mijwali; 
bayna jawrin wa nacjatin. 
Other examples of this pattern follow: 
bavna cidlin wa muhqabl—DlQ 3:52 = D/@(Ahl) 4:64; 
bayna cidlin wa musnaqi—DlQ 30:34 = D/£>(Ahl) 40:34; 
bayna damin wa jalibi—DNab 1:15; 
bayna hafin wa ncfil'i—DNab 20:18; 
bayna burdin wa mijsadl—DTar 4:48; 
bayna xabtin wa carcari—DLab 8:32; 
bayna quffin wa ramlatin—Muf 41:12a; 
bayna zi'rin wa xadimi—DHass 24:10.22 
These examples are all related isomorphously according to the following 
schema: 
i in IV 
o o o 
(14) 
i. preposition bayna; 
ii. undefined noun (or substantival adjective); 
iii. conjunction wa; 
iv.	 2nd undefined noun (or adjective), usually—but not necessarily— 
contrasting in meaning with the first. 
Variations on the above schema do sometimes occur in other verse or prose 
contexts, involving nouns of different metrical values, sequences of more than 
two nouns, and—occasionally—defined nouns (see Reckendorf SVA 
225-26 , 455; AS 195, 242-43) . But the schema as given here by far prevails, 
so far as I have been able to determine, and only phrases that conform to it 
have been adduced as formulaic. Although syntactic formulas of this pattern 
are frequently used to complete the first hemistich of a taw'il line, their most 
important function is to provide the rhyming closure of the line, where a 
rhyme-vowel (silat ar-rawly) of -/ would permit a final noun in the genitive 
(i.e., with desinence I).23 W h a  t is particularly notable about this formulaic 
construction is that its relatively simple syntactical sense (viz., "between A 
and B "  ) cam e to signify a rather complex semantic relationship. Bayna here 
must be understood as "governing nouns which occur as generic substantives 
(including also adjectives used as generic substantives); so it denotes an entire 
entity which wavers between both classes, belonging sometimes to one class, 
sometimes to the other; or partly to one and partly to the other; or to one as 
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well as to the other" (Reckendorf SVA 225). The neat and simple phrases 
from MuIQ quoted above each convey, then, nuances of some subtlety and 
sophistication: respectively, a maiden of an age and stature such that, though 
she fits the dress of a grown w o m a n  , she can still wear a child's smock, and a 
hunting-horse whose single charge can encompass both a strong, swift bull 
and a slower ewe (i.e., that runs circles around both or either). 
Like the earlier examples, this syntactic schema, which occurred predomi­
nantly in poetry (if it did not indeed originate there as well), reflects the verbal 
economy and sheer usefulness that is the earmark of formulas and formulaic 
elements in every oral tradition. The fact is that in Arabic to deploy the 
schematized m o r p h e m i  c configurations of the language into equally 
schematized syntactic configurations—schematized because conditioned by 
meter and rhyme—can virtually generate a meaning, or an anticipated mean­
ing, which merely awaits the utterance of appropriate lexical constituents to 
become realized semantically. It is because of this fact, first and foremost, 
that I hold the "syntactic" or "structural" formula to be intrinsic to the oral-
formulaic tradition of Arabic poetry. In the above and m a n  y similar 
instances,24 the recurrence of a recognizable syntactic pattern, composed of 
metrically and grammatically equivalent morphemes in the same metrical 
position from line to line and p o e m to p o e m , should leave no doubt regarding 
the functionality of such patterns in Arabic verse composition. Such syntactic 
formulas have been indicated, as mentioned previously, by a broken line for 
the variable elements and a solid line for the invariable elements (such as 
prepositions, conjunctions, particles, but including verbs and substantives 
where repetition of them has been observed). 
A . 3 . C At this point it m a y be worthwhile to turn for a m o m e n t to the 
question of " e c o n o m y  " or "thrift," as it relates to an oral-formulaic tradi­
tion.25 Parry has used the term "thrift" with reference to the system of 
formulas, saying that a system's thrift "lies in the degree in which it is free of 
phrases which, having the same metrical value and expressing the same idea, 
could replace one another" (SET I 86 = MHV 276). Parry shows, in d e m ­
onstrating H o m e r '  s "thrift," that where different words or phrases have been 
used to express the same quality or idea, such variation is almost always 
determined by varying metrical requirements (see MHV 173-89) . 2 6 "Gener­
ally speaking, whenever H o m e r has to express the same idea under the same 
metrical conditions, he has recourse to the same words or the same group of 
words" (MHV 22). In the Arabic tradition, however, it is not infrequent that 
one finds syntactical formulas like those described above, which contain 
metrically equivalent synonyms or near synonyms in the same position in the 
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line. It is also possible to find synonyms, or at least words that perform 
identical thematic functions, that have different metrical values and whose 
usage is obviously conditioned by differing requirements of meter or rhyme. 
W h a t , then, can w e say about "thrift" or " e c o n o m y " with respect to the 
Arabic tradition? Nothing substantial, it would appear, until the same sort of 
painstaking analysis has been undertaken for a relatively homogeneous body 
of classical Arabic poetry—either by a single poet or by a controlled group of 
poets (such as, e.g., the HudalT poets)—that Parry undertook for the Homeric 
epics.27 
For the present, m  y opinion is that, although structural (or syntactic) for­
mulas perhaps do not have the sure apodictic force of straight verbal formulas 
in establishing formularity to a significant degree, they must be accorded an 
exceedingly strong corroborative value. A s was stressed earlier, the qaslda at 
its longest is considerably shorter by far than the Homeric p o e m s , and this fact 
greatly reduces the urgency of the poet's need for a rigidly economical system 
of formulas to enable him to go steadily on producing verse through 
hundreds—even thousands—of lines. A  s Bowr  a has suggested, "it is easier 
for a poet to invent freely w h e  n he k n o w  s that only a short performance is 
expected of h im" {HP 232). Thus , the very presence in the qaslda of such a 
discernible quantity of structural formulas, patterned after such readily 
discernible schemata, is evidence of their continuing usefulness to the poet. 
By means of them, or rather by means of the mental template or schema on 
the basis of which they were generated, lines could be composed and rendered 
that would be related analogously and isomorphously to other lines in a 
manner perhaps more compatible with the experience of a shorter p o e m than 
would be the verbatim repetitions that pervade longer oral narrative verse. 
A n  d since Arabic's schematic morphology allows for a high degree of inter­
changeability of lexical parts (higher, perhaps, than do languages formally 
less regular and structured), verbatim repetitions as such, by themselves, m a  y 
not hold quite the decisive authority in determining "formulaicness," and 
hence orality, for the early Arabic tradition that they have been granted for 
some other traditions. Even for the Greek tradition, Nagler has shown (as 
cited above, chap. 1, § A  . 1) "that it is at least a possibility that the prevailing 
concept of the fixed and determinable structure, be it superficial (the c o m  ­
pleted phrase) or relatively deep (e.g., the localization of a metrical se­
quence), is not a priori the only working model for the production of phrases 
in oral epic composition" (TGV 284). Lord himself, at one point, has 
cautioned against making too m u c h out of the principle of "oral e c o n o m y " 
applied indiscriminately and impressionistically outside the Homeric tradi­
tion, advising "that w  e would do well to continue to investigate and to 
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document with exactness the comparative rigidity of formulas in Greek and 
South Slavic oral epic" (HOP 3 3 - 3 4  ; m  y italics)—and, he would add, in 
other forms of oral verse. H o w important it becomes for us, then, that w e seek 
to understand and demonstrate the "formulaicness" of early Arabic poetry in 
its own terms, as dictated by the texts at our disposal, rather than by too many 
assumptions and impressions imposed from outside. 
A . 3 . d Acting upon hints derived from Nagler's study (TGV), I have some­
times indicated single words as formulaic elements for the purposes of the 
analysis. A repeated word has been solidly underlined, though, only if it 
occurs in the same metrical position in the line (or hemistich) and if either (1) 
the repetition occurs within the eighty-two lines of MuIQ (on the assumption 
that the factor of mere coincidence is thereby somewhat reduced); or (2) the 
word seldom or never has been noted in any other position throughout the 
referential verses. Ordinarily, it seems, such one-word "formulas" are to be 
observed at the beginnings and ends of hemistichs.28 Similarly, I have marked 
with a broken line particular kinds of morphological patterns recurring as 
rhyme-words. These patterns serve to fill the most crucial slot in the metrical 
line at a point where the traditional praxis absolutely insisted upon and re­
quired lexical variation.29 
Nagler, of course, does not expressly deal with such words as "formulas" 
or as "formulaic," chiefly because he is seeking "to focus on the real nature 
of the formula as a mental template in the mind of the oral poet, rather than on 
statistical aspects of 'repetition' found among phrases in the text" (TGV 269). 
For Nagler, some words or phrases (or even sound-patterns) can be observed 
to link together, in a not precisely definable w a y  , a rather wide variety of 
superficially disparate verse contexts that are perceptibly "corresponsional" 
to one another, but that very often do not express one "given essential idea" 
(as Parry's definitions of the formula and formula-system stipulate). Thus, in 
underlining only these repeated words or morphological patterns, I a  m aware 
of oversimplifying a phenomenon the importance and complexity of which are 
made evident through Nagler's study. But I do not think that our present 
scholarly understanding of classical Arabic poetry and its tradition is yet either 
articulated or comprehensive enough to allow us to make distinctions as fine as 
those made by Nagler or arrive at conclusions as solidly documented and 
generally valid as his. With not even a concordance to the poetry or a similar 
Hilfsmittel of any kind at our disposal, w  e are practically reduced to reliance 
upon our individual powers of concentration and observation and are more or 
less obliged to take our formulas where w  e can find them and in the forms w  e 
can discern. The main point is to be informative and precise about what it is 
w  e are doing. 
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Parry (SET I 84 = M H V 225, "Note on M e t h o d " ) and Lord (HOP 26) 
omit individual words shorter than five syllables from their study of formulas. 
But considering the strategic position and function of these words or patterns 
in the line of classical Arabic poetry and considering, too, that relatively few 
words in Arabic exceedfour syllables, I do not consider it improper to include 
such one-word "formulas" in the results of the analysis given below. Further­
more, inasmuch as the computations that follow are based upon the number of 
syllables found to be formulaic (rather than upon the number of hemistichs or 
lines containing formulaic material), to treat occasional single words as either 
verbally or structurally formulaic will not materially distort the final per­
centages presented, should m y view on these repeated words and patterns be 
found unacceptable. In fact, one could argue that such a procedure might even 
give a more accurate picture of the true "formulaicness" of MuIQ than would 
be had with ignoring the recurrences altogether. 
A . 3 . e There is one consideration that emerges from the analysis that offers 
remarkable confirmation of Nagler's thesis, insofar, at least, as it has applica­
bility to the Arabic tradition. O f "formulaicness" in the Homeric epics, he 
writes: 
Within any set of identical noun-epithet combinations, complex phrases, whole 
lines, or even whole passages, absence of variation from one another need by no 
means imply a fixity in the tradition which hampered the poet's creative urges, 
or, for that matter, made his creativity unnecessary. The real "variation" is in 
the process which transmutes pre-verbal Gestalt into utterable phrase, line, or 
scene, and compared to this process the resemblences among given allomorphs 
are, again, quite secondary. (TGV 289) 
A glance at the analysis itself (Appendix A ) will show m a n y verses in 
which verbal and syntactic formulas overlap or coincide.30 In MuIQ 33 , for 
instance, the phrase 
wa jldin kajldi r-r~imi (oiri'mi) 
recurs verbatim in DIQ 2:7b = DIQ (Ahl) 52:1b and DQays 6:3. But its 
syntactic schema may be represented thus (cf. Jacobi SPAQ 118-23): 
u IV 
o 
i. waw (rubba) + noun (sing., undefined
ii. preposition ka; 
iii. noun; 
iv. (a) 2nd noun (in construct), or 
(b) modifier. 
); 
(8) 
o 
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A n  d this syntactic formula recurs three times in MuIQ alone (11. 33, 44, 50), 
not to mention its frequent recurrence elsewhere (see A p p .  A , 1. 33 n. d). 
In the same way , the phrase ila l-c ula (a 14; MuIQ 35) is repeated identically 
in DNab 6:17, and the phrase cani s-siba (al4; MuIQ 42) recurs in DIQ 63:2 
and DSamm 11:10. But structurally both phrases are isomorphous with each 
other, with MuIQ 57, cala l-wana, and with a large number of other examples 
such as the following: 
mina 1-waja—DlQ 2:41 = DIQ (Ahl) 52:46 
mina l-fata—DIQ 60:3; ila l-xana—D Tar 4:95; 
maca l-kula—DIQ 79:286; maca l-bila—D Tar 12:4; 
cala Cama—DIQ 19:40b; cala s-siba—DNab 17:8; 
cala qila—DIQ 79:416; mina l-mala—DBisr 3:10; 
mina l-liwa—DZuh 3:29; mina n-nawa—DHass 4:15; 
cala hawan—DZuh 20:24; ila l-waga—DHass 10:29; 
cala l-waja—DHass 2:11 / 12:5;

ila Minan—DHass \03:3/DHum zay-mim\\

The	 schema for this phrase—a rather simple one—is as follows: 
o 
(14) 
i.	 (a) preposition of the form CVCala (eg., ila, cala, maca) with or 
without a following def. art.;31 
(b)	 preposition of the form CVC (e.g., min, cari) + short helping 
vowel + following def. art. (e.g., mina / -); 
ii.	 noun of the form CVCa/an (where -a = the alif al-maqsura; see Wright 
AG I 1 IB) , defined or undefined if i,a; defined only if i,b. 
A s a result of such co-occurrences of verbatim repetitions together with 
structural anaphora, the distinction between verbal and syntactic or structural 
formulas will not always be sharp, and m a n  y phrases in the analysis of MuIQ 
will be found underlined more than once. But, though there m a y have been 
some hesitation at times as to whether the line should be drawn solid or 
broken, there was seldom any hesitation as to where the line should be drawn. 
In other words,  w e can add a major dimension to our understanding of oral-
formulaic poetic composition and rendition among the early Arabs if  we 
recognize that the poet formed his verses upon a foundation, not only of 
phrases remembered and repeated more or less verbatim, but also of syntactic 
patterns absorbed with the very language and diction specially reserved to 
poetry (see chap. 3 below). The individual lexical components of such pat­
terned phrases (or individual patterns) might vary, but they would vary within 
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well-defined metrical and morphemic boundaries. That these syntactic or 
structural formulas frequently coincide with, and indeed underlie, m a n  y of the 
more strictly verbal formulas and that they seem to have been equally or 
nearly as essential as verbal formulas to the production of classical Arabic 
poetry should lead us to include them without reservation in our sense of what 
is "formulaic" about that poetry. 
A . 4 .  a In computing, then, the proportion of formulaic material that went 
into the composition of MuIQ, I have sought to determine three separate 
percentages:first, that of verbal formulaic material; second, that of syntactic 
or structural formulaic material; third, that of all formulaic material as such. 
Recalling the fact of the frequent overlap of verbal and syntactic formulas, 
one should realize that the percentage of combined formulaic material in no 
way represents the s u m of the other two percentages. These percentages, 
incidentally, were arrived at individually, by calculating the portions of for­
mulaic material (i.e., the underlined items) that each of the eighty-two lines 
has been determined to include—the determination for each line having been 
based on the number of syllables that a given verbal or syntactic formula 
comprised. (To avoid conveying an impression of finality, I would also add 
that the results of an analysis of the same p o e m through the aid of concor­
dances or computer methods would probably change m  y figures, most likely 
increasing them to some extent. Further, needless to say, these figures do hold 
good only for MuIQ, and they would undoubtedly vary somewhat from one 
early poem to another—offering, perhaps, a good index of the likelihood of a 
poem's oral or written origin.) 
Besides computing the proportions of formulaic material for the entire 
qaslda, I have also broken d o w  n the analysis so as to reflect the proportions 
for its individual passages as well. The passages as I see them correspond 
roughly to those determined by M  . Bateson in her linguistic study of the odes 
(SCP 41 -45 )  , with such differences in line numbering as are occasioned by 
use of a different recension (i.e., Ibn al-Anbari's vs. az-Zawzani's; see A p p  . 
C )  . In addition, m  y view of the thematic division of the qaslda differs from 
hers in the following respects: 
1.	 the division between I.B.I, and I .B.2 . is m a d e at 1. 15 instead of 1. 
1 7.32 
2.	 the four lines 49-52 ( = Z 4 8 - 5 1 ) , which Bateson omits from her 
analysis on the grounds that they "are generally attributed to Ta'abbata 
Sharra" (SCP 42; cf. chap. 4 , § B , below), are included here as I .C .2 . ; 
3.	 to achieve a slightly more exact degree of differentiation, the longer 
middle passage II has been divided between 11. 63 and 64, on the basis 
of discernible thematic particularities. 
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Here, then, in outline form, are the passage divisions of MuIQ that have been 
adopted for this analysis: 
I.	 Nas'ib and development (1-52) 
A .	 NasTb proper: halting at abandoned camp-site and weeping (1-6) 
B  .	 Episodic and descriptive development (7-43) 
1.	 Reminiscences (7-15) 
a) of two former attachments (7-9) 
b) of the virgins at Darat Juljul and the slaughtered camel (10-12) 
c) of sharing a ride with the reluctant  c Unayza (13-15) 
2.	 Remembered encounters (16-22) 
a) with pregnant "one like you" (midi-ki) (16-17) 
b) with Fatima (=midi-ki ?) on the "sand-hill's back" (18-22) 
3.	 Leisurely seduction of the well-guarded matron (23-30) 
4.	 Extended idealized description of "beloved," ending with the 
poet's infatuated recalcitrance to any reproach or advice (31-43) 
C  .	 Long night and poet's alienation (44-52)33 
1.	 Portrayal of lonely night as a camel ponderously settling d o w  n and 
the stars as mountain-tethered horses (44-48) 
2.	 Poet's solitude, with a wolf as his only companion (49-52) 
II.	 Poet's horse and hunting scene (53-70) 
A .	 Description of the horse's appearance and qualities (53-63) 
B  .	 Narration of the hunt and its aftermath (63-70) 
III.	 Description of rainstorm and its effects on the physical environment 
(71-82) 
In the following chart, the absolute figure in each of the three right-hand 
columns represents the number of formulaic syllables—verbal (A), syntactic 
(B), and combined (C)—in the given set of lines, and the percentage figure 
represents the measure of formularity in the passage, section, or entire poem. 
In the figure opposite, one m a y examine an even more detailed and illustra­
tive representation of the three kinds of observed formularity in the eighty-two 
lines of MuIQ. There, the vertical bars in each of the three graphs indicate the 
number of syllables per twenty-eight syllable line that have been found to be 
composed of verbal formulas (A), syntactic formulas (B), and combined verbal 
and syntactic formulas (C), respectively. The horizontal broken bar indicates 
the average number of formulaic syllables per line in each category. 
O  f the three determinations, undoubtedly the least stable and the most 
subject to revision (probably upward) is that of syntactic formularity (B). To 
retain more or less intact the verbatim formulation of the entire poem and, at the 
same time, to keep in mind its more salient morphological and syntactic 
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SYL -
LA­
BLES / FORMULARITY 
LINES PAS­
SAGE Verbal (A) Syntactic (B) Combined (C) 
I.  A . 1-6 168 96—57.1% 43—25.6% 115—68.4% 
B . 1. 7-15 252 141_56.0% 75—29.8% 180—71.4% 
2. 16-22 196 34—17.3%34 31—15.8% 62—31.6%34 
3. 23-30 224 61— 27.2%34 56—25% 110—49.1%34 
4. 31-43 364 117—32.1% 103—28.3% 196—53.8% 
C . 1. 44-48 140 49_35%34 28—20% 76—54.3%34 
2. 49-52 112 25—22.3% 47_42.0% 65—58.0% 
Subtotal (1-52) 1,456 523—35.9% 383—26.3% 804—55.2% 
II.  A . 53-63 308 162—52.6% 64—20.8% 198—64.3% 
B. 64-70 196 70—35.7% 51—26.0% 116—59.2% 
Subtotal: (53-70) 504 232—46.0% 115—22.8% 314—62.3% 
III. 71-82 336 137—40.8% 60—17.9% 171—50.9% 
Total (1-82) 2,296 892—38.9% 558—24.3% 1,289—56.1% 
patterns, while running over as many lines of verse as this study has con­
sulted, presented simply too many opportunities for subjectivity, inattention, 
fatigue, and human error. In addition, I m a y have had a tendency to be more 
aware of syntactic formulas for lines that had exhibited little or no verbal 
formularity. Nevertheless, the data on syntactic formularity seem for the most 
part valid inasmuch as they reflect a margin of deviation from the average 
considerably narrower than that observed for verbal formulas; and, further, 
although they augment the figures for combined formularity, those figures 
still remain generally parallel to the lower and more concrete figures for 
verbal formularity. 
A . 4 . b Wha t m a y be of particular consequence for the comparative study of 
oral tradition is the figure of 38.9 percent verbal formularity for the poem as a 
whole. This percentage agrees to a remarkable extent with the percentages of 
repeated hemistichs (hence, verbal formularity) in the oldest chansons de 
geste, as determined by Duggan: between 29 percent and 39 percent, includ­
ing 35.2 percent for the Chanson de Roland {SR 23 -26 , 30, 34).3 5 If sub­
sequent analyses of other classical Arabic qasldas were to yield percentages of 
verbal formularity somewhere in that range, as this one has, it could lead us to 
conclude what has only, so far, been a matter of speculation: namely, that 
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there are mode  s of thought and operation underlying the process of oral 
composition and rendition that are basically the same from tradition to 
tradition and from people to people, regardless of vast differences in culture, 
language, and genres of poetry produced. The analysis of one qaslda, of 
course, proves no such thing. But the results obtained here do offer some 
grounds for guarded optimism and an incentive to continue investigation 
along these lines.36 
In regard to another matter, a glance at both the statistical chart and the 
graphs makes it readily apparent that the first ten lines of MuIQ give no 
reliable indication whatever of the density of the p o e m '  s formularity through­
out. According to m  y calculations, the percentages of verbal, syntactic and 
combined formulaic material in 11. 1-10 are respectively 55.4 percent, 20.4 
percent, and 66.4 percent.37 Indeed, only if one were to choose as a ten-line 
sample 11. 11 -20 , for instance, would the densities of verbal and combined 
formulaic material—39.6 percent and 56.1 percent—reflect the over-all aver­
age densities of the whole p o e m , though one would have to go to the follow­
ing ten-line segment (11. 21 -30  ) to find a syntactic formulaic density—23.2 
percent—as close to the average. But however randomly one selects a sample 
for formulaic analysis, the irregularity of formulaic distribution makes it 
practically inevitable that any similarity between percentages of formularity in 
that sample and those in the p o e m as a whole would be purely coincidental.38 
Lord's dictum that "one should really analyze an entire p o e m in order to have 
as true a picture as possible" {HOP 29), which becomes operative in D u g ­
gan's study as a fundamental working principle (SR, esp. 19-21) , seems 
distinctly compelling in the present case. Considering that the average length 
of the qaslda brings such an analytic approach quite within the realm of 
feasibility (difficult as it might be to implement it in particular instances), and 
considering, too, h o w likely any random sample is to be misleading, w e 
would be rather ill-advised to build a theory of oral tradition in classical 
Arabic poetry upon analyses of any samples that are not complete poems  . 
Later, in chapter 4 , I shall put forward some conjectures, based upon the 
percentages of formularity and the graphs, about the processes of oral c o m p o  ­
sition and rendition in the Arabic tradition. It must be emphasized that the 
considerations which will be raised at that time are conjectures. They are 
primarily supported only by the evidence derived from the analysis of a single 
poem and require corroboration through similar analyses of other classical 
qasldas before they can be accepted as other than provisional. Still, they do 
receive strong secondary reinforcement from the few pieces of solid informa­
tion that have been transmitted to us by the medieval literary and philological 
traditions about the poetical processes of the pre- and early Islamic Arabs. The 
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fact is, therefore, that these conjectures, along with the formulaic data that has 
prompted m  e to advance them (however tentatively), are consistent with what 
can be learned both about the early Arabic tradition and, to a certain degree, 
about other oral traditions that have been better investigated. It is this fact that 
gives som e assurance that the approach to formulaic analysis followed here 
can carry us closer to understanding the character and implications of the oral 
tradition of classical Arabic poetry. 
A .  5 There is a further consideration that helps to corroborate the formulaic 
nature of classical Arabic verse. Medieval literary theorists w h  o discussed the 
subject of plagiarism a m o n g poets seem to have disregarded almost entirely 
literal verbal recurrences as such. This they did despite the fact that for a 
cursory reader such recurrent phrases would be by far one of the most readily 
observable forms of correspondence a m o n g the works of various classical 
poets and, hence, one of the most obvious kinds of "plagiarism," in the 
theorists' sense of the word. The reasons for this disregard are complex, but 
the important considerations seem to have been the following.39 (1) The 
theory of plagiarism was applied predominantly to the works of " m o d e r n " 
(i.e., post-classical) poets and (2) was founded on the assumption that virtuos­
ity, originality, and invention on the verbal level were the prime requisites of 
poetic achievement. Hence , since (3) simple verbatim "thefts" (sariqat) of 
another poet's verses were to be deplored and scarcely to be acknowledged, 
(4) interest and criticism were centered on the modern poet's more or less 
skillful treatment or variation of "stolen" elements on the thematic level. 
H o  w remote this theory was from the realities of classical Arabic poetic 
praxis can be gathered by noting that the theorists hardly dealt at all with the 
frequent verbal repetitions that cropped up in the poems of one classical poet 
after another, and that, except for a few celebrated examples, their censures of 
plagiarism as they saw it were seldom directed to coincidences in Jahili and 
Islamic (ca. 50-110 /670-728) poetry, m u c h less in JahilT poetry itself. O n e 
can only suspect that the framers of the theory, like their Hellenistic predeces­
sors, predicated and upheld an aesthetic of more or less conscious variation, 
avoiding verbal formulas, repetitions, and the like—an aesthetic at once both 
contrary to that of the early Arab poets and, if Parry, Lord, and others are 
correct, indicative of the fundamentally literary (rather than oral) orientation 
of the theorists and of the later poets as well (see chap. 3, § D . 4 . C , below).4 0 
B  . It m a  y be granted, then, that formulaic diction is intrinsic to the c o m p o  ­
sitional technique of m a n y  , if not all, of the poets to w h o  m are attributed the 
works of early Arabic poetry that have been recorded and preserved. O f the 
second characteristic of "orality"—the general absence of necessary 
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enjambement—there can be no doubt. That enjambement (Arabic: tadmin), in 
its widest sense of the continuation of a sentence from one verse into another, 
occurs relatively seldom in the works of classical Arab poets has often been 
noted.41 Nevertheless, the occurrence of enjambement—of certain kinds, at 
least—was frequent enough for an early scholar and litterateur, Ibn c Abdrab­
bih (d. 328/940) to remark on the fact in setting d o w n tadmin, or rather the 
mudamman (enjambed line), a m o n  g faults to be avoided in handling the 
rhyme (min cuyubi l-qawafi).42 
B .  I Like most of his fellow critics and literary theorists a m o n  g medieval 
Arabic writers, Ibn cAbdrabbih's immediate interest, in the context of his 
remarks, was to set forth rules and prescriptions for the proper fashioning and 
evaluating of verse. These critics generally based their doctrines upon an 
exhaustive, but often impressionistic, reading of the classical poets, in prefer­
ence to all later ones; and they established principles of poetic praxis that, if 
they did not always derive from the highest or most unique achievements of 
those poets, at least represented a sort of statistical norm of phenomena 
encountered in that poetry. Thus they maintained that the poet's finest works 
would result from his proficient formulation of a series of well-conceived, 
well-executed, self-contained, end-stopped verses (muqalladat).43 A n d w e 
m a  y be sure that, in so maintaining, they were guided by a certain statistical, 
if not aesthetic, reality. S o m e a m o n g them, Taclab (d. 291/904) for instance, 
found evidence enough to convince them that the best verses were those in 
which each hemistich was fully independent of the other.44 
Yet, even while classifying tadmin as a poetical fault, Arabic literary 
theoreticians felt obliged to m a k  e certain reservations that indicate both their 
uncertainty with regard to the precise degree of the phenomenon's "faulti­
ness" and their sense of the difference in its use by " m o d e r n ,  " as contrasted 
with "ancient," poets. Indeed, one of the earliest and most prominent pros­
odists and grammarians, A b u 1-Hasan al-Axfas al-Awsat (d. 215/830 or 221/ 
235), held that tadmin was no fault at all, although it would better be 
avoided.45 Al-Axfas's opinion, however, conflicted with that of his more 
eminent predecessor and mentor, al-Xalll b. A h m a  d (d. 175/791, 170/786­
87 , or 1 6 0 / 7 7 6 - 7 7 ) , credited with being the founder of the Basran 
philological school and of Arabic lexicography and prosody, if not of Arabic 
grammar as well. The mudamman verse, in al-Xalil's view, was decidedly a 
poetical fault,46 and the consensus a m o n g Arabic literary theorists seems to 
have followed him, rather than al-Axfas.47 But enjambement was considered 
a really serious defect only whe  n "the one verse be wholly destitute of 
meaning if separated from the other; as when en-Nabiga says 
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[humu waradu l-miyaha cala Taniimin 
wa hum ashabu yawmi c Ukaza innl] 
They water their herds at the wells in spite ofTemlm, 
and they are the victors of the day of Okaz; verily I 
which is unintelligible, because the habar of [inna] is unknown, till w e hear 
or read the next verse: 
[sahidtu la-hum mawatina salihatin 
qlabtu-humu bi waddi s-sadri minni] 
have seen themfightmany a goodfight, (for which) I 
reward them with my heart's whole love."4S 
Ibn Kaysan (d. 299/911 or 320/932)49 has provided us with one of the 
earlier extant discussions of prosody, and in his section on tadmln, he admits 
that "it is not a gross defect. But the most eloquent style is that in which each 
verse of the qaslda stands by itself and when recited separately, wholly 
comprises the motiv (macna) which it was composed to express" (KTQ 57). 
Imra'alqays was considered one of the most skillful at composing individual 
verses into which he would incorporate, not just one, but two or more motivs 
(KTQ 5 7 - 5 8  ; cf. Brockelmann GAL Suppl 126 n. 3) . But even he was 
obliged sometimes to carry over the sense of his utterance into a following 
verse, so that "the first verse was implicated in (dummina) the second, and 
the second one in the first" (KTQ 58). O n e must, though, make a distinction 
between Imra'alqays' use of enjambement that, as cited by Ibn Kaysan,50 
resulted from the circumstance that a word in the first verse was explained 
(mufassara) by the verse that followed— "and had (the poet) omitted the 
second verse, the sense (of the word) would have been obscure" (KTQ 
58)—and between the m u c  h uglier enjambement of an-Nabiga, cited above. 
Ibn RasTq (d. 456/1064 or 463/1070) is somewhat more precise in his 
treatment of tadmln. Defining it as "the dependence of the rhyme-word or a 
word which precedes it upon what comes after" (Umda I 111: an tatacallaqa 
l-qafiya aw lafzq mim-ma qabla-ha bi-rria bacda-ha), he cites the standard 
example of an-Nabiga. H  e adds, however, that "whenever the word which 
depends upon the second line stands at some distance from the rhyme-word, it 
is less harsh a fault than tadmln (as such)." T w o lines of K a c b b. Zuhayr 
approach an-Nabiga's in their use of enjambement:51 
diyaru llati battat hibdli wa sarramat 
wa kuntu ida-ma l-hablu min xullatin surim 
fazftu ila wajna'a harfin ka-anna-ma 
bi aqrabi-ha qarun ida jildu-ha staham (m) 
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"(There are) the lodgings of her who cut m  y bonds (with her) and 
snapped them apart. And I was wont, when the bond by a friend 
was severed, 
to resort to a lean, high-cheeked (camel), with leathern flanks, 
sweat-darkened, like pitch." 
But less serious a fault are the lines of Ibrahim b. H a r m a (Umda I 172); 
imma taray-ni sahiban mutabaddilan 
ka s-sayfi yaxluqu jafnu-hu fa yadfu 
fa la-rubba laddati laylatin qad niltu-ha 
wa haramu-ha bi halali-ha madfifu 
"If you think m  e haggard and shabbily clad, like a sword 
whose sheath becomes worn and lost, 
well, I've had many a night's delight—its illegitimate (result) 
averted by the legitimate (one)." 
A n d the following lines of M u t a m m i m b. Nuwayra , though they present some 
enjambement, are hardly at all to be thought of as tadmin {Umda I 172): 
la-camri wa ma dahri bi ta'bini halikin 
wa la jazcfan mim-ma asaba fa awjaca 
laqad kaffana J-Minhdlu tahta rida'i-hl 
fatan gayra mibtani I-ca slyati arwaFd 
" B  y m  y life!—though I a  m unused to elegizing one dead or bewailing 
misfortune or pain— 
al-Minhal indeed has shrouded beneath his cloak a splendid youth, 
no glutton who gorged himself at dinner."52 
Ibn RasTq concludes by saying: "Several verses m a  y sometimes c o m  e be­
tween the two enjambed verses, as m a n y as m a y allow the sentence to follow 
its course to completion and allow the poet to enlarge upon (his) motivs; but 
that [i.e., such enjambement] will not be held against him, if he does it 
skillfully" (Umda I 172; cf. RadI STX 377). 
Ibn Manzur (d. 711/1311) cites as authorities in his discussion of enjambe­
ment and enjambed verses both al-Axfas al-Awsat (see p. 64 above), and Ibn 
JinnI (d. 392/1002). H  e suggests that enjambement should be judged a fault 
only in proportion to the dependence of the first verse upon the second for 
completion of its sense and to the strength of the syntactical (or semantic) 
bond that joins them: the more necessary the dependence and the stronger the 
bond, the more objectionable would be the tadmin (LA XVII 128 11. 18-19) . 
The following lines are cited as an example of enjambement even more 
extreme than an-Nabiga's (which is also cited): 
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wa laysa l-malu fa clam-hu hi malin 
mina l-aqwami ilia li lladlyl53 
yurldu bi-hi l-cala'a wa yamtahin-hu 
li aqrabi aqrabi-hi wa li l-qaslyl 
"Wealth does not—and know this!—belong to all: (it is) his 
only who 
through it strives for eminence; let him exhaust it in service to his 
closest intimates and to those far removed." 
Ibn Manzur 's point here is that the syntactical bond between the inchoative 
particle, plus its subject, and its predicate (e.g., betweenin-rii andsahidtu, as 
occurs in the lines of an-Nabiga) is not as strong as that between the relative 
(conjunctive) pronoun (viz., alladi\yi]) and the relative clause it introduces 
(viz., yurldu, etc.) (LA X V I I 129 1. 1). 
M o r e recently, M u h a m m a d Husayn al-QazvIni, k n o w n as Kisvan, c o m ­
posed a long muzdawij p o e  m on the subject of prosody, accompanying it with 
extensive notes. In dealing with tadmln (RadI STX 374 -77 ) , he refers to 
several earlier authorities and cites, besides the standard lines of an-Nabiga, 
enjambed lines by Bisr b . Abl X a z i m . 5 4 Quoting the analysis of A b u l-cIrfan 
M u h a m m a d b . CA1I as-Sabban (d. 1206/1792),55 Kisvan contends that en­
jambement is considered a fault "because one ought to pause and m a k e a 
break at the end of a line and if the sense of the rhyme-word requires some­
thing following it, stopping at that point would not be admissable. But (in that 
case) the rhyme-word would not be functioning as it properly should" (STX 
375). A s did Ibn Rasiq, Kisvan also holds that the farther removed the en­
jambed word stands from the end of the verse the less objectionable is the 
enjambement. H  e cites a case in which the (negated) subject stands at the 
beginning of one line, the rest of which consists of a relative clause modifying 
that subject; then the second line presents the predicate, introduced by the 
preposition bi (conforming to an accepted usage of the negative in Arabic), 
and further elaborated by subordinate clauses.56 Such a case is not, he states, 
tadmln, but is rather to be thought of simply as a "semantic dependence" 
(tacfiq macnawl).hl Kisvan continues: 
Al-Macarri mentions, together with tadmm, igram,58 saying: "It is less serious 
than tadmln. The need [for the sense of one verse to be completed by another] in 
tadmln is as it were much stronger than in igram, since tadmln occurs, for 
example, in an-Nabiga's verse, " w  a hum ashabu yawmi cUkaza innl—." N o w 
" m w 7  " very much requires its following predicate (xabar), while with igram the 
necessity (for a following verse) is not quite so great; as, for instance, in the 
lines of an-Nabiga:59 
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wa law kanu gadata l-bayni mannu 
wa qad rafcfu l-xudura cala l-xiyami 
safahtu bi nazratin fa ra'aytu min-ha 
hi janbi l-xidri wadfata l-qirami 
" H a d they been generous, the morn of departure after they had 
raised the (woman-segregating) curtains of their tents, 
I could have glanced about and glimpsed her (face) beside the parti­
tioning curtain, bare of her bright-figured wool veil" 
396). 
B . 2 . a There emerges from this short survey of some traditional discussions 
of tadmin and from a certain familiarity with classical Arabic poetry a decided 
awareness that the character of enjambement in that poetry is, in many re­
spects, every bit as "distinctive" as that in Homeric verse, so well described 
by Milman Parry. (EHV = MHV 251-65) . Drawing upon the essay On the 
Ordering of Words by Dionysius (Denis) of Helicarnassus, a literary critic of 
the Augustan age, and upon Aristotle's Rhetoric (mainly Book III 9:Iff./ 
1409a-b), Parry analyzes enjambement in the following terms: 
Broadly there are three ways in which the sense at the end of one verse can 
stand to that at the beginning of another. First, the verse end can fall at the end 
of a sentence and the new verse begin a new sentence. In this case there is no 
enjambement. Second, the verse can end with a word group in such a way that 
the sentence, at the verse end, already gives a complete thought, although it 
goes on in the next verse, adding free ideas by new word groups. T o this type of 
enjambement w  e ma  y apply Denis' term unperiodic [i.e., aperiodos]. Third, 
the verse end can fall at the end of a word group where there is not yet a whole 
thought, or it can fall in the middle of a word group; in both of these cases 
enjambement is necessary. (EHV 203-4 = MHV 253; cf. Lord ST 284 n. 17). 
If w  e grant a degree of accuracy to the normative sense of the traditional 
Arabic critics and to the findings of m o r e recent scholarship, w e must notice 
h o  w applicable, in general, Parry's analysis is to the p h e n o m e n o  n of en­
jambement in early Arabic verse. Since I cannot here undertake the kind of 
exhaustive study of a large body of verse such as Parry's,60 I would propose 
that the character of enjambement as these secondary sources present it be 
accepted only tentatively, in lieu of a m o r e thorough and conclusive analysis 
of its occurence in both classical and later Arabic verse. Nevertheless, two 
facts are quite clear, which correspond very closely to Parry's findings for 
H o m e r  . First, as already mentioned, the end-stopped line is considered by 
early critics to represent the classical n o r m  , and the statistical validity of their 
view is borne out by the researches of later scholars. Similarly, "in H o m e  r 
nearly one half of the verses finish where the sentence ends" (Parry EHV 205 
= MHV 254). Second, necessary enjambement, of the kind where a word or 
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particle in one verse can have no meaning until joined to a word or word 
group in the next verse, is exceedingly rare in early (and particularly earliest) 
Arabic poetry, just as it is in H o m e  r (EHV 218 = MHV 264). W  e have seen 
that the cases of tadrnin deemed most objectionable are those in which the 
enjambed word (1) stands at or very near the end of the verse and (2) is itself a 
word or particle that functions primarily as an inchoative or conjunctive 
element, and hence requires, by its very nature, to be followed by something. 
It is easy to realize, then, first, h o  w seldom this most necessary form of 
enjambement was in classical Arabic verse, and, second, h o w completely it 
seems to have been a function of the rhyme-scheme: i.e., such instances, 
seldom as they might be indeed, m a  y never have occurred at all had it not 
been that the particles' final sounds coincided (or could be adjusted to 
coincide) with the rhymes of the p o e m s . 6 1 
B . 2 . b A s to the other forms of enjambement discussed by Parry, 
unperiodic and the more c o m m o n forms of necessary, it would need a special 
and painstaking study to determine to what extent, if any, the categories of en­
jambement used by H o m e r resemble those used by early Arab poets. It cannot 
be denied that Arabic poets, composing within strict conventions of meter and 
rhyme, had to approach the problem of creating and mastering a poetic diction 
from a point of departure quite unlike that of poets such as H o m e r  , for w h o  m 
the consideration of rhyme was nonexistent.62 For example, one only occa­
sionally sees the same rhyme-word used twice in a single p o e m , at least not in 
the same sense or not without several verses intervening.63 This fact, of itself, 
could stand against our expecting to find in Arabic verse repeated verse-end 
formulaic combinations identical or similar to those that Parry shows to be so 
characteristic of H o m e r '  s use of unperiodic enjambement (EHV 206-15 = 
MHV 255-62) . Again, the Arabic language itself is lacking in m u c h of the 
syntactical diversity present in Greek, especially with regard to modes of 
expressing subordination and complex sentences.64 In Arabic, outside of the 
sometimes clause-like verbal usage of participles and infinitive nouns, the 
syntax of nearly all clauses (in the classical poetic language particularly) is 
essentially alike, whether they are independent simple propositions or m e m  ­
bers of a complex sentence; apart from context, only variations in the subor­
dinating particle (if one is involved) or in the morphology of the verb indicate 
the fact and the kind of subordination.65 Arabic also does not permit as much 
fluidity of word position within a verse as do more highly inflected languages. 
Although the classical Arab poet was by no means as restricted in ordering the 
words he used as is, say, a modern English poet, the syntactical exigencies of 
the language were such that he was more limited in his choice of word-forms 
to end a clause (hence, a verse) than H o m e  r or Virgil would have been. It has 
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been said that "word-order in classical Arabic is at once both syntactical and 
expressive. Syntactical, because the appearance of certain words or certain 
particles at the beginning of the sentence determines in advance the sequence 
of the expressions which are going to follow. Expressive, because one nearly 
always can choose freely the term that he wishes to emphasize at the begin­
ning of the sentence" (Blachere/G.-D. GAC 386) . 6 6 
Nevertheless, the phenomenon that Parry calls unperiodic enjambement, 
and to which he attaches m u c h importance as a distinctive feature of Homeric, 
as opposed to later (i.e., literary) verse, is unquestionably and demonstrably a 
frequent occurrence in early Arabic poetry. Taking only the "seven long pre-
Islamic odes"—the famous Mucallaqat67—which, as a group, m a  y justly be 
acknowledged representative of the "classical" style, one finds a really 
remarkable correlation between the m o d e s of unperiodic enjambement 
differentiated by Parry and those encountered in the Arabic poems . Even 
considering the reservations expressed in the previous paragraph and taking 
into account the difference between Greek and Arabic syntax, the fact remains 
that, as with H o m e r , "one m a y group under four headings the various means 
by which [the poet] . . . can continue beyond the end of a verse a sentence 
which, at that point, already gives a whole thought" (EHV 206 = MHV 
255). O f H o m e r , Parry says, "First, he can add a free verbal idea, using a 
dependent clause, a participial phrase, or a genitive absolute" (ibid.). If w  e 
substitute for the Greek genitive absolute the Arabic circumstantial accusative 
(hal) and accept the other two constructions in terms of their Arabic 
equivalents, w e m a y observe that this form of unperiodic enjambement occurs 
probably more often than any other, in these particular qas'idas at least:68 
diyarun la-ha bi r-Raqmatayni ka-anna-ha 
marajfu wasmin fi nawasiri micsami 
bi-ha l-c inu wa l-aramu yamsina xilfatan . . . 
"Dwellings she has at ar-Raqmatayn, like tracings tattooed across 
wrist cords, 
whereat wend the dark-eyed kine and, in succession, white 
antelope. . ." (Zuhayr 2-3) 
" T h e second means of unperiodic enjambement is the addition of an 
adjectival idea, that is, one describing a noun in the foregoing verse" (Parry 
EHV 206 = MHV 255). Here in the Arabic p o e m one comes across instances 
of the "adding" style of an oral poet at its most conspicuous:69 
ka-anna huduja I- Malikiyati gadwatan 
xalaya safinin bi n-nawasifi min Dadi 
^adawUyatun . . . 
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"The litters of the MalikI camels that morn in the broad water­
course of Wadi Dad were like great schooners 
fromcAdawIa [i.e., great cAdawlI schooners] . . .  " (Tarafa 3-4 ; 
trans. Arberry SO 83) 
"Third, the added idea m a  y be adverbial, dwelling more fully on the action 
named in the foregoing verse. This idea is usually expressed by a phrase, 
sometimes by a simple adverb" (Parry E H V 206 = M H V 256). In the Arabic 
examples, the prepositional phrase, in particular, is by far the most frequent; 
possibly because the adverb, as a separate and significant part of speech, 
hardly exists in Arabic, which relies instead upon accusative and certain fixed 
forms of nouns and a few particles:70 
wa amnia yawma la naxsa calay-him 
fa nusbihu fi majalisi-ria mb'iria 
bi ra sin min barii Jusama bni Bakrin . . . 
" O  n the day w  e do not tremble for them, w  e sit about in knots 
in our tribal assemblies, 
(led) by chiefs of the Banu Jusam b. Bakr . . . 
( c Amr 42—43; trans. Arberry SO 206) 
The "last means is that of adding by a coordinate conjunction a word or 
phrase or clause of the same grammatical structural as one in the foregoing 
verse" (Parry E H V 207 = M H V 256):7 1 
qifa nabki min dikra habibin wa manzil'i 
bi siqti l-liwa bayna d-Daxuli fa Hawmafi 
fa Tudiha fa l-Miqrati . . . 
"Halt, friends, both! Let us weep, recalling a love and a lodging 
by the rim of the twisted sands between ad-Daxul and Hawmal , 
Tudih and al-Miqrat . . . (Imra'alqays 1-2; trans. Arberry SO 61). 
Perhaps significantly, the last two means of enjambement are "less usual than 
the two given before" (Parry E H V 207 = M H V 256)—in the qas'idas, just as 
in H o m e r . 
Parry says of necessary enjambement in H o m e r , "Those cases in which the 
reader must go to the following verse to complete the thought are of two sorts. 
First are those in which the poet ends the verse at the end of a word group. 
. . . The second s o r t . . . is that in which the word group is divided between 
two verses" {EHV 2 1 6 - 1 7 = MHV 263). Examining the instances of neces­
sary enjambement in the Mucallaqat, as well as those included in the exam­
ples adduced by Braunlich (VLB 263) and Blachere (HLA 365 n. 1), one m a y 
observe that they too fall into two classes roughly corresponding to Parry's. In 
the first case, enjambement results from the extension of a temporal or condi­
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tional complex sentence72 into a following verse. W h e  n this occurs, the 
sentence is almost invariably divided in such a manner that the protasis, with 
its related m e m b e r s , would form a completed clausal proposition at the end of 
one verse, and the apodosis would be introduced only in a following verse:73 
fa lamma ajazna sahata l-hayyi wa ntaha 
bi-ria batnu xabtin di qifafin caqanqall 
madadtu bi gusnay dawmatin fa tamayalat 
c
alay-ya hadima l-kashi rayya l-muxalxali 
"After we crossed the tribe's enclosure and a spacious,

dune-twined vale veered us down,

I spread out both (her) fronded (tresses); then she swayed 
over m e  , slender (her) waist, supple and full (her) beringed ankle" 
(Imra'alqays 29-30)7 4 
The second case, involving the division of a word-group between two lines, 
seems limited, in the examples considered, to the separation of the subject of 
a sentence from its predicate, by means of an intervening dependent clause 
(usually adjectival or adverbial) or attributive phrase:75 
fa aqsamtu bi l-bayti Had} tafa hawla-hu 
rijalun banaw-hu min Quraysin wa Jurhumi 
yaminan la-nfma s-sayyidani wujidtuma 
c
ala kulli halin min sahilin wa mubrami 
" S o I swear, by the Holy House about which circumambulate men 
of Qurays and Jurhum, whose hands constructed it, 
a solemn oath (I swear)—you have proved yourselves fine masters 
in all matters, be the thread single or twisted double" 
(Zuhayr 17-18; trans. Arberry SO 115) 
W h a t is perhaps most distinctive about these cases of necessary enjambe­
ment in Arabic poetry, and is probably as well a function of the syntax of 
complex sentences in the Arabic language, is the following: in almost every 
observable case where "the reader must go to the following verse to complete 
the thought of the sentence," the verse itself ends with a syntactically c o m  ­
plete clausal proposition of some kind. That is to say, w h e n enjambement 
results from the continuation over two or more lines of a conditional-temporal 
complex sentence, the dependent clause (i.e., that which is introduced by the 
subordinating conditional or temporal particle) will itself only very rarely 
extend beyond the end of a verse; or if it is continued into the following verse 
(by means of modifiers, relative clauses, coordination, and so on), it is ex­
panded to the verse-end; and only then will the main clause be introduced—at 
the beginning of a new verse. Likewise, w h e  n subject and predicate of a 
sentence are enjambed, the elements interposed between them, in the vast 
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majority of cases, take the form of a dependent (relative, circumstantial, and 
so on) clause (or clauses), which will also scarcely ever go beyond the end of 
a verse; and the enjambed predicate will stand at the beginning of a new verse 
also. Thus, w e see that, perhaps even more than H o m e r , classical Arabic 
poetry is distinguished by verses the ends of which coincide with the ends of 
syntactically complete clauses and that even if the sense of a sentence requires 
an additional verse or verses, the poet instinctively ensures an aesthetically 
suitable and syntactically justifiable closure at the end of every verse.76 Here 
is to be found the underlying reason for the objections to such cases of 
absolutely necessary enjambement as those mentioned above. A n  d here, too, 
can be sensed the consideration that prompted the critics to treat tadmln more 
as a matter of the degree of dependency of the first verse upon the second and 
of the distance of the enjambed word from the verse-end, than as a downright 
poetic fault (cf. Parry EHV 202 n. 8 = MHV 253 n. 1). 
B .  3 It has been to afford a measure of support for m  y conviction—namely, 
that classical Arabic poetry can be approached as an oral-traditional 
poetry—that this discussion of enjambement has been undertaken. Parry has 
concluded from his comparison of Homer's use of enjambement with that of 
Apollonius of Rhodes and Virgil that an essential difference between the Iliad 
and Odyssey, on the one hand, and the two later epics, on the other, lies in the 
manner in which the sense is drawn out from line to line. For Parry, the 
various forms of unperiodic enjambement, "more than anything else, give the 
rhythm in H o m e r its special movement from verse to verse" {EHV 207 = 
MHV 256). They occur twice as often in H o m e r as in the other two, whereas 
necessary enjambement is found only about half as often in the earlier epics. 
Most important, however, is the "fact that the use of set phrases [i.e., 
formulas] by H o m e r is closely bound up with the way in which his verses 
join" (ibid.). Parry thus characterizes the divergence in technique and style 
which had to exist between H o m e  r and the epic poets of a later, literate age: 
Both Apollonius and Virgil, bent each upon making his o w  n kind of epic, 
wrote out their verses without haste, forming their styles carefully from their 
wide knowledge of m a n y forms of literature, from their memory of the words of 
m a n  y centuries. But H o m e  r put all his trust in a technique of formulas which he 
accepted without thought of change: it was the traditional style and by it he 
could put together rapidly and easily his spoken verses. It m a  y be doubted if he 
ever dreamed that in doing so he was cutting off from his poetry any new shades 
of style which would be his very o w n  : that is not an ideal to which the poet w h  o 
composes long tales without paper has any reason to be drawn, for new words 
and phrases in any number would jar badly the working of his formulas. What 
H o m e r sought in his style was to reach a traditional idea of perfection, not one 
that he had shaped himself, and it is only in this spirit that a poet can fit his 
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thought to a purely formulaic diction, just as it is only by the ear that such a 
diction can be learned and only by the voice that it can be used. 
Moreover Homer was ever pushed on to use unperiodic unjambement. Oral 
versemaking by its speed must be chiefly carried on in an adding style. The Singer 
has not time for the nice balances and contrasts of unhurried thought: he must 
order his words in such a way that they leave him much freedom to end the 
sentence or draw it out as the story and the needs of the verse demand. . . . This 
need of the oral poet to order his thought unperiodically . . . has made 
unperiodic enjambement twice as frequent, necessary enjambement twice as 
infrequent, as in the writers of the literary epic. (EHV 2\4-\5 — MHV 261-62) 
Whether the same or similar figures would hold good for Arabic verse 
throughout the course of its history cannot be determined with certainty in this 
study. O n e would, for instance, have to ascertain clearly h o w m u c h the bulk of 
poetic composition during post-classical times was actually determined by the 
generally recognized aesthetic principle of avoiding enjambement of any kind 
(see above). With the efforts of later literary poets directed for the most part by 
this and other principles (which themselves were arrived at largely through 
deduction from the classical models), and with these models probably the 
products of techniques and attitudes typical of oral poets, it is hard to imagine 
that post-classical poetry would fail to show some effect of the established 
preference for "a series of well-conceived, well-executed, self-contained, end-
stopped verses" (§ B  . 1 above; cf. below). 
At any rate, it can be said that already in the later classical period (ca. 
50/670-107/725) enjambement in general was noticeably more frequent than it 
had been previously (Blachere HLA 5 5 5 - 5 6 , 683). It need not be thought 
merely coincidental that the Arab poet's increased use of enjambement, as­
sociated by Parry and others with the literization of poetical composition, c a m  e 
about more or less at the same time that education and literacy a m o n g the Arabs 
(and speakers of Arabic) were making tremendous advances, with active 
encouragement from both religious and secular authorities.77 
Moreover, it m a y not be unrelated that during this same time, rajaz 
verse78—that is, verse composed in the rajaz meter—underwent a phenomenal 
metamorphosis. Before and shortly after the advent of Islam, it appears that 
rajaz "had been the meter habitually utilized in the popular p o e m s of the 
bedouins" (Nallino LAOU 168), associated only with a kind of "popular 
doggerel" {volksth'umliche Knittelvers—Goldziher A A P 78). Rajaz verses 
were ordinarily excluded from "poetry" proper (sicr, qarid, qafid), and 
instead of being employed in dealing with traditional "classical" motivs, they 
had been relegated to expressing only certain specialized or more c o m ­
monplace themes.79 N o one in the pre-Islamic period composed a qasida in 
rajaz, and rajaz played no part in the works of the great professional poets of 
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the Jahiliya (Ullmann UR 18, 26) . 8 0 Just the opposite became true in the 
Islamic period, w h e  n rajaz cam e to be used not only for conventional (though 
linguistically recherche and extraordinarily "baroque," even "grotesque")81 
qasldas, but also for various kinds of quite learned historical and didactic 
poems of considerable length.82 Rajaz poets would have to be acknowledged 
by far the most active participants in the gradual elaboration of form and 
extension of motiv that began under the early U m a y y a d s . 8 3 A d d to all this the 
fact that enjambement, often very necessary enjambement, was a relatively 
frequent occurrence in rajaz verse and that long periods, of as m a n  y as ten or 
more verses, were by no means rare (Ullmann UR 65-67) , and it is hard to 
ignore the obvious correspondence to Lord's description of the effects of 
literization on an oral-poetical tradition (ST chap. 6). 
It is certainly possible, on the basis of such secondary information as the 
preceding, that a close comparative analysis of enjambement in "classical" 
and " m o d e r n " poetry might well lead to solider conclusions along Parry's 
lines. W  e would be again, at least, supported by the opinions of the medieval 
theorists, w h  o evince a definite sense of a difference between tadmln as it 
presented itself in the works of the classical poets and tadmln as it was used by 
the moderns. According to Ibn Kaysan, "Sometimes a modern poet intention­
ally employs tadmln throughout his p o e m  , succeeding if he is quite capable" 
(KTQ 58). Adducing an example then of seven lines in sar~ic meter (interest­
ingly, a variant of rajaz—Ullmann UR 16-17), exhibiting throughout the 
most necessary kind of enjambement,84 Ibn Kaysan continues: "That which 
occurs intentionally is not the same as that which w e have [previously] dis­
cussed, because the composer intended it thus, so he cannot be faulted on 
account of it. [Tadmln] is a fault only w h e n it is found in [the poems of] one 
w h  o strives to m a k  e all of his verses like epigrams (amjal), each standing 
alone, self-contained and independent" (KTQ 59). Several centuries later, 
Ibn Xaldun (d. 808/1406), probably one of the most perceptive and well-
versed students of Arab-Islamic culture and civilization ever to have lived, 
devoted the final portion of his famous Muqaddima to a discussion of the 
nature and development of the Arabic linguistic sciences, as well as to an 
excursus on Arabic poetry and versification. Here he defines poetry as "an 
effective discourse, based on metaphor and descriptions, divided into parts 
[i.e., verses] agreeing with one another in metre and rhyme, each one of such 
parts being independent in scope and aim of what precedes and follows it, and 
conforming to the moulds [or styles] of the Arabs appropriated to it" (Muq 
IV 1295).85 The emphasis, already provided by the translator of the passage, 
E . G . Browne , is very m u c h to the point in this context, for Ibn Xaldun here 
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means by "Arabs" specifically "the pre-Islamic pagan poets of the Arabs" 
(Browne LHP II 87), as well as those early Islamic poets whose works are 
closely (perhaps even naturally) affiliated with those of their predecessors. 
Hence, w h e n he offers this definition of poetry, stressing as it does the avoid­
ance of enjambement and based upon classical usage, and w h e n he has already 
noted earlier h o w difficult it was for later poets to compose p o e m s m a d e up of 
such independent parts or verses {Muq IV 1290; Rosenthal III 3 7 4 - 7 5 ) , then 
w e m a y accept his testimony, I believe, together with that of Ibn Kaysln, as 
evidence that something had been introduced into the formations or disposi­
tions of poets during or just after the second/eighth century. This something— 
whether it was literacy and the existence of a sizable reading audience (which 
is the most immediate and attractive conclusion) or som e other factor86—led to 
significant changes in later poetic attitudes and techniques; and surely one of 
the easiest of these to perceive, if medieval and modern scholars alike have 
informed us rightly, would have been a poet's more c o m m o  n reliance upon 
necessary enjambement to draw out the sense of his verses. 
C  . The last of the three tests that Lord proposes for determining the 
possible orality of a text or body of texts is that of thematic analysis. The need 
of the oral poet for "well-established themes for rapid composition" (ST 131) 
gives rise in his poetry to a significant number of recurrent motifs, images, 
situations, episodes, relationships, and contexts—all of which can certainly 
be considered "formulaic" on the conceptual, if not verbal, level (cf. B o w r a 
in Wace/Stubbings CH 3 0 - 3 1 ; Nagler TGV passim; D u g g a n SR passim). 
C .  I Obviously, themes and thematic elements of this kind operate in writ­
ten literature, as well as oral.87 But there is in oral tradition a close functional 
relationship between a p o e m '  s themes and its formulation—between its 
thematic and its formulaic content—that does not seem to stand out so sharply 
in written tradition. Parry describes the operation of this relationship at its 
most characteristic in the following terms: 
The verses and the themes of the traditional song form a web in which the 
thought of the singer is completely enmeshed; there is some strand of words to 
bind up his lightest thought. His major theme can be made up only of minor 
themes, his minor, only of lesser, and his lesser, only of the verses and phrases 
which he has heard from other singers. The old romantic notion of the poetry as 
a thing made by the people is by no means a completely false one.88 The poetry 
does stand beyond the single singer. He possesses it only at the instant of his 
song, when it is his to make or mar. Make it or mar it he will as he is able or 
unable to tell a story well, but well told or poorly told a song must be made of 
the traditional themes and traditional verses. (MHV 449-50) 
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O f course, Parry does not suggest that the expression of a theme is limited 
just to a single formulation. Lord, w h o has given m u c h attention to the 
question of themes in oral poetry,89 makes this point: 
There is nothing in the poet's experience (or in ours if w  e listen to the same song 
from several singers and to the same singer telling the same song several times) 
to give him any idea that a theme can be expressed in only one set of words. 
Those singers w h o  m he has heard have never reproduced a theme in exactly the 
same words, and he has no feeling that to do so is necessary or even normal 
practice. The theme, even though it be verbal, is not any fixed set of words, but 
a grouping of ideas. (ST 69; cf. 285 n. 2) 
Nevertheless, for the oral poet "building themes," like building verses, is "a 
technique inherited from generations of singers before h i m  " (ST 81). 
To [the singer] the formulas and themes are always used in association one with 
another; they are always part of a song. To the singer, moreover, the song has a 
specific though flexible content. (ST 95) 
Again w  e find that there is a problem raised if w  e try to apply Lord's 
approach to thematic analysis immediately and directly to Arabic poems. In 
the oral epics with which he deals, both formulaic techniques and themes 
"serve only one purpose. They provide a means for telling a story in song and 
verse. The tale's the thing" (ST 68). But, although verbal formulas and 
formulaic structures can be seen as serving a poet in his creation of phrases 
and formation of lines (ST 4 3 - 4 5 ) not only for a narrative p o e m but for other 
forms as well, the theme, as described by Lord, would have relevance only as 
an element in a narrative (see below). 
Yet, if w  e realize that structure and theme are hardly unique properties of 
narrative; that a lyric, an ode, a h y m n , a psalm, an elegy, a prayer, or any 
other non-narrative form of verbal art m a y equally be composed orally or for 
oral rendition; that a p o e m  , simply by virtue of being a p o e m  , obviously 
would involve motivs, images, relationships, and the like—whether recurrent 
or not; that "the tale's the thing" only if the object of the poet and the 
function of the p o e  m is to tell a tale: if w  e realize these things, w  e need 
readjust our sights but slightly to see that classical Arabic poetry is permeated 
with themes and thematic elements that are intrinsic both to the form of the 
p o e m and, it would seem, to the m o d e of its composition. There can be no 
doubt, besides, that these themes, just as those described by Lord with regard 
to the oral epic, constitute a large, though by no means unlimited, fund upon 
which classical Arab poets would draw quite freely for the making of their 
p o e m s and outside of which they seldom took recourse—not because they 
were bound by a set of arbitrary conventions that dictated the form and scope 
of their productions, as m a n y of their later successors m a y have c o m e to be, 
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but rather because it was through re-creating these traditional themes and 
reawakening them in the minds of their hearers that their poem s achieved 
success at all. 
C .  2 In an article entitled "Qaslda," Alfred Bloch has summarized the most 
important earlier attempts at analysis of the classical ode's thematic 
structure—notable those of Ibn Qutayba,9 0 I. Guidi,91 and G  . Richter92— 
followed by a presentation of his o w n  . It is not m  y purpose here to discuss 
these analyses, but simply to point out the fact that they all agree in insisting 
that the traditional qasida was composed of a few (usually three or four) major 
thematic divisions, which could easily be seen as analogous to thematic divi­
sions in a narrative. These divisions reappear, more or less in the same 
sequence,93 in ode after ode; and, at the same time, they are themselves m a d e 
up of a number of secondary themes or thematic units that also recur from 
p o e m to p o e m (and even sometimes within the same p o e m ) and that form the 
basic repertoire of variations upon the larger structural themes of the qafida 
that every Arab poet had to have at his c o m m a n d .  9  4 Bloch's sensitive 
analysis, to which I have by no means done justice, has been too m u c h 
neglected by students of Arabic literature, and deserves recognition as, in m  y 
opinion, the first really successful attempt to project—without condescen­
sion, tendentiousness, or oversimplification—something of the thematic, 
structural, and generic complexity of the qasida. 
Today, however, it must be acknowledged that all previous attempts at 
elucidating the qafida and resolving questions of its thematic repertoire and 
structure have been superceded by the 1971 monograph of R  . Jacobi, Studien 
zur Poetik der altarabischen Qafide. (It must be acknowledged, also, as 
Jacobi readily and graciously does, that Bloch's participation and influence 
can be sensed at m a n y points in the work—and, indeed, are sometimes 
explicitly indicated.)95 F. Sezgin has justly c o m m e n d e d this "distinguished" 
study as one that "carries us an essential step forward in connection not only 
with the perplexive character of the qasida, but also with m a n  y other aspects 
of Arabic poetics" (GAS II 9 and n. I).96 
Jacobi's work is based upon a m i n i m u m of 174 poems (including 61 whole 
qasidas) that m a k e up the diwans of the six classical poets, an-Nabiga, 
cAntara, Tarafa, Zuhayr,  c A l q a m a , and Imra'alqays  (= Ahlwardt Divans). In 
her investigation into the formal, thematic, and stylistic properties of this 
body of poetry, and of the qasidas in particular, Jacobi carefully sets forth the 
recurrent "motifs, images, and stylistic figures of speech [that] disclose the 
c o m m o  n tradition," maintaining that "only on the grounds of a poetic that 
held for everyone [allgemeinverbindliche Poetik] is it possible to characterize 
adequately the work of a school of poets or of an individual poet" (SPAQ 
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v-vi; cf. 196). Her sensitive and thorough analyses of this "poetic," in its 
diverse manifestations, should do away once and for all with the centuries-
old sterotype of the classical qafida as a simple tripartite organization of 
larger more or less unrelated thematic units: reminiscence at the deserted 
campsite (naslb), journey by camel or horse (taxallus), and concluding 
eulogy (madih). Not only do her identification and delineation of major 
and minor thematic units reveal the presence of considerably more variety, 
complexity, and internal coherence than most earlier accounts would lead 
one to believe; in addition, in practically every phase of her analysis she 
links mode  s of thematic and stylistic expression directly to patterns of 
verbal expression that underlie them. Thus, specific syntactical usages and 
verbal techniques—such as particle-governed comparisons (with ka, mijla, 
ka-nia, and so on), particular sentence types, direct or indirect discourse, 
adjectives used metonymically, kinds of paranomasia and anaphora, 
interjectory and other affective constructions, and the like—regularly 
accompany, facilitate, m a k e possible, and in effect actuate certain thematic 
and stylistic developments. 
Jacobi's orientation toward the poetic texts differs from mine chiefly in that 
orality, for her, appears to have been a circumstance that was only accidental 
to the true nature of the poetry. At most, she seems to suggest, the effects of 
orality could be discerned in the poem s in the form of certain techniques that 
the poets "would have developed to preserve the sequence of verses from 
disruption [Zerstorung] in the course of oral transmission [mundliche 
Tradierung]. . . . Th  e frequent use of m a n  y rhetorical figures is motivated 
by the endeavor to tighten the bond between the separate verses" (SPAQ 11; 
cf. 16, 172, and esp. 182-96) . Yet these techniques, involving as they do 
various forms of repetition and parallelism, can be considered just as produc­
tive on the generative and associative level of oral composition as they might 
be preservative or stabilizing on the level of oral transmission. Interlinear 
structural reinforcement from that point of view, therefore, would be a result 
of, not a reason for, such techniques. Indeed, Lord portrays such structural 
patterns in South Slavic oral poetry as primarily springing from the singer's 
"strong sense of balance" that guides him during the process of live composi­
tion and rendition (5" T 55 -58 )  , and as only secondarily serving to preserve the 
wording and order of the verses: 
A perfectly natural consequence of building passages by syntactic parallelisms 
and acoustic patterns is that passages so built tend to have a comparative stabil­
ity, or better, a continuity in time both in the habit of the single singer and, to a 
lesser degree, in the current of a tradition. Just as formulaic lines with internal 
r h y m e or with a striking chiastic arrangement have a long life, so couplets with 
clearly marked patterns persist with little if any change. (ST 57; m  y italics) 
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The difference between the two points of view is fundamentally a genetic one, 
not merely one of aspect. 
Nevertheless, the thematic and stylistic features that Jacobi describes and 
interprets in such a comprehensive, original, and perceptive fashion are alto­
gether consistent with those that have c o m  e to be expected in a tradition of 
oral composition and rendition. Moreover, Jacobi declares that the very point 
of departure [Ausgangspunkt] of her work is "the conviction that early Arabic 
poetry is a collective poetry [Kollectivdichtung] and that its motifs, images 
and stylistic resources can be described in terms of a poetic that held for 
everyone" (SPAQ 196; cf. above). This point of departure is virtually identi­
cal with that of Alfred Bloch {KWA V 236-38) and, to a certain extent, that of 
K  . Petracek (VAL 4 6 - 4 7 ; DSSV 10, 7 8 - 8 0 ; QAAL 405). In seeking to 
explain the distinctive, yet shared, elements of classical Arabic poems  , they 
too had recourse to the notion of a "collective" or "folk" poetry—a notion 
that had the advantage of long tradition of scholarship and an elaborate 
theoretical apparatus behind it. I have discussed this approach elsewhere 
(BFOT) and have proposed there that, not only does the notion of "oral 
tradition" quite satisfactorily deal with all the obscurities and idiosyncracies 
of early Arabic poetry that the notion of "collective" or "folk tradition" was 
thought to illuminate, but also it comes to grips far more effectively with the 
essence and etiology of the phenomenon of that poetry itself (cf. Finnegan 
OLA 21, 3 6 - 3 7 and passim). W h e n , therefore, I adduce Jacobi's work in this 
context as definitive and conclusive evidence that the thematic make-up of 
most classical Arabic qasldas and other poems confirms, along with formular­
ity and absence of necessary enjambement, their origin in an oral tradition, 
such an adduction in no way impugns the validity of her findings nor c o m ­
promises the position as regards "orality" that is advanced here. I do not 
think w e need any more convincing proof than Jacobi has provided us that, in 
the qafida as in Homeric or South-Slavic poetry, "the verses and the themes 
of the traditional song form a w e  b in which the thought of the singer is 
completely enmeshed" (Parry MHV 4 4 9 - 5 0 ; cf. above). 
C . 3 . a Another consideration can also be raised at this point. There is some 
reason for believing that the qafida''s major thematic divisions—such as the 
erotically reminiscent naslb; the poet's description of his mount and his jour­
ney; his praise of self, patron, or tribe, and (so on)—may well have existed at 
one time as separate genres, as did elegy (rita') or "satire" (hija'). Such 
thematically unified passages then would have been sometimes composed at 
different occasions and perhaps subsequently joined together to form the 
larger ode. A state of affairs like that would be consistent with the existence of 
so m a n  y "unfinished" qasldas and "fragments" (qitac; pi. of qifa) and, 
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also, with the survival of m a n  y qasidas concentrating preponderantly on the 
elaboration of a single t h e m e , while attending only perfunctorily to others.97 
It would accord as well with the early emergence of anthologies devoted to 
presenting such specimens of verse classified according to considerations that 
seem to have been, in general, m o r e generic than thematic—namely, the 
various hamasa collections.98 Lord's remarks on the oral poet's approach to 
his thematic material m a  y be pertinent to this aspect of early Arabic poetry 
and its textual state: 
Although the themes lead naturally from one to another to form a song which 
exists as a whole in the singer's mind with Aristotelian beginning, middle, and 
end, the units within this whole, the themes, have a semi-independent life of 
their o w n . The theme in oral poetry exists at one and the same time in and for 
itself and for the whole song. This can be said both for the theme in general and 
also for any individual singer's forms of it. His task is to adapt and adjust it to 
the particular song that he is re-creating. It does not have a single "pure" form 
either for the individual singer or for the tradition as a whole. Its form is ever 
changing in the singer's mind, because the theme is in reality protean; in the 
singer's mind it has many shapes, all the forms in which he has ever sung it, 
although his latest rendering of it will naturally be freshest in his mind. It is not 
a static entity, but a living, changing, adaptable artistic creation. Yet it exists for 
the sake of the song, and the shapes that it has taken in the past have been 
suitable for the song of the m o m e n t . In a traditional poem, therefore, there is a 
pull in two directions: one is toward the song being sung and the other is toward 
the previous uses of the same theme. The result is that characteristic of oral 
poetry which literary scholars have found hardest to understand and to accept, 
namely, an occasional inconsistency, the famous nod of a H o m e r . (ST 94; cf. 
285-86 , nn. 15, 16) 
C . 3 .  b Theme  s of a secondary kind, too, recur again and again in Arabic 
verse—so frequently, in fact, that medieval Arabic philologists and critics 
produced a substantial number of florilegia devoted solely to cataloguing 
them and recording their treatment at the hands of different poets. These 
"Books of Poetical Motivs" (kutub macani s-sfr),99 as w e can see from 
those that have been published,100 provide quite convincing evidence of the 
existence of a c o m m o  n stock of themes and motivs a m o n  g even the earliest 
poets. The evidence has also been well supported by various Western 
scholars, whose analyses have, as Bloch's and Jacobi's, often given greater 
precision to the kinds and contents of Arabic thematic material.101 Nor can 
one ignore the rather left-handed corroboration afforded by those orientalists 
w h o have expressed, in von Grunebaum's words, "the long prevailing 
conviction of the stagnating uniformity of classical poetry" (see p. 5 above 
and chap. 1 n. 9). 
It must be added though, as was already indicated in the case of verbal 
repetitions (§ A .  4 above), that the medieval theoreticians confined a large 
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share of their observations, criticisms, and judgments more particularly to the 
works of post-classical poets: they attached to the earlier masters a fundamen­
tally paradigmatic value and seldom applied to classical verse the brunt of 
their critical views, since it had been out of classical verse that their views had 
largely been derived. Thus, while the philologists and critics, faced with the 
phenomenon of recurrent themes and motivs, chose to deal with it in terms of 
plagiarism or "thefts" {saraqlsariqa, axd), they admitted two important re­
servations. First, a great m a n y "commonplace" themes, images, and so 
forth, which naturally occurred to all—poet or not—were left out of consid­
eration as a matter of course. Joined closely to these commonplaces, as being 
unworthy of critical attention, were "a great number of themes which, at the 
outset, were indisputably created. These themes were afterwards so often 
reused that they would enter into everyone's speech, just as the c o m m o n  ­
places themselves. That amounts to saying that a theme is of itself excluded 
from the realm of 'plagiarism' the m o m e n t that it becomes part of the 
c o m m o  n poetical heritage. Such is the case, for instance, of those themes one 
meets with at each step in early poetry" (Trabulsi CPA 197; cf. von 
G r u n e b a u m C / M r 2 3 7 - 7 4 , 241 and n. 71, 243, 244 = KD 105-6 , 111 and 
n. 71, 114, 116). 
Second, in the matter of plagiarism itself, one was obliged to recognize 
important differences between the sariqat of the Ancients and those of the 
Moderns. 
The "plagiarisms" of the Moderns differ from those of the Ancients as regards 
the way in which they are carried out. The Ancients "plagiarized" more frankly 
or naively. Their "plagiarisms" present themselves to the eye and critics have 
no trouble unearthing them. A s for the Moderns, they "plagiarize" with more 
subtlety and refinement—dissimulation, in fact. They have their methods, often 
skillful ones, of recreating the themes they borrow from others. This is why the 
"plagiarisms" of the Moderns were the more interesting to critics the more they 
offered them the chance for subtle and difficult examination. (Trabulsi CPA 
199-200; cf. von Grunebaum CPAT 238 n. 30 = KD 106 n. 30) 
N o w  , if one realizes again that Arabic critical doctrines were not arrived at 
haphazardly and that they reflect at least a certain statistical reality, it 
becomes clear that, as with enjambement, " m o d e r n " (i.e.,  cAbbasid and 
later) poets had b e c o m  e conditioned to regard the thematic elements of their 
p o e m s quite differently from their "ancient" forebears. A contingent of them 
set out to introduce into their verse substantive innovations in themes and 
motivs:102 s o m e sought to change the established motiv-patterns of the 
traditional qaslda and adapt them to contemporary urban d eman d s ; others 
parodied the old themes and forms or rejected them outright for n e w ones.1 0 3 
Another group of poets, w h  o subscribed to the "motto of most literary 
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lawgivers"—viz., "imitation of accepted predecessors" w h  o were "ad­
mitted as classical"—focused all their attention "on the best rather than the 
first expression of a given motiv" (von Grunebaum CPAT 248 = KD 121). 
Both they and the "lawgiving" theorists shared with the Hellenistic Greek 
and R o m a  n theorists before them the feeling "that subject matter was 
c o m m o  n property and that it was sufficient vindication of originality or 
independence to present the traditional subject in a n e  w and preferably better 
garb" (CPAT 251 = KD 125). 
Yet in every case, the later poet was deliberately trying for a kind of 
variation—of theme, expression, or whatever—that was alien to classical 
Arabic poetry as it was k n o w n to him and his contemporaries and as it is 
k n o w n to us. Moreover, it was a kind of variation that is equally unknown to 
the oral-traditional poet as Lord has portrayed him. The circumstances that 
define the situation of Arabic poetry and poets during the cAbbasid period and 
after, and that clearly divide most of the verse of that period from the earlier 
classical verse, correspond remarkably to those that, in Lord's view, accom­
pany the transition from an oral to a literary tradition of poetry. " T h  e oral 
poet," Lord says, 
needs well-established themes for rapid composition. . . . Eventually, how­
ever, writing will free him from the need of the themes for purposes of composi­
tion. This will mean not only a freer opportunity for new themes, but also 
greater freedom in consciously combining and recombining themes. 
Writing as a new medium will mean that the former singer will have a 
different audience, one that can read. Psychologically, he ma y at first be addres­
sing himself for some time to the audience of listeners to w h o  m he has always 
been accustomed.104 But the new reading public, though it will be small at first, 
will undoubtedly have different tastes developing from those of the traditional 
nonliterate audience. They will demand new themes, or new twists to old 
themes. (ST 131; m  y italics) 
There is, therefore, a reasonably firm basis for proceeding further on the 
question of the oral tradition of pre- and early Islamic poetry. This poetry 
manifests, to an unmistakable degree, the essential characteristics of oral 
verse—formulaic diction, avoidance of necessary enjambement, and well-
established themes and motivs. There is, besides, indication that later devel­
opments in Arabic poetic praxis and theory followed the course outlined by 
Lord for the transition from oral to written composition of verse. W h a t re­
mains, then, is to see whether external literary, historical, and biographical 
sources offer corroboration of this internal evidence. H o  w wa  s the oral tradi­
tion carried on a m o n g the pre- and early Islamic Arabs? 
D  . I have spoken of the conventional theory of "oral tradition" as it is 
usually applied by scholars of Arabic literature to the classical poets and their 
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works (see pp. 13-14 above). W  e can find, however, that its elementary 
statement, as phrased by Kosegarten and, on the whole, accepted by most 
others, has occasionally undergone certain refinements. Most discussion has 
centered—as it ought to—on the nature of the occupation of the rawl and the 
institution of riwaya. 
D . I The word rawl (or the intensive form rawiya), in its original sense, 
seems to have been used in reference to a water container, a water-bearing 
beast, or a h u m a  n water-carrier, although it could equally have been un­
derstood as one w h o bound something (a water bag, a m a n , or the like) to a 
camel with a riwa' (rope or thong). It could also mean "one w h o con­
templated or reflected upon (something)." Its application was extended to 
include those w h o bore, or bound upon themselves, burdens in a more figura­
tive sense, including especially rawl—or rawiyat—ad-diyat "(a chieftain) 
w h o takes upon himself (payment of) bloodwits." The usage with which w e 
are concerned, however, is that of rawllrawiya as a "bearer" (hamil) or 
"transmitter" of poems and traditional narratives (axbar) (See Lane Lex I:iii 
1194c, 1196c; Asad MSJ 187-89) . 1 0 5 
Nasiraddin al-Asad has written the most thorough and best documented 
study of the rawl (MSJ 222-54) . 1 0 6 H e distinguishes two stages in the 
evolution of this semi-profession. In the first stage, extending from the pre-
Islamic period to about the middle or end of thefirst/seventh century, the 
words rawl and riwaya appear to have been restricted almost entirely to the 
sphere of poetry and, to a lesser extent, axbar. Later, whe  n the collection and 
study of poems became established on a more systematic basis, rawl came to 
designate, from the second/eighth century, the transmitter of traditions from 
an earlier authority and even the compiler of written recensions of poetical 
works (Asad MSJ 189-90) . This later development in usage was , in m  y 
opinion, probably still more closely tied up with the evolution of the profes­
sion or office of qari', "reciter, reader (of the Qur 'an)  " and the science of 
qira'a. 
During the earlier period, though, the usage of the term rawl was by no 
means so unambiguous as Kosegarten and others might lead us to believe. All 
evidence points to the fact that the rawls of pre- and earliest Islamic times 
were not merely "reciters . . . w h o got by heart numerous songs of their poets, 
and recited them occasionally, in public assemblies and private parties." I. 
Goldziher has already noted the early use of the term to indicate the rendition 
of one's o w  n verses as well as those of another (AAP I 99 n. 1). Elsewhere he 
adds that "the rawls were not simply echoing the poets; rather they 
contributed to the perfection of those works which they were to transmit from 
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others. Here is the reason w h  y w  e can find famous poets serving as rawls of 
their fellows' works" (MS II 8 n. 2). Such rawls, w h  o "revise" or 
"improve" the poems that they render, are considered specially by Asad 
(MSJ 241-44) . 
The frequency with which the characters of poet and raw! were combined 
during this early period in a single person has often been pointed out (e.g., 
Lyall AAP xxxv; Nicholson LHA 131; Gibb ALI 19-20) . 1 0 7 Tana Husayn 
observed that the early Islamic poet Kutayyir  c Azza was the rawl of Jamil, 
w h o was the rawl of al-Hutay'a, w h o in turn was rawl to K a c b and his father 
Zuhayr b. Abi Sulma, the latter himself having been A w  s b. Hajar's rawl, 
with A w  s having served as rawl to Tufayl al-(janawl. Based on this 
observation, Tana Husayn advanced the hypothesis of the existence of 
'poetical schools" (madaris sfrlya) to account for these facts (FAJ 
266-68) . 1 0 8 G . E . von Grunebaum, after a close examination of poetical 
texts and literary-historical evidence, has differentiated six such "schools" 
or "groups" of pre-Islamic poets (CFD esp. 342-44) , each marked by a 
distinct technical and stylistic praxis observable over successive generations 
of poets. These poets apparently accepted service as rawls to established 
poets within their "schools" during the initial phase of their careers (CFD 
329-37) . 
Even earlier the accepted definition of a rawl as one w h  o learned and 
published his poet's verses was criticized and, for the pre-Islamic period 
under discussion, largely rejected by E  . Braunlich. Rather, Braunlich con­
tended, the relationship between sacir and rawl should be recognized as that 
of teacher and student. It cannot be thought merely coincidental that the 
several series of poets and their rawls (who themselves became poets), trace­
able from generation to generation during this period, belonged generally to 
single tribes,109 or even to single families.110 " W  e must assume that, for the 
young rawl, the main thing was to acquaint himself with the traditions and 
literary productions of his o w  n tribe—in short, to prepare himself for the 
profession of sacir" (Braunlich VLB 220-21) . Braunlich, then, with Tana 
Husayn before and von Grunebaum after, holds the view that one is able "to 
trace poetical schools within early Arabic poetry," growing out of an affinity 
of the rawl for his master, which is, as it were, a function of their mutual 
consanguinity (VLB 221) . 1 1 1 This view is subsequently confirmed by an 
analysis of various stylistic and technical usages found to be peculiar to 
certain poets, w h  o could thus be said to constitute a "school." After examin­
ing in considerable detail the poetry of poets of the tribe of Hudayl in particu­
lar and demonstrating its shared and distinctive features, Braunlich gives us 
good reason to accept his judgment 
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that the rawl of a poet would originally have been not so m u c h the transmitter of 
the latter's works as rather the poet-to-be w h o would be tutored by the master in 
the art of poetry. Hence it is only natural that both [poet and rawl] also exhibit 
general characteristics in their works through which they are distinguished from 
others. (VLB 265) 
This view of poetical schools, m a d  e up of poets and their rawls (the latter to 
be seen then as apprentice poets), has since been adopted by a number of 
scholars,112 although, as Blachere has cautioned, one must avoid the infer­
ence of a "cenacle" or of subscribers to a literary manifesto (HLA 336). Yet 
it is important to see further the implications of such a view for our un­
derstanding of the nature both of poetic composition and rendition during the 
Jahillya and the first century of Islam and of the textual tradition of the poetry 
ascribed to that period. The similarity is self-evident between what w e k n o w 
about the activity of the early rawl, his "apprenticeship" to an older poet 
within the tribe, and his o w  n emergence as an accomplished poet in his o w  n 
right, and between Lord's description of the training of an oral poet (ST 
17-26). 
Consider, for example, the anecdote—remarkable even if apocryphal— 
that tells of Zuhayr b. Abi Sulnia's reaction to his son K a c b ' s premature 
efforts at poetizing.113 Zuhayr went to the extent of beating K a  c b to prevent 
him from versifying before he was suitably prepared, lest his verses be poorly 
fashioned and worthless poems be circulated under his n a m e and rendered 
abroad. W h e  n the beatings proved ineffective, Zuhayr confined K a  c b and, 
finally, sent him out alone to herd the stock. Even from the pastures, h o w ­
ever, Zuhayr heard reports of his son's poetic attempts.114 The father, in­
censed, saddled his camel and rode off to find his son in hopes of both 
exposing and embarrassing him as a faulty versifier and ascertaining just what 
poetic ability K a c b might actually possess. T o this end, he mounted K a c b 
before him upon his camel, pronounced a verse containing a traditional 
description of a camel (set in the tawll meter most favored by classical poets), 
and then proceeded to beat his son until the latter had satisfactorily improvised 
a complementary verse. W h e  n K a  c b succeeded in capping not only Zuhayr's 
first verse but each of his successive three as well, the father openly acknowl­
edged his son's proficiency and gave him permission to continue composing 
poetry, accepting him also (we learn elsewhere—Ag X X  I 264:12-13) as his 
own rawl. 
Although the incident as narrated m a y well e m b o d y fictional elements,115 
the situation portrayed itself reflects in a w a  y the three stages in the training of 
an oral poet as Lord has outlined them. T h e second and third stages—those of 
application and practice and of rendition before a critical audience—are 
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clearly represented. The first stage—of listening and absorbing—is unques­
tionably presumed necessary, even though it is not explicitly mentioned, if 
only because Zuhayr is depicted as so vehemently opposed to his son's poetiz­
ing without adequate preparation or formation.116 
W  e have good reason, therefore, to revise substantially our idea of the early 
raw! and of the manner of composition and transmission of early Arabic 
poetry. W  e have too long allowed our judgment in these matters to be swayed 
by the unintentionally biased reports of medieval literary scholars steeped in a 
bookish tradition and by our o w  n literarily grounded biases and expectations. 
Circumstantial evidence, such as the story of Zuhayr and his son, merely 
lends external support to the testimony of the existing poetical texts them­
selves. O u  r records of pre- and early Islamic Arabic poems  , as discussed above 
and in Appendix A below, clearly demonstrate those features deemed most 
typical of "oral"—rather than "literary"—texts. Their renderants, then, 
must be understood in that context; and the accusations leveled against 
them—of misattribution, interpolation, and fabrication—must be consid­
erably modified, if not retracted altogether, as I hope to show in the final 
chapter.117 
1. I use this term in the sense generally intended by Bateson in SCP, esp. chap. 5. 
2. O  n the difficult and, as yet, unresolved question of what constitutes a "significant" propor­
tion of formulaic material, see, e.g., Lord HOP 19-24; Culley OFL 113-13; Duggan SR chap. 
2. 
3. The lines are DIQ ( A W ) 48: 1, 17, 18 ,44 = A (i.e., MuIQ) 1, 19, 20 ,46 . Note that 1.18 = 
20 does not really qualify, since qatifi, at the end of the first hemisjtich (i.e., the carud-word), is 
not in conformity with the rawly pattern of the qas'ida (-CVCCVCV) and thus cannot be consid­
ered a genuine rhyme; cf. Abu-Deeb TSA U 40. 
4. Monroe does not specify which recension of MuIQ he uses. It would appear to be, for these 
verses, the same as I have used: i.e., that which is c o m m o n to A = T = Z and others through the 
first ten lines. D/<2(Ahl) is cited for all other references to IQ's poetry, but the mifallaqa in that 
recension—5 = D/0 (Ahl ) 48—omits 11. 3 - 4 of the passage analyzed in OCPP 44-46 . See also 
the partial list of discrepancies (no. 3 on the list) below; also A p p  . C  , n. e. 
5. For a review of this approach to formulaic analysis, see Duggan SR 16-21. 
6. Here Duggan has in mind, I believe, samples of 10-30 or so lines, not whole poems whose 
total number of lines does not exceed a two-digit amount. 
7. Citing Bateson SCP 30, Monroe give the following statistics for the use of meters in "all 
pre-Islamic poetry": taw'il—50.11%, kamil—17.53%; wafir and basit —24.71%; all 
others—6.37% (OCPP 34). 
8. Cf. also Parry, Les Formules et la metrique d Homere (Paris: Societe des Belles Lettres, 
1928); translated in MHV 191-239. 
9. For some, Russo's "structural formula" has represented too "soft" an approach, and 
objections to it have been raised; cf. Lord HOP 15-16 and references cited. 
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10. I.e., the phrase ena1.? with the fifth syllable of the second (b) hemistich; see p. 235 below. 
11. But cf. further evidence for the formulaicness of this line in Appendix A of this study. 
12. O n e of the enigmas of Monroe's study is h o w , precisely, he arrived at the striking two-
decimal-place percentages of formulaic material in the four passages analyzed. O  n the basis of his 
charts (OCPP 44 -45 , 47 , 48, 50-51) , I have computed the percentages of underlined material, 
reckoning in turn the portions of hemistichs underlined, the number of words (sometimes an 
arbitrary figure for Arabic), and the number of syllables. I have not once been able to match the 
percentage figures given in OCPP 34-35 (nos. 2 - 5 ) , to which m u c h significance is subsequently 
attached. It would seem proper to make explicit the nature and constitution of the proportions 
represented by these percentage figures. 
13. See, e.g., Lord HOP 12-29; Duggan SR 2 1 - 3 8 , 60, 220-21 . 
14. The referents used are specified in OCPP 35 nn. 1-2 , 36 nn. 1-2. Classical poems in/aw// 
and kamil are taken from the works of an-Nabiga, cAntara, Tarafa, Zuhayr, Imra'alqays, and 
Labid. " M o d e r n " poets referred to are A b u N u w a s , al-Mutanabbi, Ibn Zaydun, al-Barud! (tawll 
only), and Shawqi (kamil only). 
15. Cf. n. 12, above, on the question raised by Monroe's percentage figures. 
16. Cf., with reference to the early Arabic tradition, the highly suggestive study by von 
Grunebaum, CFD. 
17. Here Monroe remarks parenthetically, "Although theoretically correct, this assumption 
cannot be proved owing to the lack of a sufficiently large referent" {OCPP 37). The theoretical 
correctness of the assumption for the Arabic tradition, however, remains to be proved. 
18. Lord, for example, in his analysis of a passage from the pseudo-Homeric Bat­
rachomyomachia (which he finds has markedly fewer actual formulas than the Iliad and the 
Odyssey), expresses reservations about his findings because he used as a referent, not only the 
poem itself, but also the two considerably earlier Homeric epics. " F r o m the point of view of the 
purist," he writes, "only the material from a single singer should be used in the analysis of oral 
poetry" (HOP 28). 
19. Cf. Lord HOP 26. I have not attempted to take into consideration divisions within hemi­
stichs, although one can find man y formulas that cross over from one hemistich to another (e.g., 
line 5, note a; line 8, note a; line 29, note b; line 65, note a; line 74, note b; etc). The nature of the 
caesura in classical Arabic verses has by no means been definitively investigated to m  y knowl­
edge; cf. Monroe OCPP 26 -27; Jacobi SPAQ "Sachindex," s.v. Zdsur. 
20. Cf. here the anomalous forms ziltu, etc., discussed in chap. 3, § B .5 .c , below. 
21. Or sometimes simply a one-syllable preposition; cf. MuIQ 55 and DNab 1:22. 
22. Note also that the second phrase from MuIQ—bayna tawrin wa nacjatin—is repeated 
verbatim as part of a full hemistich formula in DIQ 2:48 =DIQ (Ahl) 52:53v; 3:43 = 4:53v; and 
D Al 1:39; cf. the discussion of overlapping verbal and syntactic formulas below. 
23. O f course, a final -a would also be possible if a diptote occurred at position iv as a rhyme-
word. There is no reason w h y  , in theory, a diptote should not occur in the formula at that 
position: diptotes ending in -a (> -a) occur as rhyme words as a matter of course in other 
constructions. It is just that I have not so far encountered them in this schema. 
24. E . g . , line 23, note a; line 26, note a; line 36, notes a-b; line 40, note d; etc. 
25. See on this question esp. Lord HOP 2 9 - 3 4  , responding to G  . Kirk "Formular Language 
and Oral Quality," Yale Classical Studies 20 (1966): 155-74. Cf., also, A d a  m Parry in Parry 
M / /  K xlii-xliii. 
26. See also Parry's work cited in n. 8, above. 
27. But cf. Monroe OCPP 28 -29 , w h o claims, on the basis of a m i n i m u m of evidence, that "a 
meter-by-meter formulaic analysis reveals . . . that as a general rule certain synonyms tend to 
recur in particular meters, while other do not." His only example of this phenomenon, however, 
is the alternation of talalun or dimanun in wafir and tawll meters with ad-diyaru in kamil. 
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28. E .g . , line 3, notes aandd; line4, notee; line 9, noteb; line 18, note b; line 29, note a; line 
55, note c; etc.; but cf. line 12, note c; line 14, note b. 
29. E .g . , line 11, note e; line 12, note f; line 14, note e; etc. 
30. E . g . , line 1, notes e-f; line 10, notes b-c; line 33, notes b and d; line 55, notes a-b; etc. 
31. It should be recalled that in liaison with the definite article CVCa > CVCa /-, and that 
maca would only occur in conjunction with a defined noun. 
32. As Bateson says, "It is difficult to find appropriate sub-divisions in [Z] 7-47 [ = MuIQ 
7-48], because it is never quite clear when the poet is speaking of the same w o m a n  " (SCP 42). 
Nevertheless, 11. 16-17, which Bateson connects with the preceding passage as IQ'sboasting "of 
his success with other w o m e  n to overcome her [sc,  cUnayza's] objections" (SCP 42-43), I have 
taken as the beginning of an extended catalogue of amorous conquests, and hence as the begin­
ning of a new passage. 
33. There are a number of reasons why I would prefer to consider 11. 44-52 as a separate major 
division, distinct from the nasib and its development. However, for purposes of formulaic 
analysis, I must agree with Bateson's judgment and with Jacobi's opinion about 11. 44-48, which 
"zwar nicht in Nasib stehen, aber ohne Zweifel in seinem Motivkreis gehoren" (SPAQ 200). 
34. In computing these particular percentages, I have omitted from consideration those verbal 
formulas marked as questionable—i.e., with (?)—because the referent smacked of literary allu­
sion rather than formulaic recurrence. 
35. If the relatively higher figure of 38.9% yielded by MuIQ should come to present any 
problems, it could be rationalized by considering that m  y calculations were based on the total 
number of verbally formulaic syllables, whereas Duggan's were based on the number of repeated 
hemistichs (hence he omits formulaic material covering less than a hemistich or extending beyond 
a hemistich). 
36. Pertinent to this important question, see, e.g., the studies by B  . Colby and M  . Cole and by 
R  . Finnegan in Finnegan/Horton MT 63-91, 112-44. 
37. For the same lines Monroe (OCPP 34) "discovered that at least 89.86% of Imru' al-Qais's 
text is formulaic." The problematic character and uncertain derivation of Monroe's percentages, 
however (n. 12, above), make it impossible for m e to reconcile his figure with any of those 
yielded by m  y analysis. 
38. S o m e attempts at random division of the poems into samples for analysis have included the 
following: (1) six ten-line segments followed by two eleven-line segments; (2) eleven segments 
composed of six and seven lines alternately; (3) two eight-line and eight seven-line segments 
consisting of every tenth line (i.e., 1, 11, . . . 8 1 ; 2 , 1 2 , . . . 8 2 ; 3 , 1 3 , . . . 73; etc.). For the 
various segments so produced, the deviations of the percentages of formularity from the average 
percentages ranged rather widely, as indicated by the following table: 
(1) 10/11-line segs. 
Highs: 55.4% 
Verbal 
(1-10) 30.4% 
Syntactic 
(31-40) 66.4% 
Combined 
(1-10) 
Lows : 23.6% (21-30) 18.2% (72-82) 44.3% (21-30) 
(2) 6/7-line segs. 
(3) 
Highs: 
Lows : 
8/7-line segs. 
59.8% 
17.3% 
(8-15) 
(16-22) 
35.2% 
12.8% 
(31-7) 
(76-82) 
71.2% 
31.6% 
(8-15) 
(16-22) 
Highs: 58.5% (3,13 . .  . 73) 34.8% (3,13 . .  . 73) 76.8% (3,13 . .  . 73) 
Lows: 22.3% (6,16 . .  . 76) 14.7% (7,17 . .  . 77) 44.6% (6,16 . .  . 76) 
39. See v o n G r u n e b a u m C / M T = KD 101-29;TraiHisliC7M 192-213; cf. Monroe O C P  P 38­
-39 . 
40. W h e n R . Pfeiffer (HCS 25 n. 1) rejects as "misleading" Parry's "negative check" (see E  . 
Dodds in FYT 13) of the Argonautica (i.e., his findings that "no such system of metrically 
controlled epithets as in Homer is to be found in pen-poets like Apollonius Rhodius" [Dodds], he 
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does so simply on the basis that "Apollonius Rhodius followed the Hellenistic theory of variation 
and consciously avoided formulae, repetitions, and the like." This seems to indicate a somewhat 
unnecessarily rigid attitude on Pfeiffer's part, for Parry's and Lord's point, overlooked or ignored 
by Pfeiffer and hardly refuted by his statement, is precisely that such a "theory of variation" is a 
function of a literate and literarily inclined culture, as opposed to the culture of H o m e  r and his 
contemporaries. 
41. See, e.g., Brockelmann GAL Suppl 127 (continuation of p. 26 n. 3); Blachere HLA 364— 
65. Tadmin as an element of prosody is distinct from tadmin as a rhetorical figure—viz., that of 
inserting into one's o w n work quotations taken from other poets, from the Qur'an or Hadlt, or 
from proverbs: cf. RadI STX (the author is actually M u h a m m a  d Husayn al-Qazvini, known as 
Kisvan [d. 1356/1937], ar-Radl being editor and annotator) 375 n.x. O  n the latter usage of 
tadmin, see von Grunebaum CPAT passim, esp. 245 n. 98 = KD 101-29 passim, 117 n. 98. 
But, most importantly, see Bloch KWAV 220-22 n. 15, for the best classification of types of 
enjambement in early Arabic poetry. 
42. IF V 508:14-15: wa huwa [sc, al-mudamman] kqfirfis-sicr. 
43. See Brockelmann, GAL Suppl I 26 n. 3 and references cited there. Cf. Boileau's praise of 
Malherbe (LArt poetique I 137-38), because, thanks to the latter's efforts, 
Les stances avec grace apprirent a tomber 
Et le vers sur le vers n'osa plus enjamber. 
Von Grunebaum, w h o quotes these lines (KD 138 n. 22), adds: "Kein arabischer Theoretiker 
hatte seiner Abneignung gegen das tadmin besser Ausdruck geben konnen" (not in the earlier 
English version, von Grunebaum AFAL). 
44. Taclab QS 70-76: al-mucaddal min abyat as-sfr. Cf. Trabulsi CPA 173-74; Monroe 
OCPP 27. 
45. In LA XVIII 127-28. Al-Axfas's reasoning is quite interesting to follow, as it indicates a 
willingness to deal with the poetry on its o w n terms, rather than according to some abstract 
standard of theoretical excellence (an attitude not necessarily typical of al-Axfas): " W e r  e every­
thing to be [judged] ugly just because there existed something more beautiful, then the poet's 
verse [DTar 4:102 (a line often held up as one of the finest in the language)] 'The days shall 
disclose to you what you knew not; and one you did not provision shall bring you news,' would 
be [held] inferior (radi') if a finer verse were to be found. But inasmuch as this verse is not an 
inferior one, so neither is enjambement [to be thought] a fault." 
46. According to Abu Zayd KNL 209:10. 
47. See references cited in Braunlich VLB 263 n. 1. Cf. Ibn cAbdrabbih/F V 508; Ibn Kaysan 
KTQ 56-59; al-Xwarizm! MU 96; Ibn Raslq Umda I 171-72; LA XVII 127-29 (s. r. d-m-n); 
Radi STX 374-77. 
48. Wright AG II 358. The lines (= DNab 29:16-17, with variants) are frequently cited as an 
example of tadmin in its most flagrant form. Braunlich-FischerS/ 258b:5 and 259a: 19, indicate 
rhyme variants of in and min (for in-nl and min-nl), but these do not eliminate the enjambement. 
RadI STX 375 n. xxx notes that, according to al-AsmacI, the two enjambed lines are falsely 
attributed to an-Nabiga; cf. A b  u Zayd KNL 209:11-15: . . . wa zacama l-Asmacl anna-hu 
manhul. 
49. See Brockelmann GAL I 110; Suppl I 170, where the earlier date is preferred. 
50.	 = DIQ 14:18-19 = DIQ(Ahl) 17:16-17 = Ag VIII 71 (with variant):

wa tacrifufi-hl min abl-hl sama'ilan

wa min xali-hl wa min Yazlda wa min Hujur

samahata	 da wa birra da wa wafaa da 
wa na'ila da ida saha wa ida sakir 
"In him you will recognize virtues of his father, of his mother's brother, 
of Yazld, and of Hujr— 
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One's magnanimity, one's probity, one's loyalty, and one's attainment— 
whether he is sober of drunk." 
Interestingly, al-Aclam as-Santamari (quoting al-AsmacT?), without mentioning any tadrnin, 
observes that the second verse, "despite its extreme concision, is the most comprehensive 
treatment of this motiv" (DIQ 14:18 sch.). 
51. = DKbZ (Dar) 62:8 and 63:5 = DKbZ (Kowalski) 4:3-4. 
52. Cf. Noldeke BKPA 97 and 104; Lyall Muf I 57:1-2. Enjambement, in fact, results only 
from the interposition of a hal-clause (wa ma dahri . . .) between the oath (la-camn) and its 
complement, which requires to be introduced by laqad: see Wright AG II 175-76. 
53. The final vowel of the relative pronoun is strengthened (musaddad) as a poetic licence; see 
Ibn al-Anbari IMX 281: 17-20 (Weil) = 675:14-17 and n. 426 ^Abdalhamld). 
54. = DBisr 39:10-11 (with variant). The rhyme-word in the first line is idama, a conditional 
particle that requires the second line as a following proposition. 
55. See Brockelmann GAL II 288, Suppl II 399; cf. Weil GSAM 54; idem, "cAriid," El21 
668. 
56. The anonymous lines are as follows: 
wa ma wajdu acrabiyatin qadafat biha 
surufu n-nawa min hayju lam taku zannafi 
bi aktara minrii lawcatan gayra annarii 
utaminu ahsa'i cala ma ajannafi 
"No r has a distraught bedouin maid, flung off and 
sent to unsuspected destinations, 
more anguish than I; yet I suppress m y inner pangs, 
though they drive (me) m a d .  " 
57. Blachere HLA 365, citing a similar example, remarks that some such cliches or compari­
sons, extending beyond a single verse, are occasional exceptions to the technical practice typical 
of earlier (i.e., before 50/670) Arabic poetry as regards avoiding enjambement in general as a 
"fault." Cf. Braunlich VLB 263 n. 8; and esp. Bloch KWAV 221 n. 15 (under example/). 
58. Radi STX 376:10 and 13 reads agram (or ugram) with hamza above the alif, quoting from 
al-Macarri, al-Fusul wa Igayqtfi tamfid Allah wa l-mawaciz (ed. M  . H  . Zanati), p. 446. I have 
not seen al-Macarri's work in order to check the form of this word there. However, I suggest that 
igram (verbal noun of Form IV g-r-m: to make someone fond, desirous of; hence, as it were, a 
"fond attachment" between two lines) is the more likely reading both on analogy with other such 
poetical terms (ikfa , tadrnin, ~ita', etc) and because the morpheme afal has no sense in Arabic 
that would be appropriate in the context. 
59. = DNab 27:3-4 (with variants). 
60. Six one-hundred line passages from each of the four great epics, Iliad, Odyssey, Ar­
gonautica, and Aeneid; see EHV 204 n. 9 = MHV 254 n.l. 
61. Equally interesting as the cases of enjambement involving such introductory or conjunctive 
particles are cases where such particles form rhyme words, but where, to avoid enjambement, 
their complements, which ought necessarily to have come in the next verse, are omitted as being 
understood from, or implied by, the context; see, e.g., Braunlich-Fischer SI 43b:25 (wa llatl) I 
221b:20 (wa in lam) = 243a:18 (/ami [for lam]) I 248b:4 (aynama) I 281b:8-9 (innah [for 
innahu]), and the sources indicated there. That such ellipses as these, often very jarring, were 
preferrable to enjambement seems to show h o w strongly conditioned the poet was both to avoid 
such "prosaic" connections and, more importantly, to produce an effective pause at the end of a 
verse. Cf. Parry EHV 218-19 = MHV 264-65. (I owe thanks to Professor Anton Spitaler for 
correcting m  y earlier misinterpretation of the significance of the Braunlich-Fischer citations.) 
62. Cf. chap. 1, n. 81. A  . Bloch, in his painstaking and sensitive study (VSA 31 -34 , 51, 84), 
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has determined that the prosodic requirements of Arabic verse—the meters and particularly the 
unchanging rhyme—rather than stylistic tendencies constituted the most decisive factor influenc­
ing word-order, verse-ends, and other aspects of Arabic poetic diction. Unfortunately, there have 
been few attempts to undertake a really comprehensive analysis of Arabic poetic diction, as such, 
aside from the work of Bloch and a handful of other scholars (e.g., P. Schwarz's discussion of the 
language of  c U m a r b. AbT Rablca, in DUbaR IV 94-172; or  M . Ullmann's analysis of the 
linguistic and stylistic features of rqjaz-verse, UR, esp. 9. Kapitel). Cf. chap. 3 below. 
63. Some authorities held that seven was the proper number; see Wright AG U 357. 
64. O n this subject see esp. Bloch A D Z . 
65. See, e.g., Blachere/G.-D. GAC 415-16. 
66. Cf. Fleisch AC 159-60. For more detailed discussion of word-order in Arabic see, e.g., 
Wright AG II 250-88 and passim; Reckendorf AS 8-9, 10, 72-74 , 133-39, 227-32, 287-88, 
303-4, 446-47, 553-59; Bloch VSA IV. Abschnitt and 154-55. 
67. The text used here is that established by Abu Bakr M u h a m m a d b. al-Qasim al-Anbarl (d. 
328/940), Sarh al-qasa'id as-sabc at-thval al-jahiUyat (ed. cAbdassaIam M  . Harun) ( = Ibn al-
AnbarT SQS), it being the earliest extant recension of the poems as a distinct collection that has 
been published. 
68. Examples (cited by line; a dash between line numbers indicates consecutive occurrences of 
the same kind of enjambement; a c o m m a  , the presence of intervening lines between the two 
enjambed lines)—Imra'alqays (= IQ): 1,5 / lOf / 31f / 57f. Tarafa (= Tar): If / 8f / 26f. Zuhayr 
(=Zu):24f/27f/44f. cAntara(= A n ) : 3f /I If / 1 1 , 1 3 / 15f /16 ,18 /20f/ 24-26 /42f/ 4 4 - 4 6 / 
67f/75f.  c A m r b  . Kultum (= A b K )  : 2f/ 18f / 3If/ 80f (there are, however, many discrepancies 
recorded in the line-sequence of c\mr'1 sqaslda; see chap. 1, n. 78, above). al-Harit b. Hilliza (= 
H b H ) : lOf / 15-17 / 23f / 32f (could be included in the following category, adjectival, as 
description of ayyama) / 37f / 59f / 65,68. LabTd (= La): 27f / 37f / 43f / 45f / 48f / 50f / 64f. 
69. Examples—IQ: 30f /32-36/40f /53-63 . Tar: 6f/ 1 If / 21f / 31f / 33f / 48f / 83-85 / 93f. 
Zu: If / 21f / 34f / 42f. A n : 22f / 24,27 / 29f / 53f / 53,58. A b K : If/ 39f / 48f / 71f / 82f. H b H : 19f 
/ 25f / 38f / 6 5 - 6 7 / 68f/75f. La: 2f7 12f / 16f / 31f / 34f / 36f / 55f / 71f / 78-81. 
70. Examples—IQ:6f/76-79/80-82. Tar: 51f/70f/70,75/98f. Zu:4f/41f. A n : 16f/38f/ 
49f/64f. A b K  : 30f / 38f / 92f. H b H  : lf/41f/69f. La: 4f/ 12,14 / 21f / 79f. 
71. Examples—IQ: 76f. Tar: 8,10 (reading wajh in the genitive following sarh, SQS 149:2f) / 
18 /21 , 29-31, 3 3 / 5 7 - 5 9 . A n : 14f / 18f. A b K : 15f / 52-54 / 74-77 . H b H : 2 - 4 / 12f/70f. La: 
If / 8f / 17f / 24f. 
72. O  n the arabic "phrase double" see Blachere/G.-D. GAC 450-72. 
73. Examples—AbK: 37f / 63f. La: 23f / 28f / 49f / 65f / 67f. From Braunlich (numbers in 
parentheses refer to the corresponding pages and lines in the Cairo ed. SAH), Sacida: l:54f 
(1118f:54f)/2:13,15 (1126f: 13,15)/ 10:9f (1176:9f) / 10:19f (1178:19f) / 10:23f (U79:23f) / 
11:2.4 (1181f:2,4). Abu Du'ayb: 2:13f (47f:13f) / 5:20f) (77f:20f) / 13:9f (? 149f:7f) / 15:1 Of 
(162f:10f). Abu Xiras: 5:3f (1208:20/ 11:1 f (1226:If) / 19:1,4 (1240:1,4). al-Mutanaxxil: l:32f 
(1261:320 / 2:2,7 (1263f: 2,7). From Blachere, DXan p. 16:4,6 (not 5,7 as in HLA). 
74. S o m  e grammarians rather unnecessarily assert that wa ntaha biria actually introduces the 
apodosis, the waw being merely "inserted" (muqhama) to express wonder (// macna t-tacajjub); 
see Ibn al-Anbari SQS 55:10 ff.; cf. also chap. 4 § C.3 .c , below. 
75. Examples—An: 33f. Abk: 6f / 9f, 11,12 / 73f. H b H  : 9f/52. From Braunlich, Sacida: l:25f 
(1107f:250/Abu Xiras: 8:4,9 (1218f:4,9; cf. n. 57, above)/ 15:1,4 (1232:1,4). al-Mutanaxxil: 
2:10f (1265:100. From Blachere, DNab 5:44,47 / D. c An 2:3f / DAcsa 5:62,4. 
76. Cf. the remarks of as-Sabban, cited by KTsvan, p. 67, above; also n. 61, above. 
77. See, e.g., Goldziher EM 199ab; Hell AC 51-52. 
78. For details on the subject of rajaz-verse see, e.g., Goldziher A AP 78-83; Nallino LAOU 
146-70; Bloch Qas 116-17; Blachere HLA 361, 364, 369-73, 380; and esp.  M . Ullmann UR 
1-3, 18-59, 214-17 and passim. 
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79. For the themes usually treated in pre-Islamic ra/az-verse, see e.g., Blachere HLA 364; 
Ullmann UR 380. 
80. Ullmann UR  24 indicates that the celebrated pagan poets avoided composing in rajaz 
because it was employed only for " Volkspoesie, Vulgarpoesie"; and that it is for this reason that 
only very seldom would a short rajaz selection be found in the diwans of those poets. It is thanks 
just to the zeal of the medieval philologists for collectanea of that nature that  w e have so many 
"kunstlosen Verse" from this early period. Without questioning Ullmann's view, I would 
suggest that, since practically all recorded pre-Islamic poetry has come to us through the inter­
mediary of the professional ruwat and the early editors and philogists, the traditional formation 
conditioning of then t o mention the classicistic and puristic predilections of the former,and
 m a  y have had something to do with the exclusion
eminent JlhiE poets. The
easily have served for their first poetical flights—as their initiation into the intricacies of Arabic 
versification. In any event, I do not think  w e can ever forget about those oral and literary 
middlemen w h  o themselves—and not, so far as  w e can determine, the poets—were ultimately 
responsible for the configurations of the classical Arabic poetical tradition as  w e know it; not 
necessarily for the poetry itself, that is, but for the shape that it is in. Consider, for example, the 
loss to our understanding of the classical tradition occasioned simply by the prevelant tendency, 
noted by al-Asmavi (in Ibn Qutayba KSS 162; Marzubani Muw 104), to ignore the poetry of 
cAdIy b. Zayd and A b u Du'ad al-Iyadi, two pre-Islamic poets of HIra, on the seemingly arbi­
trary grounds that their linguistic usage did not conform to that of Najd| (//-anmz alfaza-huma lay-
sat bi najdiya); cf. Ahlwardt BAAG 74; also Brockelmann GAL Suppl 1 58-59; Fuck 
Ar 45; von Grunebaum NAU 15 and n. 1. 
81. See Ullmann UR 214-17 . 
82. Ullmann UR 46 -59 .  O n versified history, in particular, see Rosenthal HMH 179-85. 
83. See von Grunebaum GSAP 129-34 = KD 23 -27; Blachere HLA 681-716; Dayf TTSU 
passim and esp. chaps. 3 - 4  ; Haddara ISA (very important). 
84. Each hemistich carries the rhyme -ma, which is variously used as a relative, conjunctive, 
negative, or conditional particle, always requiring a following word or proposition. The 
attribution of the lines is discussed in RadI STX 377. 
85. Trans, by  E .  G . Browne in Browne LHP II 87 (Browne's italics and brackets). 
86. In this connection see chap. 3, §  E , above. 
87. A d a m Parry has written: "It is uncertain h o w far the theme, as Parry and Lord use the term, 
can be said to be unique to oral poetry. It would not be difficult to illustrate 'composition by 
theme' in the 19th-century English novel; or still more in the modern detective story. Anyone 
latter,
w h o has read more than two or three of the works of Rex Stout or Ross MacDonald will recognize 
that these writers compose more completely in standard scene types, most of them fairly 
of rajaz verse from the diwans of 
poets could have composed longer rajaz verse: in fact, rajaz might 
eithertraditional at that,thethanIliad or Odyssey" (in Parry MHV xlii n. 1). 
88. Cf. Zwettler BFOT 203. 
89. See §§ 15 and 18 in Holoka HOS; cf.  A . Parry in Parry MHV xlii nn. 1-2. For additional 
references to relevant works by other authors, see Holoka HOS §§ 123-36. 
90. Ibn Qutayba KSS 20 -22 (ed.  D e Goeje, p. 14); cf. Gaudefroy-Demombynes ILPP; trans, 
in ibid., Nicholson LHA 7 7 - 7 8 , Jacobi SPAQ 3 (quoted in toto by Sezgin GAS II 9 n. 3); other 
references in Blachere HLA 141. 
91. "II 'naslb' ntMz qas'ida araba," Actes de XIVe Congres des Orientalistes (Algiers, 1905) 
III 141. 
92. "Zur Entstehungsgeschichte der altarabischen Qaside," ZDMG 92 (1938): 552 ff. 
93. But cf. also Bloch Qas 129; Jacobi SPAQ 3 - 4 and passim. 
94. Cf. Blachere HLA 378-79. Blachere, w h o himself offers a most sensitive exposition of the 
qasida's thematic elements {HLA 368-453, 561-91) , seems not to have seen Bloch's study 
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(dated 1948) at the time of writing HLA (published 1952-66), although he alludes to the three 
analyses that Bloch considers. It would be most valuable to have had his impressions of the 
earlier presentation by Bloch. 
95. Jacobi writes, acknowledging Bloch's contribution to her work, "Einige Hinweise and 
Obersetzungsvorschlage, die ich verwertet habe, sind durch (B.) gekennzeichnet" (SPAQ vii). 
96. See judicious assessments of Jacobi's SPAQ by, i.a.,  W . Heinrichs (Islam 51 [1974]: 
118-24) and G  . Windfuhr (JAOS 94 [1974]: 524-33). 
97. Cf. Krenkow "Kaslda" EP II 796; idem "Shacir" El1 IV 286; Brockelmann GAL Suppl 
29-30; Serjeant PPH 56-57; Braunlich VLB 214-15; Bloch Qas 116-18; Jacobi SPAQ 6. 
98. See Brockelmann GAL Suppl 39-41; Blachere HLA 150-52; Trabulsi CPA 26-28; C h . 
Pellat " H a m a s a " El2 III 110-12; and esp. Sezgin GAS II 66-75 and references cited. The 
Hamasa of Ab  u T a m m a m  , for instance, has several chapters that correspond to the various major 
thematic divisions of the traditional qas'ida: e.g., an-naslb, al-hija, al-madh, as-sifat, as-sayr wa 
n-nucas, al-marafi, etc. 
99. O n this genre of literary-philological compilation, see von Grunebaum CPAT 236 n. 18 = 
KD 105 n. 18; Trabulsi CPA 22-24; and esp. Sezgin GAS II 57-60 . To the thirty-odd titles listed 
in these three sources one m a y also add, by A b u Aslda A h m a d b.  c Ubayd b. Nasih, az-ziyadat 
min mcfani s-sfr li Ycfqub [b. as-Sikklt] (Ibn an-Nadlm Fih 73:23). Other works might be 
added if books entitled only kitab al-macani were also thought to deal with poetical motifs; see, 
e.g., Fih 48:9, 52:14; cf. Fih 56:10, kitab abyat al-macanl (Fliigel GSA 81 renders this last title 
"Ober sententiose Verse"; but perhaps in the context something like "thematic verses" or "one­
line motifs" might be more apt; cf. Trabulsi CPA 187). 
100. E .g . , Ibn Qutayba Kitab al-macani l-kabir (Heyderabad, 1368/1949); al-Usnandani 
Kitab macani s-sfr. (Damascus, 1340/1922); A b  u Hilal al-cAskari Dlwan al-macanl (Cairo, 
1352). 
101. Detailed and revealing analyses of themes employed in classical Arabic verse have also 
been undertaken by, e.g., I. Lichtenstadter "Das NasTb der altarabischen Qaslde"; M  . 
Bravmann (see chap. 1, n. 73, above); Braunlich VLB 222-36; von Grunebaum CFD; and others 
(cf. Sezgin GAS II 13 n. 2). Braunlich's and von Grunebaum's studies are particularly relevant to 
the discussion at hand, for they demonstrate the likelihood of poetical "schools" from the 
recurrence of specific themes and motifs in the works of certain poets; but cf. Jacobi SPAQ 205 n. 
1. 
102. O  n the complex question of this, the thematic front of the "Battle of the Ancients and 
Moderns," see Goldziher AAP 122-76; Nicholson LHA 285-91; von Grunebaum GSAP 131 — 
34 = KD 24-27; Gibb APAP; Trabulsi CPA 187-92; Gabrieli LT 90-93; R . Blachere in CDC 
279-86; Haddara ISA, esp. chap. 2. 
103. Even so classically oriented a poet as Abu T a m m a n "emphasizes his avoidance of sarq 
and asserts that he is keeping away from any oft-repeatedmacria" (von Grunebaum CPA7 248 n. 
120 = KD 121 n. 120). 
104. O  n the problems of the "transitional text," whose possibility Lord does not accept, see 
chap. 1, § A . 4 , above. 
105. A tempting, but somewhat speculative, etymology would be to see the rawl as one w h o 
"binds" each verse to the qas'ida by means of a properly prepared for and enunciated rawly; cf. 
chap. 3, § B.3 .d , below. If one accepted an otherwise unsatisfactory interpretation of the term 
qas'ida, relating it to a fat, well-marrowed camel, this etymology would not be out of the 
question. 
106. H  . Lammens 's discussion of " L a Corporation des 'Rawia'" (Etudes sur le siecle des 
Omayyades, 263-64) is not very helpful and refers primarily to a later period than the one here 
considered. See also, however, Sezgin GAS II 14-33. 
107. Gibb (ALI 19-20) claims, without apparent substantiation, the rawl w h o became a poet 
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did so "with an almost inevitable diminution of spontaneity and substitution of conscious art." 
But both al-Jahiz (BT II 9:12, citing Ru'ba b. alcAjjaj) and Ibn Rasiq (Umda I 197-98) place the 
poet-ravv7 in the first class of poets. Ibn Rasiq explicitly states that the ancient and naturally 
unaffected (al-matbucun) poets were preeminent through their rendition (riwaya) of poetry, their 
knowledge of traditional narratives (axbar), and their apprenticeship (talmada) to poets w h o were 
superior to them (Umda I 197:6-8). 
108. Blachere (HLA 335 n. 5) holds, however, that Taha Husayn based his thesis "sur des 
donnees plus vraisemblables qu'etablies." Cf. n. 101 above. 
109. Zuhayr and K a  c b  , despite their patrilineal connection with Muzayna, seem to have 
become affiliated, through the action of Zuhayr's father A b u Sulma, with the poetically prolific 
tribe of Gatafan. They maintained their relationship with this tribe on the side of Zuhayr's 
grandmother and were generally associated with Gatafanl poets. See Ag X 309-10 = Bulaq IX 
156; DZuh (Dar) pp. 1-3 , 326; Ibn Sallam TFS 89, 92-93; Caskel GN II 10-11 , 611 (s. n. 
Zuhair b. R a b ^ a )  ; W  . Robertson Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, p. 182. 
110. Braunlich (VLB 218 -19 , 221) mentions several such instances. Other "dynasties 
poetiques" are noted by Blachere HLA 335, 484; cf. idem, "Influences hereditaires et problemes 
poses par la recension de la poesie archaique," Studies . . . Gibb 141-46. 
111. K  . Petracek (QAAL 404-5) stresses the close bond between the national poetry of the 
Arabs in this early phase and the kinship-based society out of which it was produced. 
112. See, e.g., F . Krenkow, "Shacir" El1 IV 285-86; Gaudefroy-Demombynes 1LPP xxxi 
ff . jvonGrunebaumGS/lL 125-27 = KD 20-21; Blachere HLA 333-34 and Index (s. v., ficole); 
Asad MSJ, esp. 222-31 . But cf., also, Jacobi SPAQ 205 n. 1. 
113. The account is in Ag X  V 147-48 and DZuh (Dar) 256-59 . Both Braunlich (VLB 221) 
and Blachere (HLA 336 n. 2) allude to the incident (with the Ag passage inaccurately cited and 
without reference to DZuh), but neither pursue it beyond the allusion. The lines that form the 
point of the anecdote m a  y also be found in DZuh (Ahl) A p p . 10. 
114. Interestingly, the verses reported are rajaz', cf. n. 80 above. 
115. Blachere (HLA 336 n. 1) asks: "Quel cas faire . . . de l'anecdote . . . ?" 
116. Lord (ST 21) relates a firsthand account of the formation of the Yugoslav oral poet that 
bears a certain resemblance to that of K a  c b  . Cf. also al-Asmaci's account, set in the early 
third/ninth century, of a critical "seminar" in which a taciturn old shaykh, well-versed in poetry 
and the historical traditions of the Arabs (ayyam an-nas), sits in judgment upon the poetical 
productions recited to him by young poets of his and a neighboring tribe (al-Qali Am II 264-65). 
Blachere (HLA 336 n. 2) questions the value of such anecdotes as information on the training of 
the early poets. The only valid hypotheses, he maintains, are based on examination of the texts 
and on the intellectual attitudes they m a y evoke. If, however, as has been shown, the texts in 
themselves do bear witness to the oral nature of their composition and rendition, then it would 
seem quite obtuse not to regard accounts such as these as corroborative evidence at least. 
117. Cf. p. 14 and chap. 1, no. 40, above. Sezgin (GAS II 14-33 and passim), most recently, 
has collected an impressive body of primary and secondary evidence that makes it practically 
impossible to doubt that "die schriftliche Fixierung von Gedichtsammlungen im Vor-und Friihis­
lam bereits in gewissem Umfang iiblich gewesen sein muss' (GAS II 36, m y italics). I think it 
essential to repeat that this fact does not materially affect the arguments advanced here. A  s C  . H  . 
Whitman has said, with reference to the fact "that the Greek epic, oral though it is, belongs 
almost surely to a period when literacy existed": " T h e problem of Greek writing, however, 
affects in reality only the preservation of Homeric poetry, and not its creation. Despite attempts to 
disprove or modify it, Parry's thesis remains cogent, that the Iliad and the Odyssey are products 
of a purely oral technique of composition" (Homer and the Heroic Tradition, p. 5). 
Chapter Three 
The Classical cArabiya as the

Language of an Oral Poetry

A  . Besides calling attention to the volkst'umlich nature of clas­
sical Arabic poetry, Petracek did raise another important consideration. W h e  n 
he described the language used in the early poems—the poetic koine, the 
classical carab~iya—as a stylistic rather than dialectal phenomenon, he did so 
in the opinion that the presumably established Volkstumlichkeit of the poetry 
would permit comparison with other "folkloristic and ethnographic 
analogies."1 Petracek's vagueness and imprecision in this regard, to which I 
have previously alluded, should not blind us to his fundamental insight, 
especially if w  e concentrate upon oral-traditional—i.e., oral-formulaic— 
rendition as the earmark of folk poetry (cf. chap. 1, § C  , above). 
A . I Classicists, and Homeric scholars in particular, have devoted m u c h 
attention to the language of the epics and have for some time acknowledged 
that, in M  . Bowra's words, " H o m e r ' s language can never have been spoken 
by m e n  " (in Wace/Stubbings CH 26). The Homeric Kunstsprache is charac­
terized by "the availability of alternative forms of differing value for metrical 
purposes, which originated in different dialects and periods. It cannot be 
doubted that these alternatives were a feature of the mixed and artificial 
dialect in which the Iliad and the Odyssey were originally composed" (Ed­
wards LHTC 122).2 It is, comments P. Chantraine, "as if the late bards 
iaedes) had at their disposal a double set of forms, some more archaic, the 
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others more recent" (in M a z o n Intro 104). M a n  y scholars have found in the 
oral-formulaic theories of Parry and Lord the most satisfactory explanation for 
this linguistically heterogeneous state of affairs. M  . B o w r a  , for instance, 
gives the following interpretation of the Homeric Kunstsprache: 
Homeric language is then the fruit of a long tradition which preserved relics of 
Mycenaean times. It was able to do this because it was formulaic. Its copious 
formulae were devised to assist the bard in the task of oral composition. Since 
he composed for hearers and much of his work was necessarily improvised, he 
needed a large number of formulaic phrases to help him. . . . All oral poetry 
needs and uses formulae, and indeed cannot exist without them. If the poet has 
them in full control, he can produce a poem on almost any subject at short 
notice. . . . W  e cannot doubt that when Homer learned his craft what he 
mastered was a rich store of formulae connected with heroic legends and ready 
to meet almost any emergency. Once a phrase met a need and was found to have 
an appeal to the poets' audiences, it might come to stay, while others less 
worthy were abandoned and replaced by new phrases. This is how an oral 
tradition works, and w e m a y assume that this is what happened before Homer 
found the art in existence and made his o w n magnificent use of it. The formula 
makes the Homeric style what it is and is fundamental to any understanding of 
it. (In Wace/Stubbings CH 28) 
A n d L . R . Palmer, too, w h o recognizes interdialectal and archaic features 
as '''characteristic of the language in which the Homeric poems were actually 
composed'" (Palmer's emphasis), thinks it "likely" that such an artificial 
language 
was the product of a long tradition of oral poetry, which passed over from an 
Achaen to an Ionic milieu, whereby certain Achaean elements, preserved par­
ticularly in stereotyped formulae, were transmitted from one generation to 
another of professional bards as picturesque, traditional elements in "poetic 
diction." (Ibid., p. 100)3 
A .  2 T h e key w o r k on this subject still remains, however, Parry's study 
" T h e Homeric Language as the Language of an Oral Poetry."4 In this funda­
mental essay Parry traced the history of ancient and m o r  e recent attempts to 
account for the peculiar chronological and dialectal mixture that m a d e up the 
language and diction of the epics.5 These prior theories have had their corre­
sponding parallels in Arabic linguistic and literary scholarship. T h  e ancient 
view of the Homeric language, for instance, was that " H o m e r himself chose 
various forms and words from the dialects which he had heard in his travels 
around Greece" (SET II 2 = MHV 3 2 5 - 2 6 ) . This view, Parry declares, 
"while it seems the simplest, is likewise the furthest from the truth" (SET II1 
= MHV 325) . 6 Deprived of its itinerant rationalization, it is closely analog­
ous to that of the traditional Musl im philologists with regard to the origins of 
the classical carablya: for them, the carab~tya wa  s the dialect spoken by the 
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Qurays at Mecca  , w h  o had culled the best linguistic features from the dialects 
of the m a n y tribes w h o visited the city annually on pilgrimage to the Kacba, 
then a pagan sanctuary (see § B . 5 . b , below). 
It is, as already suggested, Parry's idea of the formula that underlies his 
understanding of the Homeric language. In the epics, the individual line and 
the extended poetic passage are formed through molding together linguistic 
materials (words, word forms, and word groupings) mainly heard and ab­
sorbed as formulas by the poet from other poets during his formative period, 
but also sometimes generated during composition on the analogy of k n o w n 
formulas. Into the make-up of oral poetic language as Parry sees it go four 
basic elements. These are elements of the archaic, the n e w  , the foreign, and 
the artificial: all of which emerge naturally because of the circumstances 
involved in oral poetical rendition with an inherited traditional diction, yet 
without the stabilizing factor of a text. 
Parry's discussion of these elements and h o w they m a y become incorpo­
rated into the language of oral poetry (SET II 6 - 1 9 =MHV 329-39) should 
be read for itself and for its relevance to any understanding of the poetic 
carab!ya. Here, though, it will only be emphasized that from a m o n g these 
elements the choice of a poet, in rendering a line or passage, would be guided 
above all by considerations of h o  w faithfully it re-created what he had heard 
or uttered before and of h o  w conveniently it fit into the specific metrical 
context and so advanced the rendition itself. Neither verbal originality, on the 
one hand, nor verbatim reproduction, on the other, are recognized criteria for 
judging the success of an oral poet or the excellence of his rendition. A  s Parry 
says, the "whole art" of the traditional poet is "to m a k e a p o e m like the 
poems he has heard" (SET II 12 = MHV 334). A n d this might entail his 
repeating an element of diction that had been heard long ago and reused in 
poems because of its acknowledged appositeness; or modifying or adapting 
his traditional diction to produce a n e  w element, thus maintaining an accord 
with changes in his o w n or his audience's conditions; or adopting a word or 
usage from a speech group other than his o w n because it was especially apt, 
had no metrical equivalent in his o w n speech, or was already part of his 
inherited diction; or even, under the pressure of a particular metrical need, 
generating an otherwise nonexistent form to fill out a line, which then 
becomes accepted as part of the already u n c o m m o n diction of poetry and is 
passed on with the rest. If oral rendition were to entail, as it does, any or all of 
these eventualities, none of them would arise as a result of willful striving 
after an archaic, original, exotic, or artificial effect. Rather, they would arise 
as a result of the inherent conservatism, immediacy, and fluidity—in a word, 
orality—of the tradition itself. 
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Parry enumerates eight traits that he finds characteristic of an oral formulaic 
diction (SET U 2 0 - 2 3 = MHV 3 3 9 - 4 2 ) . 7 These, too, in m a n y cases find 
parallels in the Arabic tradition and will be referred to in context, although no 
attempt has been m a d  e to wor  k out a one-to-one correspondence. Th  e most 
important contribution of Parry's study, however, can be epitomized in the 
following passage: 
Oral poetry is altogether made up of traditional formulas and series of for­
mulas, each of which is an artifice for making the verse and the sentence. The 
singer has learned these formulas by hearing them in the mouths of older 
singers, and he makes his own poetry out of them from beginning to end, since 
the only way he can compose is by thinking in terms of the formulas. Thus 
while the poems of an oral poetry are ever each one of them in a neverceasing 
state of change, the diction itself is fixed, and is passed on with little or no 
change from one generation of singers to another. (SET II 43 = MHV 358) 
Parry's conclusions as to the all-pervasiveness of formulas in H o m e r  , the 
high degree of variability to which an oral p o e m is exposed, and the absolute 
necessity of the set formula for successful improvisation have been somewhat 
revaluated and modified in recent years.8 T h e possibilities of a certain amount 
of verbatim recitation and of later textual emendation have not always been 
sufficiently brought out in his studies.9 But on the whole, as evidenced in the 
earlier discussion, modern scholarship has largely accepted his view of the 
language of the Greek epics as the function of an inherited and formulaic 
diction formed to the needs of oral poetical rendition. In this light one can see 
that such a diction ensures a continuity of verbal form and usage over a fairly 
long period that, in conjunction with a limited repertoire of traditional themes, 
would m a k e it relatively easy to preserve intact the essential distinctive fea­
tures of a given memorable poetic utterance, despite numerous variations of 
detail—especially w h e n the utterance was no more extensive than the average 
qaslda. 
B  . C a  n w e  , then, similarly account for the origin of the classical poetic 
carablya that found its unique realization, primarily, in the p o e m  s of the pre-
and early Islamic Arabs and, secondarily, in the Qur'an? Before venturing to 
explore this question, one would be well advised not to expect any conclusive 
answer, recalling A  . Spitaler's caution that, with regard to the carablya and 
related issues, "there is hardly today [i.e., in 1961] acommunis opinio on any 
one of the numerous separate problems. Controversy exists, for instance, over 
the basic question of the interrelationship (gegenseitiges Verhdltnis) of the 
language of early Arabic poetry, the Qur'an, and the Bedouins; the problem 
of the icrdb; the nature and origin of the classical carablya of later 
centuries; etc." (in Levi Delia Vida LSPF 124).1 0 Furthermore, in thefield of 
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Arabic philology w  e have nothing even approaching the statistical tools— 
concordances, word-counts, Parallele-Homer, comprehensive analyses of 
particular features, and such—that have been available to Homeric scholars 
for some generations. Thus, of necessity, m u c h of what follows will seem 
rather impressionistic. Yet, should it encourage serious investigation of clas­
sical Arabic poetry, if only for the sake of refutation, it will have served some 
purpose. 
B . I There is certainly good authority for presuming that the Arabic lan­
guage as it appears in the classical poetry "as far back as the late sixth century 
. . . was , apparently, a super-tribal language, absorbing lexical and at this 
time presumably also phonetic, morphological, and syntactic features of vari­
ous tribal dialects" (Blau ELB 3). This language or linguistic configuration, 
which has often been labeled the "poetic koine,"11 constituted precisely that 
carab~iya which was to be found, as al-Baqillanl (d. 403/1013) specifies, in 
"the poems of the pre-Islamic pagans, the utterances of fluent and wise Arabs 
. . ., those of the seers and of composers of rajaz-verse and rhymed prose 
(sajc), and other eloquent and stylistically pure forms of Arab expression."12 
A n  d whether it m a  y originally have derived from an existing tribal dialect or 
would have been from the beginning a formal or poetic diction separate from 
all the dialects, most scholars (with the notable exception of medieval Muslim 
philologists and J. Fuck) seem n o w to concur that it never formed as such the 
spoken vernacular of any Arabic-speaking group, either before or after 
M u h a m m a d  1  3 (although one cannot dismiss the possibility, particularly in 
post-Islamic times, of highly educated court or scholarly circles speaking, or 
trying to speak, the carablya as a conventional idiom). " T h  e literary language 
of Arabia," as C . Brockelmann writes, "is a language of poets, m a d e for the 
poets and comprehended by themselves above all" (in Fleisch IELS 100 n. 
1). 
A s to the relationship of the language of the Qur'an to the poetic carab~tya, 
this question has occasioned a good deal more debate than that of the non-
vernacular nature of the carab~tya itself. At this stage, at any rate, it seems safe 
to say that the Qur'an was revealed and first uttered in a linguistic form that 
was, if not identical with the language of poetry, close enough to it to be 
distinguished rather sharply from the spoken dialects (including that of 
Qurays, contrary again to Fuck and Muslim tradition) and to m a k e feasible the 
inclusion of Qur'anic usage with that of classical poetry as basic source 
material for the early philologists' standardization of the Arabic language.14 
The deviations from the poetic idiom are probably still best understood, 
though, especially from the point of view to be developed here, in accord with 
J. Fuck's sensitive judgment: 
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In the Qur'an, for thefirst time in the Arabic language, a monotheistic ideal is 
revealed, for which the enigmatic, studied, and rhymed language of the ancient 
seers offered a model only for the external features of stylistic praxis—figures 
of speech and of thought; while the arduous task of finding a mode of expression 
befitting an entirely new content represents an unprecedented achievement by 
M u h a m m a d  , an achievement undiminished by the fact that the Prophet himself 
saw it just as the reproduction of that which he had received, during his ecstatic 
moments, from on high. (Ar 3) 
O r , viewed somewhat less appreciatively, "the Qur'an has been written [sic] 
in the language of poets, by a m a n w h o was not a poet and w h o left in his 
work traces of his M e c c a n dialect" (Brockelmann in Fleisch IELS 100).1 5 
B .  2 W  e have not yet been provided with any kind of comprehensive dia­
chronic study of classical Arabic such as exists for Homeric Greek or such as 
J. Fuck has undertaken for post-classical Arabic and J. Blau for Christian and 
Judeo-Arabic. It m a y indeed be that a study of this kind would be impossible, 
given the scarcity and varying reliability of available material relating to the 
linguistic evolution of pre-Islamic Arabia. Even C h  . Rabin's basic work/in­
cient West Arabian gives a description of the dialectal situation and its signifi­
cance for the classical carabiya from an essentially synchronic point of 
view—an approach that understandably was determined, for the most part, by 
the nature of the sources themselves. In these circumstances it is often dif­
ficult, not to say impossible, to identify and chronologically assign elements 
of diction that could rightly be considered "archaic" from the standpoint of a 
normal speaker of Arabic at, say, the time of M u h a m m a d  . If, however, the 
findings of Homerists in this regard hold any value for Arabists, it lies in their 
having show n h o  w intimately connected is the preservation of archaic or 
dialectal forms in the Homeric language to the fact that those forms, at some 
earlier stage in the tradition, were incorporated into formulas by poets during 
the course of oral rendition. These formulas afforded satisfactory ways of 
dealing with specific metrical and thematic contingencies and successfully 
aided in advancing the on-going poetic rendition. O n c  e these formulaic "ar­
chaisms" and "dialectisms" had proved acceptable to both poets and audi­
ences, the inherent conservatism of the oral poetic tradition ensured their 
retention as part of the traditional poetic diction that every would-be poet 
absorbed during his formative years and throughout his career (cf. Parry SET 
H 9 -1 2 = MHV 331-33) . 
Although the relative homogeneity of the carablya has been noted by a 
number of scholars,16 it is certain that the poets had a wide spectrum of 
lexical, morphological, and (to a lesser extent) syntactical alternatives to 
choose from in coping with a particular poetic exigency. It is equally certain 
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that, in man  y cases, these alternatives were introduced into the c o m m o  n 
vocabulary and diction of the poets at different periods and from different 
tribal or local groups. Moreover, these so-called archaisms and tribalisms or 
provincialisms were no less frequently employed in poems ascribed to early 
seventh-century poets than in those dated 100-150 years earner (not to m e n ­
tion man  y of those dated as late as the second/eighth century). 
O  f course, caution must be exercised in identifying such elements and in 
explaining their occurrence in each given instance. A  . Spitaler, for example, 
partially on the basis of Alfred Bloch's study of the syntactical accommoda  ­
tions that differentiated classical Arabic poetic diction from prose, has 
strongly emphasized that irregularities of syntax and word-order that are con­
ditioned solely by the requirements of meter and rhyme ought not to be 
classed or analyzed as discrete linguistic phenomena. 1 7 Nevertheless, there 
remain amon  g the poet's compositional resources m a n  y identiflably archaic or 
dialectal features that although certainly filling certain prosodical needs, seem 
otherwise to be equivalent with similar forms or expressions of later or more 
generic vintage. 
The antiquity of several of the most integral themes of the qafida is attested 
by the pre-Islamic (first century B.C.-seventh A . D .  ) Safaitic, Tamudic, and 
Lihyanic inscriptions and graffiti, which often allude to traces of former 
encampments, yearning for absent or deceased companions, and dream visita­
tions, and also frequently give descriptions of camels and other animals (using 
a nomenclature already quite profuse and diverse).18 Whether verbal forms 
like those in the inscriptions in any w a  y corresponded to, or could have been 
adopted as, the formulaic expressions for such themes in the classical qafida19 
I cannot say. The formulaic vocabulary for the naslb and taxallus (mount­
description) segments of the qafida is quite well established in those speci­
mens of poetry designated as a m o n g the earliest; and the selection of similar, 
not to say identical, subjects, both for epigraphic notation and in the classical 
poetry, can hardly be mere coincidence (cf. Caskel in von Grunebaum SICH 
41), although the linguistic difference would probably leave out of the ques­
tion any verbatim borrowing of proto-Arabic forms as such. (One can, 
though, conceive of the possibility of their direct translation or natural assimi­
lation into the carablya by poets w h  o were also familiar with the inscriptional 
languages.) 
B . 3 . a R h y m e in classical Arabic poetry, the feature that at once most 
clearly distinguished and most decisively determined its formal expression, 
also provides one of the most striking and pervasive examples of linguistic 
archaism in the poetic carablya. The essential element in Arabic rhyme 
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{qafiya) is the final consonant in the line (rawly) which remains constant 
throughout the p o e m for as m a n y as 80-120 lines (often more for rajaz 
poems). T w  o basic types of rhyme seem to have been recognized by the poets: 
one in which the rawly alone was the last sound pronounced in reciting each 
verse, i.e., verse-end consonance; the other, by far the more frequently at­
tested, in which the rawly was pronounced with a final long-vowel -ul-ll-a, 
i.e., verse-end consonance and assonance. The first was called qafiya 
muqayyada "fettered rhyme;  " the second, qafiya mutlaqa "loose rhyme ." 
Thefinal long vowel {majra) of the qafiya mutlaqa, lengthened through what 
seems to have been an artificial poetic convention called tarannum ("singing, 
cantillation, intonation,")20 was properly to be, like therawTy itself, constant 
throughout the p o e m . Where called for, it was uttered both for the short-
vowel inflectional suffixes of verbs and determined or diptotal nouns and for 
the tanwln suffixes of undetermined triptotes -unl-inl-an2x The Arabic 
grammarians gave m u c  h consideration to the form and articulation of words in 
rhyme-position, classifying their remarks under the more general heading of 
speech phenomena at the termination of utterances or word groups, i.e., in 
pause (waqf, wuquf). For them, there were notable differences between the 
pausal forms encountered in poetry (sicr), specifically at the rhyme, and those 
encountered both in the Q u r i  n and in prose {kalam);22 and the primary 
difference lay in poetry's having been rendered most typically withfinal long 
vowels in pausal ( = rhyme) position (waqfbi t-tarannum), whereas prose was 
characterized by pause on consonants or long vowels only {waqfbi l-iskan).23 
H  . Birkeland has found these two classes of pausal phenomena to give 
evidence of different chronological stages of the Arabic language. The poetic 
language, as it was predominantly manifested in the qafiya mutlaqa (i.e., with 
long vowels in pause), "reflects a linguistic stage where in pause, just as in 
context, short final vowels had not yet been lost. O  f course, [the language] 
was no longer spoken that way . In that respect, the grammarians m a y be right 
if they differentiate kalam from sicr for this reason" {AP 14; cf. 104). A 
further implication, since the majra vowel was expected to be the same 
throughout the p o e m and since this usually required the final word to be 
inflected with that vowel-desinence, was that in the linguistic stage reflected 
by the poetic carablya, the frab system (see chap. 3, § C , below), complete 
with short vowels and tanwln, was fully operative both at the point of pause 
and in context {AP 18). That such a situation was far removed from the 
linguistic norm that generally obtained during the sixth and early seventh 
centuries is indicated, above all, by the relatively high incidence in the classi­
cal poetry of the so-called poetic fault called iqwa', involving the variation of 
the majra vowel (especially between -u and -7). This frequency of iqwa' 
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shows that final vowels in pause were no longer differentiated audibly in the 
poets' living speech, if they were not in fact already dropped altogether (AP 
13-14; cf. Corriente FY 37 n. 26) . 2 4 In the qafiya muqayyada, the Qur'an, 
and the grammarian's "kalam," on the other hand, one can discern a different 
stage of the language. Pause with iskan, as it is found in these three speech 
forms and preeminently in the Qur'an, is reckoned to be unquestionably the 
prevailing usage in the carabiya in general; for even poetry composed with 
qafiya mutlaqa was recited as a rule with the majra left unpronounced (i.e., 
with iskan) or considerably reduced (AP 7 - 8 , 18 -19 , 22-26) . Implicit here is 
a condition in which the actual usage, already well established in the spoken 
language, entailed the apocopation in pausal position of all final short vowels 
of inflection (-ul-il-a) as well as of tanwln suffixes -unl-in, only -an being 
preserved in the form -a. Naturally this condition would not have c o m e about 
all at once, nor would it have advanced everywhere at the same rate. The 
synchronic and frequently "casuistic" pausal systems elaborated by the M u s  ­
lim grammarians25 have recorded at least three different vocalic or semi-
vocalic accommodations to consonantal pause (iskan), which appear to have 
been essentially phonetic compromises between a synthetic poetic language 
with (long-vowel) inflectional suffixes at verse-ends and a m u c h more ana­
lytic spoken language without them.2 6 Nevertheless, what is reflected by such 
entirely undifferentiating and non-inflectional accommodations to consonan­
tal pause is "a stage where there was still no sharp distinction m a d e , with 
regard tofinal vowels, between pause and context" (Birkeland AP 104). For 
the carablya, of course, this means that these pausal vocalic compromises 
recalled the more archaic (and difficult-to-adhere-to) system of fully inflected 
forms with desinence in pause and echoed the final-vowel inflections that 
regularly occurred in context (cf. FischerSVA 51). But for the spoken dialects 
of those w h  o employed the c drablya in poetic and formal prose utterances, it 
means something quite different. Since for the synthetic purpose of designat­
ing syntactical relationships these "poetic licenses" were no more helpful 
than complete apocopation offinal vowels (iskan), their use at the point of 
pause, like complete apocopation itself, marks at least "the incipient break­
down of the frab system which was becoming more and more afunctional. 
W o r  d order gradually displaces the function of the inflectional vowels. This is 
particularly clear for the genitive, the -/ of which in general no longer really 
had a function" (AP 47). O n e even suspects that the breakdown of the frab 
system and the disappearance offinal short vowels in context was well un­
derway in some, if not most, spoken dialects at the outset of the seventh 
century. "This development is already signaled in the carab~iya where 
[apocopated] pausal forms could sometimes occur in poetry even in context" 
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{AP 105; cf. 100-102; also Noldeke BKPA 40 and n. 2 ; Gaudefroy-
D e m o m b y n e s ILPP 3 1 - 3 2 , 85 nn. 125-26 and references). Although the 
philologists normally referred to this phenomenon as a poetic license {da­
rum),27 Birkeland's judgment in such instances must, I think, be upheld: 
'' The so-called poetic licenses are . .  . actually not as a rule plucked out of thin 
air. In most cases they have a basis in the living language" {AP 29; cf §§ B . 4 
and B . 5. c, below). Thus, w e must presume that the potentiality of using apoco­
pated pausal forms in context, in contrast to standard usage of the carab~tya, 
existed precisely because such was the general practice in one or more spoken 
dialects upon which the carablya was founded. A n d if these "licenses" or 
"faults" are attested almost entirely in poetry, rather than prose {AP 100­
102), such a circumstance is perfectly in accord with what has been said with 
regard to an oral-poetical language: namely, that the introduction of apparent 
linguistic anomalies and anachronisms into a poetical rendition is largely in 
response to the prosodic demands at the moment of a given utterance.28 
B . 3 . b In confirmation of the preceding view, one can observe the real 
extent to which the poetic carab~tya, despite its apparently archaic pausal 
tendencies, had been very much affected by the later more general use of 
pausal apocopated forms. That it was even greater than Birkeland suggests is 
evident from consideration of the occurence offinal consonant clusters (or 
rather pairs: i.e., C V C C - , katb-, kitb-, kutb-) in rhyme position. Disregarding 
the case where the paired consonants came about simply through gemination 
(Wright AG II 373C; Birkeland AP 53; Fleisch TPA 175), one finds that th§ 
treatment of such pairs in absolute pause presented several problems in pro­
nunciation, which were resolved in nearly all instances (with the debatable 
exception of accusatives) by interposing some sort of epenthetic or anaptyctic 
vowel between the two consonants. The "rules" governing the introduction 
of this vowel were rather complex and perhaps over-elaborated somewhat by 
the early grammarians in their striving for completeness and systematization. 
They were applied, in due course, to apocopated pausal forms in both poetry 
and kalam (see Wright A G II 372A; Birkeland AP 53-60; Fleisch TPA 
177-78; Fischer S VA 45-46) . N o w , onefinds no instances in classical poetry 
where the apocopated form CVCC occurs as such at rhyme-pause in a qqfiya 
muqayyada (Wright AG II 354D; cf. 355D; Fleisch TPA 191) and only few in 
the Qur'an, where -Cr makes up the consonantal pair in the great majority of 
rhymed ay as (e.g., L X X V I I : 32-33 ; L X X X I X : l - 5 ; X C V H  : 1-5; CIII: 1-3) 
and -Cl in the next proportion of any significance (e.g., L X X V I I : 13-14; 
L X X X V I  : 13-14) (cf. Vollers VSA 167; Noldeke/Schwally GQ I ; Fischer 
SVA 55) . 2 9 There was , though, no objection whatever to such a form 
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(CVCC) in aqafiya mutawatira mujarrada. In this case the poet would add at 
the end of each verse the long inflectional vowel of pause with tarannum: 
e.g., CVCC+ -ul-'il-a (Wright AG II354A, D  , 355C) . Theoretically, all roots 
for which words of this form exist,30 as well as all those having forms 
CVCVC that could be reduced to CVCC-,31 could, therefore, be used for 
rhyme-words in this qafiya, as in any other qafiya mutlaqa. A  s a matter of 
fact, however, the qafiya mutawatira mujarrada (i.e., where the rawly is 
preceded by an unvocalized consonant rather than by a long vowel or a 
diphthong) was rarely used in the classical poetry and even more rarely for 
poems of any significant length. A survey of close to a thousand qafidas of 
nine or more verses turned up only fifty-two where the rhyme-word was of the 
form CVCCV; and out of these fifty-two, the rawly consonant in over 60 
percent of the poems was -r or -/, and -m was a distant third, accounting for 
only 11.5 percent.32 
Undoubtedly there were a number of factors restricting the use of CVCC 
forms as rhyme-words. Certainly their monovocalic pattern, limited chiefly to 
abstract, infinitive, and plural substantives, offered fewer morphological pos­
sibilities for verse-end (and hence clause-end) position than even the simple 
bivocalic forms CVCVC-, which included most verbs as well as m a n  y nouns. 
The question of lexical availability—i.e., just the number of such forms that 
existed for final radicals, other than -r and -/—would have to be answered 
also. I do not k n o w of any reliable statistics on h o w often the various conso­
nants occur in rhyme position, m u c h less h o w often they occur as final radical 
in words of CVCC pattern. But a very general and quite inconclusive esti­
mate, based on the relative number of pages devoted to each letter in the Qa­
rrius (entries arranged according to the last radical), suggests that the over­
whelming preference for rawlys -r and -/ in qafiya mutawatira mujarrada 
results, in part at least, from a probably greater selection of roots with these 
consonants as final radical.33 Rawly -m, the next runner-up, also ranks third 
after -r and -/ in number of pages allotted. Yet there the correspondence seems 
to cease. Other much-dealt-with consonants, such as -b, -c, -/, or -n, are very 
seldom found as rawly in classical poems whose verses end in CVCC forms 
(although they do occur more frequently in later literate poems) . 
The phonological basis of rhyme and its relation to the phonetic structure of 
the language are well beyond the scope of this study.34 Yet it is evident, I 
think, that the predominance of -r and -/ in the situation under discussion is 
not simply due to their greater lexical availability.35 If it were, then w h  y 
would there not be a proportionate number of rhymes with the other conson­
ants? O n  e might, indeed, expect fewer, but hardly the utter paucity that w  e 
find for most of them. I believe the explanation is suggested by the Qur'anic 
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usages of CVCC forms in pausal rhyme, mentioned above. Final -/ and, above 
all, final -r occur in well over 80 percent of the rhymed ay as. N o w , since it 
has been established that pause with iskan was basic to rendition of the 
Q u r i n , probably from its earliest revelation on, w e can be sure that, e.g., 
al-qadri was regularly pronounced by m a n y reciters with some sort of anap­
tyctic interconsonantal vowel—al-qadVr (cf. Vollers VSA 167; also above). 
This b e c o m e s doubly certain w h e n w e recall that such anaptyxis 
(CVCC>CVCVC) was precisely one of the most characteristic features of 
HijazI speech and would have been conditioned, for the most part, by the 
absence of final vowels (see Vollers VSA 16-17 , 97-100; Rabin AW A 3, 
97-99; Blachere HLA 74). Moreover, in Arabic (as in English), the articula­
tion of resonantal r and /, immediately preceded by another consonant and 
especially at the end of an utterance, required a sort of quasi-vocalic accom­
modation, even with a following vowel.36 Hence, their resonance already 
inclined them to an anaptyxis that just became vocalically completed through 
pause with iskan. 
B . 3 .  C Applying these observations to the language of poetry, I would 
submit the following points for consideration. The poetic carabiya displayed 
as its most conspicuous archaic feature—with respect to the Qur'an, 
"kalam," and the spoken dialects—the retention of pausal forms with taran­
num (i.e., final long vowels standing in pause for the short-vowel and tanw'in 
desinences reflecting a m u c  h earlier stage of the language). There are several 
indications that the poets actually spoke, or were closely acquainted with, 
linguistic usages that no longer employed final short vowels or tanw'in (ex­
cept, perhaps, for a generalized undetermined accusative -an; cf. below). Fur­
thermore, if the poets responsible for most of the recorded classical poems had 
actually spoken and thought in a language in which words were regularly 
articulated with final vowels or if their poetry had regularly been composed 
and rendered with a complete sense of such a language, then there should have 
been nothing to prevent the use of CVCC forms as rhyme-words in qafiya 
mutlaqa, subject only to the limitations imposed by lexical availability.37 But 
the poets whose works remain tended very m u c h to avoid such rhyme-words 
because, in all likelihood, CVCC just did not commonly occur as a pausal 
form in their spoken language or, in m a n  y cases, as a contextual form, except 
perhaps where liason (wasl) or genitive construction (idafa) m a  y have permit­
ted addition of an intervening auxiliary vowel of indeterminate quality (e.g., 
al-udn-V s-saglr, Cumr-V Muhammad', otherwise: udVn, cumVr). If CVCC 
patterns with final -r and -/ were employed as rhyme-words with comparative 
frequency, that was because such words could most easily and unobtrusively 
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fluctuate between a de jure pause with tarannum and a de facto pause with 
iskan. 
Fleisch (TPA 191) readily acknowledges that the non-occurrence of rhyme-
words with final paired consonants in qafiya muqayyada indicates dialectal 
influence on the poetical language. I would hold, further, that their rare and 
highly select occurrence in qafiya mutlaqa, where one could expect m u c h 
more freedom of choice, is just as m u c h an indication of dialectal influence. 
The poetic carablya did indeed preserve the indisputable archaism of pause 
with frab. But at the stage reflected by most of our poems , it was heading, 
albeit gradually and far behind the spoken language, away from this synthetic 
usage toward that of the Qur'an and toward the analytic usage of modern 
Bedouin poetry. It m a  y be of interest that most of the poem s with CVCC 
rhymes, where the rawly is other than -r, -/, or -m, have been ascribed to very 
early poets and so m a y retain through successive renditions a feature more 
characteristic of a bygone period of more widespread competence in formulat­
ing verses with pausal icrab.38 
B . 3 . d Whether any definite connection can be established between a higher 
or lower frequency of CVCCV rhymes and the much-discussed East-West 
dialectal cleavage, I a m not prepared to say. O n e thing is certain, though. The 
poetic carablya was , even more than Birkeland has pointed out, in a state of 
transition from a linguistic form that was synthetic to a high degree and whose 
synthetic character was everywhere manifested by final inflectional vowels, 
into one that kept that synthetic archaism of assonantal rhyme under the 
conditions of formal intonation or cantillation, but that actually was better 
suited for producing simple consonantal rhyme without the complication of 
case and m o o d endings.39 That some poets developed greater skill than others 
in adapting their more analytic speech patterns to this synthetic diction so 
essential to poetry was only natural and undoubtedly often a result of their 
stricter formation in the rawl apprenticeship (see chap. 2 , § D  , above). In fact, 
given the absolute indispensability, for really successful Arabic versification, 
of rendering each verse with an identical and invariable rhyming sound (rawly 
in the sense of consonant plus vowel), it is hardly surprising that the entire 
process of so rendering, and of learning h o  w to so render, poem s (riwaya) 
would have been felt as one of properly reiterating the rawly. A n d to do this 
the rawl, following the poet (sacir: one w h o knows h o w , is aware), had to 
master those desinential inflections (icrab) that set off the rawly, that consti­
tuted the hallmark of the poetic carab~vya, and that required considerable 
reflection and deliberation (rawlya) for consistent and meaningful formulation 
into one fine verse after another from beginning to end of a p o e  m (cf. chap. 2  , 
n. 105). 
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Th e feature that has been considered here—the paucity of C V C C - r h y m e  s 
where the rawly would require a vowel for proper articulation—is merely 
another index, perhaps more striking than m a n y , (1) of h o w very remote from 
most of the spoken forms of Arabic was the diction of the classical poetry; (2) 
of what hurdles of language and style the aspiring Arab poet had to overcome; 
and (3) of h o  w applicable to the classical poetic carablya is Parry's "first 
principle" for understanding the traditional language of an oral poetry: "The 
spoken dialect of the author of an oral p o e m is shown by his poetic language 
wherever he has no metrical reason to use an older or foreign word or form or 
construction" (SET II 20 = MHV 340). In the Arabic tradition there was a 
compelling reason to use the older synthetic inflections in pausal position. But 
it is exactly through the virtual elimination from this position of nearly all the 
(theoretically quite acceptable) CVCC forms, except such as could be easily 
articulated without final vowels, that w  e are m a d  e most aware of the essen­
tially analytic and predominantly noninflectional character that seems to have 
prevailed in the speech underlying the poetry. 
B .  4 A m o n  g other archaic or dialectal features peculiar to the carabiya of 
the poets were a good number of' 'poetic licenses"—darurat as-scir, "neces­
sities" or "constraints" of poetry, as they were called. Rabin states that " w  e 
k n o  w that poetic license often reflects archaic or dialect usage" (AWA 89; cf. 
131 and passim; also Birkeland, cited p. 106, above). A n d the result is often 
such that w e can say, as has G  . Jacob, that "poetry employs new linguistic 
material alongside of the old" (AB 199; cf. Chantraine's remark, pp. 9 7 - 9 8 , 
above). Jacob's examples include the often-recurring instances of -u suffixed 
to the second- and third-person masculine plural pronominal forms (hurriu, 
antumu, katabtumu, and so on) and of a vocalic form of the first-person 
singular suffix (-iyal-niya). Both of these suffixed vowels occur in poetry in 
situations where they are unnecessary for purposes of liaison with alifal-wasl 
(Jacob AB 199). These forms are seen without question to be retentions of a 
m u c h older Semitic pronominal usage (ibid.; cf. Fleisch A C  2 136, 138); and 
the facts that they are virtually nonexistent in prose40 and that they vary freely 
in poetry with the standard pronominal forms (-um and V-rii), their occurrence 
being determined only by the needs of prosody, suggest them to be at least 
similar in nature and function to analogous features in the Homeric language 
(see nn. 2 , 3).  W . Wright offers a more comprehensive list of such licenses, 
one of which in particular is "the employment of ancient uncontracted forms 
instead of the more modern contracted ones" (AG II 3 7 4 - 9 0 , esp. 378-79). 
W . Caskel has noted as another archaic feature of the classical poetic diction 
"the fact that diptota and triptota are not yet strictly distinguished" (in von 
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Grunebaum SICH 37; cf. Birkeland AP 4 8 - 5 2 ; Fleisch TPA 277-80) . Yet, 
once again, the distinction in the inflections is made sheerly on the basis of 
metrical position.41 Alfred Bloch, too, has indicated one of the few syntacti­
cal anomalies apparently unique to poetry: namely, the interposition of a 
substantive in temporal ida clauses between the conjunction and the verb. For 
Rabin this construction "appears to be an archaism preserving the emphatic 
demonstrative character of the particle" (BCA 30). 
B . 5 . a The widely diverse tribal dialects proved an even richer source of 
alternative forms suited to every possible metrical position and providing 
many a critical rhyme-word. It is to the poets' freely drawing upon dialectal 
usage whenever their rendition necessitated that one can often trace a large 
share of the morphologically distinct, but semantically identical, expressions 
so typical of the classical poetic language. Such expressions would include, 
for example, the various more or less equivalent forms of demonstrative 
pronouns (Fleisch A C 2 139-43; Rabin AW A 120, 152-54), of verbal nouns 
(Fleisch AC2 91 and n . 1, 109-10; idem TPA 351 -52 , 354 n . 1), and of 
broken plurals (Fleisch TPA 471-72) . Differences in dialectal usage incorpo­
rated into the carablya have also been felt to lie behind the origin of m a n  y of 
the so-called addad, words with two (real or imaginary) opposite meanings.42 
Jacob (AB 199-201) and Rabin {AWA 73, 77 , 90 , and passim) give several 
other instances of dialectisms that were in current use by the classical poets, 
irrespective of their o w  n tribal affiliation in man  y cases; and these instances 
could undoubtedly be multiplied. 
O n e might add further that m u c h of the often-mentioned stock of synonyms 
and near synonyms that are to be met with in classical Arabic poetry, covering 
a wide range of objects, activities, and concepts, can be presumed to reflect 
individual tribal usages as they came to be absorbed into the c o m m o n poetic 
vocabulary of Arabic-speaking poets (even though such words might still be 
found more often among the tribes in whose dialects they originated).43 
B . S . b That the interdialectal (or perhaps transdialectal) nature of the 
c
arab~tya was fully recognized by the early Muslim philologists and Qur'anic 
authorities (who would have been, after all, in a m u c h better position to judge 
than w  e are) can be seen in their fairly general acceptance of the syllogistic 
fiction that became the traditional explanation for the language of the Qur 'an. 
This explanation, which seems first to have found currency amon g the Kufan 
scholars and qurra', was framed to account for both the pious assumption of 
the linguistic excellence—even superiority—of the Qur 'an4 4 and the undeni­
able presence of various dialectisms in the Qur'anic language.45 The tradition 
that arose has it,first of all, that the language of the Qur 'an, being identical 
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with that of the poetry, forms together with it the basis of the carab~tya. The 
Prophet, w h o was M e c c a n by origin, would of course have received and 
delivered his Revelations only in his o w  n dialect, that of Qurays. Thus, the 
classical carabiya is what the M e c c a  n Qurays spoke naturally (cf. Blachere 
Intro 157; Rabin BCA 22). 
N o w  , the infiltration of other dialectisms into this super-dialect of Qurays 
was rationalized by al-Farra' (d. 207/822) as an index of its very preeminence 
over other vernaculars. For just as Qurays chose for wives the finest of 
w o m e n from a m o n g all the Arabs w h o regularly m a d e pilgrimage to Mecca 
during the Jahillya, and thus 
gained superiority besides those qualities by. which they were [already] particu­
larly distinguished, . . . [i]n the same way they were accustomed to hear from 
the tribes of the Arabs their dialects; so they could choose from every dialect 
that which was the best in it. So their speech became elegant and nothing of the 
more vulgar forms of speech was mixed up with it. . .  . Correctness came to 
them in their selection of pronunciation just as they selected their wives. 
(Trans, in Kahle ARK 70)46 
Although w e can acknowledge that al-Farra' has evoked here a fair superficial 
picture of the classical carab~iya (though, of course, not of the actual dialect of 
Qurays), w  e can also see that, as an etiological theory, his rationale has no 
more validity than the ancient view that H o m e r acquired his language through 
his travels to different dialect-areas where Greek was spoken (see pp. 98 -99 
above). The supposition that either a single m a n or even a single group of m e n 
could spontaneously create a poetic language is, in Parry's opinion, simply 
without foundation:  " A poetic language, it is clear, is poetic only by a 
convention shared by the poet and his hearers, so that the growth of a poetic 
language must be gradual" (Parry SET II 2; cf. 7 - 8 = MHV 326; cf. 330). 
B . 5 . C With reference to both the archaistic and dialectal elements in the 
poetic carablya, it cannot be emphasized too m u c h that these "retentions" 
and "borrowings" existed and were used in the poetic diction precisely be­
cause they adequately and quite satisfactorily functioned in specific prosodic 
contexts. A  s features of an intertribal oral-traditional m o d  e of expression, 
such forms often lost the particular semantic or morphological nuances they 
m a y have enjoyed at one time or within one tribe. They became, in m a n y 
instances, conventionalized—one might say, "homogenized." A s a result, 
constructions peculiar to a certain dialect could show up in works attributed to 
poets of quite different speech-groups, the precondition of their occurrence 
being, of course, their functionality in the poetic verse. Vollers (VSA 132), 
for example, adduced the  cUtmanic Qur'anic reading zaltalu (in X X : 9 7 , 
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LVI:65; for zaliltalu) as a Hijazi vernacular residue missed by those w h  o 
allegedly redacted the text of the Qur'an along Eastern dialectal lines. But, as 
R . Geyer has m a d e quite clear (rev VSA 14), not only does an uncontracted 
form (zalilna) occur in poems by such genuine Hijazis as Hassan b. Tabit, but 
also a contracted form (zaltu) is attested in a line of the Eastern AsadI,  c A b I  d 
b. al-Abras. Moreover, "the cUqail, w h  o often appear together with the Qais 
[= Eastern] tribes GhanI and Kilab, are said to have used ziltu in poetry, 
though it was not of their dialect" (Rabin AW A 163). Considering h o  w 
frequently the third-person zalla (or faIwa-zalla) stands as a verse-opening 
formula (see pp. 5 1 - 5 2 above), it is not surprising to find its metrical equiva­
lent (zaltu/a) taken over from the Western dialects to fill the same slot for the 
first and second persons. Similar instances, Geyer feels, could be produced in 
fairly large number, warning us against too readily assuming a definitive 
cleavage between tribal dialects (rev VSA 14 -15; but cf. Rabin AW A 1-5) . 
Warning us, too, I would add, that factors other than purely linguistic m a y 
have been operating in the selection of speech forms and constructions— 
factors closely connected with the processes and requirements of oral-poetic 
rendition. 
O n e more possible result of this "homogenization" of dialectisms m a y 
have been that fine distinctions in meaning could be overlooked or set aside in 
choosing one near-synonym rather than another to fill a certain metrical or 
rhyme position under the pressures of rendition. G  . Wiet has written: 
The synonyms for animal names . . . represent specific terms borrowed from a 
tribal linguistic atlas, and the same perhaps holds for features of the terrain or 
the characteristics of watering places. This diversity of vocabulary has given 
rise to the supposition that the Arabic language was extremely rich in substan­
tives for designating topographical prominences, rainstorms, or the qualities 
and defects of things. But, apart from this fact that certain words were of 
dialectal origin, they were sometimes shifted from their overly precise 
denotations where called for by the meter or the rhyme; they then became 
generic terms (ILA 23; also Wild KA 50-51 and n. 139; but cf. Fleisch TPA 
327-28). 
Perhaps an illustration of this phenomenon is to be seen in A b u  c U b a y d al-
Qasim b. Sallam's47 "Treatise on Dialect W o r d s in the Q u r ' a n " (Risala fi ma 
waradafi l-qur'an min lugat al-qaba'il). O f this work Rabin remarks, " T h e 
dialect meanings recorded in the Risala hardly ever fit the passage they are 
supposed to elucidate" (AWA 7). Although I have not myself been able to 
examine A b u  c U b a y d ' s Risala, Rabin's observation seems to give evidence 
of a trend toward generality or homogeneity of meaning, or at least away from 
an originally greater specificity. 
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A somewhat similar phenomenon can be noticed in the case of the many 
place-names mentioned throughout the classical poetry. This wide-ranging 
poetic toponymy was without doubt founded on the nomadic Bedouin's inti­
mate knowledge of his Arabian homeland and corresponded to the reality of his 
migratory itinerary. Accordingly it can be—and has been—utilized in 
geographical studies and descriptions of the peninsula and in tracing the 
movements of the pre-Islamic tribes.48 But the impression that emerges from 
reading a fairly large number of qasldas is that m a n y  , perhaps most, of these 
toponyms are to a great extent interchangeable, depending very m u c h upon 
the prosodic function to be fulfilled in a given verse. C  . Lyall noted the 
tendency of pre-Islamic TaglibI poets, whose terriotory lay mainly in 
Mesopotamia, Iraq, and the Syrian desert, to refer to sites located primarily in 
East Central Arabia: "It is not improbable that the poets of Taghlib used the 
names of these old settlements in the preludes to their qasidahs as part of the 
old poetic convention" ( M M /  I  I 156, n. to X L H : 8 )  . Alfred Bloch, proceeding 
from his highly original analysis of the qafida structure,49 thinks that the 
series of place-names "perhaps arise out of ancient mnemonic verses 
(Merkverse), by means of which one reminded oneself (or the sender of the 
message reminded his messenger) of the way-stations along the route that was 
to be followed; these places, then, were readapted, in conformity with the 
sustaining fiction of the qafida, to signify encampments abandoned by the 
beloved's tribe: one pretended to journey toward them out of yearning for the 
[lost] love" (Qas 126). Thus, these toponyms, as well as those used in the 
sequences describing rainstorms (ibid.), served essentially as thematic devices 
whose precise signification, like that of m a n y other quasi-synonyms in the 
classical Arabic of poetry, was qualified by, or subordinated to, their function 
in the poetic line. Not that they would have been used indiscriminately or 
without due regard to patent geographical absurdities; on the contrary, most of 
the passages where place-names appear show a noticeable sense of accuracy, 
appositeness, and evocative power in the choice of such names (see, e.g., 
Thilo OAP 9 - 1 2  ; Blachere HLA 44 -42) . But toponyms were intrinsic to one 
of the most conspicuous formulaic usages in the qafida: the sequential listing 
of campsites anomalously coordinated with fa, rather than wa (see A p p . A  , 1. 
1 comment) . Morphologically, they offered a variety of alternatives for filling 
particular metrical or rhyme positions. The imprecisions, errors, and even 
"falsifications" of toponymy that U  . Thilo speaks about (OAP 14-15) would 
not have been due, therefore, just to "mistakes in oral and written trans­
mission"; nor should they, as Goldziher seems to imply, be taken at face value 
for indices of a poem's genuineness, insofar as one could ascertain "whether 
the places actually lay in the territory of the tribe to which the traditionally 
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designated composer belonged" (AAP 128). Within an oral-formulaic tradi­
tion of poetry, such as the sixth and seventh century Arabs were likely to have 
had, a certain homogeneity of usage in the sphere of toponymy must have 
prevailed, just as it did in other nomenclatural spheres; and such a 
homogeneity, growing out of a fairly standardized inherited and (to a great 
extent) intertribal system of formulas, would quite naturally engender some 
uncertainties, confusions, and inconsistencies of a geographical kind similar 
to other kinds that seem to be typical of oral poetry almost wherever found.50 
B .  6 H o  w to interpret the stabilization of a in the imperfect preformative of 
classical Arabic (yAktalilubu) presents an especially interesting problem in 
this context. It is difficult to regard the a-preformatives, as Rabin does {AWA 
61, 90, 206), as an old, inherited archaism in Arabic that was retained after 
the later importation of /-preformatives from the Canaanite area had c o m  e to 
predominate in the Eastern dialects and possibly in some of the Western ones 
as well. Ariel Bloch has argued convincingly that in the old Arabic dialects 
"/-imperfect is not secondary but existed side by side with a-imperfect, the 
forms being distributed according to Barth's L a  w [i.e., one form with /­
preformatives and a in the stem (yiktabu) and another with a-preformatives 
and i or u in the stem (yakti/ubu)], and that dialectal /-imperfect is the result of 
a generalization" (VIP 28) . 5 1 Because the /-imperfect was also attested in the 
West, specifically a m o n g a part of the Hudayl (Rabin AW A 61, 90), if not 
among other groups as well, Bloch assumes the k n o w n prevalence of a-
imperfect in other parts of the Western dialect-area (especially the Hijaz) to 
"have been generalized, like in Classical Arabic" (VIP 27 n. 18); but he 
gives no suggestion as to which generalization—that of the dialects or that of 
the classical, if either—may have been prior. It is important to remember, 
however, that the linguistic evolution that led to the formation of Middle and 
Modern Arabic dialects seems to have affected the Bedouin dialects 
too—both "originally" Eastern and "originally" Western ones—in certain 
generally homogeneous ways, and that one of the most characteristic of these 
became the practically universal occurrence of/-imperfect as standard dialec­
tal usage.52 N o w  , the language of the poets m a  y not already have been 
standardized with a-preformatives in the imperfect by M u h a m m a d '  s time: the 
vaunted linguistic—or more correctly, stylistic—superiority of Hudayl 
(many of w h o  m employed the /-imperfect in their speech),53 the existence of a 
number of Qur'anic readings with /-preformatives attributed to Eastern qurra' 
(Vollers VSA 129; cf. Rabin AW A 158; Bloch VIP 25) , 5 4 and the fact that 
"basically the Eastern dialects are the same as the Classical Arabic of the 
poets" (Rabin AW A 1, 96 and passim)—all suggest, though they do not 
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prove, that these particular vowels m a  y have been pronounced in accordance 
with the poet's native dialect, thus / and a, alternating according to Barth's 
L a  w (with i gradually prevailing), in the East and a alone in the Hijaz.55 If, 
then, Rabin is correct in saying that "the pronunciation of the literary [!] 
language in the mouth of the Hijazis was of course largely accommodated to 
their native dialect" (AWA 3 - 4  ; cf. Noldeke NBSS 3 - 4  ; also Parry's "first 
principle," above), then it would follow that the imperfect with a-preforma­
tives could be a typical feature of Qur'anic carablya (but not necessarily of 
the poetic carablya as a whole). Subsequently this usage, confirmed and 
reproduced by at least a first generation of Hijazi qurra\ could in turn have 
been assimilated to the language of poetic rendition in general; both because 
of the steadily increasing prestige of the B o o k itself a m o n g Arab Muslims, as 
well as their growing familiarity with its literal wording, and also (perhaps 
more importantly from our point of view) because so m a n y of the more 
prominent patrons of poets during the first decades of Islam were themselves 
Hijazis (Qurays, Taqif, the Ansar , and so on) and hence liable to 
expect—even to insist upon—poetical renditions embodying their o w n (and 
the Qur'anic) pronunciation. Such a development, leading to a general adop­
tion of the <2-imperfect in the poetic carablya of the early Islamic period, 
could have been somewhat accelerated or reinforced out of a stylistically 
induced polarization in reaction to the drift prevalent in the urban, and ulti­
mately in the Bedouin, vernaculars toward a stabilized /-imperfect. 
Admittedly these remarks are largely conjectural. Yet it remains true that 
the generalized a -imperfect in classical Arabic, ordinarily considered an 
anomalous feature with reference to other Semitic languages (cf. Noldeke 
NBSS 3 n. 1) and with reference to all living Arabic dialects, has not so far 
been explained in linguistically satisfactory terms. Seen as an element of a 
traditional oral-poetic diction unconsciously readjusted and adapted by oral 
poets to startlingly n e  w sociolinguistic and geopolitical conditions and to 
audiences become perhaps rather more aware of dialectal differences, the a­
preformative in the imperfect might be more legitimately accounted for than 
upon purely linguistic grounds (cf. Blachere HLA 79 n. 3). 
C  . There has never been any question, from the earlist Muslim era (if not 
before as well) to the present day, that the single most essential and distinctive 
feature of the poetic carabiya is its capacity for synthetic expression through 
desinential inflection—i.e., the frab. A h m a  d b. Faris (d. 295/1005), calling 
poets the "princes of speech" (umara' al-kalam) and listing a number of 
linguistic or stylistic liberties they m a  y permit themselves, then adds emphati­
cally: "But as for faults in handling the case- and mood-endings (lahn fi 
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l-frab) or improper usage of a word, they m a y not do that!" (SFL 275; also 
in Suyu.tT Muz II 471).5 6 
There has, however, been a great deal of question—most of it during this 
century—as to whether the frab was a phenomenon unique to the poetic 
carab~tya or whether it existed a m o n g the spoken vernaculars as well. Muslim 
tradition, as was seen, held that the carablya of the poetry and the Q u r ' a n — 
complete with its frab vowel- and tanwln-suffixes—was identical with 
the dialect regularly spoken by Qurays and, to a similar degree, the dialects 
spoken amon g most of the Bedouin tribes, particularly those of Najd and 
Eastern Arabia. During the flourishing age of Arabic philological activity 
(second/eighth-fifth/twelfth centuries), anecdotes proliferated on the subject 
of the Bedouin's natural linguistic superiority and correctness and his 
disinclination—even inability—to err in using the case- and mood-endings.57 
C . I .  a In 1906 K  . Vollers published his epoch-making (cf. Geyer rev VSA 
12) treatise Volkssprache und Schriftsprache im alten Arabien, in which he 
concluded that the Qur'an wasfirst uttered by the Prophet in a HijazI vernacu­
lar that lacked m a n  y of the features w  e normally associate with the classical 
carab~tya. Chief a m o n  g these missing features were the articulated glottal stop 
(hamza), various nominal and verbal forms, and, above all, the desinential 
inflections—the frab.58 With reference to the latter particularly, Vollers 
expressed (with emphasis) the following opinion: 
Far from being a self-evident binding observance {Pflicht), growing out of the 
c o m m o  n linguistic usage, frab already at the Prophet's time was perhaps the 
special property of certain tribes; for the rest, it was only the prerogative of 
more elevated discourse—to be more specific, probably just of the strict, 
metrically based poetry. (VSA 169) 
Vollers questioned, too, whether a given suffix ever had the grammatical 
function so confidently assigned to it in the standardized carab~iya of a sub­
sequent age, since "there seem to have been dialects that recognized only two 
suffixes or indeed only one" (VSA 169-70). Still, the true character of frab 
might be sought in the etymology of the world itself, which means (according 
to J. Wetzstein) "to bedouinize" (Beduinisierung)—i.e., to translate into the 
nomadic idiom from another one (VSA 171).59 So, given the social geography 
of pre-Islamic Arabia, one ought, Vollers contends, to understand what is 
implied by the near coincidence of the division between users and non-users 
of frab, on the one hand, and the East-West cleavage between T a m l  m and 
the HijazI tribes, on the other. It was, he states, "not that frab was altogether 
missing in the West, nor that in the East there was no speech without frab; 
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but rather that the East was preeminently the land of the nomads and their 
o w  n unique language" (VSA 172). Thus, Vollers seems to say that the frab, 
so essential to the poetic carabiya, was to be found as a feature of a spoken 
vernacular only among the Bedouin tribes (where it was to be found at all) 
and, hence, mainly in the East; whereas in the more sedentarized West, it was 
retained simply as an element of "more elevated discourse"—of an carab~tya 
borrowed from the Bedouins for poetic and other highly formalized purposes. 
M u h a m m a d  , then, as well as his fellow Hijazls (both urbanized and urban-
influenced), spoke an idiom that lacked precisely that feature most charac­
teristic of their poetic carab~tya—the frab. 
C. l .b I do not follow Vollers in his conclusion that the Qur'an itself was 
initially delivered in this frab-less and, in other respects, generally colloquial 
speech, and that it was only later redacted on the basis of forms, construc­
tions, and principles deduced from the language of poetry. The arguments of 
Geyer (rev VSA), Noldeke (NBSS 1-5), Blachere (HLA 75 -79 ; Intro 
159-69), Rabin {AWA 3 - 4 ; BCA; "Arabiyya" El2 I 565b-66a), Bell/Watt 
(Intro 82-85) , and others have practically demolished any validity this aspect 
of Vollers's work m a y ever have had. The important studies of P . Kahle (CG2 
141-49, 345-46; QA; ARK), w h  o adduces a body of traditions and a passage 
by al-Farra' purporting to prove that the Qur'an was recited at the earliest 
period without frab, have not been notably successful in rehabilitating Vol­
lers' main thesis (see, e.g., Rabin BCA 25-29) , although they do provide 
valuable material on the sociolinguistic situation during the early Islamic 
period, relative to the Qur'an and native speakers of Arabic (see chap. 3, 
§ C 6  , below; cf. also Corriente FY 38-40) . 
C .  2 A good deal of the discussion on all sides, however, has been colored 
by sociological, ethnological, and aesthetic preconceptions similar to those 
outlined previously in the case of folklore scholarship, (chap. 1, § C  , above, 
and Zwettler BFOT).There has too frequently been an assumption—usually 
implicit but sometimes, as with Geyer, quite explicit—that a really 
prestigious Dichtersprache (a literary Hochsprache or Kunstdialekt) neces­
sarily went hand in hand with superior social status and/or more advanced 
(literary) culture and education. Thus, on the one hand, the poetic carablya 
would have to be accepted more or less as the naturally spoken language of 
the Bedouins because, in their primitive and culturally homogeneous 
environment, one could scarcely expect the poetic idiom to have been very far 
removed from the vernacular; and so, both would of course have shared the 
typical feature of frab. If anything, Geyer says (in a passage that requires no 
comment) , 
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w  e ma  y consider the Dichtersprache quite as having played an intermediary role 
between the dialects of the tribes and the personal idioms of individuals, though 
without a consciously and artfully set-up distinction existing between it and the 
spoken language. Besides, there could never have been a Literatur- or 
Schriftsprache proper among the Bedouins of early Arabia: the written fixation 
of "literature" was missing, as was the use of a select and special language by a 
caste of nobles or an upper social stratum (Oberschict) separated in some other 
way. (rev VSA 15; cf. nn. 15, 60, 93 to this chapter) 
That s o m e sort of stylized and artifical speech form might arise without the 
use of writing and out of what would be called the Volk did not occur to 
Geyer, w h o s e argument is founded upon highly questionable and superficial 
premises and an overriding conviction that Literatur is inseparable from 
Schrift. 
O  n the other hand, Geyer continues, this same carablya would have been 
adopted by the urban "patrician" classes of the Hijaz as their distinctive 
idiom because of its close association with their aristocratic Bedouin heritage 
(rev VSA 15-19 , 54). For M u h a m m a  d and the Meccan Qurays the use of 
frab would have been acquired along with the other elements of an upper-
class Schriftsprache,60 the carablya, which they would have spoken in evi­
dence of their social and cultural superiority. Hence (according to Geyer), 
contrary to Vollers's thesis, M u h a m m a  d would of course have "written"61 
the Qur'an (which as his "kiiab"—scripture—was "primarily a literary pro­
duct") using the carabtya with its full frab system, since "whoever wished 
to achieve a literary effect in Mecca could use no other language but the 
carabiya" (rev VSA 18). N o one w h o set out to influence the "patricians" of 
Mecca, by means of a work of such a sacred and artistic character, would 
have considered using the frab-less Vulgdrsprache (so well described by 
Vollers), spoken by the urban "plebians" of the Hijaz. 
C . 3 .  a Geyer's solid refutations of Vollers's views on the language of the 
Qur'an, and particularly his complete revaluation of the evidence from 
Qur'anic rhyme (rev VSA 20 -54 ) , are quite conclusive, and were, on the 
whole, accepted as such by T h  . Nolkeke (NBSS 1-5). Noldeke, however, 
very rightly does not agree with Geyer's dubiously founded judgment 
that Vollers may at least have proven that at Mecca there existed a language of 
the common man (the camma), diverging sharply from the Hochsprache of 
M u h a m m a  d and his compeers. Something of the like might be supposed on 
general grounds, but it still remains to be seen whether it is correct, were more 
to be understood thereby than that the slaves imported from Africa or other 
foreign lands may not have expressed themselves quite properly or may have 
had their own idioms. (NBSS 4; cf. Spitaler rev Ar 145b) 
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O  n the subject of any serious dislocation of the poetic speech (and that of 
the Qur'an) from the spoken language, Noldeke expressed himself quite 
clearly in a prior study (also directed against Vollers' theory in its preliminary 
form). There, in opposition to Vollers' denial that the classical carablya was a 
living language in M u h a m m a d ' s Mecca and his doubts with regard to the 
Bedouin dialects as well, Noldeke writes: 
O n the contrary, it is for m e very unlikely that M u h a m m a d would have em­
ployed in the Qur'an a form of speech utterly different from that which was 
customary in Mecca—that, in particular, he would have brought into play the 
case- and mood-endings {frab) with as much care as possible if his com­
patriots had not used them. And similarly I take it for granted that the poetry of 
that period represents the language which the Bedouins spoke then and for quite 
some time thereafter. (BSS 2; cf. Blachere HLA 11) 
Elsewhere Noldeke is even more specific on the question of the Qurinic 
language: the linguistic form visible in the consonantal text of the Qur'an 
exhibits no outstanding influence from an actually spoken language that dif­
fered substantially as to desinential inflection. Such influence is usually to be 
expected in the case of an artificially framed hieratic language, but none— 
other than formalized departures from everyday speech typical, Noldeke al­
leges, of "the Oriental"—can be found. Hence, he concludes, "it m a y be 
said with assurance: had the Prophet and the faithful of his time uttered the 
Qur'an without icrab, the tradition thereof would not have disappeared with­
out a trace" (NBSS 2). 
In BSS 2 - 7 and passim, Noldeke adduces evidence from comparative 
Semitics, Islamic cultural history, and modern (i.e., late nineteenth-century) 
Arabic dialects, with the intent of verifying the presence of frab suffixes in 
spoken Arabic of the seventh century. In NBSS 4 and note 3, referring to the 
cUtmanic text of the Qur'an, he points to the only two definite instances, 
"alongside of numerous 'correct' forms," of the oblique case of the sound 
masculine plural \in] being written where the nominative \un] would be 
expected according to the frab norm (11:177/2; IV: 162/0).62 All that is pro­
ven there, he says, is simply "that in Mecca , and in Yatrib [= Medina] as 
well, the strict carab~vya had already begun to devolve into the later Vul­
garsprache." 
C . 3 .  b I do not think that Noldeke's evidence for frab in the spoken 
language is at all conclusive.63 The one clear statement of his opinion (see 
above) is in essence an assumption, which the findings of P. Kahle have 
shown to be unfounded to a considerable degree (see § C 6  , below). O  n the 
other hand, Noldeke's correction of Vollers' view regarding the "non­
canonicity" of the Qur'anic variants adduced in VSA (NBSS 1-2); his 
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pointing out that m a n y phenomena attested by the variants, such as the idgam 
kab'ir (assimilation of two identical or similar consonants with the omission of 
an intervening vowel), were not uncharacteristic of conventional modes of 
recitation (NBSS 2); and his notes on the "correctness" of the frab showing 
through the Qur'anic orthography—all refer to traits associated precisely with 
formal oral or written rendition of the Quran. If the Qur"an hadfirst been 
delivered in a semi-artificial language evolved out of the exigencies of oral 
poetry (as will be maintained here)—if, that is, its linguistic usage, together 
with that of the poetry, had differed markedly from regular casual usage by 
virtue of its formular and traditional qualities; then these and other traits 
observable through the text and the "variants" before all else would have to 
be taken as representing what was deemed essential to as accurate a transcrip­
tion as possible of the verbal form of M u h a m m a d ' s message. O f course, in 
many areas the language of the poems and the Qur'an would have reflected 
the spoken language of those w h o uttered them—or more exactly, from our 
present point of view, of those from w h o  m they were recorded (cf. Parry SET 
II 20-21 = MHV 340). Yet, what these areas were—where the traditional 
carab~tya and spoken idioms overlapped and where they diverged— can be 
determined only (if, any more, at all) through careful comparative and statisti­
cal analysis of all available evidence. Colloquialisms and scribal errors must 
certainly be taken into account as well. But to conclude the presence of a 
feature such as frab in a spoken vernacular from its presence in works that 
m a y well have been composed in a traditional formulaic language would seem 
to be circular reasoning at best, especially if one had set out to prove the 
identity of both speech-forms in the first place (cf. § C . 4 . b , below). 
I must agree with Noldeke that the presence of frab in the classical 
carabiya cannot have been due to a later theoretical regularization imposed by 
the Muslim philologists and that the short-vowel desinential inflections un­
doubtedly reflect the living language as it must have been spoken at some 
stage. But it seems to m  e unjustified to generalize from afinal short a of the 
third-person sing. masc. perfect, as preserved in modern Amharic, to a full 
system of vowel-suffixes for case and m o o  d in early spoken Arabic, particu­
larly when, as Noldeke himself acknowledges, the Arabic dialects have not 
shown this feature for at least several centuries (BSS 2 -3 ) . A n d so, when he 
asks, " W h  y should w e n o w doubt that the poets, for w h o  m the form facala 
was terminated with -a, used the form still actually c o m m o  n at their time?" 
(BSS 3), one is tempted to respond, " W h  y should w e not doubt it?" 
The statements of the cAbbasid philologists as to the purity and correctness 
of Bedouin speech, to which Noldeke attaches "the greatest weight of all" 
(BSS 4 - 5 ) , can by no means be taken at face value, as Blachere (SIIB) and 
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Blau (RBA) have shown, at least insofar as frab and other grammatical 
questions are concerned (see below). 
C . 4 .  a W h a  t one can validly predicate concerning the state of the ancient 
dialects from examination of the modern ones, beyond simple continuity of 
usages, must always remain uncertain. Noldeke (BSS 5-7) and, more recently 
and in m u c h more detail, Blau (ELB A p p . Ill, esp. 167-70, 187-212) have 
given attention to vestiges of tanwin (the desinential suffixes of undefined 
triptotes: -unl-inl-an) in the modern Bedouin dialects, with the more or less 
explicit assumption that such vestiges are indicative of an earner state of full 
inflection. Yet the facts as gathered from both scholars are (1) that this tanwin 
feature is recorded, and seems to occur by far the most frequently, in poems 
and other non-casual utterances of the Bedouins (stories, proverbs, and so 
forth), borrowings or retentions from the carab~tya (usually adverbial), and 
"fossilized" {ELB 191) exclamations of various kinds; (2) that it is almost 
invariably the suffix -an, corresponding to the accusative of the classical, 
which is to be heard, regardless of the noun's actual grammatical function;64 
and (3) that its casual use is always optional.65 
Given this contemporary state of affairs, it is to be wondered whether 
anyone would ever have considered proposing that the dialectal tanwin had 
originated in a three-vowel desinential system, had he not previously been 
aware that such a system had operated in the classicalcara5iya. Certainly, by 
itself this feature of the modern dialects is in no w a y evidence that Arabic was 
casually spoken with full frab at the time of M u h a m m a d . 6 6 Rather, there 
m a  y in fact be reason for believing it represents a continuous usage, at least as 
regards the language spoken in the Hijaz during the early seventh century. 
C . 4 .  b It is fairly well established that the writing system in use at Mecca 
and Medina at the time of M u h a m m a d  , as represented with all its shortcom­
ings in the scriptio defectiva of the cUtnianic Qur'an text, had been adapted 
from a Nabatean (or Syro-Aramaic) prototype for the purposes of expressing 
the Arabic dialect spoken in the Hijazi urban settlements. This is most 
obvious, without question, from its lack of any provision for indicating the 
glottal stop (a sound that w  e k n o  w to have been absent from the Hijazi dialects 
in general) and from other features as well.67 N o w  , from one point of view, it 
will be agreed that the Qur'anic skeletal text cannot give an accurate picture of 
the language exactly as spoken or recited, since it indicates only consonants 
and some long vowels (Brockelmann in SpulerSWn 216), with words usually 
written as they were pronounced in pausal form (Noldeke BSS 7; Bergstrasser/ 
Pretzl GK 2 7 - 3 1  ; esp. Birkeland AP 10, 19-21; but cf. FischerSF/1 53-60) . 
But, from another point of view, one must also consider that, if the Qur'an 
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were to have been delivered in a traditional language conforming to poetic and 
other kinds of mantic, non-casual utterances, and if such a language were to 
have differed from the ordinary speech of M e c c a and Medina in important 
features like the use of hamza and icrab, the original transcribers of 
M u h a m m a d '  s delivery (or of his delivery as rendered by those with 
recognized authority to do so) still would have had no alternative but to 
employ the only appropriate orthographic system at their disposal: that which 
was geared to reproducing various forms of expression in the dialectal speech. 
The several orthographic inconsistencies of the Qur'anic text, such as the 
haphazard indication of a in medial position by alif (Bergstrasser/Pretzl GK 
31-33) , of final 7 {GK 3 3 - 3 5 ) , and others {GK 5 1 - 5 3 ) , not to mention again 
the various scribal compromises associated with representing the hamza (n. 
67 to this chapter), all suggest that one or the other—perhaps both—of the 
following circumstances obtained. Either, on the one hand, no orthographic 
conventions had yet been adopted on any wide-scale basis (a not inconceiva­
ble possibility, given the very nature of the scriptio defectiva); and hence, no 
established orthographic procedure existed for consistent and faithful trans­
cription of speech phenomena in extensive works like the Qur'an. If this had 
been so, however, it would hardly have accorded with the commercial, 
political, and religious68 importance of the HijazT cities (of M e c c a  , above all) 
that had been increasing steadily since about the early fifth century,69 
entailing as well, in N  . Abbott's opinion, a concomitant rise in writing 
activity {RNAS 12-14) . 
The other possible circumstance is, quite simply, that the language in 
which the Qur'an had been rendered w a s , in several conspicuous regards, 
sufficiently differentiated from the spoken language so that the effectiveness 
of the available dialectally based orthography was quite limited w h e n it c a m e 
to transcribing accurately this disparate linguistic form. H  . W e h r  , in a crucial 
review of Fuck's cArabiya, has cogently raised this issue, precisely in the 
course of arguing for a distinct poetical language separate from the M e c c a  n 
and most tribal vernaculars. W e h  r writes: 
The orthography of the Qur'an is no valid argument [against M u h a m m a d '  s 
having delivered the Qur'an in a poetic Hochsprache divergent from his own 
idiom]; for the written form must not be considered in any way identical with 
M u h a m m a d ' s pronunciation, as it often tacitly is. W e know that, long before 
the Qur'an was recorded, writing was already in use at Mecca and Medina for 
everyday as well as commercial purposes; and of course one hardly wrote in the 
poetic language, but rather in the way one spoke. Where writing is carried on, 
there is a more or lessfixed orthography. The essential colloquial features of the 
Qur'anic orthography—the absence of nunation and also of the glottal stop 
within words and at the ends of syllables {b~ir, rriumin, riayim, etc.)—no doubt 
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result from this earlier orthography which reproduced the dialect; and they were 
carried over when the problem arose of setting down the pronunciation of the 
carab~tya by means of the orthography available at the time. (rev. Ar 184) 
C . 4 .  C O n  e will concede, with W e h r  , the speculative nature of these re­
marks. But surely it is not unreasonable to look at the cUtmanic text as a 
"compromise solution" to the problem of having to use an orthographic 
system conforming to the spoken vernacular in order to transcribe utterances 
delivered in a linguistic form that could have differed from it considerably in 
phonology and morphology. This is certainly just as reasonable as assuming, 
for instance, that later scholars could have gotten away with such a wholesale 
"improvement" of M u h a m m a d '  s pronunciation as arbitrarily introducing the 
glottal stop, if they had not had reliable information that, e.g., whe  n s-
y(unpointed)-/ hadfirst been written su ila had been heard (Noldeke BSS 11; 
but cf. Fleisch TPA 100 n. 4). The usual argument that the hamza was 
introduced later in accordance with the usage of the poetic carab~tya could 
scarcely be maintained w h e  n one considers that that very carab~tya, with the 
selfsame feature (which would have been, for the Hijaz, an archaism; cf. BSS 
11), could well have constituted the original speech-form of the Qur'an. Even 
the reports of some early opposition to introducing the hamza into the Qur­
'anic text and recitation70 are not very convincing, while those favoring the 
addition of hamza quite clearly present Qurinic usage in that regard both as a 
very real phenomenon and as an anomaly that contrasted sharply with the 
normal speech of the Hijaz and even with the Prophet's o w  n idiom (Rabin 
AWA 144-45) . 7 1 
Similarly, there are the seemingly unregulated orthographic treatment of 
final long-vowels -V-u and the total non-representation of final tanw'in 
-inl-un.12 These, too, could have resulted from failures of the conventional 
writing system to cope with word-end articulations, for the transcription of 
which it had not been designed. I a  m aware that such orthographic traits are 
usually attributed to the presumed custom of dictating each word or short 
word group in its isolated pausal form (see above); and thereby most of the 
omissions of waw and m a n y of ya' , w h e n they would have been shortened 
through liaison (wasl), can certainly be understood, as can several other 
apparent inconsistencies (though by no means all). But h o w is one to un­
derstand the unaccountable irregularity with which final -7 is indicated some­
times by ya', as would be required by its pausal pronunciation, but also quite 
often by no orthographic sign at all—and this even apart from liaison- or 
rhyme-positions (Bergstrasser/Pretzl GK 33-35)? Bergstrasser and Pretzl 
rationalize this "orthographic instability" {Schwanken) as reflecting "the 
actual instability in pronunciation" of the QurasI dialect (GK 34 -35) . Birke­
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land objects to this view, though, on the grounds that, though the m a n  y 
shortened forms would have been founded in M u h a m m a d '  s ordinary speech, 
one can hardly speak of "instability of pronunciation" in a regularly spoken, 
socially accepted vernacular {AP 20). It need not even be supposed, as it is by 
Birkeland, that this instability resulted from M u h a m m a d '  s o w  n mispronuncia­
tions of the carabiya under the influence of his Meccan dialect. But one can 
still accept the validity of his conclusion: namely, that "the retention of so 
m a n  y forms which were incorrect as regards the later orthography very likely 
proves . . . that the originally long final vowel -7 had been shortened 
throughout in Meccan speech" {AP 20) and that, correspondingly then, 
originally short final vowels would have been apocopated {AP 21). Contrary 
to Birkeland, however, and on the basis of the foregoing discussion (and his 
o w  n conclusions), I do not feel that instances of final ya in the Qur'anic text 
should be seen as due so m u c h "partly to fluctuations in M u h a m m a d ' s pro­
nunciation and partly to the pervasive influence of the later orthography" {AP 
20). Can they not just as plausibly be set d o w n in the primary stage to the 
inadequacies of a Meccan (or Medinan) script and the uncertainties of a HijazT 
scribe, both called upon to render in writing familiar words with unfamiliar 
terminations (cf. Fischer A A 815-16)? 
C . 4 . d Looking n o w to the question of modern dialectal tanwln and its value 
as-evidence for frab-suffixes in seventh century dialectal usages, h o  w far are 
w e justified in accepting such evidence, on the basis of determinable features 
of the language as it was spoken at that time? 
As a first point, it m a  y be noted that this dialectally based writing system, 
which had demonstrated so m u c  h irregularity and imprecision in representing 
final long-vowel or tanwln sounds with -ul-i, appears to have been well suited 
to indicating final -a or tanwln -an. The remarkable consistency with which 
alif is written for -a and -an, both in context and in pausal position,73 as well 
as at points of liaison {wasl),74 seems the more surprising w h e n one recalls 
how unpredictable in general was its use for a in word-medial position 
(Bergstrasser/Pretzl GK 31 -33 ; Blachere Intro 152-53). Even the rhyme­
pausal lengthening of short -a to -a at the end of both verbs and nouns is 
shown by alif in the cUtmanic text (Noldeke/Schwally GQ I 37 and n. 4; 
Bergstrasser/Pretzl GK 52; Beck UKK 367-68) . T o seek no explanation for 
this circumstance other than that it reflects the already mentioned custom of 
dictating words in their pausal forms {-an suffixes being pronounced -a, while 
•inl-un suffixes were not pronounced) does not go far enough; for it ignores 
two further important questions.75 First, w h y should the desinential complex 
-a/-a/-an have received such preferential treatment from the pausal convention 
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of the carab~tya that seems to have predominated at M u h a m m a d '  s time—i.e., 
pause with iskan (Birkeland AP 7 - 8 , 18-21; Fleisch TPA 173-90, 194-95)? 
After all, final articulations involving u and i were dropped invariably when 
they were short or nunated and frequently even whe  n they were long (always 
at verse-ends). Second, w h y should the Meccan orthography, quite woefully 
deficient in representing other vowel phenomena (especially desinences), 
have been so conspicuously well equipped for transcribing final <a-sounds? 
Th  e answer to the first question lies obscured in the pre-history of the 
Arabic language. But what is at least clear from the very fact of this early 
differentiation between -a, on the one hand, and -ul-i, on the other, is the 
following, as stated by Birkeland: " W  e can only affirm that in the carablya 
-an developed differently than did -un and -in', and [that] this corresponds to 
the special phonetic position of a, which as a rule was kept longer than / and 
M " {AP 46 , cf. 17 -18 , 3 6 - 3 7 , 4 7 - 4 8 , 82-83) . Apart from his o w n evidence, 
Birkeland's observation can also be verified by noting that this vowel opposi­
tion, a versus u/i, finds its counterpart in the sphere of rhyme-phenomena 
where, for example as ridf vowel (i.e., as long vowel preceding the final 
consonant in a verse) a remained invariable throughout a p o e m  , while u and 7 
were used interchangeably (Wright AG II 353D) . M o r e analogies m a y be 
cited as well (ibid. 3 5 4 D , 355A, 356C, 357A) . Birkeland points out that a 
parallel development can be detected in the dialects {AP 103-6) . But whereas 
the carab~tya as w e k n o w it in the Q u r i n and the poetry apparently kept both 
the short vowels and the nunation of frab in contextual forms, this was not 
the case in the dialects and has not been for some time. Here, as the pausal 
phenomena of the carab~tya suggest and the actual usages of the dialects 
manifest, forms of final -/ initially disappeared, followed by -u, with -a the 
last to go. Again, the occasional substitution of pausal (apocopated) forms for 
contextual ones in poetry hints that a state of the spoken language was already 
in existence where such substitutions prevailed far more generally, if not 
entirely {AP 100-101, 105). Yet, just as in the carab~tya, final -a/-an was 
always preserved in context, and -a almost always preserved in pause, so too 
in the dialects forms of final -a have shown a similar tenacity {AP 105). 
Furthermore, a most important confirmation of Birkeland's point of view 
lies in a fact that he did not bring out clearly enough: for the contextual forms 
with tanw'in that he notes as still occurring in several dialects, especially 
central Arabian ones, are precisely those that were discussed at the beginning 
of this excursus—those that have lost all inflectional significance and remain 
only as generalizations of the final m o r p h e m  e -an. That such a generalization 
of final -a forms was already under w a y in the sixth and seventh centuries is 
again visible in certain recorded traits of the carab~tya: specifically in such 
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affective usages as exclamations (ya cajaba/an, wa cAbdalmuttalibafah), the 
vocative (ya abata/ah, ya ahlah, ya rajulan), free variations between accusa­
tive and nominative (waylun/an), some so-called adverbial forms {ahlan wa 
sahlan, etc.), and the like (Wright AG 1 2 9 4 B - 2 9 6 A ; Reckendorf SV 324-31; 
Blachere/Gaudefroy-Demombynes GAC 375 -80 ; Rabin AW A 168). Even 
among those Qur'anic reciters of the first/seventh and second/eighth cen­
turies, w h  o have been closely identified with upholding Bedouin usage as the 
most correct, there had been a noted and sometimes disparaged tendency to 
use final -al-anl-a (i.e., nasb-forms) freely, w h e  n any doubt arose as to the 
proper usage (see. Beck ASA 195-208 passim).76 
Thus the existence of tanwln in the modern dialects cannot be considered on 
the primary level, if at all, as evidence that a three-vowel case- and m o o d  ­
system had been operative at any time in either urban or Bedouin dialects of 
Arabic.77 Rather, the generalization of final -an seems to have resulted from a 
process rooted deep in the morphophonemic structure of the language, having 
little to do with the "morpho-syntactic," or synthetic, function that, as a 
case-marker, it performs in the carab~iya, and having m u c h more to do with its 
someho  w stabler phonological quality and its value as a marker of indetermi­
nation and/or affective states. It is, then, more in keeping with the analytic 
trend of the spoken dialects in general. 
But I would contend further that this generalization of the -an m o r p h e m e 
was already in full force at the beginning of the seventh century, at least in the 
Hijaz but possibly elsewhere as well. A number of non-inflectional uses of 
-al-an, as well as a pronounced (Hijazi?) tendency to expand its inflectional 
use,78 point to such a conclusion; and the strongest evidence for its validity is 
provided by the well-established and highly standardized orthographical tech­
nique of representing final -al-an by means of alif throughout the cUtmanic 
Qur'an. After the foregoing considerations, it cannot be maintained as a 
counterargument that alif consistently written as a termination for words that 
function syntactically as accusatives gives no proof of a generalization of the 
an suffix beyond its inflectional meaning. That the alif was written "cor­
rectly" just demonstrates that it was the carab~tya, and not the spoken dialect, 
that the scribe heard. However , more to the point, a scribe would and could 
consistently transcribe with an alif the sound -a (or -an) at the ends of words, 
because the writing system with which he was familiar, and which had been 
adapted and developed on the basis of his spoken language, m a d  e quite easy 
and natural such an operation; whereas with the other inflectional and long-
vowel terminations he m a y have heard dictated, no such ease and naturalness 
of transcription obtained, since they were not a part of that spoken language, 
but belonged to the carablya alone.79 The use of alif also to transcribe the 
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non-inflectional final -an(>-a in pause) of the energetic form of verbs and of 
the particle idan (Birkeland AP 99-100) only serves to confirm the impres­
sion that it was a conventional orthographic technique answering to a wide­
spread and widely heard phenomenon, which was not the case with the other 
two vowels.80 
C .  5 S o m  e space has been devoted to responding to T h  . Noldeke's argu­
ments against the existence of a non-casual linguistic form proper to works of 
verbal art and mastery and distinct from the everyday speech both of those 
w h o uttered it and of those w h o heard it. Noldeke was undoubtedly correct in 
affirming, as against Vollers, the practical identity of the language of the 
Q u r i  n and the poets' carab~tya and also in refusing to see that carab~iya 
either as an artificial hieratic Schrifsprache or as an upper-class Hochsprache 
cultivated and spoken by a Hijazi urban patriciate. But whe  n he recognizes no 
essential disparity between the carablya and the Bedouin dialects, on the one 
hand, or between the carab~iya and the language spoken at Mecca and M e  ­
dina, on the other, he appears to admit a homogeneity of linguistic usage among 
sixth- and early seventh-century speakers of Arabic (at least so far as frab was 
concerned) that goes well beyond what determinable facts can allow us to 
accept. A n  d here again, it is a question of that underlying presupposition 
about the nature of verbal creativity that w  e have met before: this is what, it 
seems, has inclined Noldeke to formulate and defend such a position. "After 
all," he says, "it is inconceivable to m  e that, for one thing, the vocalic 
richness within [poetic lines] as assured by the meter and, [for another,] the 
grammatical consistency as acknowledged by the tradition and, to a very great 
extent, warranted by meter and rhyme would have run wholly counter to 
actual usage in the verse of a primitive people (Naturvolk) w h  o could not have 
been imitating any ancient literature" (BSS 4). 
Thus, like Vollers, Geyer, and m a n y others, Noldeke too leaves out of 
serious consideration the possibility that between the speech of M u h a m m a d  , 
citizen of M e c c a and tribesman of Qurays, and that of M u h a m m a d  , inspired 
renderant of the W o r  d of G o  d and vocal adversary of poets and seers, there 
might have been an important and perceptible difference—one occasioned 
simply by virture of the profound difference between the two spheres of 
activity themselves and manifested precisely and preeminently in the manner 
of verbal expression. A n  d likewise for the poets: that in their capacity of 
traditional masters of language they might ex opere operato have given way to 
verbal usages quite—even profoundly—distinct and distinguishable from 
their normal dialectal speech seems not to have been taken into account. Yet 
w e k n o w n o w that such, in fact, is and has been the case among peoples of the 
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very kind that Noldeke would probably have classed Naturvolk: Todas, 
Somalis, Uzbeks, Kara-Kirghiz, and so on (see n.3 to this chapter). 
A n  d so, Noldeke and other scholars w h  o have contributed to the earlier 
discussion of the carabiya all appear to have shared in some degree the 
assumption that sixth- and seventh-century Arabs (like M u h a m m a  d and the 
classical poets), in producing verbal works of high artistry and import, would 
not have departed significantly from the linguistic idiom that prevailed in their 
daily lives. Thus, Vollers, finding strong evidence for an frab-ltss Volks­
sprache in Western Arabia and certain traces of that vernacular in the 
Qur'anic orthography and variant readings, leaped to his unjustified conclu­
sion regarding the language in which the Qur'an was delivered. Geyer 
realized that Vollers was wrong to suppose an uninflected vernacular original 
for the Qur^an: its style was too artistic, its purpose too "literary," its mes ­
sage too solemn. So his alternative was an aristocratic Hochsprache that 
M u h a m m a d  , as a QurasT addressing Qurasis, would naturally have spoken 
and in which he would have formulated his " B o o k . " The untenability of this 
position was recognized by Noldeke. H e , however, judged that the Qur'an 
offered a fairly accurate and comprehensive representation of linguistic usage 
in seventh-century urban Hijaz: there the carabiya was spoken with its full 
frab, as w e have it in the Qur'an, though in a state of incipient decline. For 
these and m a n y other scholars, as well as for the Muslim philological tradition 
in general, the Bedouins presented no problem in this respect: they (the carab, 
more precisely acrab) of course regularly both spoke and composed poetry in 
a language (the carabiya) that, despite undeniable dialectal features peculiar 
to certain tribes, was remarkably uniform throughout the peninsula—a 
language that included, particularly, the full system of desinential inflections 
(frab)*1 
C .  6 This assumption that the linguistic form used in daily speech would 
have been taken over, substantially unchanged, for the highly non-casual82 
utterances represented by classical poetry and the Qur'an has also determined 
the emphases and conclusions of three studies written by P. Kahle that deal 
specifically with the question of frab and the Qur'anic language (see n. 14 to 
this chapter). Following the traditional view, Kahle has no doubt that "the 
language spoken by the Bedouin" and the language in which "the famous 
pre-Islamic poetry was composed" are identical (CG2 142; alsoQA 181). But 
the case of M u h a m m a d and his companions is not so clear. O n the basis of a 
previously unknown text by al-Farra' and a large number of sayings attributed 
to the first generations of Muslims urging proper usage of the frab in reciting 
the Qur'an, Kahle concludes that, contrary to Noldeke's belief (see § C . 3 . a , 
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above), a tradition that the Qur'an was uttered without frab by the early 
Muslims had been preserved. The reported sayings show by their large 
number and urgent tone that, at least in the second/seventh century and 
possibly somewhat earlier, frab was missing from the vernaculars of most, if 
not all, Muslims. A s for the early eighth century A . D .  , Kahle exemplifies in 
his reasoning the assumption already spoken of: 
There are two alternatives. First, the Prophet and his companions read the 
Koran according to the rules of classical Arabic. In this case w e have to suppose 
that the language spoken by the Kuraish in Mecca . . . was in the main 
identical with it. . . . The other alternative is that, in the language spoken by 
the Kuraish in Mecca, the rules of classical Arabic were not observed; that the 
Prophet and his companions did not use classical Arabic in reading the Koran, 
the language now connected with the Holy Book. {ARK 69) 
O u r awareness of the inconsistency shown by al-Farra' in claiming linguistic 
superiority for Qurays while seeking it a m o n g the Bedouins should, Kahle 
feels, point to the probability of the second alternative. 
Rabin has effectively countered the theses advanced by Kahle; and in terms 
of a poetic carablya separate from any spoken language, he has demonstrated 
where they "founder completely" (BCA 2 4 - 2 9 ; cf. also Fuck Ar 3 n). I wish 
only to call attention to the fact that the devotional reading or reciting of a 
revealed Qur'anic passage, once it had been delivered, could not but have 
been an operation wholly distinct from its original delivery by M u h a m m a d  , or 
even from its rendition by someone qualified and authorized to do so. Even if 
the traditions adduced by Kahle actually went back to the early decades of 
Islam, they would provide additional evidence that, indeed, frab was omitted 
from the normal speech of the Companions and of M u h a m m a  d himself, but 
not that it was absent from the Qur'an as solemnly delivered by the inspired 
Messenger of G o d . Quite to the contrary, such insistent and repeated exhorta­
tions to render the Qur'an with correct frab, had they any foundation in 
historical fact, would have to have had in view a very real, if hard-to-achieve, 
objective: namely, the reproduction of an actual and perceptible linguistic 
phenomenon that marked the speech of M u h a m m a d '  s Qur'anic delivery, but 
not that of his conversation. The same, according to the position of this study, 
would hold true for the poets. Thus, all that w  e can be sure of from accounts 
of solecisms (as opposed to dialectisms or other anomalies) in Qur'anic or 
poetic recitations is that the reciter lacked the special linguistic formation of a 
poet or the inspiration of a prophet. 
C . 7 A s was mentioned above (§ B . 1), the view "that Classical Arabic was 
not the spoken language of the poets w h  o used it for their poetry . .  . has 
been accepted by practically all more recent European writers w h o discussed 
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the matter at all" (Rabin BCA 23). Writing those words in 1955, Rabin 
added: "In recent years it has become usual to call it [i.e., the classical 
carab~iya] the 'poetic koine'—not an entirely happy term, since the Greek 
koine was, after all, a spoken language, and Classical Arabic, on this view, 
resembles more closely the status of Homeric Greek" (BCA; cf. n. 11 to 
this chapter). Earlier (in 1947),8 3 H  . Fleisch, R . Blachere, and Rabin 
himself had concurred in admitting the totally non-vernacular character of 
the language of the poets; and they had, moreover, "apparently indepen­
dently . . . arrived . .  . at the conclusion that the language of the Koran, 
far from being pure Meccan either subsequently revised (Vollers) or slightly 
adapted to the poetic idiom, was none other than the poetic koine" (BCA 
24; cf. nn. 13 -14 to this chapter). Yet, strangely, none of these scholars 
chose to express a clear opinion on the role of frab in the pre-Islamic 
linguistic picture: none explicitly broached the question, so important to 
previous discussions, of whether frab was unique to the poetic "koine" 
alone or whether it was shared by some or all of the spoken dialects. 
Fleisch in IELS, at this time, did not even allude to the frab except in 
quite general terms, as a feature distinguishing Arabic from other Semitic 
languages (e.g., IELS 113). Subsequently, however, he has been m u c h 
more definitive, affirming its presence in the Bedouin dialects, at least (see 
§ C . 9 , below). Nor did Blachere, in Intro, consider the distinctiveness or 
non-distinctiveness of frab, although, in HLA 7 7 - 7 8  , he specifically notes 
that Noldeke's remarks on the presence of the desinential inflections in 
Meccan and Bedouin speech (BSS 2; see above) failed to get to the heart of 
the matter. Rabin in AW A was also inconclusive in this regard, but the 
weight of his opinion tends toward accepting a general weakening and 
disappearance of final short (i.e., frab) vowels in the spoken dialects by the 
early seventh century (AWA Yl, 5 6 - 5 7 , 81, 119-20) . 8 4 Nevertheless, all 
three scholars unreservedly maintain that the language of the classical poetry 
and the Qur'an was not the spoken vernacular of any tribe; and Blachere and 
Rabin, particularly, would seem inclined to see preservation of desinential 
vowels as one feature differentiating that language from the various dialects. 
I must disagree, however, with their (not u n c o m m o n ) assumption that a 
parallel to its emergence as an intertribal poetic idiom is to be sought in the 
development of languages such as G e r m a n  , Spanish, French, or Italian out 
of particular dialects that achieved some sort of literary ascendency (e.g., 
Fleisch IELS 99; Blachere HLA 66-61, 79; Rabin A WA 3 ) . 8 5 The situation 
of classical Arabic, had it been an oral poetical idiom arbitrarily adopted and 
later standardized as a Schriftsprache at a certain point of time, would have 
been fundamentally different.86 
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C . 8 . a With the publication of J. Fuck's learned and wide-ranging treatise, 
cArab~iya (1950), the problem of frab in the spoken vernaculars again comes 
to the fore. Fuck recognized in the desuetude of the frab suffixes, attested 
even during the first/seventh century, a sure sign of post-classical "middle" 
Arabic (although the converse—the use of frab as an index of classical 
c
arablya—could not at all be assumed). In answer to the question of h o w long 
the frab was retained in the living language, he makes the following asser­
tion: 
The pre- and early Islamic Bedouin poetry shows us the desinential case- and 
mood-endings still fully in operation; and the fact that, at least down into the 
I Vth/Xth century, the grammarians would betake themselves to the Bedouins to 
study their language indicates that the outer morphemes were still in full flower 
at that time (Ar 2; cf. 69, 89-91). 
A s for the Qur 'an, the synthetic character of its syntax, and hence its 
compositional reliance upon complete frab, is confirmed "with absolute 
certainty" by the free placement or interchange of subject and predicate in 
several passages. "Such clausal constructions are possible (as matrem amat 
filia) only in a language where case-declension is still living" {Ar 2) . Calling 
attention to the Qur 'an's insistence that it had been phrased in " a clear Arabic 
tongue" {lisan carably mubiri), Fuck concludes: "Evidently, for M u h a m m a  d 
and his compatriots, there existed no essential difference between the lan­
guage of the Qur 'an and that of the Arabs, i.e., of the Bedouin tribes" (ibid.). 
Thus, in Fuck's opinion, classical poetry and the Qur 'an were composed 
using practically the same linguistic form in both cases; and this linguistic 
form, the carab'iya, w a s characterized by the utterance of case- and 
mood-desinences for syntactical differentiation., Furthermore, it also constitu­
ted the normal speech of the Bedouins, w h  o continued to speak in this fashion, 
pronouncing the frab-suffixes, for some centuries to c o m e . The disappear­
ance of the desinential inflections, which led to the formation of "Middle 
Arabic," was due to the introduction into the Arabic linguistic community of 
innumerable non- Arabs whose native languages retained none of their original 
inflectional systems. These non-Arabs, having then to speak Arabic, found it 
difficult to follow the complicated rules of classical Arabic syntax. "They 
m o v e d more freely in the periphrastic forms of expression to which they had 
been accustomed in their mother tongue, and they generally dropped the final 
vowels which they encountered only within phrases and never in isolated 
words" {Ar 9) . 
C . 8 . b It is plain to see that Fuck, like m a n y others before him, either did 
not consider the possibility of a linguistic form separate from any spoken 
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vernacular and peculiar to the non-casual verbal expressions of poetry and 
prophecy, or he did not consider such a possibility a valid alternative. Yet no 
fewer than three scholars, writing between 1952 and 1953, expressed strong 
reservations to Fuck's assumption that the carabiya of the poetry and the 
Qur'an was essentially identical with the Bedouin vernaculars; and they ob­
jected, above all, to his assertion that the frab was "in full flower" in living 
speech either at the time of M u h a m m a  d or d o w  n into the fourth/tenth century. 
H  . W e h r (rev. Ar 180-84) , A  . Spitaler (rev. Ar 144b-147b), and F . Rosen­
thai (rev. Ar 309-10) , arrived apparently independently at agreement in 
finding this line of Fuck's argument quite unjustified on the basis of available 
reliable information concerning the linguistic situation of the time. 
Spitaler and W e h r  , particularly, deal extensively with this question in their 
reviews, and both seem to concur fully in the following conclusions. There 
can be no doubt (1) that, a m o n g the Arabs of the sixth to the early ninth 
centuries, there existed a language or linguistic form, the carabiya, whose 
most outstanding feature, it has been almost universally agreed, was the 
inflection of verbs and nouns through final short-vowel suffixes; (2) that this 
c
arablya was to be heard and sought preeminently in the formal elocutionary 
utterances of the poet, orator (xafib), and seer (kahin); and (3) that the Qur 'an, 
too, itself a formal elocution beyond any question, had been rendered in the 
same inflected carablya (although this last fact cannot be validly demon  ­
strated, as Fuck had held, from syntactical displacements in sentence word-
order).87 There is no basis for accepting Fuck's assumptions, however, (1) 
that during that same period the carabiya was ever actually encountered as a 
spoken vernacular; (2) that the expansion of the Bedouins with the Islamic 
conquests would have resulted in a " c o m m o  n Bedouin language" spoken in 
the garrison cities with full frab; and (3) that the linguistic predisposition of 
the subjugated non-Arabs for analysis and periphrasis would have led them 
originally to drop the case- and mood-suffixes for the sake of simplification. 
In thefirst place, the evidence of the modern dialects, practically every 
feature of which has been directly or indirectly attested for both Bedouin and 
urban dialects of the first/seventh century, confirms a general continuity, 
rather than discontinuity, of usage for at least the last 1,200 years (cf. also § 
C . 4 . d , above); and no feature is more typical of dialectal usage as a whole 
than the absence of final short vowels in casual speech—a feature shared, 
incidentally, by almost all Semitic languages from their earliest literary 
periods on (cf. Corriente FY 4 1 - 5 0 ; idem FY2 156). Moreover, nothing 
stands in the way of our supposing that such a continuity of linguistic usage 
extended back into M u h a m m a d '  s period and even before: both the special 
distinction and prestige accorded to the language of pre-Islamic poetry "and 
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other eloquent and stylistically pure forms of Arab expression" (cf. p. 101 
above) and the nearly total and exclusive reliance of the earliest philologists 
upon these same sources m a k e a supposition like that not unwarranted. A n d , 
further, if the philologists still into the fourth/tenth century sought linguistic 
correctness and heard the case- and mood-endings amon  g the Bedouins of their 
time, it must be recognized that what they were after was precisely the 
carabiya that they k n e  w from the classical poetry and that the Bedouins alone 
could provide—because, I hope this study will convincingly show, they alone 
maintained, as they have until today, a tradition of oral poetry out of which 
the carabiya had been generated and derived to begin with. A n d since it was 
the carablya that the philologists went out into the desert to seek, it was the 
carablya that they got. The products of formal elocution (poetry, oratory, 
etc.) were what interested them: so whether the colloquial speech of the 
Bedouins was identical with the carabiya or whether, as seems n o w more 
likely, it was substantially different, in both morphology and syntax, w e 
cannot definitely ascertain from the accounts and examples that have been 
recorded (cf. esp. Corriente FY 26 n.8). A s to the theory of a " c o m m o n 
Bedouin language" (a "koine" in the more proper sense of the word), this is 
an idea that presupposes a greater dialectal homogeneity amon g the pre-
Islamic tribes and a greater evenness of tribal distribution amon  g the conquer­
ing and colonizing Arab armies than reliable sources permit us to accept (cf. 
n. 84 to this chapter). Besides, iifrab cannot be proven to have been in use 
in the individual Bedouin dialects, it could scarcely be presumed to have 
existed in a " c o m m o n Bedouin language," which would, if anything, have 
been necessarily something of a linguistic c o m m o  n denominator. 
Finally, to hold the non-Arabs responsible for the abandonment of the outer 
morphemes of case and m o o d by suggesting that because of them those 
synthetic devices, the short-vowel suffixes, were dropped from the " c o m m o  n 
Bedouin language" to be replaced by a syntax of analysis—to maintain this 
view, all three scholars emphasize, would be to presume a capacity for 
linguistic abstraction and an ear for morphological subtleties in circumstances 
where such qualities could hardly be expected and to ignore the fact that the 
disappearance of final short vowels corresponds to a m u c h more profound 
process of linguistic evolution through which other Semitic languages had 
already passed at a m u c  h earlier period. A  s Spitaler says in this regard, "This 
phenomenon, rather, would most naturally be explained simply by assuming 
again that the peoples in question did hear Arabic [spoken] in its uninflected 
form and that also, as a result, they were able to adopt nothing else" (rev. Ar 
147b; cf. Corriente FY 3 9 - 4 0 and n. 30). 
In conclusion, Spitaler and W e h r would argue that w e have no real basis for 
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thinking that the classical carabiya has been, at any time during the past 
1,300-1,400 years, identical either with the spoken dialect of any Arab tribe 
or group of tribes or with a hypothetical early Islamic " c o m m o  n Bedouin 
language," the existence of which must be deemed questionable, at best. 
Quite the contrary: the carabiya would have functioned solely as an artistic 
Hochsprache or a Kunstsprache, unique to the formal and elocutionary 
utterances of practiced and practicing word-smiths—poets, orators, sooth­
sayers, and prophets—who alone would have had mastery over it. T o this 
extent, their opinion is in accord with a consensus of present-day scholarship 
(cf. § B.I and pp. 130-31). But even further, they would contend, proper 
and unbiased interpretation of the evidence strongly indicates that, just as the 
use of the frab suffixes for case- and mood-markers has been the single 
most characteristic feature of the carab~tya since its earliest k n o w  n appear­
ance, so too,during the same period, their use would have been just what 
most strikingly and decisively distinguished the carab~iya from the various di­
alectal forms of the language. In other words, the Arabic vernaculars spoken at 
the time of M u h a m m a  d and thereafter would, as regards final short vowels, 
already have reached the stage where such vowels were generally eliminated 
in casual speech—the same elimination that both urban and Bedouin dialects 
are acknowledged to have undergone m a n  y centuries ago and that represents a 
normal linguistic development for Semitic languages in general. In this view, 
therefore, the presence of frab in the poetic and Qur'anic carab~iya is to be 
recognized as nothing less than the retention of a linguistic feature that would 
have been lost from vernacular speech. A n d this vocalic archaism would have 
been retained precisely because it served an indispensable prosodic function 
in formulating Arabic quantitative rhymed verse and cadenced prose (cf. § B 
8.3.c-d, above) and because it was heard as an intrinsic property of the 
"hallowed language of poetry" ( M . Hartmann, quoted in Spitaler rev Ar 146 
n. 14; cf. H  . Fleischer, cited in n. 11 to this chapter). 
C .  9 Mor  e recently, H  . Fleisch and J. Blau have c o m  e to the defense of 
Fuck's claim that frab was "in full flower" in the Bedouin dialects d o w n to 
the fourth/tenth century.88 T  o be sure, both admit—indeed, insist upon—the 
completely non-vernacular nature of the carabiya and stress that it cannot be 
identified, as Fiick had done, with any spoken dialect. A s Fleisch says, "It is 
a question of an artistic and traditional language . . . developed and 
perfected through the agency of poets" {ACAD 35, 36). Furthermore, Blau 
utterly rejects Fuck's theory of a post-conquest " c o m m o  n Bedouin language" 
(cf. n. 84 to this chapter; also Blau I MAD 224-28) . 
Yet, though Fleisch and Blau evince awareness of the objections raised by 
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Spitaler and W e h r  , nevertheless both continue to assume that the Bedouin 
dialects shared with the poetic carabiya the synthetic features of short-vowel 
case- and mood-end ings . A s expressed by Fleisch, their view is essentially as 
follows: 
These Bedouins, on the whole, at the time of the [early Islamic] conquests 
. . . , were speaking an Arabic which bore all the frab-vowels, with the 
variations peculiar to their dialect and with the other particularities of their 
dialect. This frab was not a relic left over from the past, retained by the poets 
in the tradition of poetry. It was not a kind of more or less artificial appendage 
added to the word. It constituted an integral part of the everyday language, and 
the young Bedouin would learn it naturally, simply through repeating the 
language of his family and his milieu, as does every child. Certain groups can 
already have lost the use of frab, but that would not change the general 
impression. This situation must have lasted for quite some time thereafter. 
{ACAD 42) 
A  s proof of the last statement, Fleisch adduces the testimony of al-Azhari (d. 
370/980), w h o claimed to have heard, while a prisoner a m o n g the Bedouin 
Carmathians of east-central Arabia, "hardly any solecism or flagrant error" 
in speech (ACAD 4 2 - 4 3 ; cf. Fuck Ar 91). "It is inconceivable," Fleisch 
notes, "that al-Azhari would have m a d e such a statement had the Arabs in 
question spoken an Arabic without icrab" (ACAD 43 n.l).89 
Blau, too, has quite uniformly held the opinion that the Bedouin dialects 
"maintained a structure that was on the whole synthetic, thus remaining akin 
to Classical Arabic, as against the more analytic urban Middle Arabic 
dialects" (1MAD 225). Although substantial differences did exist between 
the various Bedouin dialects and between classical Arabic and the tribal 
vernaculars, these differences 
must not be overestimated. Typologically, they were closely akin, all of them 
being languages of the synthetic type, tending to express several concepts in a 
single word and possessing similar systems of declension and conjugation, so 
that it was relatively easy to switch from one language to another. (ELB 2) 
For both scholars, then, the disappearance of desinential inflections and the 
general analytic trend, which for m a n y centuries have characterized all forms 
of dialectal Arabic and which can be discerned through papyri evidence in the 
earliest post-conquest urban dialects (cf. esp. Blau IMAD 2 2 0 - 2 4 ; ELB 
Appendix I), were due after all to the contact of the Arabs with native popula­
tions whose languages had lost their inflectional endings long before. Fuck's 
hypothesis in this matter—that the non-Arabs dropped the endings in their 
speech to avoid the syntactical complexities of the inflective Classical lan­
guage (cf. § C . 8 . a  , above)—is accepted but applied with reference to the 
allegedly synthetic Bedouin vernaculars instead of classical Arabic itself. A 
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development of this nature, it is held, leading to the reduction or elimination 
of icrab suffixes in the dialects spoken in the conquered territories, need not 
have required so unimaginably precocious a capacity for morphemic analysis 
as Spitaler and W e h r (and Rosenthal) indicated. The non-Arabs could have 
com e to adopt an Arabic without frab, Fleisch and Blau contend, not because 
their Bedouin conquerors would already have arrived among them speaking in 
such a manner, but because they would have been used to hearing the 
uninflected word-forms prominently placed at the ends of breath-groups or 
longer phrases, due to the established practice of pause with iskan (Fleisch 
TPA 282; idem AC AD 43; idem AC2 30; Blau ELB 3). 
Although this argument would be difficult to deny categorically, it still 
leaves the fundamental question unanswered. It does not seem very plausible 
that a widely spoken and socially accepted Arabic dialect of the analytic type 
could have been produced solely—or even mainly—on the basis of the final 
words in phrases uttered by speakers of a synthetic form of the language—and 
produced, moreover, in an incredibly short period of time and, at least in the 
settled areas, a m o n g both native subjects and Arab overlords (cf. Blau ELB 
4-8) . Such a hypothesis overlooks the fact, so incisively demonstrated by 
Fleisch earlier, that for the undeniably inflective classical Arabic (and hence, 
for the allegedly inflective Bedouin dialects as well) the word in pause, is only 
a single grammatical facet of the true significative base of the language— 
namely, the clause or sentence. The pausal form in the classical Arabic clause 
simply acts, on the one hand, as one constituent terminating a unified series of 
constituents tightly bound together through liaisons and assimilations "bor­
dering on geminates," and, on the other, as the final "syllable" in "this n e  w 
lexical unity which could emerge as an autonomous word, playing a grammat­
ical role" {ALP 94). Viewed thus, apocopated pausal forms could hardly 
have been abstracted from coherent utterances in an inflective spoken idiom 
and redistributed as constituents in another, non-inflective, idiom. O n e must, 
I think, with Spitaler and W e h r , predicate a more concrete and immediate 
prototype for the analytic dialects spoken in the earliest Islamic cities and 
wherever Arabic is a living language today. 
Discussing the inner morphology of classical Arabic nouns, Fleisch calls 
particular attention to the existence of forms C1VC2VC3C3 (two short vowels 
with geminated third radical). "Without the final declensional vowels," he 
writes, "the appearance of this . . . class [of nouns] would have been mor­
phologically impossible in the Arabic language. This example clearly shows 
that these vowels are not a more or less artificial appurtenance, but belong to 
the structure of the language" (TPA 357 n. 2; AC2 51 n. 1). N  o one, however, 
would ever seriously doubt that the inflectional suffixes belonged to the struc­
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ture of classical Arabic, the carabiya of poetry and of prophecy. But whether 
the suffixes belonged to the structure of the spoken dialects at the time of M u  ­
h a m m a  d and later is another question. A n  d precisely Fleisch's further 
observation—that these extremely rare forms are representative of the ancient 
Bedouin vocabulary, attested thus in verse and collected by the philologist as 
garlb expressions (TPA 358; AC2 52)—can be taken as evidence that such 
nouns were uttered, as a rule, only under conditions of formal rendition of 
poetry and certain kinds of prose, where final short vowels would be heard. 
Such an explanation is at least as plausible as taking these u n c o m m o  n noun-
forms to show that final vowels were present in ordinary Bedouin speech and 
only subsequently disappeared through non-Arab influence.90 
For Blau, further, "the lack of pseudo-correct features in the Qur'an d e m ­
onstrates . . . that Classical Arabic was not, structurally at least, different 
from the idiom of M e c c a " (ELB 3 n. 1; cf. idem PSSL 57-58) . That is to say, 
the Arabic spoken in M e c c a also was an inflective language; for had it been 
otherwise, more pseudo-corrections reflecting the absence offinal inflections, 
of the kind that can be found in the earliest post-Islamic Arabic texts, ought to 
have appeared. Yet, I do not believe this argumentum e silentio satisfactorily 
refutes the point raised by W e h  r about the evidence to be derived from the 
Quriinic orthography (rev. Ar 184; cf. pp. 123-24, above). O n e must con­
sider that, on the one hand, the Qur'an consists of the careful transcriptions, 
through available scribal and orthographical means, of heard utterances 
couched in the special inflective idiom of poetry and conceived of as emanating 
directly from G o d by w a y of His Messenger. These transcriptions subsequently 
were compiled and established in text under probably the most scrupulous and 
stringent control conditions ever applied to an Arabic work, either before or 
since (see, e.g., Noldeke/Schwally GQ1147-119; Blachere/wfw 52-65) . The 
fact that so few pseudo-correct features are to be encountered in the Qur'anic 
text and the fact that the orthography does indicate the presence of frab vowels 
(e.g., aba' una/aba' iria with waw andya' respectively, etc.) show us actually 
no more than that the transcribers were successful, within the limitations 
imposed by a vernacular-based script, in transcribing what they heard— 
namely the inflective carabiya (cf. Fischer SVA 5 9 - 60). 
O n the other hand, one is not entitled to expect from a work thus rendered, 
thus recorded, and thus transmitted the sort of scribal lapses that Blau so 
penetratingly analyzes in early Arabic documents and texts.91 These were 
composed, written, and copied by lettered m e n w h o evidently spoke a non-
inflective form of Arabic and whose grasp of the inflective carabiya, however 
perfect or imperfect, cam e from school training in reading and writing, not 
from training in the oral formulation of "just measures of isochronous verse" 
(Magoun BSC 52, quoted on p. 9 above). 
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T  o support the opinion that M u h a m m a d '  s spoken dialect could not have been 
too far removed from the formal carabiya, Blau makes the following surprising 
statement: 
One will not claim that M u h a m m a d imitated the language of the kuhhan, the 
soothsayers, so well that he did not deviate from Classical Arabic; M u h a m m a d  , 
though influenced by the kuhhan, did not belong to their guild; cf. e.g., his saying 
(quoted by R  . Parent, Muhammad und der Koran [p 51], . . . from Ibn Sacd, 
Vol. I, Part I, p. 130) that he was afraid to be a soothsayer. (PSSL 58 n. 15) 
Aside from a doubt about the existence of any "guild" of kuhhan, an exami­
nation of the relevant passages reveals that M u h a m m a  d expresses loathing for 
the soothsayers and that it was precisely the nature of what he had experienced 
and the tenor of what he had heard that led him to fear lest he become one of 
them. In other words, according to the received narratives, the similarity 
between M u h a m m a d '  s first revelations and the jinn -inspired utterances of the 
kuhhan and poets92 wa  s so striking that the Prophet himself atfirst—not to 
mention his Meccan compatriots later—could not immediately distinguish 
between the two (see § D  , below). 
C . l O . a S o m e months after I had completed the final draft of this chapter, 
two items came to m  y attention that provide strong corroboration for the view 
advanced here regarding noun- and verb-desinences (frab) in the classical 
c
arablya. It has seemed advisable to include them in m  y discussion at this 
point. 
Thefirst in fact consists of three articles published between 1971 and 1973: 
an initial study by F  . Corriente, " O  n the Functional Yield of S o m  e Synthetic 
Devices in Arabic and Semitic Morphology" (FY); a counterstatement by J. 
Blau, " O  n the Problem of the Synthetic Character of Classical Arabic as 
against Judaeo-Arabic (Middle Arabic)" (PSC); and a reply to Blau by Cor­
riente (FY2). 
In his primary study Corriente addresses himself principally to two prob­
lems: (1) the importance of frab as a functional synthetic device in the 
c
arablya and later forms of apparently inflected literary Arabic, and (2) the role 
that final m o o d  - and case-endings might ever have played in the history of 
Semitic languages in general. For the purposes of this study, I shall concentrate 
on Corriente's handling of the first problem, though it is possible that his 
findings with regard to the second m a  y be linguistically of greater significance. 
Corriente argues that,first, it m a  y be granted that the frab suffixes of verbs 
and, particularly, nouns (and adjectives) are conspicuously operative in the 
classical carablya of the early poetry and the Qur 'an and just as conspicuously 
inoperative—indeed, absent altogether, n o  w and for several centuries at 
least—in Middle Arabic and all living forms of spoken Arabic (FY 2 0 - 2 2 , 
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4 0 - 4 1 )  ; yet it m a  y also be granted that, in connection with the earliest epi­
graphic and onomastic appearances of Old Arabic93 and with m a n y of the 
earliest carabiya texts (occasional lines of poetry and a number of canonically 
established readings [qira'at] of the Q u r ' a n ) , 9 4 there is evidence of an 
frab-less form of Arabic already coexisting both chronologically and locally 
with the frab form, thus precluding, it seems, a simple and exclusive as­
signment of the two forms to ' 'two successive states in the evolution of one and 
the same (diachronically speaking) language" (FY23; cf. 2 2 - 2 3 , 33 -34 ) . But 
h o  w could the carabiya, supposedly "a highly synthetic linguistic structure" 
(FY 24) that would have relied principally upon the frab suffixes to convey 
meaningful logical and grammatical relationships, be uttered at the same time, 
in the same area, and often (from all indications) by the same speakers as the 
frab-less speech-form, characteristic of Middle Arabic and the younger 
dialects? For Corriente, "this most frustrating problem in the historical 
g r a m m a r of Arabic95 could be clarified by means of a survey of inflectional 
forms, based upon the principle of functional yield here applied . .  . to 
morphosyntactical oppositions" (FY 25). T o perform this survey, Corriente 
"selected texts, both prose and poetry, from diverse epochs, and applied to 
each case m o r p h e m e  9  6 in them the commutation test,97 in order to find out 
whether or not the case ending used is indispen[s]able to ensure the integrity and 
identity of the logical content" (FY 34) . 9 8 W h a t emerges from the survey is 
confirmation for Corriente's impression that the desinential inflections, which 
are so characteristic of thecarabiya and differentiate it from Middle Arabic and 
younger dialects, in fact "have a negligible functional yield," since the precise 
sense of the passage in question can be determined almost always without 
recourse to the inflections through reference to such analytic features as word-
order, " m o r p h - w o r d s , " 9 9 and the like (FY 25). The inflectional endings, 
therefore,'' instead of being compared to the Indoeuropean markers of nominal 
and verbal flection, should be demoted to the category of secondary ones: the 
language can very well do, and does, without them, occasionally already in Old 
Arabic, regularly in what w e call Middle Arabic" (ibid.; cf. 32-33f, 4 0 - 4 1 , 
4 4 - 4 5 , 4 9 - 5 0 ) . 
Corriente's statement of his thesis as to the linguistic situation in early Arabia 
and later Arabic-speaking territories reads as follows: 
W  e are therefore inclined to believe that in agreement with the native tradition, 
early poetry, the Qur'an, and even the daily speech of many Bedouin tribesmen 
(used as a source of reference by much later urban grammarians), possibly also of 
some urban dwellers, was indeed characterized by the presence of the frab. O n 
the other hand, linguistically this amounted to very little, except perhaps the 
social prestige attached to such forms. Their functional yield was equal or very 
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close to zero already in the oldest samples of Arabic that w  e can find, and this 
happened because the prevailing structure of the language was rather analytical, 
as Middle Arabic shows clearly after it has gone one step further by dropping 
the secondary morphs which have now become completely idle, thus substituting 
not a new structure for an older one, but just one linguistic form for another, 
within the same structural frame. A  s for the Classical Literary Arabic of later 
periods, which was no more than a mere vehicle of written communication, and 
for the extent to which its Icrab was or is today read at all, our impression, 
subsequently confirmed by statistical count, pointed to a completion of the 
aforementioned trend toward analytical expression: the functional yield of the 
Icrab in prose texts tends to equal zero. (FY 25-29)1 0 0 
Thus , although it would be impossible to date the point at which any group 
of speakers would have ceased using the desinential m o r p h e m e s in daily 
speech (FY 25 , 4 0 - 4 1 ; but cf. § C . l O . d , below), their disappearance was 
inevitable, because their insignificant functional yield indicates, Corriente 
holds, that " w  e are dealing at best with a mere secondary set of morphs , at 
worst with a linguistically irrelevant legacy of the past, a dead system, the 
formal survival of whose terms is hardly surprising in such a conservative 
social institution as language tends to b e  " (FY 32 ) . 1 0 1 According to this view, 
then, there would have been little or no problem of mutual compatibility or 
mutual comprehensibility between those w h  o spoke an frab-form of Arabic 
(however few they might have been) and those w h  o spoke an frab-lcss form, 
because the two linguistic forms in effect shared a single, predominantly 
analytic structural frame, the apparently synthetic case-endings serving 
merely as "secondary m o r p h s " attached to "the morphological word . .  . in 
order to confirm, rather than affirm" its grammatical function in a logical 
relationship (FY 47; cf. 29 ) . 1 0 2 
In the second part of his study, Corriente calls attention to the several 
Semitic languages that, with "amazing unanimity," w o u n d up "in dropping 
m a n  y an old system of synthetic [desinential] m o r p h e m e s  , or reducing their 
functional yield to insignificant levels (with eventually the same result)" (FY 
43; cf. 4 1 - 4 3 ) . T o follow this part of his argument would be out of place 
here. Suffice it to say that his judgment as to the dispensability of the 
synthetic icrab devices in classical Arabic is borne out by his examination of 
ancient Semitic languages, where "synthetic devices . . . (even in Proto-
Semitic, as far as w e can infer) were m u c h less prominent than most scholars 
tend to assume" (FY 46; cf. 4 4 - 5 0 ) . 
J. Blau's article (PSC) takes issue with Corriente on several points, most of 
which the latter subsequently defends or clarifies, while admitting the justice 
of Blau's critique in s o m  e instances (FY2). Corriente does, for example, 
"acknowledge the validity of Blau's remarks in [objection] a), i.e., the pecul­
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iar and slightly deviant usage . . . of the term 'analytical'" (FY2 154) In (a) 
Blau points out that "word-order as such, determining the functions of the 
constituents of an utterance, is neither synthetic nor analytic"; although, he 
continues, 
one will readily admit that analytical languages evince a marked tendency to 
distinguish, for example, between subject and direct object by means of fixed 
word order . . . Nevertheless, the interdependence between analytical lingual 
type and fixed word-order is by no means automatic. (PSC 30) 
It seems curious to m e  , however, that having expressed this quite valid 
reservation to Corriente's rather facile identification of analytic linguistic 
structure with fixed word-order, Blau would proceed to argue in (e), adducing 
"a rich display of Middle Arabic examples" (Corriente FY2 161) , 1 0 3 that 
"the different structure of classical Arabic is also exhibited by the freer word-
order in classical Arabic" (PSC 33 , with apace to Corriente FY 38), and that 
"the freer word-order in classical Arabic clearly exhibits a structure different 
from that of Middle Arabic and the modern dialects" (PSC 36). O  n the face 
of it, the two positions argued in (a) and (e), however they might be qualified 
or refined, strike m  e as simply incompatible and irreconcilable.104 O  n the 
whole, as Blau himself m a k e s plain (PSC 2 9 - 3 0 )  , allegations of analytic or 
synthetic status for a given speech-form cannot validly be m a d e solely—or 
even to a large extent—on the grounds of fixed or free word-order. Thus , 
w h e  n Corriente argues for the underlying analytic structure of classical Arabic 
and the essential otiosity of the inflectional morphs , neither the presence of 
radical word displacements in classical nor the absence of such displacements 
in Middle or dialectal Arabic can effectively disprove his case. 
W  e might, for the sake of analogy, refer to sentences in literary English 
such as the following: 
And him thus answered soon his bold compeer . . . 
(Paradise Lost 1:127) 
. . . therefore as far 
From granting he, as I from begging, peace. 
(P. L. IV:103-4) 
H i m who disobeys 
M  e disobeys. 
(P. L. V:611-12) 
And m  e perhaps each of these dispositions, as the subject was whereon I 
entered, may have at other times variously affected; and likely might in these 
foremost expressions now also disclose which of them swayed most, but that 
(Areopagitica, 1st paragraph) 
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W o u l d w e for a m o m e n t claim that, on the grounds of his aberrant word-
order, Milton spoke a highly synthetic language; that the undeniably inflective 
nominative- and objective-case pronouns, which are so violently wrenched out 
of their "normal" positions, constitute evidence of his language's synthetic 
structure; or that indeed Milton's displacements of subjects and objects are 
less radical than those to be encountered in classical Arabic? Such 
displacements and deviations from "normal" order, whether they occur in 
basically analytic or basically synthetic languages, must be recognized for 
what they, in fact, are: namely, cases of "stylistic reordering" that, as N  . 
C h o m s k y maintains, are generated according to rules which "are not so m u c h 
rules of grammar as rules of performance."105 
Blau also criticizes Corriente's approach to "the practical problem of de­
termining the functional yield of cases in various languages," pointing out a 
number of instances, omitted from Corriente's calculations, where c o m m u t a ­
tion of cases would be possible, but either "gives rise to a sentence which is 
perfectly grammatical, yet insofar as its meaning is concerned, rather ill-
adjusted for the context," or "gives rise to a different construction, which is, 
however, almost identical in sense with the first one" (PSC 36 ) . 1 0 6 T h e 
question asked by Blau, " W h e r e is the limit beyond which such a c o m m u t a ­
tion must be considered impossible?" (ibid.), is justifiable; and Corriente, in 
response, willingly expresses " s o m  e misgivings . . . about the soundness of 
the counting system used there [sc, in FY] in order to find out the proportion 
between noun cases with and without functional yield" (FY2 154), suggesting 
also certain refinements that would improve the accuracy of the computation 
(FY2 154-55) . But the computation arrived at in FY, he feels, " a n y h o w . . . 
reflected the phenomenon with at least relative accuracy rather than absolute 
precision, and that was sufficient for our purposes" (FY2 155). The other 
objections raised by Blau (PSC 3 0 - 3 3 ; cf. 38) are, in m  y opinion, adequately 
dealt with in Corriente's reply (FY2 155-63) . A n d , for the present, I will 
subscribe to the judgment delivered there, that 
one should regard the redundancy in Semitic inflexional systems, especially in 
Arabic, with a more critical eye [than does Blau PSC 31], in view of the 
frequent cases of absolute irrelevance, and, despite the higher incidence of free 
word-order, consider the structural and typological evolution from Old to 
Middle Arabic as less significant, in agreement with the just slight decrease of 
the true rates of functional load observed between both forms of the Arabic 
language. Once we [do] justice to the real linguistic value of case and mood 
endings in Arabic, and consider that most instances of free word-order display 
reference pronouns (darnir ca'id), very little is left in Old Arabic to justify the 
current belief that this one is "much more" synthetic than Middle Arabic. (FY2 
160-61) 
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C . l O . b I part c o m p a n y with Corriente, however, on the question of the 
status of the inflected carablya in sixth- and seventh-century Arabia (see 
above and n. 100 to this chapter). His solution to the " d i l e m m a " presented by 
"the very fact that frab seems to be at the same time present . . . 
and absent" is restated w h e n he postulates 
the co-existence of fmb and frab-\ess dialects in an epoch as early as the VII 
and possibly the VI century at least (sometime before that and genetically, of 
course, one cannot forgo the inescapable conclusion that fmb Arabic was the 
terminus a quo), and this as a result of a dialect split after which some dialects 
developed more quickly and some less so. But . . . [the fact of negligible 
functional yield of the /cra6-devices] provided the similar structural frame that 
allowed the mutual intelligibility of both types of dialects as well as the identifi­
cation of inflected and uninflected forms within one and the same body of 
linguistic material. A m o n  g those two types of dialects, one would have gener­
ated most features of what became the Arabic koine107 and, then, the Classical 
and written language of the Arabs, while the other abutted upon the spoken 
Arabic of later epochs. (FY2 157-58) 
For Corriente, then, not only did frab-Auabic before and during the early 
years of Islam constitute the linguistic vehicle of classical poetry and the 
Qurlin (an opinion with which I a  m heartily in accord), but it also served as 
"the prestige forms in the cities, and even standard speech a m o n g m a n y 
Bedouin tribes" (FY 3 8 ; cf. FY2 159). It is this second assumption—that at 
the period in question the carabiya, with its /cra£-suffixes, or s o m  e analogous 
form of desinentially inflective Arabic would have been normally spoken by 
any group or groups (Bedouins included) and that frab itself "could have 
remained in s o m  e forms of spoken Arabic until the Abbasid period . . . as a 
mere symbol of high class style or of Bedouin aristocracy" (FY 39)—that I 
find to be quite unnecessary.108 Given an originally desinentially inflective 
proto- or prehistoric Arabic, 109 there m a  y indeed have been a good deal of 
diachronic variation a m o n  g different groups of Arabic-speakers in the dys­
function, disuse, and disappearance of frab suffixes (cf. Corriente FY 
4 0 - 4 1 ) .  W . D i e m ' s article, discussed below (§C.10 .d ) , suggests that this is 
so and suggests also that the process of eliminating the case-endings wa  s well 
under w a  y in the North Arabian-Nabataean area before the first century B . C .  , 
hence considerably reducing—if not precluding—the likelihood of their 
natural retention in Central Arabia d o w  n to the sixth-seventh centuries A . D  . 
But to understand the phenomenon of frab in the classical carablya, there is 
no need to postulate a "thesis of coexistence . .  . of both types of dialects 
within a single structural frame" (Corriente FY2 159; cf. n . 100 to this 
chapter). I believe that the phenomenon can be better explained by applying 
the theory advanced here, which, unorthodox as it might be, corresponds 
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more closely to k n o w n linguistic, historical, and cultural facts of pre- and 
early Islamic Arabia. 
In terms of that theory, therefore, the frab system, as it is encountered in 
classical poetry and the Qur'an, is to be seen—and, I think, it was then 
seen110—as a palpable linguistic anomaly, an anachronism or archaism with 
respect to all spoken dialects (even such dubious few as m a  y still have held on 
to some residual propensity toward desinential inflection). The case- and 
mood-endings were retained, above all in poetry, as a functional and vital 
element of skilled poetic rendition because (1) they had been unquestionably a 
functional and vital feature of the proto-language itself at the earliest, forma­
tive stages of the oral-poetic tradition, whenever that might have been;1 1 1 (2) 
they inhered in the received traditional formulary of phrases and phrase-
patterns that complied with the rhyme/meter demands of oral verse, as far as 
preserved records of it permit us to judge; and (3) they were intrinsic to the 
generative diction of that verse, assimilation and mastery of which w a s an 
essential coefficient of production and reproduction of p o e m s that were identi­
fiable and certifiable as such by a poet, his colleagues, and his audiences. 
H o w such a diction itself might have c o m e into existence and h o w it might 
have evolved prior to the first poetic and Qur'anic textualizations of it are 
questions whose answers can only be speculative. Parry writes, in this con­
nection: 
Actually . . . this birth of a diction is beyond observation, and unless it can 
really be shown that a people reverting from written to oral poetry created anew 
a formulaic diction w  e must suppose that it took place in a very distant past, 
since the poetry of an unlettered race has as much claim to age as have any of its 
other institutions. But if the birth of a formulaic diction is only to be described 
theoretically, w e can see in living oral poetries how such a diction is passed on 
from one age to another, and how it gradually changes. (SET U 8 = MHV 330) 
Corriente himself seems to have sensed something of the intimate, interde­
pendent relationship between the inflective carab'iya and the classical poetry, 
for he frequently feels compelled to account for the significantly higher func­
tional yield of case-endings in early poetry by appealing, for instance, to "the 
traditional character of Arab aesthetic taste and the rhetorical background of 
such literary types" (FY 28 n. 12)—phrases whose explicatory value leaves 
something to be desired. Poetry is more dependent upon the frab system 
because, he says, it "follows old patterns more closely; but for the same 
reason it is less true to linguistic reality, farther away from the spoken forms 
and language structure of the epoch, more artificial and less interesting" (FY 
29 n.16, m  y italics). With this statement I can agree totally, on condition that 
"old patterns" be construed as the formulaic phrases, schemata, and diction 
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that enabled an early Arab poet to produce a p o e m that reflected the cumula­
tive and old-inherited consensus as to what a p o e  m was  , and "interesting" 
construed as applying to the poetic language from a structural linguistic, 
rather than a cultural linguistic, point of view. This "cleavage between poetry 
and prose" (FY 30 n.16) , as evinced by poetry's greater capacity for 
contrastive use of the inflectional suffixes, seems to have troubled Corriente 
to some extent, else I do not think he would have m a d e the following claim, 
which is, in m  y judgment, so close to the facts of the matter, but so far from 
adequately explaining them: 
The higher rate of the functional Icrab in poetic contexts of all periods is 
directly related to the almost servile imitation of ancient models which prevailed 
throughout the history of Arabic literature in ways not limited to the aesthetic 
background but even reaching the point of actual borrowing of complete sen­
tences. (FY 40)112 
C . l O .  c Corriente's contributions have indisputably improved and aug­
mented our understanding of the structure and early history of the Arabic 
language and of Semitic languages in general. I have found almost all his 
observations and conclusions to be directly pertinent to the position taken in 
this chapter, and I do not hesitate to adduce in support of that position his 
findings as to the non-inflective character of the spoken forms of Arabic 
underlying the inflective carabiya. However  , instead of Corriente's "thesis of 
coexistence" of both frab and frab-\ess dialects "within a single structural 
frame" (FY2 159), I would propose a different hypothesis to account for the 
peculiar linguistic situation of Arabic during the sixth and seventh centuries 
(and thereafter). There occurred no prehistoric dialect "split" into inflective 
and non-inflective speech-forms. Icrab vowels have been universally elimi­
nated from all forms of spoken Arabic for several centuries at least, and it is 
far more reasonable to assume that the drift away from the three-case desinen­
tial system of proto-Arabic toward the analytic non-inflective structure of 
Middle Arabic and the living dialects proceeded along more or less uniform 
lines a m o n g all groups of Arabic-speakers, though not necessarily at a 
uniform rate (cf. Corriente FY 4 0 - 4 1 )  . S o m  e groups, very probably city-and 
town-dwellers (as Corriente indicates), would have dropped the case-endings 
earlier than others. Yet, as the Nabataean Arabs had done so apparently well 
before the beginning of the Christian era (see following section), it is 
doubtful whether, by the time of M u h a m m a d  , any group—Bedouins 
included113—would have uttered the frab vowels as part of their standard 
speech in any but a most atrophied and dysfunctional form, if even that (cf. 
Cohen KLD 111). 
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But icrab w a s indubitably "alive and well" in pre-and early Islamic 
poetry, as is attested by practically every verse of it that has c o m e d o w n to us. 
The isochronous metrical schemes that generated the regular cadence of each 
line constantly required word-final short vowels in key positions as a matter of 
course, while the rhyme schemes, with their convention of vocalic pause 
(waqfbi t-tarannum), maintained the pressure consistently to provide distinct 
and contrastive qualities (-u/Va >-ulila) for those vowels. A n  d these condi­
tions obtained, even had such final vowels not been uttered in the poet's 
standard speech. 
Parry's is still the best description of h o  w such a "cleavage" (if w  e should 
want to use the word) might c o m e about between a poet's spoken language 
and his poetic diction and of h o w the language of oral poetry could readily 
c o m e to preserve sounds, words, constructions, and even whole systems, 
w h e n necessary, that had long since ceased to be used in standard 
speech—preserve them not for "rhetorical" or "prestige" reasons, as 
Corriente asserts of the frab suffixes, but simply because no other w a y of 
making verse was accessible or acceptable (above all, see Parry SET II 6 - 2 3 , 
esp. 9 - 1 2 = MHV 3 2 9 - 4 2 , esp. 3 3 1 - 3 3 , and passim). Parry says of the 
archaic element in oral-formulaic diction: 
As the spoken language changes, the traditional diction of an oral poetry 
likewise changes so long as there is no need of giving up any of the formulas. 
. . .But when a change in the form of a word must also change its metrical 
[and, for Arabic, its rhyme] value . . . , the poet, if he then wished to keep up 
with the spoken language, would have to put up with a phrase which was 
metrically false [or which resulted in a discordant rhyme], or give it up al­
together and make himself a new one. But neither of these two choices is 
pleasing. . . . Each formula . .  . is the long-proven choice of a long line of 
singers, and it is not possible that a phrase which is useful in oral composition 
could be made in any other way than by a singer w h o , making his verses 
through his sense of the scheme of the formulaic diction, created, in the stresspf 
the moment, a new phrase more or less like an older one. For otherwise the new 
phrase would not fit into the scheme of the diction, and since it could be used 
only with an effort it would not be used at all. . . . Thus by no willful choice, 
but by the constraint of his technique of verse-making, the singer keeps the 
formula though its language has become archaic. . . . W h e n the formula can be 
changed it sooner or later will be, and the cleavage between the old and the new 
in the style depends on whether it is easy or hard to change the formula. . . . 
Thus the language of oral poetry changes as a whole neither faster nor slower 
than the spoken language, but in its parts it changes readily when no loss of 
formulas is called for, belatedly when there must be such a loss, so that the 
traditional diction has in it words and forms of everyday use side by side with 
others that belong to earlier stages of the language. (SET II 9 -12 = MHV 
331-33) 
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There is no need to dwell, any more than w e have already, upon the 
applicability of Parry's words to the state of the pre-literary (i.e., poetic and 
Qurinic) carabiya, with all its oft-noted archaisms, anachronisms, parallel 
forms, inflectional lapses, and other anomalies. That carabiya had as its most 
prominent archaic feature the frab vowels, and certainly no linguistic feature 
was more deeply embedded in the prosodic constitution of classical Arabic 
verse—and hence in its diction—than those same frab vowels. That 
carabiya, moreover, can never114 have served any group as their standard 
speech—neither in the form in which it appears in classical poetry and the 
Qur'an nor a fortiori in the form later deduced, codified, and expounded by 
the philologists and grammarians as al-carab~tya al-fusha. Nor , by the same 
token, can it be taken to represent a. stage of the language in any linguistically 
admissible sense of the term. Several stages of the language, however, are 
unquestionably represented in the carabiya, most important of which would 
naturally be the earlier prehistoric stage w h e  n a three-case inflectional system 
was regularly operative.115 
In m y view, therefore, Corriente's "thesis of coexistence" and m a n y of his 
observations about what he describes as the "zcra£-dialect" still can be read 
to provide an effective exposition of the linguistic situation in sixth- and 
seventh-century Arabia, with the reservations expressed above and with the 
following understanding: the coexistent "/crab-dialect" that he describes was 
normally spoken by no group or groups at that time either as "standard 
speech" or "as a mere symbol of high class style or of Bedouin aristocracy" 
(pace Corriente FY 3 2 - 3 3 ) .  1 1  6 Rather, it constituted the special speech-form 
routinely mastered by poets and rawis as an automatic consequence of master­
ing the art of making and rendering Arabic verse and occasionally employed 
(with a marked reduction in its already limited synthetic yield) for certain 
highly formal, non-casual prose or semi-prose elocutions, preeminently the 
Qur'an. 
According to this theory, furthermore, the vestiges of nunation and the 
inflectively meaningless final short vowels which are met with sporadically in 
modern Bedouin or rural renditions of poetry, tales, and such (cf., e.g., 
Corriente FY 23 n. 5, 41 n. 32) would not reflect the dialectal usage of the 
present or any determinably earlier time. The decisive consideration is that 
they are to be encountered almost exclusively in poetry, where they only serve 
to fill certain metrical slots, or more rarely in highly non-casual prose. They 
must, therefore, be recognized as functioning in those contexts merely as 
prosodemic counterparts of the three-case frab suffixes once operative in the 
early poetic carablya. A n  d the diction of present-day Arabic-speaking oral 
poets and storytellers, in which these elements play a prosodemically signifi­
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cant but grammatically insignificant role, would be the distant descendant, 
after some thousand years of linguistic evolution not of any erstwhile spoken 
dialect but of that same oral-formulaic inflective carabiya intoned by the pre-
Islamic poets and the Prophet of the Q u r i n  . 
C . l O . d With the second item I wish to consider,  W . D i e m ' s study "Die 
nabataischen Inschriften und die Frage der Kasusflexion im Altarabischen" 
(FKA), w e m o v e to some extent outside the realm of protolingual speculation. 
D i e  m offers the first substantive evidence that I a  m aware of for actually 
dating, with more precision than heretofore, the breakdown of the three-case 
inflectional system in a major dialect of Arabic. D i e m  , like Corriente and 
m a n y other scholars, repeats the observation that "quite the most important 
feature which differentiates classical Arabic from the present-day Arabic 
dialects consists in its having held on to the ancient Semitic case-inflectional 
system, while the present-day dialects are familiar only with a single 
noninflective [kasusindifferente] form of the n o u n " (FKA 227). For him the 
significant question is, " A  t what point in time did Arabic abandon the case-
inflectional system?" (Ibid.) 
T o bring us closer to an answer, he subjects to careful examination the 
forms of the m a n y personal names occurring in the body of inscriptions left by 
the Arab Nabataeans, w h o dominated the area from Damascus to what is n o w 
Saudi Arabia for a period beginning in the later second century B . C . The 
inscriptions themselves were written in Aramaic with an Aramaic script. But 
since Arabic was the spoken language of the Nabataeans, m a n y Arabic ele­
ments show up, especially in personal names . There one often finds the 
Arabic definite article 7 ( = al), the Arabic word 'bnlbn ( = ibn) " s o n , " and 
so on. 117 D i e m writes: 
What is of significance for the problem of the case-inflectional system is that the 
written forms of these Arabic names exhibit letters on the end which in Semitic 
languages commonly serve to indicate vowels. The letters in question are [w/u], 
[y/i], and [7a]. Coming upon these three letters, one immediately thinks of the 
three case-endings u, i, a of the singular noun, as deduced for Semitic languages 
in general and preserved in Akkadian, Ugaritic, and classical Arabic—though 
not in Aramaic. (FKA 229) 
Considering several alternative explanations for these final vocalic letters 
(FKA 2 2 9 - 3 0 ) , D i e m proposes to analyze the forms on the basis of a division 
into simple names  ( c A m r , Jusam, etc.) and compound names (cAbdallah, 
A b  u A w s  , Ibn Q a w m  , etc.). H  e determines for the simple forms that better 
than 95 percent of them were written with a final w/u (the rest having either a 
final y/i or 'la or no such letter at all)—a circumstance that "justifies consid­
ering the written form with [final w/u] as the rule" (FKA 231). This final w/u 
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in the conventional orthography of simple personal names reflects nothing less 
than the u-suffix of the Arabic nominative originally incorporated into the 
spelling of the n a m  e to represent a sound once heard in that position and 
retained as a grapheme long after the sound was no longer uttered. It was 
retained, moreover, because of the conservative character of any orthog­
raphy— especially Aramaic (ibid.; cf. p. 235). 
For compound names , which are all of the genitive-construct type, two 
determinations are m a d e : one for theophoric names (Amatallah, Wahballah, 
Samsalbacl, etc.) and the second for names with abu "father," ibn "son," 
and so forth, and other non-theophoric construct-type names ( cAbd  c A m r  , 
Mar['] al-malik, etc.). Theophoric names are written with a final -yli in by far 
the majority of cases, otherwise with no final vocalic (e.g., cbd'lhy118 over 
fifty times versus cbd'lh only five) In the other group of non-theophoric 
compound names , the second (genitive) noun is written sometimes with, not 
final -yli, but final -w/u, and sometimes without any final vocalic.119 
With respect to their last letters, then, compound personal names fall into 
two categories: (1) theophoric names with final -yli and (2) abu-, ibn-, and 
other non-theophoric constructs with final -w/u, both categories including 
written forms without any final vocalic letter whatsoever (FKA 233-34) . 
Since the theophoric names composed a "lexical unity," they would have 
been uttered as genitive constructs from their earliest use as personal names 
and recorded as a single entity w h e n first set d o w n in writing. Thus, the final 
-yli shows itself to be as it were the graphemic echo of a once regularly uttered 
and heard genitive suffix -/, which, like the final -w/u in simple names 
corresponding to the nominative -u, was preserved by the exceedingly conser­
vative Aramaic orthography. Non-theophoric names , however, forming no 
such lexical unity and constructed "according to need" and in order to 
characterize, not just to designate, particular individuals (i.e., a "father" 
whose son was " A w s  " versus "the slave of G o d " )  , merely annexed the 
simple form, with its orthographic ally established final -wlu, to the first 
m e m b e r of the compound. Such names, of course, had nowhere near the 
antiquity of origin of the theophoric names and were produced on a person-
by-person basis at or around the time w h e  n the inscriptions themselves were 
written. 
D i e m sees but one conclusion to be drawn from these circumstances: 
The written forms with final letter \y/i] in the compound theophoric names and 
those with final letter [w/u] in the simple names must stem from a time when 
Nabataean Arabic still had a case-inflectional system, and when the written 
forms with final [-w/u] and final [-y/i] expressed a nominative -u and genitive -/ 
respectively, (both) present in the language. However, already by the time of 
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the inscriptions, [i.e., late second century B . C  . and thereafter,] . . . Nabataean 
Arabic must have abandoned the case-inflectional system, a development that 
had to have been connected with the loss of the short case-vowels. (FKA 234) 
This is proven by the discrepant spelling of compound names: the writing of 
final -w/u in non-theophoric names where -y/i is written in old-established 
theophoric names "can only m e a n that the ancient case-system no longer 
existed and [that] the written form with [-w/u] had been kept merely as an 
orthographic peculiarity" (FKA 235). 
Needless to say, the occasional forms written without any final vocalic 
letters reflect the actual linguistic situation throughout the period of the in­
scriptions: namely, one in which no final case-vowels were uttered and simple 
and compound names were both pronounced alike in that respect, regardless 
of their different graphemic representations in the conventional Aramaic or­
thography (ibid.). 
Diem's final remarks, touching upon the implications of the fact that 
Nabataean Arabic had abandoned the Semitic three-case inflectional system 
before the first century B . C .  , are of singular importance to the position argued 
throughout this chapter. H  e acknowledges that conditions ascertained for the 
Nabataean dialect—something of a marginal or peripheral one (Randdialekt) 
geographically speaking—should not be predicated directly for the dialects of 
Central Arabia "out of which classical Arabic emerged [hervorging]"120 
(FKA 237). Nevertheless, he contends, there is some basis for conjecture: 
If Nabataean Arabic no longer had a case-inflectional system at such an early 
period, then it is hard to conceive that the bordering Central Arabic dialects 
would still have kept the full inflectional system until the Vllth century—i.e., 
eight centuries longer. Even presuming that peripheral dialects like Nabataen 
first proceeded to abandon the inflection system, this development has to have 
involved all Arabic dialects [muss . . . von alien arabischen Dialekten 
mitgemacht worden sein] already long before the Vllth century. Only the lan­
guage of early Arabic poetry preserved the ancient conditions any longer. 
(Ibid.; m  y italics) 
C.ll .a Let us return n o  w to the contention that frab was "in full flower" 
in the Bedouin dialects during M u h a m m a d '  s lifetime and for about three 
centuries thereafter. In the final analysis, even for Corriente (see above and n. 
113 to this chapter), this hypothesis derives its chief support from the reports 
of the Muslim philologists regarding the linguistic faculties and grammatical 
correctness of the Bedouin of their o w  n era. But these reports, which Noldeke 
and Fuck, a m o n g others, accepted more or less at face value (cf. pp. 121-22 , 
132, above), must be approached with grave reservation and caution. Rabin, 
for instance, frames his judgment of them in the following terms: 
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It seems that this view of the linguistic superiority of the Bedouins was the 
corollary of the theory which attributed everything that was incorrect to the 
influence of foreign languages on the speech of the settled population. This was 
part of the general idealization of early Islamic society and corresponds to the 
romantic hankering after the primitive in other urban societies. T o some extent 
it was justified by the rich speech of the Bedouin and his natural rhetorical 
ability, and by the fact that a tradition of Classical poetry still continued among 
the tribes for some centuries, as is proved by the DTwan of Hudhail. (AW A 18) 
Elsewhere, he remarks: 
Even the respect for Bedouin usage must be taken with a grain of salt. The 
"native assistants" of the [grammatical] schools were most probably profes­
sional ruwat. It was the rawi w h  o transmitted literary Arabic usage from 
generation to generation. Early philologists . . . clearly drew their information 
from the ruwat, if they did not, as is quite likely, start their o w  n career as ruwat. 
(AWA 23; cf. 12-13) 
Rabin's judgment is, on the whole, upheld by Blachere (SUB), w h  o adds 
that, besides being ruwat, the Bedouin informants whose names have been 
preserved were k n o w n poets as well. Blau (BBA) also follows Rabin's judg­
ment along general lines, but feels "that he went too far in his scepticism" 
(RBA 43 n. 2) . Blau agrees that "the stories in which every ordinary Bedouin 
poses as an expert in every fine shade of Classical Arabic must be considered 
as apocryphal" (RBA 45) . Moreover, he very perceptively notes that, of the 
justifications given by Rabin for the high linguistic reputation of the Bed  ­
ouins, the only one "of real importance" is that "a tradition of Classical 
Arabic poetry still continued a m o n  g the tribes for s o m  e centuries" —an d that 
w a s due to their largely unchanged conditions of life (ibid.)- Also to be ac­
knowledged is the leading role played by the ruwat in maintaining this poetic 
and linguistic continuity.121 "But besides these sociological reasons," Blau 
adds, "there w a s also a linguistic consideration that not only facilitated the 
survival of Classical Arabic poetry a m o n g the Bedouins but, in our opinion, 
also contributed to the emergence of these apocryphal stories" (ibid.). This 
consideration lay in the dichotomy (which, so far as I can determine from 
Blau's writings, is largely assumed) between the non-inflective, analytic 
Middle Arabic urban dialects, on the one hand, and the synthetic Bedouin 
dialects and classical Arabic, with their case- and mood-endings, on the 
other.122 
Because of the chasm between Middle Arabic dialects and Classical Arabic, the 
urban speakers had to overcome considerable difficulties when they tried to use 
Classical Arabic, whereas even ordinary Bedouins, speaking, as in the Dja­
hiliyya, synthetic dialects closely akin to Classical Arabic, could do so 
relatively easily and were less apt than the urban populations to make mistakes. 
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It was therefore much easier for a rawl of Bedouin stock to transmit Classical 
Arab poetry. Moreover, even an ordinary Bedouin, speaking his o w  n dialect, 
may have appeared to speakers of Middle Arabic vernaculars of the lower strata 
of the town population to be speaking some kind of Classical Arabic, since he 
used case endings, the most conspicuous outward sign of the literary language. 
Against this background, the emergence of stories extolling the linguistic 
faculties of Bedouins becomes quite understandable. (RBA 46) 
Yet Blau does acknowledge (1) that the stories about the linguistic superior­
ity of the Bedouins that do have some historical basis "refer to Bedouins w h o 
acted as ruwat and were therefore masters of Classical Arabic" (RBA 47) , 
although they did not speak it as their natural language;123 (2) that ordinary 
Bedouins might be questioned on matters of lexicography, but probably little, 
if at all, on matters of phonology, morphology, and syntax, about which the 
philologists were m u c  h stricter; and (3) that "all the stories about Bedouins 
w h  o simply could not speak anything but 'correct' Arabic are to be regarded 
as apocryphal" (RBA 47 -48 )  . Arriving at a similar conclusion and stressing 
that the carablya, not a tribal vernacular, was the philologists' object in 
consulting the Bedouins, Spitaler had already written: 
Seen thus, the fact cannot be surprising that the philologists actually did 
encounter frab among the Bedouins. But to conclude therefrom that there 
would not at all have been a language without frab among the Bedouins would 
be an inadmissible argumentum e silentio. (rev Ar 146a; cf. esp. Corriente FY 
26 n. 8) 
Thus, it is hard to understand h o w Blau, in a response to Spitaler's review, 
could make the assertion, " A  s to the Bedouin dialects, their synthetic charac­
ter is, in our opinion, sufficiently established by the stories about the 
linguistic superiority of the Bedouin" (ELB 3 n. I).124 Given what seems to 
be originally an assumption that the dialects were synthetic, such reasoning 
appears ambiguous, if not circular. 
C.ll .b The philologists, however, especially the early ones, were by no 
means unanimous in granting linguistic precedence to the Bedouins and in 
considering their usage naturally correct. The poetical fault iqwa', already 
noted above (pp. 104-5) , was recognized as the consequence of an incapacity 
for handling the relatively more synthetic poetic language with its frab inflec­
tions. The second/eighth-century SIcite poet, as-Sayyid b. M u h a m m a  d al-
Himyarl, for instance, quite explicitly identifies iqwa' (variation of the 
desinential vowel of the rhyme-word) with lahn (faulty use or neglect of 
frab suffixes) (al-Marzubanl Muw 3:9; cf. Flicker 52) . 1 2 5 O  n the authority 
of Yunus b. HabTb (d. 182/798 or 152/769), the philologist and critic 
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M u h a m m a  d b. Sallam al-Jumahl (see chap. 4 , n. 82) observes (1) that iqwa 
was fairly c o m m o  n in poems of the desert Arabs {al-acrab)\ (2) that it was 
more c o m m o n a m o n g minor than among major poets; (3) that modern poets 
had to avoid it because they knew better; and (4) that the Bedouin in general 
did not care if it occurred, so it was (more ?) excusable in his case (TFS 
58-59; al-Marzubanl Muw 17).1 2 6 If I have interpreted this passage cor­
rectly,127 it would seem to imply that Ibn Sallam, and his source Yunus b. 
Habib, accepted certain facts about Arab poets and about the idiom in which 
they poetized. First, even the best of the classical poets did not have sufficient 
mastery over the synthetic properties of the poetic idiom to ensure consistent 
placement of the proper rhyming inflection. Second, "modern"—and hence, 
educated and literate—poets, because of their linguistic formation and rhetor­
ical training, must be considered culpably negligent if they committed iqwa' 
in their verses. Third, the rule of avoiding iqwa' simply could not be applied 
to the Bedouin poet in general, because he m a d e no serious attempt to provide 
the rhyme-words of his p o e m with a constant and correct desinential vowel 
throughout. Whether w  e are to infer from this that among the Bedouins poetry 
was commonly rendered (as it is today) pausing at verse-ends either with is­
kan or with one of the non-inflectional vocalic accommodations alluded to 
above (cf. p. 105 and n. 26; also Fischer SVA 51) cannot be determined. The 
observation recorded by Ibn Sallam, however, makes it quite doubtful that 
poetic rendition by "the Bedouin" (al-badawly) gave any indication of a 
natural ability on his part for dealing with an inflective and more synthetic 
language. 
O n e of the earliest statements w e have on Bedouin linguistic usage, made 
before the romanticization and classicization of the Bedouin tradition had 
become an Arab-Islamic cultural d o g m a , specifically denies the capacity of 
the c o m m o  n Bedouin to handle properly the inflective aspects of the poetic 
carablya. In the Naqa'id of Jarir and al-Farazdaq, A b u  c Ubayda (d. ca. 
210/865), recounting the " D a y  " of Tiyas, includes six verses by Du'ayb b. 
K a c b , a Tamlmi poet. O n e of the verses (Naq 1026:3) is rendered thus: 
jani-ka man yajrii calay-ka wa qad 
tucdi s-sihaha mabarika l-jurbu 
" W h  o gathers you gain will do you harm,128 for there may infect healthy 
(camels), through resting-places, those with the mange." 
In a scholium {Naq 1026:5-6), A b u  c Ubayda notes: " D a ' u d , one of 
Du'ayb's descendants, and others recited it to m  e [ansada-nl] thus: as-sihaha 
mabariku l-jurbi—putting mabarik in the nominative and al-jurb in the geni­
tive. But that would constitute iqwa'.'' Then he quotes the quite frank opinion 
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of A b u 1-Xattab al-Axfas al-Akbar (d. 177/793) , 1 2 9 a contemporary of 
al-Xalll and, next to him and Y u n u s b. Habib, one of Sibawayh's chief 
authorities: 
C o m m o  n Bedouins neither understand the poet's intent nor have they any skill 
at interpreting (it). Iqwa' in this (verse) came about just because those who 
rendered it lack understanding. The poet simply meant: " A n d the mangy 
(camel) may infect the healthy one through a resting-place." But when they 
encountered the verse with displacements in word-order, they were unable to 
deliver it intelligibly. And they came upon mabarik as a diptote: and then they 
lost sight of the meaning altogether. (Naq 1026:6-9)130 
T h  e early date, unimpeachable authority, and precise wording of this c o m  ­
ment mark it as one of the more reliable and germane testimonies on this 
subject that w  e possess. A b  u 1-Xattab's reputation for piety, trustworthiness, 
and philological acumen (e.g., Muz II 74:18-19) , together with his personal 
familiarity with the Bedouins (ibid.) and his noted penchant for never 
omitting the frab suffixes in his speech,131 all give his opinion here 
additional weight. Moreover, the great scholar A b u  c U b a y d a , w h o had 
studied with al-Axfas, without hesitation adduces his mentor's judgment on a 
matter that subsequently would be looked at from a far less disinterested point 
of view. A n  d so w  e can safely assume that nothing asserted by al-Axfas 
contradicted anything in A b u  c Ubayda ' s o w n not inconsiderable experience. 
Further, given (1) the later emergence and suspect character of the stories 
about Bedouin linguistic superiority, (2) the extreme likelihood that it was 
precisely the ruwat— trained in the oral tradition of poetry—who served as 
authorities on thecarablya for the philologists (not "the c o m m o  n Bedouin"), 
and (3) the other considerations raised in the course of this discussion, I feel 
w e are justified in accepting the word of these scholars, at least, as valid 
evidence for the general conditions of the Bedouin dialects during most of the 
second/eighth and early third/ninth centuries, if not earlier as well. 
W h a  t al-Axfas's statement reflects is a linguistic situation in which the 
majority of Bedouins, unversed in the praxis of poetry and, specifically, 
unable to deal effectively with its syntactic and inflectional complexities, 
spoke an idiom that could scarcely have been either identical with or "closely 
akin to" the synthetic carablya proper to the poets. A n  d if this proposition is 
sound, then the idea that the frab was "in full flower" in Bedouin speech as 
late as the fourth/tenth century can no longer be taken for granted. Languages 
do not become transformed from non-inflective to inflective and back to non-
inflective again in somewhat less than two centuries while circumstances in 
which they are spoken undergo no significant change. 
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C.ll.c In addition, it has been the presumed synthetic character of the 
Bedouin dialects during the Islamic literary period to which modern writers 
have attached "the greatest weight of all" (see p. 121 above) as proof of frab 
in living Arabic speech at an earlier period. If, therefore, such a synthetic 
character cannot validly be presumed or proven, then one can no longer reject 
the possibility—indeed, probability—that most or all of the vernaculars heard 
in Arab territories during the seventh and perhaps the sixth centuries A . D .  , 
among nomads and urbanites alike, had already lost the use of final short-
vowels as case- and mood-markers and that these desinential vowels were 
retained, and very likely recognized, as the unique property of poetry and 
formal elocutionary prose (as Vollers had proposed some years ago; cf. 
§ C . 3 . b  , above). It requires little proof to verify h o  w deeply rooted these final 
short vowels were in the very phonological texture of every classical Arabic 
verse (cf. Noldeke BSS 3 -4 ) and h o w indispensable their differential values 
were to the production of the consistent and traditional verse-end rhyme (cf. 
§ B . 3 . d  , above). T  o utter eloquent verses such that the words bearing these 
archaic suffixes would fall into accommodating metrical positions and to 
structure the syntax of each verse of a p o e  m so as to provide throughout the 
same verse-end vocalic desinence (not to mention the same consonant)—to 
do this might well have required a skill in the oral rendition of poetry and a 
familiarity with its synthetic linguistic peculiarities such as was , al-Axfas, 
A b u  c Ubayda , and others attest, beyond the range of "the c o m m o n Bed­
ouin," and such as m a y have been possible to acquire only as part of the oral 
poetical tradition inherited, assimilated, and regenerated by the practicing 
raw! in the course of becoming a proficient poet. (cf. also Spitaler rev Ar 
145b; Cohen ELA 183). 
D  . W h a  t w  e are able to determine about early attitudes toward M u h a m m a  d 
and his Qurinic message m a  y also be understood to lend support to this 
hypothesis—namely, that full, regular, and syntactically meaningful frab 
inflections were uttered almost solely during the rendition of poetry and other 
highly non-casual elocutions, and usually by those whose formation in such a 
tradition of oral rendition had endowed them with this peculiar linguistic 
aptitude. The Qur 'an, as is well k n o w n , most insistently denies that M u h a m  ­
m a d was either a poet or akahin and seeks to dissociate itself from the verses 
of the former or the vaticinations of the latter.132 O n e is made aware that 
comparisons—invidious or otherwise—had been drawn by M u h a m m a d '  s 
Meccan detractors between his revelations and the familiar utterances of poets 
and soothsayers; and one generally and, I believe, correctly assumes that such 
comparisons had their basis in some sort of perceived similarities of form and 
style and, to unsympathetic observers, source of inspiration as well.133 
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D . I . a That formal and stylistic similarities did exist between the rhymed 
prose of the early suras and the saf oracles of the kahins is beyond doubt; 
although h o w close these similarities actually were is still a matter of question 
(cf. Blachere HLA 212). Yet, judging from the evidence in the Qur 'an , the 
charge that the Prophet was a kahin seems not to have been thought so grave 
or to have required so vehement a refutation as the one that he w a s a poet. It 
is, to be sure, explicitly stated that M u h a m m a d is not "by thy Lord's blessing 
. .  . a soothsayer—nor possessed {majriuny (LH:29) , and that his utterances 
constitute "the speech of a noble Messenger, . . . not the speech of a sooth­
sayer (little do you recall)" ( L X I X : 4 0 , 42). But both statements occur in 
immediate connection with equally emphatic denials of imputed poetic abili­
ties (cf. LII:30—31; L X I X : 4 1 ) . Moreover, the Qur'an makes specific allusion 
to the circumstance that the Prophet's revelation had been dismissed by the 
Meccans as merely the words of a poet (XXI:5; X X X V I I : 3 6 / 5 ) . A n d in 
another context one finds the express declaration: " W  e have not taught him 
[sc. M u h a m m a d ] poetry; it is improper for him (la yanbagi la-hu). It is only a 
reminder and an articulate recitation" ( X X X V I  : 69). 
This same theme of the proper or suitable genre for prophetic, as opposed 
to poetic, expression recurs in the sura of The Poets. There the charges that 
M u h a m m a d was a poet possessed by jinn (scfir majriun) 
were answered by the affirmation that the Koran is inspired by God, is not the 
work of human beings, is inimitable, and sui generis. To prove its divine origin 
and uniqueness it became necessary to distinguish it from the discourse with 
which it had been confused by the Meccans, namely, poetry. The most effective 
way of demonstrating this contrast and the mutually exclusive essences of the 
two was by contrasting their respective sources; God, the source of the Koran, 
and the shayafin [demons], the source of poetry. (Shahld CKE 570) 
Thus, w  e meet the unequivocal denial: 
Not by the demons has it [sc. the Qur'an] been 
brought down. 
It is improper for them, nor are they able. 
Truly, they are removed from hearing. 
(XXXVI:210-12; m y italics) 
W  e are informed, rather, with polemical fervor, 
. . . upon w h o  m the demons do come down. 
They come down upon every culpable liar [qffak qfim] 
who (all) give ear, while most of them speak falsely. 
And the poets!—Attending them (are) those w h o lead 
astray [i.e., the demons, al-gawun] 
Have you not seen them wildering in every valley, 
and how they say what they do not do? 
(XXVI:221-26)134 
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It seems evident, then, that the public accusation that M u h a m m a d '  s utter­
ances were identical with those of the kahins and, more seriously, with those 
of the poets impaired his prestige as the Messenger of G o  d to his people and 
severely threatened the success of his mission. Yet, w  e might ask, wherein 
lay that similarity between the Qur'anic revelations and pre-Islamic poetry 
upon which such an accusation had presumably to be based? W h a t precisely 
did the early suras have in c o m m o  n with the classical qasidas and other poetic 
genres that would have justified the assertion of M u h a m m a d '  s detractors that 
he was a poet and his preaching poetry? Relating the content and form of the 
early Meccan revelations to that of the poems w e have c o m e to accept as pre-
Islamic, one cannot fail to observe that there is apparently only the most 
superficial ground for comparison. The complex of themes, figures of speech, 
and images emerging from the Qur'an, for instance, is so far removed from 
that which prevailed in the poetry and each complex is so richly and diversely 
articulated within its o w  n context that w  e cannot honestly suspect confusion 
of the two genres to have arisen because of any similarity of content. Formal 
differences, too, would have seemed just as pronounced to hearers w h o were 
at all acquainted with the classical poetic tradition. Apart from the obvious 
fact that the Qur'an lacked any of the isochronic metrical regularity that m a d e 
up the very fabric of Arabic verse rendition, even the rhymes terminating the 
sajc units (which m a n  y have assumed to have lain behind the confusion) 
represented a significant departure from the technique associated with poetry. 
The Qur'anic rhyme convention, entailing pause with iskan, must have 
sounded in noticeable contrast to the longfinal vowels of pause with taran­
num usually heard in formal poetic rendition. The difference between conso­
nantal rhymes and vocalic rhymes could scarcely have escaped a people 
oriented so predominantly toward the spoken word as the Arabs of the early 
seventh century A . D .  — e v e  n those settled at a commercial center like Mecca. 
A n d w e can guess that such disparities did not escape the Meccans, for Ibn 
Ishaq records the authoritative judgment attributed (perhaps tendentiously) to 
one of M u h a m m a d '  s strongest early opponents, al-Walidb. Mugira. Al-Walld 
argued against the opinions current a m o n  g his QurasI compatriots, to the 
effect that the Prophet fit none of the formal (or behaviorial) categories of 
m a  n tic experience k n o w  n to them: 
They said, " H e is akahin." He said, "By God, he is not that, for we have seen 
the kahins, and his (speech) is not the unintelligible murmuring (zamzama) and 
rhymed prose (saf) of a kahin." "Then he is possessed (majriun)," they said. 
" N o , he is not that," he said. " W e have seen and known the possessed state, 
and here is no choking, spasmodic movements, and whispering." "Then he is a 
poet," they said. " H e is not that," he replied. " W e have known poetry in all its 
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forms and meters, and this is not poetry." "Then he is a sorcerer," they said. 
" N o he is not that," he said, "for we have seen sorcerers and their sorcery, and 
here is no spitting and no knots." (Ibn Hisam Sim 171:6-11; trans, adapted 
from Guillaume LM 121)135 
Another pagan chieftain and opponent of M u h a m m a d  ,  cUtba b. Rablca, is 
said to have expressed (more concisely) a similar opinion (Sira 186:18-19). 
D . l . b Thus, the following considerations can be raised. The Qur'an bore 
no sharp resemblances, either in form or content, to the poetry composed 
amon  g the pre-Islamic Arabs as w  e k n o  w it.136 This fact can be ascertained by 
simple comparison of the two genres and seems to have been recognized by 
discerning auditors of the Prophet's time as well. Nevertheless, the confusion 
persisted almost throughout the Meccan period, furnishing M u h a m m a d '  s 
enemies with (apparently) one of their most potent polemical weapons against 
him—one which drew d o w n an emphatic Qur'anic denunciation and a pro­
found differentiation between the two sources of mantic inspiration, the G o d 
of M u h a m m a d and the jinn and demons of the poets and kahins. A n d so, as 
Margoliouth wrote half a century ago: 
W e are confronted with a slight puzzle: M o h a m m e d , who was not acquainted 
with the art [of poetry], was aware that his revelations were not in verse; 
whereas the Meccans, who presumably knew poetry when they heard or saw[!] 
it, thought they were. W  e should have expected the converse. (OAP 418) 
Margoliouth resolved this "slight puzzle" by advancing his famous theory 
that the poems w e k n o w as pre-Islamic were actually forgeries of a later, 
Islamic period, being largely "a development of the styles found in the Qur­
'an" (OAP 446). This theory, based upon often specious—not to say 
dishonest (cf. Arberry SO 238)—argumentation, can no longer be regarded as 
tenable. In addition to the refutations already referred to (chap. 1, n. 30), one 
can cite also a "final argument," adduced by H  . A  . R  . Gibb, "that it would 
be as impossible to 'reconstruct' the poetry of the Jahillya from the poetry of 
the U m a y y a d period as it would be to 'reconstruct' Elizabethan from Caroline 
drama" (quoted in Shahid CKE 564 n. 3; cf. Gibb ALI 21). 
Still, the "puzzle" does remain, and in m  y opinion it admits of only one 
convincing solution. The single feature that w e can be sure the Qur'an shared 
with the mantic expressions of the kahins and, especially, the poets was a 
feature that could have been so striking to ordinary Arab audiences that it 
obscured glaring disparities in form and content between the genres and was 
scarcely to be explained except as a product of supernatural (i.e., demonic) 
inspiration. This feature would have been the use of the non-vernacular classi­
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cal carabiya, the language that had been created, conditioned, and cultivated 
through an old-inherited and seemingly pan-Arab tradition of poetic rendition. 
Granted that the association of M u h a m m a  d with the kahins was , to some 
extent, understandable, given a certain formal correspondence between his 
early revelations and their oracular incantations. Nonetheless, the accusation 
that he was a poet is in no w a y explicable unless w e assume (1) that Arabic 
poetry, at least as it has c o m e d o w n to us, had simply not been k n o w n in pre-
Islamic Mecca and the Hijaz, and poems and reports of poetry from that area 
were later fabrications (Margoliouth's position); (2) that the Meccan Arabs 
were utterly incapable of distinguishing between these two very disparate 
verbal art-forms (hardly a likely possibility—any more than the previous 
one—if there is any truth to the accounts concerning the fairs at  c U k a z )  ; or (3) 
that the linguistic idiom employed in framing the Qur'anic messages was, to 
the minds of M u h a m m a d ' s hearers (and of M u h a m m a d himself), inextricably 
and exclusively bound up with their total experience of poetry, so that they 
were quite unprepared to hear it enounced competently and coherently in any 
other genre of comparable length and artistry. (If the activities of the kahins 
have not been grossly misrepresented to us by the sources, their short, enig­
matic, and highly occasional utterances offered no real precedent for recurrent 
and sustained use of the poetic idiom outside the realm of poetry, as repre­
sented by the Qur'an.) 
N  o one would doubt that the inflective classical carabiya was integral', 
perhaps unique, to the very nature of pre- and early Islamic poetic production; 
and most have c o m  e to agree that the carabiya of the poets and the language 
of the Qur'an are essentially identical and that this poetic idiom was not 
spoken by any group of Arabs as a vernacular tongue. It should not be 
surprising, therefore, if the Meccans and others w h o listened to the Prophet's 
formal preaching early in his career had been impressed by this m a n '  s ability 
to hold forth eloquently, correctly, and at considerable length, using a form of 
Arabic they had heretofore heard used so well only by poets. A n  d their 
wonder could have been all the greater and their imputation of poetical powers 
to M u h a m m a  d all the more ready, if the difference between their o w n spoken 
dialects and the speech of poets poetizing corresponded to a difference be­
tween noninflective and inflective linguistic forms. Such a situation, too, 
would account partially for the apparent failure of almost all of M u h a m m a d '  s 
contemporaries, even a m o n g the poets, to take up the Qur'anic challenge to 
"bring a sura" (or "ten suras") like those that they had accused him of 
fabricating (11:23/1; X : 3 8 / 9 ; XI:13/6: cf. X V I I : 1 0 ) . 1 3 7 If the speech of 
M u h a m m a d '  s hearers was normally analytic, then the proper use of this 
inflective idiom of poetry at any time would have put a considerable strain 
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upon the linguistic capacities of all but those nurtured in the tradition of oral 
poetic rendition of which it formed an indispensable and indistinguishable 
element. A n  d even poets themselves could have been hard pressed to utilize 
their o w  n idiom successfully for utterances in which the generative template 
of vocalically conditioned rhyme and meter was inoperative. 
D . 2 It is not difficult to understand w h y the Qur'an would have been 
formulated in the inflective language of poetry, despite the confusion of the 
two genres this led to. T h e prestige that was attached to the "hallowed 
language of poetry" (see above) a m o n  g the Arabs, together with its aura of 
supernormal virtuosity and its interdialectal intelligibility, left any other alter­
native practically out of the question, in view of the intent and scope of the 
Prophet's mission from the outset.138 While the pre-Hijra program of that 
mission, as it emerges from the middle and later M e c c a  n suras, called for a 
decisive break with the poetic-cwm-mantic traditions of the Arab past and the 
establishment of M u h a m m a d '  s authority and stature as the culmination of a 
long line of "national" prophets,139 the linguistic connection with the re­
pudiated poets was not merely maintained: it was transformed and, as it were, 
co-opted, like so m a n  y elements in the non-Islamic milieu, into the special 
and distinctive feature of the Islamic message. Hence, on one hand, the 
identification of M u h a m m a  d as a poet or soothsayer was to be rejected in no 
uncertain terms, and both the style and the subject-matter of the suras of this 
period m o v e farther and farther away from any formal similarity to their 
utterances: " T h e traces of the poetic spirit which often show up in the earliest 
suras become indeed ever more scarce, though they do not disappear en­
tirely" (Noldeke/Schwally GQ I 119). O  n the other hand, however, it was 
precisely at this time, when the Qur'an was pointing out and expounding on 
the magisterial relationship of a prophet to his national community, that the 
ethnic attributive carably was introduced into the revelations and applied to 
(among other things) the language in which they were enounced. 
D . 3 The term carably occurs three times applied specifically to lisan "lan­
guage, tongue," and two out of the three with the additional qualifier mubin 
"clear, distinguishing, articulate" (XVI:103/5; X X V I : 1 9 5 ; X L V I : 1 2 / 1). In 
seven instances it modifies (directly or indirectly) qur'an ( X H : 2 ; X X : 1 1 3 / 2 ; 
X X X I X : 2 8 / 9 ; XLI:2 /1 , 44; XLII:7/5; XLIII:3/2); and once it is used with 
hukm "judgment, jurisdiction" (XIII:37). In the opinion of most authorities, 
all of these passages were revealed after opposition to M u h a m m a  d had broken 
out and before his Hijra to Medina ,  1 4  0 so one can legitimately seek the 
significance of the term carably within the context of the revelations and 
prophetic program of those years. A n  d indeed aya X I V : 4  , revealed approxi­
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mately in the middle of this period (no. 78 in Blachere's enumeration), estab­
lishes both the context and the sense in which the word is to be taken: 
W  e have sent no Messenger

save with the tongue of his people [lisan qawmi-hi]

that he might clearly expound to them.

Lisan carably, then, to no one's surprise, is an "Arab (or Arabic) tongue," 
and qur'an carabiy is an "Arab (or Arabic) recitation." But what did this 
word mean to the Qurays of Mecca; to the A w s and Xazraj of Medina; and to 
the several other tribes w h o heard M u h a m m a d ' s message? A s a rule, the 
socio-political consciousness of each of these relatively self-contained tribal 
groups seldom had an effective extent beyond the limits of that group's 
operative sense of relationship through kinship or alliance.141 D  . Miiller, in 
fact, has held that it was M u h a m m a d w h ofirst spoke about an "Arabic" 
language and an "Arabic" Qur'an; although he, like his Arab contem­
poraries, did not k n o w the word carab as an ethnic or national designation, 
but only the word acrab as a n a m  e for the desert Arabs or Bedouins in general 
(in Pauly/Wissowa RECA U 344-45) . Miiller's position cannot be maintained 
as such, but it is clear that the Qur'anic use of the word carably represented, 
in certain ways , an important departure from the usage that seems to have 
been current in the early seventh century A . D  . 
The word carab,142 in one form or another, probably originated among 
non-Arab settled peoples of the Near East as a more or less generic appellative 
for either the desert itself or desert nomads of any kind, even including those 
of the Iranian plateau. First used by the Greeks, it seems, as a specific ethnic 
and geographical designation referring to the Bedouins of the Arabian penin­
sula and the Syrian desert, the words "Arabia" and " A r a b " c o m e to denote 
this area and its inhabitants (who were later called "Saracens" as well). 
Subsequently, "Arabia" itself was adopted as the official name of the R o m a n 
province whose sometimes fluctuating boundaries roughly corresponded to 
those of the old Nabataean kingdom centered at Petra. During the Christian 
era, this province (or the peninsula proper) was the birthplace of at least one 
declared heresy (haeresis Arabicorum) (see Aigrain in DHGE III 1163-66; 
A  . Lehaut in ibid. 1339); and as a province of the Christian Byzantine E m  ­
pire, it enjoyed a colorful, if somewhat wayward, ecclesiastical history.143 
There existed, then, at least among Eastern Christians, some precedent for 
speaking of "Arabia" and "Arabs" (or "Saracens") in terms of a reasonably 
identifiable geopolitical and religious entity. 
The term carab, however, is not k n o w  n to have been used by Arabic-
speaking peoples as an ethnic designation for themselves before the mid­
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fourth and the fifth centuries A . D .  ; and then it seems to have denoted both 
sedentarized and nomadic residents of the area, as it had already c o m  e to do to 
an even greater extent in contemporary non-Arabic usage. Certainly, the form 
carab (or curb), in its few attested appearances in pre-Islamic poetry, does 
seem to have had this wider ethnic application and is generally to be found in 
opposition to the (linguistically based?) appellativeacjam (cajam, etc.) "bar­
barian, non-Arab, non-Arabic speaking."144 The quasi-plural form acrab, 
though, tended to occur only in the sense of "Bedouins (camel nomads ) .  " 
There is no question that such is the sense of the word as used in the Qur'an 
(von Wissmann " B a d w " El21 8843-8*853). Incidentally, the basically pejor­
ative use of acrab in that context precludes any direct intentional derivation of 
carabiy, as an appellative for the language of revelation, from the term for 
Bedouins, as is often assumed.1 4 5 
O n  e can grant, therefore, that it is "scarcely tenable" to contend, as Miiller 
had, "that the n a m e 'Arab' was unknown to the natives of Arabia till 
M o h a m m e  d introduced it as a national designation" (Noldeke in EB 274b). 
Before M o h a m m e d ' s mission began, the name had been used widely and 
commonly by peoples both to the north and south with w h o  m the peninsular 
Arabs were in close cultural and commercial contact, and it was k n o w n 
among the peninsular Arabs themselves. Also, the peninsula itself seems 
occasionally to have been called cArba (or cAraba), whence Ibn al-Kalbl (d. 
204/819) finds the derivation of the term carab~iy (Yaqut MB III 634:8 ­
11) 146 whether such appellative uses of the root c-r-b had originated 
indigenously a m o n  g the Arabs or whether they had been borrowed and 
Arabicized from an established terminology that was standard throughout 
much of the civilized Near East (including the South Arabian kingdoms; cf. 
M  . H o m e r in Gabrieli ASB 60-68) , one thing is certain. Applying the term 
carabiy to the language of the Qurinic message and to the Qur'an itself, three 
times in deliberate opposition to acjamly or al-acjam~in ( X V I : 103/5; 
X X V I  : 195-8; XLI:44), meant to M u h a m m a  d and his contemporaries neither 
more nor less that adapting an already existing semantic usage for the purpose 
(1) of identifying, with greater precision and in sharp contrast to previous 
non-Arabic scriptural revelations, the special and perhaps "inimitable" 
linguistic idiom of this new " A r a b " revelation' and (2) of redirecting the 
Prophet's followers, all speakers of various Arabic dialects w h  o had n o  w to 
learn to recite correctly the message he preached, to think of this idiom in 
altogether new terms. N  o longer were they to conceive of it just as the 
"hallowed speech of poetry"—the exclusive property of poets and the 
primary vehicle for expressing all that was chauvinistic, divisive, over­
weening, and anti-authoritarian in tribal life (cf. Goldziher MS I chaps. 1 and 
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2, esp. 4 4 - 5 0 , 54 -60 ; Chelhod ISI 23, 4 1 - 4 2 , 58). Rather were they to 
accept this idiom for what it more truly had become: in conjunction with the 
oral poetical tradition, from which theretofore it had been essentially 
indistinguishable and by virtue of which it had remained alive and in use 
a m o n  g groups of varied dialectal and socio-cultural complexions, the 
linguistic form that was to be classical Arabic had come to provide the Arabic-
speaking inhabitants of provincial Arabia and the peninsula proper, by the 
opening of the Prophet's career, with some feeling of identity and unity, at 
least as aKulturnation, if not a Staatsnation (von Grunebaum NA U; Caskel in 
von Grunebaum SICH 37; idem BBGA 10-11). 
This feeling could only have been intensified and solidified as a result of 
religious, economic, political, and military events of the preceding 50-100 
years, especially Persian and Byzantine (i.e., acjaniiy) interference in the 
northern Arab buffer kingdoms, Abyssinian incursions from the South, and 
Mecca's o w n consolidation and politico-economic hegemony over West 
Arabia. Furthermore, just as Mecca's position and prosperity owed m u c h to a 
studied course of political neutrality with regard to her more powerful south­
ern and northern neighbors, so in turn this course seems to have precluded the 
city's general adoption of either of the major monotheistic religions, Chris­
tianity or Judaism, because of the extent to which these religions, had been 
compromised in Arab eyes by association with the major rival powers (cf. 
Watt MMec 11 -16 , 27 -28 ; idem IIS 13 -14 , 258-59) . The preaching of 
Islam as a specifically " A r a b  " religion147 (though not necessarily a "religion 
of the Arabs") avoided this complication. A n d as a monotheistic message in 
"the tongue of his people," M u h a m m a d '  s "Arabic recitation" would not 
only have afforded his compatriots an indigenous alternative to the linguisti­
cally alien (e.g., Aramaic, especially) liturgies and scriptures that they heard 
in use a m o n  g even the Arab Christians and Jews of the time (cf. Paret MK 
53-55 ; Abbott RNAS 13).1 4 8 It also distinguished and exalted the primary 
and most readily perceptible bond joining the Arabs together as a cultural 
community—the language of their poetry—and it did so within the eastern 
Mediterranean environment where religion, nationality, and language have 
for millenia been hopelessly intertangled. Thus, the Qur'an as a "scripture" 
in "an articulate Arabic tongue" brought to the Arabs w h o heard it an in­
creasing sense of unity (as colinguists, at least), prestige (as possessors of the 
"last word" in revelation), and purpose (as strivers in "the way of G o d " ) . As 
events demonstrated thereafter, this shared sense soon obviated any further 
need for Meccan neutrality and carried the Arabs and their language over most 
of the civilized world. 
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D . 4 . a The effects that the Q u r U n had upon the cultural and linguistic 
consciousness of first/seventh-century speakers of Arabic are nearly impossi­
ble to overestimate, and they are equally impossible to estimate accurately. 
H o  w extensive literacy had become among the Arabs before Islam is still 
uncertain. That it was m u c h more widely spread than had been thought some 
years ago is clear, at least in the areas of southern Mesopotamia and Syria and 
the Hijazi settlements. But, although it is possible that some poems were 
recorded before the second half of thefirst/seventhcentury,149 this practice 
can hardly be said to have been the rule, nor can it be adduced as evidence of 
poetic composition in writing (cf. p. 14 above and chap. 2 n. 117).1 5 0 A 
pertinent question also would be: W h a t form of Arabic was transcribed as the 
written language at HIra, the Laxmid city on the Euphrates often considered to 
have been the cradle of Arabic literary culture (cf. Abbot RNAS 5 - 8 ; 
Blachere HLA 347, 363 -64 and passim; Rabin "cArabiyya" El21565a) and 
the site where Arabic poems m a y first have been set d o w n in writing (see, 
e.g., Krenkow UWP 266; Asad MSJ 195)? If there is truth to the theory that 
the Arabic script in use in Mecca and the Hijaz before Islam had been adapted 
and was ordinarily employed to transcribe the vernacular spoken there (cf. 
chap. 3, § C . 4 . a , above), or at most a kind of commercial koine distinct from 
the poetic idiom (cf. Geyer rev. VSA 13, 17; von G r u n e b a u m C / 26; Corriente 
FY 27 n. 9), then w e cannot disregard the possibility that an analogous 
situation had obtained at HIra. W a  s the form of Arabic usually written there 
also a local vernacular, perhaps somewhat adapted for scribal use, as seems to 
have been the case at Mecca and Medina? W a  s it actually a Schriftsprache, in 
the more proper sense of the word? Or could the systematization and standar­
dization of the poetic carab'iya into a literary language already, before the 
Qurinic text was established, have been under w a y in this Christian Arab 
center, providing a precedent and a pattern for the later wholesale adoption of 
the oral poetic idiom as the language of literate culture wherever Arabic was 
spoken? Similar questions can n o w also be asked regarding the Arab Christian 
community at Najran (see nn. 68 and 148 to this chapter). But none of these 
questions can at present be definitively answered. Yet regardless of h o  w they 
might be answered, w  e have to accept that, for all practical purposes, the 
writing-down of the Q u r i  n represented one of the earliest—if not the 
earliest—large-scale attempts to reproduce graphically the oral language of 
poetry. 
But at the same time an entirely new attitude toward this language was 
fostered. For, as envisioned by M u h a m m a d  , the idiom of the Qur'an, so far 
from belonging preeminently to the poets " w h  o were the prophets of tribal 
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hatred" (Goldziher MS I 80), assumed the role of "the tongue of his people" 
through which God' s message was m a d e k n o w n to them. Because of the 
religious and social requirements of the Islamic community, and above all 
because of the liturgical principle of public oral recitation and prayer, the 
capacity for using this idiom could no longer be reserved solely to poets, 
rawis, kahins, and their like, but had to become the c o m m o  n acquistion of all 
w h  o heard, understood, and accepted God'  s "Arabic Qur 'an  " as delivered 
through his chosen Arab Messenger. This included, atfirst, all the members 
of M u h a m m a d ' s super-tribal Arab Muslim community and, later, the entire 
community of Muslims, Arab and non-Arab alike (only some of w h o  m at any 
time would be endowed with notable poetic ability). 
For even the earliest faithful to acquire this capacity, though, a radical 
departure would have to be m a d e from the formative process through which it 
had been instilled in those acknowledged masters of the art of the word, the 
poets. O n  e neither expected nor desired that the ordinary believer undergo the 
long, arduous, and relatively unstructured training regimen of a raw! in order 
to develop an ability to handle the poetic language. Moreover, as far as the 
poets themselves and their audiences were concerned, this "language" (if 
such w  e m a  y call it) had been simply an incidental concomitant of the poetic 
art, the distinctive m e d i u  m of poetic rendition, indistinguishable and insepar-' 
able from the p o e  m itself (and from analogous forms of non-casual verbal 
expression). It was the Qur'an, with its uncompromisingly innovative and 
effective use of this m e d i u  m for non-poetic purposes and its forthright claim 
to being "an Arabic recitation" in "an articulate Arabic tongue,"151 that 
perhaps for the first time gave recognition and significance to the poetic 
"language" as a quantity abstractable from the poetry and accessible to ndn­
poets as well. It was the Qur'an, too, as a self-consciously instituted "scrip­
ture" (kitab), like those of the other prominent "scriptuaries" (ahl al-kitab), 
that from thefirst laid the groundwork for the intellectual and educational 
revolution that was to c o m e . The "articulate Arabic tongue" that was 
intrinsic to this "Arabic recitation" could be learned just as all true 
knowledge had ever been learned: through the written word of revealed scrip­
ture. This "language," too, would be included in that "true h u m a n knowl­
edge . . . equated with religious insight" (Rosenthal K  T 29)1 5 2 that G o d 
"taught [man] by the Pen" (XCVI:4 ) , when H e "taught him articulateness 
(al-bayan)" (LV:4 /3 ) , 1 5 3 and that can be acquired only through direct revela­
tion or, the Qur'an implies, through "studying" scriptural or religious texts 
(e.g., 111:79/3; VII:169/8; X X X I V : 4 4 / 3 )  . 
D . 4 .  b As it turned out, however, although the Qur'an had an overwhelm­
ing and decisive influence in orienting the Muslim Arabs, especially those 
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living in urban surroundings, toward acceptance of the authority of the written 
word and the primacy of literacy a m o n g h u m a n intellectual achievements, it 
no more dislodged poetry (at least not for a few centuries) from its central 
position in Arab culture than had the Christian Bible three or four centuries 
earlier displaced H o m e  r and the dramatists in Hellenistic culture. O  n the one 
hand, a living tradition of oral poetry was still carried on and patronized 
among the early generations of Muslims (and even later a m o n g the Bedouin 
tribes), and its aesthetic, social, and even didactic values continued for som e 
time to be appreciated by important figures in the Islamic community (see, 
e.g., Goldziher MS I 2 9 - 3 1 , 3 8 - 3 9 , 50, and passim; BlacherePC 100-103; 
and esp. Asad MSJ 194-215). But, on the other, the poetry itself began to 
take on an altogether new significance within Arab and Arabic-speaking cul­
tural life—not as verbal art or expression, nor even as the so-called "register 
of the Arabs" {diwan al-carab), but rather as the principal repository and 
normative standard for the singular and specialized linguistic phenomenon the 
Qur'an had called "an articulate Arabic tongue," the classical carabiya. For 
it was to the poetry that one turned in the first century and a half of Islam, not 
to the Qur'an, in order to deduct, codify, and prescribe the "correct" usage to 
be followed, not just in reciting the scriptural text, but in composing and 
presumably uttering all subsequent forms of literary (i.e., written) expression 
quite apart from poetry (out of which that usage seems to have been generated 
to begin with). Thus was initiated pre- and early Islamic poetry's gradual 
transmutation from the primary Bildungsgut of a people—the A r a b s — w h o 
cherished it as such while and wherever they prevailed in the Islamic world, 
into the primary Sprachgut of a society—Islamic society—dominated no 
longer by Arabs, but by Arabic. For this society, then, philological study 
became among the noblest and most seriously pursued intellectual activities, 
and acquiring proficiency in the carabiya became the necessary propaideutic 
to any intellectual activity at all. 
That from the earliest Islamic period speakers of Arabic saw in poetry the 
source and model of "correct" usage and that this usage both corresponded to 
that of the Qur'an and differed markedly from their o w n (especially as to 
inflection) is borne out in the collection of traditions translated by P . Kahle 
(QA 171-79: esp. nos. 30, 31, 53, 54, 67) . 1 5 4 A s Rabin has shown (BCA 
25-26; see p. 130 above), these traditions prove nothing about either the 
formal rendition or the original enunciation of the Qur'an itself; but they do 
indicate that the use of frab in reciting the Qur'an seems to have imposed an 
unwonted burden upon the linguistic capacities of the Arabs in question. In 
addition, since even the earliest preserved papyri documents, both Muslim 
and Christian, contain enough "indications of the disappearance of the case 
endings . .  . to show t h a t . . . the copyists . . . spoke a language devoid of 
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declension" (Blau ELB 126; see p. 136 above), one can see there a reflection 
of the situation portrayed in the reported traditions.155 
D . 4 . c W h e  n w e recall h o w intimately linked were the productions of the 
pre- and early Islamic poets with their special linguistic m e d i u  m and h o  w 
completely the work of codifying the carablya was based upon the poetry, w e 
can understand h o w later literary poets also composed verses in this synthetic 
language that were "correct" in diction, meter, and rhyme. But this, of 
course, presents an entirely different phenomenon, analagous to the Hellen­
istic poets' mastery over the epic hexameter and m a n  y external features of the 
poetic language that had belonged to the oral tradition of H o m e r  . These post-
classical Arabic poets composed pen in hand or scribe close at hand, 
following grammatical and stylistic "rules" they learned and perfected in 
schools—rules that had been set d o w n and standardized on the basis of what 
the philologists had read in recorded works of the classical masters and heard 
uttered by the skilled and orally trained poets and rawis of the Bedouins (cf. 
Gibb ALI 160-61) . For, in reality, it was a m o n g the Bedouins, and almost 
only the Bedouins, that the overriding impulse to literacy—to read the sacred 
Book—that has dominated most of Islamic civilization was slowest in making 
inroads. Blau rightly declared: 
It seems evident that the tradition of Classical Arabic poetry continued among 
the Bedouins largely because their conditions of life, in contradistinction to 
those of the settled population, had not changed, and still, as before Islam, 
constituted the background to Bedouin poetry. (RBA 45) 
But surely one of the most important of those unchanged conditions, one that 
accounts for the fact that even present-day illiterate Bedouin poets "compose 
their poetry in archaic and often extraneous dialects" (Rabin AW A 17), was 
the Bedouins' relative unfamiliarity with writing and written poetical c o m p o  ­
sition and their concomitant reliance on oral rendition and public perfor­
mance . 
There was  , perhaps, a m o n  g early connoisseurs of poetry and linguistic 
experts a conscious or unconscious awareness of the decisive effect exerted by 
literacy, together with the expectations and predispositions that accompany it, 
upon an oral tradition of poetry. This at least would help to explain w h y the 
philologists and litterateurs tended to distrust and disparage the linguistic and 
stylistic purity of those early poets like  c AdIy b. Zayd and others w h o had 
been too closely associated with urban centers, and w h y  , as it is said, the ra­
wis declined to transmit their poetry (Brockelmann GAL Suppl I 59, 61; 
Blachere HLA 71; von Gruenbaum NAU 15). Furthermore, it m a  y not only 
have been the urban and commercial aspects of life at Mecc  a but also the 
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greater familiarity with writing and more pervasive influence of the written 
word that prevailed there which could have been responsible for the marked 
failure of Qurays to produce any reputable poets until well into the more 
literate U m a y y a  d period (e.g., Ag I 35:16-19; Nicholson LHA 237). At the 
same time poets, such as D u r - R u m m a (d. 117/735-36), w h o had acquired 
literacy, often felt constrained to conceal the fact in order not to prejudice 
their poetic reputations (e.g., Suyuti Muz II 3 4 9 - 5 0 ; Goldziher MS I 
111-12) . 1 5 6 
Finally, w  e should recognize that hand in hand with the expressed prefer­
ence for Bedouins as linguistic informants and as renderants of poetry went 
that profoundly "classicistic" tendency of the late second/eighth-fourth/ 
tenth centuries. This tendency granted sole normative supremacy in the dual 
areas of linguistic usage and poetical composition to the pre- and early Islamic 
poets (thejahiFiyun and muxadramun respectively), almost without exception, 
and to m a n y poets of the U m a y y a d period (the islamlyun)157 (see, e.g., Lane 
Lex IV: 1611, s. v. sahid). A n  d underlying it was  , for the most part, a real and 
perceived disparity between the verbal art of these earlier poets, as it m a  y 
have been recorded at that time and as it was still preserved in living rendition 
among the nomadic Bedouins, and between that being composed by their 
urbanized contemporaries. If the oral-traditional origins of classical Arabic 
poetry are accepted to any substantial degree, then one m a y therein find a n e w 
explanation for the deviations of m a n y late U m a y y a d and cAbbasid poets 
from the formal, thematic, and linguistic standards established on the basis of 
recorded classical verse and living Bedouin practice—deviations associated 
with the so-called "Battle of the Ancients and Moderns  " (cf. Goldziher AAP 
122-74; Gibb APAP; von Grunebaum CPAT passim; Blachere in CDC 
279-86) . In part, at least, they m a y be understood as the attempts of poets 
(who themselves and whose audiences were often quite literate, not to say 
learned) to break away from the artificially deduced and imposed restrictions 
of a technique of poetic composition no longer accessible or appr9priate to 
them. That is, poets w h o were educated to read and write, w h o read the poems 
of their predecessors and contemporaries and wrote their o w n or had them 
written d o w n , would have had little or no opportunity to develop naturally the 
formulaic techniques of oral composition and rendition that had generated the 
poems that served as their models.1 5 8 Thus, they could have had to choose 
between self-consciously imitating the classical masters, as most of the critics 
demanded, or more or less deliberately departing from the conventions pecu­
liar to an oral style and diction so as to create a literary style and diction 
satisfactory to an audience of practised readers, as well as hearers. In either 
case (and unquestionably in the latter), certain deviations from the norms of 
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oral-traditional poems might be expected, simply by virtue of the poets' 
inadequate c o m m a n  d of the improvisatory formulaic techniques as such. Such 
deviations or a more noticeable infrequency of verbatim correspondences 
cannot just be attributed, then, to a "theory of variation" that "consciously 
avoided formulae, repetitions, and the like" (see chap. 2 , n. 40), unless it is 
also understood that a theory of that kind would undoubtedly have arisen out 
of a literary, as opposed to oral, approach to poetical composition (cf. W e h  r 
rev Ar 185). 
E  . The object of this chapter has been to demonstrate the need for a fresh 
approach to one of the oldest problems in the field of Arabic studies— 
namely, the origin and nature of the poetic carabiya—and the value of form­
ing such an approach around the insights provided by a theory of oral-
formulaic poetic composition and rendition a m o n  g the pre- and early Islamic 
Arabs. In pursuing this object, I readily and gratefully acknowledge m  y debt 
to the oral-formulists a m o n g the Homerists and especially to Milman Parry. 
Parry's treatment of the language of the Iliad and Odyssey as the language of 
an oral poetry has given philologists and linguists a key to understanding 
m a n y otherwise inexplicable features of the Homeric Kunstsprache. A  s con­
ceived by Parry, the language of an oral poetry could exhibit a wide range of 
anomalous features—such as archaic usages of various kinds and from vari­
ous periods, intermixture of dialectal or even foreign elements, coexistence of 
parallel and equivalent grammatical forms, morphemic and syntactic 
peculiarities absent from the spoken vernaculars, and others. Such features, 
often apparently linguistically incompatible, could occur together in the work 
of an oral poet because, in the course of becoming an oral poet, he had taken 
over from other poets and absorbed a vast body of phrases and phrase-patterns 
upon which he drew in formulating and performing aloud his o w n verses. 
That these formulaic elements might be of the most varied chronological, 
geographical, and even linguistic provenance mattered not at all, so long as 
they satisfactorily filled out the metric line of the p o e  m and adequately con­
tributed to the success of the on-going performance. W h a t resulted was not so 
m u c h a language as a diction that was inherited by a younger poet from his 
masters simply as an aspect—an integral and inseparable aspect, to be 
sure—of a traditional technique of making non-written verse. " T h u s , " as 
Parry wrote, "while the poems of an oral poetry are ever each one of them in 
a never-ceasing state of change, the diction itself is fixed, and is passed on 
with little or no change from one generation of singers to another" (see p. 100 
above). 
A more conclusive demonstration of the formulaic character of classical 
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Arabic poetry—of its "orality"—is reserved to the preceding chapter. In this 
chapter, I have only tried to determine h o w far w e m a y go in applying Parry's 
theory to the language of classical Arabic poetry. Can features of the carablya 
deemed anomalous or peculiar to verse be better understood in light of that 
theory? In the case of such phenomena as the articulation of final vowels in 
rhyme-pausal position, the occurrence of m a n  y so-called poetic licences, the 
use of various dialectal forms on an interdialectal basis, the juxtaposition of 
m a n y archaic words and morphemes with their more modern equivalents, the 
apparent generalization or "homogenization" of terms of place-names away 
from a once more precise and specific signification, the answer is an 
unequivocal "yes": the existence of these and related phenomena, like that of 
demonstrable analogs in the Homeric language, can be accounted for without 
exception in terms of the function they would have performed in meeting the 
prosodic and thematic demands of a verse produced under pressures of oral 
composition and rendition. 
But even further, some of the most essential and intrinsic properties of the 
carablya are quite consistent with what m a  y be admitted to be its wholly non-
vernacular character, and seem to flow mainly, if not solely, from its role as 
the m e d i u  m for various mode  s of non-casual, elocutionary expression— 
particularly poetry. These properties include a generalized a as the vowel of 
the imperfect preformative, in the face of a practically universal drift toward / 
in the spoken dialects, and, above all, the retention of the morpho-syntactic 
archaism of short-vowel desinential endings indicating case and mood—the 
frab -suffixes. Evaluating the evidence for and against the presence of frab in 
the vernaculars of sixth- to ninth-century speakers of Arabic, w  e are forced, I 
think, to conclude that nowhere can this synthetic property be confidently 
presumed to have been heard as a regular feature of casual speech either of 
town-dwellers or of Bedouins. T  o the contrary, it can be strongly argued that 
what set the Arab poet apart from his fellow tribesmen or townsmen and 
enhanced their awe of him was precisely his ability to utilize this unusual 
inflective diction in formulating verses that thereby would be vocalically 
suited to isochronous measures and would be each conspicuously and cor­
rectly terminated with the same desinential vowel. 
The linguistic situation thus projected would have involved an archaic and 
interdialectal synthetic or quasi-synthetic speech-form, the carablya, re­
stricted primarily to the rendition of poetry, in contrast with various urban and 
nomadic analytic dialects spoken generally in casual intercourse. Such a 
situation seems even more reasonable to assume w h e n w e consider that the 
fact that the Qur'an utilized this distinctive poetic idiom would have removed 
it, too, along with poetry, far from the realm of everyday speech; and that this 
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circumstance alone, rather than any supposed formal or thematic similarities, 
could have given the Meccans just the pretext they needed to identify and 
dismiss M u h a m m a d as a poet. 
The same fact, that the Q u r i n had been delivered in the inflectional lan­
guage of oral poetry, has been of overwhelming significance in the linguistic 
and cultural history of Arabs and users of Arabic. It meant that what had 
previously existed by and large only as a heard and non-written linguistic 
phenomenon, associated almost uniquely with the oral rendition of poetry and 
certain other forms of non-casual speech, was to appear in probably its 
first—and undoubtedly its most important—written manifestation of any 
scope, in the form of a "scripture" for the Arabs, an "Arabic recitation." 
Heretofore, mastery over this idiom, with its relatively unfamiliar case and 
m o o  d desinences, had been acquired by poets and rawls as an automatic 
accessory to the art and technique of formulating unwritten verse. It could 
hardly have been conceived in abstraction from poetry and other such 
elocutionary utterances. Islam and the Qur'an changed all that. Since recita­
tion of the Qur'anic message, available as a text within a generation of the 
Prophet's death, had become fundamental to Islamic religious practice, accu­
rate reproduction of its linguistic form became not merely a desideratum but, 
more properly, an obligation incumbent upon all believers. This, together 
with the emergence of a deeper sense of cultural unity (even superiority) 
a m o n  g the ruling Arabs and the resultant need for an intertribal, and later 
international, m e d i u  m of expression and communication, led the early M u s  ­
lims to take the seemingly inevitable, yet rarely precedented, step of systemat­
ically abstracting, describing, and standardizing the linguistic m e d i u  m of an 
oral poetry. This m e d i u m was then adopted and prescribed as the language of 
literature and of literary and verbal culture in general. 
Those responsible for the systematization of classical Arabic grammar from 
the first/seventh century onward have borne convincing witness to the poetical 
and oral origins of the carabiya, both through their attachment of primary 
importance to the evidential value of poetry for determining "correct" usage 
and also through their recognition that that usage in its living form was to be 
heard only in the unlettered milieu of the Bedouins—specifically, in the 
person and poetic performance of an accomplished Bedouin rawl poet. 
1. See Zwettler BFOT 207-8; chap. 1, § C  , above. I have not considered Petracek's linguistic 
studies to which he refers in VAL 45 n. 47. 
2. For a more detailed treatment of the Homeric Kunstsprache in this sense, see P. Chantraine 
in Mason Intro chap. 4 (esp. 105-15); L . R . Palmer in Wace/Stubbings CH chap. 4 (esp. 
97-106); idem in FYT 19-21 and 35 nn. 15-24; M  . Bowra in Wace/Stubbings CH 26-28; etc. 
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3. Cf., inter alia, Lord ST 43, 49, and passim; Palmer in FYT 21 -24 , 35-36 nn. 25-32; 
Bowra HP 388-98 (with references to other traditions); Nagler TGV 284-88; and esp. A  . 
Hoekstra Homeric Modifications of Formulaic Prototypes, and Edwards LHTC. See also the 
important observations of M  . B  . Emeneau on the Toda song language in Emeneau OPSI, esp. 
337; further developed on the linguistic level in Emeneau SMOL. 
4. = Parry SET II = MHV 325-64. 
5. Characteristically, Parry made a careful distinction between the terms language, diction, 
and style, which I have tried to adhere to in the following discussion. "All three," he writes, 
"have to do with the sum of words, word-forms, and word-groupings used by a m a n . A s 
language, however, w  e look at them as used by a certain people, at a certain time, and in a certain 
place; as diction, as the material by which thought is expressed; and as style, as the form of 
thought" (SET II 1 = MHV 325). In view of Parry's distinction, then, Petracek's term style (Stil) 
might more aptly be exchanged for diction; see Petracek VAL 56 -58 , esp. 4 7 - 4 8 . 
6. For other theories of the origin of the Homeric language and Parry's critique of them, see 
SET 2 - 6 = MHV 326-29. 
7. The eight traits are as follows: 
"I.—The spoken dialect of the author of an oral poem is shown by his poetic language, 
which will tend to be the same as his spoken language wherever he has no metrical reason to 
use an older or foreign word or form or construction. . . . 
"II.—On the other hand an oral poet, composing in a diction which follows his o w n 
language where it can, m a y be using phrases and passages which are neither his o w n work nor 
that of other poets of the same dialect, whether of his o w n or of an earlier time, but 
borrowings from the poetry of another dialect. . . . 
"III.—A given word, form or group of words can be proved to be the original work of 
poets speaking a given dialect only when it can be shown that no other dialect which had had a 
 eitherpart in the history of the poetry had, in its spoken or its poetic language, the same word 
or form or group of words with the same metrical value.
"IV.—Conversely, a word or form or group of words which is metrically false, or fails to 
make sense, must be the work of a dialect whose words and forms when used would make the 
verse correct, or give it meaning. . . . 
"  V (exception to I).—A foreign or older form m a  y be kept in the poetic language even 
when the poet's o w n language has a form which could take its place, but such a keeping, apart 
from metrical reasons, will be due to the regular use of the form along with other words which 
are always used as a group and which the poet feels as such, or to the poetic character of the 
word, or to some other such special reason. . . . 
" V I (exception to IV).—The working of a formulaic diction m a y itself be the cause of 
metrical faults. 
"VII (exception to III).—A form which seems old or foreign m a  y be a creation by analogy 
from forms which are really so. . . . 
'' VIII.  — A word, form, or group of words which is old or foreign is not in itself proof that 
 . . . 
 singer.the verse or passage in which it is found is the work of an older or foreign . . ."
8. See, e.g., Hoekstra HMFP; Hainsworth FHF; and others. 
9. See, e.g., Hoekstra HMFP 18-20, 2 9 - 3 0 and passim; though with the reservations about 
the meaning of recitation expressed by Hainsworth FHF 1-2. 
10. Cf. J. Blau's remark about "the thorny problem as to whether Classical Arabic emerged as 
the language of a particular tribe or was from the beginning a super-tribal tongue" (ELB 2). 
11. Though already in use earlier, this term was seriously advanced by  W . Marcais, as quoted 
by H  . Fleisch I ELS 99 (cf. Rabin A WA 17); adopted also by Blachere HLA 79-80 and Intro 164­
 rather  precisely, with 
spoken form of Arabic and in contrast to the classical carabiya, by H  . 
Fleischer in his Kleinere Schriften III (Leipzig: S. Hirzel, 1888): 384 (from an article first 
appearing in ZDMG 1 [1847]: 148-60). Detailing the introduction of Greco-Aramaic elements 
-65  ; used with reservations by Rabin BCA 24. The term was used mor
reference to a c o m m o n
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into Arabic shortly after the expansion of Islam, Fleischer writers: "So bindete sich die [koine 
didlektos] des Arabischen (Hajji Khalifa IV 323), wahrend die durch Koran and Sunna geheilig­
ten Formen der alten Beduinensprache, gleichsam der [atthis] des Arabischen, in den Stadten nur 
noch unter den hoher Gebildeten mehr kiinstlich als natiirlich fortlebten, nach Gesetzen, denen 
sich keine Sprache des taglichen Verkehrs entziehen kann, auch aus diesen Kreisen immer mehr 
verschwanden und endlich nur noch in den Schulen und der Literatur gepflegt wurden." A more 
recent use of the term as denoting a c o m m o  n spoken language is to be found in Ferguson AK (but 
cf. also Blau ELB 14-17): and see esp. Cohen KLD. 
12. Quoted by A  . Spitaler in rev Ar 145b. 
13. See references and summary of opinions in Rabin AW A 17-24. Cf. also, e.g., Noldeke/ 
Schwally GQ II 58-59; Fleisch IELS 97 -99 , 101; Blachere HLA chap. 2, esp. 79-82; Rabin 
BCA; idem, "cArabiyya" El2 I 565a; Brockelmann GAL Suppl I 15-16 and n. 2; idem, in 
SpulerSem 214—16. Besides Fuck (for whose position see chap. 3, § C .8 .a , below), others who 
hold that the carabiya was a spoken language or dialect include Nicholson LHA xxii-xxiii; 
Mukarram QKA 13-15 (accepts the traditional view: language of Qur'an = dialect of Qurays = 
poetic carablya); Chejne ALBH 52-58 ("Arabic, i.e., the Arabic of the Qur'an and that of 
poetry, . . . would seem to have been [at Mecca] both the c o m m o n language of the people and 
poetical koine" [ALRH 53]). 
14. See discussions in Noldeke/Schwally GQ II 58-59; Fleisch IELS 99-101; Blachere Intro 
156-69; Rabin AW A 3 - 4 , 19-24, and passim; idem BCA 24-29; Brockelmann in Spuler Sem 
216-17; Bell/Watt Intro 82-85. The important opposing views are those of K  . Vollers (VSA), 
and P. Kahle (CG2, AQ, ARK). 
15. The assumption, often perhaps unintentional, that to write and to compose are synony­
mous , and hence mutually interchangeable, enters the scholarship of many Western orientalists, 
even of those w h  o might readily acknowledge the existence of a so-called oral tradition in other 
contexts. Cf., e.g., Vollers' termSchriflsprache; also the more sophisticated, but unnecessarily 
paradoxical, expression of H  . Birkeland, vorliterarische Schriftsprache, in Birkeland AP 7; 
Goldziher's supposition that "the spread of script made possible the formation of a supertribal 
and uniform literary language" (SHCAL 3); Rabin's casual suggestion that the Qur'an "was 
perhaps the first attempt to write Arabic prose" (BCA 24, m  y italics); esp. A  . Guillaume's 
occasional tendency, in his translation of the Sira, Guillaume LM (second page number refers to 
Wiistenfeld's Arabic edition), to render Arabic qala, "he said, uttered," by English he wrote: 
e.g., LM 59/88, 120/169, 208/304, 350/527, 598/889, 719 n. 181/194. Cf. also Parry SET II 12 
n. 1 = MHV 333 n. 2. 
16. E . g . , Jacob AB xx-xxii, 198-99; Fleisch IELS 101; Gibb ALI2 10-11; etc. 
17. Spitaler rev VSA esp. 317-18; idem rev Ar 146 n. 17; idem in Levi Delia Vida LSPS 
125-26. Cf. Corriente FY 37 n. 27. 
18. See, e.g., W  . Caskel in von Grunebaum SICH 41; M  . Hofner in Gabrieli ASB 53-59; 
Brockelmann in Spuler Sem 208-9; Petracek VAL 42-43. 
19. See Lichtenstadter NAQ esp. 24-81; Bloch Qas; etc. 
20. See Birkeland AP 14, 16; Fleisch TPA 191 n. 2, but cf. idem AC2 28 n. 1. 
21. Details and terminology of Arabic rhyme-praxis can be found in Wright AG II 350-58. 
22. Cf., besides the references cited by Birkeland and Fleisch on these differences, the impor­
tant remarks of Ibn JinnI Xas I 69-71 , pointing out the special pausal phenomena at the ends of 
hemistichs (wuqufcala l-carud) that deviate from pause both in rhyme-position and in "kalam." 
This should be mentioned, he adds, but it never has been. 
Although the grammarians seem to employ the word kalam in reference to non-casual "litera­
ry" prose utterances made in the carabiya by linguistically acceptable Arabs and in the formal 
diction of certain tribes, Fleisch regards their observations as having been just as applicable to 
prose spoken in normal conversation: " . . .the latter [being] source of the former; for pause has 
been noted in literary prose only because it existed in c o m m o  n usage" (TPA 173 n. 1; AC2 29). 
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23. The most complete treatment of Arabic pausal phenomena is that of Birkeland AP. Cf. 
Wright/4G 368-73, also 373-90 passim; Kramers AO 3-13;Fleisch TPA 172-97; idem,4C 2 2 8 ­
30; andreferences cited in Birkeland AP 5 - 6 and Fleisch TPA 172. 
24. O n iqwa' (sometimes called ikfa'), see, e.g., Ibn Kaysan TQ 55-57;.Wright/4G II 357A 
(also note by D e Goeje, ibid. 357D); Noldeke BKPA 37-38; Gaudefroy-Demombynes ILPP 7 7 ­
80 n. 113; Blachere DCHM 137-40; etc. 
25. See Birkeland AP 7; Kramers AO 4 - 5  ; Fleisch AC2 29. 
26. O n the phenomena called ismam, rawm, and tcuflf, see Birkeland AP 7, 22-31; Fleisch 
TPA 173-75; on tcuf'if cf. also Wright AG II 369A. It m a y be asked whether the analysis of 
tacflfas a gemination or, as Birkeland and Fleisch suggest, a lengthening of the rawly consonant 
really arrives at the truth of the matter. W  e know for a fact that early Arabic philologists, despite 
their otherwise brilliant understanding and description of phonetic principles, took little or no 
account of the phenomenon of accent (see, e.g., Fleisch TPA 169-71; idem AC2 2 6 - 2 8 , 159, 242 
n. 7). W  e can observe further that in some contemporary dialects (in m  y experience those of Cairo, 
Beirut, and Damascus, at least) classical and medieval poetry is ordinarily recited with noticeable 
emphasis on the penultimate syllable of both hemistichs of poems withqafiya mutlaqa (e.g., qifa 
nabki min dikra habibin wa manz'ifi—MuIQ 1; hal gadara s-sucara'u min mutaraddami— Mu 
cAn \;daca-ka l-hawa wa stajhalat-ka l-manaziu—DNab 21:1). Since in the normal forms of 
most standard meters the penultimate syllable would be short, this accent is heard today in general 
contrast with the accentual patterns of similar words in context in m a n  y dialects. N o w  , if this accent 
had been present, and had been considered noteworthy, in some modes of poetical recitation at the 
time of the early grammarians, and if, moreover, it had been carried over into (or had existed 
previously in)recitation with iskan (thus making the final syllable in pause an accented one: e.g., 
manzU, mutaraddam, manazil), then the grammarians could have been at a loss to depict such a 
condition in terms of their phonetic concepts and notation. Hence, they m a y have resorted to the 
fiction of tad0!/—i.e., a pausal geminated consonant—on the assumption that such a theoretical 
lengthening of the syllable would sufficiently indicate the shift in accent (at least, according to our 
admittedly hypothetical notions of early accentuation) and with complete awareness that the 
consonant itself would not be pronounced with gemination in pause in any event (according to 
conventional pausal treatment of geminated consonants; cf. Wright AG II373C; Birkeland AP 53; 
Fleisch TPA 175). That this phenomenon of tad0!/ was also alleged to occur in poems recited with 
tarannum could be due as much to a maintenance of the same "fiction" (if it was one) to explain the 
artificial accentuation of penultimate short syllables that w e observe in modern recitation, as to an 
actual lengthening of the rawiy-consonant. Cf. a similar conclusion, expressed in somewhat 
different terms, by W  . Fischer in FischerSF/1 51-52 . (Unfortunately I have not been able to see the 
revelant study byBirkeland, Stress Patterns in Arabic, Avh . . . det Norske Videnskaps-Akademi 
i Oslo, II. Hist.-Filos. Kl [1954], N o  . 3.) See also note 90, below. 
27. Or sometimes as an inflectional fault faybfi l-frab); cf. Ibn Qutayba in Noldeke BKPA 40; 
Gaudefroy-Demombynes ILPP 31. 
28. A good testimony to the oral-improvisational origin of m a n y such features is to be found in 
Ibn Qutayba's remark about the apocopated form occurring in a line attributed to Imra'alqays (DIQ 
55:24; DIQ (Ahl) 51:10):/a l-yawma asrab (forasrabu) gayra mustahqibin Hman mina Hani wa la 
wagiH. The line was so read also by Sibawayh (Kitab II 297). Ibn al-Anbari (Muf I 737:6, cf. 
480:9), Ibn as-Sikklt (1M 245:7, 322:17; TA 225:6, 256:9), as-Sukkari, and others (Ibrahim DIQ 
p. 412, to 16:8-10). Ibn Qutayba (ILPP 31 -32) comments: " W e r e it not that the grammarians cite 
this verse in illustration of the apocopation of a syllabic vowel because of the [over-] accumulation 
of vowels [i.e., at that point of the metrical foot] and that m a n  y of rawls render it thus, I would 
suppose it to be: fa l-yawma usqa etc." (law-la anna n-nahwlylna yadkuruna hada l-bayta wa 
yahtajjuna bi-hifi task'ini l-mutaharriki lijtinufi lharakati wa kafiran mina r-ruwati yarwuna-hu 
hakadq la-zanantu-hu . . .). (Noldeke BKPA 40 does not include this passage in his translation 
of Ibn Qutayba.) Ibn JinnI (Xas I 73-74  ; II 340) explicitly ascribes this apocopation, as well as a 
number of similar cases, to the demands of the specific metrical context. Although usqa was indeed 
attested (DIQ 16:10; al-Batalyusi DIQ p. 138:11; al-Mubarrad Kamil I 244:10; as-STrafi, in 
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SIbawayh Kitab Kitab II 298:12), its provenance seems to have lain practically exclusively with 
the Basrans, w h o would anyway have preferred it as sounder analogically (see esp. al-Bataiyusi 
DIQ p. 138:11 sch). Incidentally, it is ironic that scholars w h  o adduce the presence of apocopated 
forms in post-classical poetry as evidence of an uninflectional spoken language would not admit 
the same circumstance as evidence for the classical period (see, e.g., Fuck Ar 52). 
29. This, of course, excludes the instances of qafiya muqayyada ending in CVCVC (i.e., 
either mutadarika or mutarakiba mujarrada), which often involve forms of CVCC already epen­
thesized to CVCVC for metrical reasons. 
30. For the range of semantic possibilities, including infinitives, substantives, broken plurals, 
etc., see Wright AG I 1 1 0 C D , 112D, 1 1 3 C - 1 3 4 C , 158C, 200A, 224C, 2 6 3 D , 264D; Fleisch 
TPA 349-50 , 478-79 , 481; cf. also Ibn as-Sikkit/M 3-94; Ibn Qutayba in Fleisch TPA 352, on 
the degree of interchangeability of these various forms with and without anaptyxis. 
31. See Wright AG I 9 7 C , II 384B; Flesich TPA 156-59. 
32. Sources consulted were the following (see Bibliography for abbreviations): Divans, Muf, 
Asm, Jam, SAH, DVCA, DcAb, DcAd, DAjwa, DcAm, DfAmr, DAcsa, DAws, DQisr, DHad, 
DHam, DHass, DHat, DHut, DKacb, DLab, DMut, DQays, DQut, DSam, DSan, DSuh, 
DTuf, DcUr, DXan, DXuf.More than 950 qafidas with nine lines or more were counted. The 
rawiy consonants in the 52 rhyme-words withfinal consonantal pairs are distributed as follows: 
CVCrV: 17 (32.5%) / CVCIV: 15 (29%) ICVCmV: 6_( 11.5%) ICVCdVj 5.(9.5%) iCVCbV: 4 
(7.5%) / CVCsV: 2 (4%) / CVCzV: 1 (2%) / CVC°V\ 1 (2%) / CVCfV:\ (2%). The poets to 
w h o  m are ascribed the lines with raw'iys -d, -b, -s, -z, c, and / are: cAmir b. Tufayl (mux) 
DcAm 3, -dI al-AcsaQays b. M a y m u n (jah) DAcsa 50, -dI Asmia' b. Xariya (mux) Asm \\,-bI 
Basama b  c A m  r al-Gadlr (jah) Muf 122, c / Dawsar b. Duhayl al-QuraycI (unknown, prob.ya/z) 
Asm 50, -b I al-Hadira Qutba b. A w  s (jah) DHad pp. 11-13, -d I al-Harit b. Hilliza (jah) Muf 25, 
-s I al-Hutay'a (mux) DHut 85, -// Abu Saxr al-Hudali (isl)SAH pp. 970-71, -b I  cUqba ba. Sabiq 
(unknown) Asm 9 -b I ai-Xansa' (mux) DXan pp. 6-9, -b; 150-53, -s; 143-47, -z I Yazid b. al-
Xaddaq (jah) Muf IS, -d (n. b.: jah = jahifi, pre-Islamic; mux = muxadram, one w h o lived 
partly in pre-Islamic and partly in Islamic times; isl = post-Islamic). 
33. A s is obvious, such a count shows only the amount of attention, in terms of pages written, 
a particular final radical elicited. It actually shows neither the number of existent roots or words 
ending in that radical (a m u c h more arduous calculation), nor certainly the number of available 
C K C C - f o r m s . As a rough estimate, however, it m a y serve for the present purposes. The number 
of pages devoted to each letter are as follows: '-29 / b-\ 10 /1-20 /j-17 /; -38 / /z-44 / JC-18 / J-80 / 
d-\2 lr-205 I z-33 / 5-67 #-35 •/ s-29 / d-211 ;-36 /?-8 / c-105 / g-14 / / - 9 6 / g-86 / *-34 / M 5 2 / 
m - 1 2 3 / n-851 h-\l Iw andj-110. These results correspond to a great extent with those arrived at 
for phoneme distribution infinal root-radical position in J. H  . Greenberg's more scientifically 
conducted study "The Patterning of Root Morphemes in Semitic," Word 6 (1950): 162-81. 
But like mine, Greenberg's calculations give no information as to the number of available 
C K C C - f o r m s . 
34. Fleisch TPA I gives a thorough and concise treatment of Arabic phonetics with a survey of 
the existing literature; see esp. TPA 51 -62 , 161-97 and Section III; cf. also FischerSVA. 
35. Except, perhaps, insofar as that greater availability is itself a function of the underlying 
phonetic structure of the Arabic language. 
36. Pace Fleisch TPA 60. Cf. Pretzl WK 326-30; Rabin AW A 99 (forr). The exceptional 
properties of r and / in many languages were noted for Arabic quite early by the Muslim 
grammarians; see Fleisch TPA 60-61 and n. 2 , 76, 227-28 . 
37. Later literary poets seem to have had much less difficulty finding enough rhyme-words 
with final consonants other than -r, -/, and -m: e.g., Ru'ba b. al- Ajjaj DRu' nos. 5 - 6 (139 11.), 
•fc,-29(6311.),</;44(6311.),-fc/al-Mutanabbi D mutan pp. 166-72 (4111.),-//Mihyar ad-Daylaml 
DMih I pp. 180-82 (49 11.),-/; 199-202 (51 11.), -h; II pp. 128-31 (45 11.), -s/Ibn al-Muctazz 
DiMu III no. 262 (31 11), -d; no. 263 (27 11.), -t I etc. This points, of course, to their employing 
the tarannum- forms sheerly as part of a literary, rather than oral, tradition. 
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38. See n. 32 above. The fact that al-Xansa', a female contemporary of M u h a m m a d  , ac­
counted for three of these poems is most striking. Could it be due to the often-noted circumstance 
that w o m e n in many traditional societies, because of their generally segregated status, spoke an 
idiom that preserved many archaic features when contrasted with the language in use among the 
men? (Cf. Blau ELB 14 n. 2.) O  r might it be related to the relatively higher antiquity usually 
attributed to the elegy as a poetic form and to its special cultivation by poetesses? 
39. Cf. , in support of this view, Fischer SVA 51, w h o suggests that poems rhyming in 7 
(which, in fact, seem to predominate in the recorded tradition) indicate a similar lack of concern 
for inflectional niceties at verse-ends. The written tradition of the poetry shows us that not only 
were the short inflectional vowels -/ treated as equivalent to the long-vowel morpheme 7 for 
rhyme purposes, but also forms ending in consonants were included as equivalent too (cf. Wright 
AG II 385-86). Fischer believes that, rather than accept the conventional doctrine that all of these 
rhyme-words were pronounced with final 7 in pause, one might better assume that their final 
consonants were pronounced with an essentially non-inflectional explosive vocalic. The fact that 
the early written tradition seldom indicated the long 7, even when it represented an independent 
morpheme or root element, is taken as confirmation. 
40. Except that the long u suffix is retained in the 2d pers. plural verb (-turn) and attached 
pronoun (-kum) when either is followed by another pronominal suffix: e.g., ra aytwriu-ni, yuri­
kumu-hum (see Wright AG I 102B). 
41. Rabin BCA 30-31 questions whether this phenomenon actually constitutes an archaism or 
whether, because of older Semitic parallels, "it m a  y . .  . be preferable to follow for once the 
Arab philologists in treating this confusion as a poetic license." O r it m a  y also have arisen and 
spread so widely, he suggests, owing "to different usages in this respect in the home-dialects of 
the poets." The fact that the choice of declension was metrically determined, however, is 
evidence for its formulaic nature, regardless of origin. Cf. Fleisch AC2 38-40; TPA 276 -80 . 
42. Noldeke NBSS 69 n. 4; Rabin AW A 9 (citing also Ibn al-Anbari). For more detailed 
discussion of the addad phenomenon in Arabic, see, e.g., Fleisch TPA 393-96 , 528-29 ("pour 
p. 395") and references. 
43. See, e.g., Ahlwardt BAAG 5; Brockelmann GAL Suppl I 16; Fleisch IELS 103 n. 2 
(citing G  . Kampffmeyer), 114; Rabin "cArabiyya" El2 I 565a, 566a; Chejne ALRH 55; Wiet 
ILA 22-23 . Cf. also the instances of dialectisms in the Hudayl Dlwan—both those peculiar to 
Hudayl and those of other tribes: SAH index 2 (p. 1656); Braunlich VLB 203-4 ; Rabin AW A 
chap. 8 passim. 
44. "The Q u r i n is acrabu wa aqwafi l-hujja than the poetry," according to al-Farra' and the 
early Kufan school of Qur'anic recitation; see Beck ASAK 194-95; also Kopf B1AP 4 6 - 5 0 . This 
principle must not, of course, be confused with the quasi-doctrine of the inimitability (fjaz) of 
the Qur'an, which was a somewhat later elaboration associated more with rhetoric and literary 
criticism than with grammar and of which the linguistic matter was only one aspect (cf. von 
Grunebaum "Icdjaz" El2 III 1018a-20b). 
45. See again Beck ASAK 180-204 and passim; Rabin A WA 19-20 and passim; idem BCA. 
46. Cf. Ibn Fans SFL 52 (quoted also in as-Suyutl Muz I 210); Lane Lex s. v. carabiya (on 
authority of Qatada b. Di°ama [d. 118/736]); also Rabin "cArabiyya" El2 I 565a. 
47. D  . 224/838; Brockelmann GAL I 106-7; Suppl I 166-67. 
48. See, most recently, Thilo OAP; discussion of earlier geographical studies: 15-20. 
49. "Thus the qasida is fundamentally a message in verse which is to be delivered, preceded 
by a traveling-song [Reiselied] serving as a pasttime for the messenger" (Qas 132; cf. Jacobi 
SPAQ 2 , 6). 
50. Cf. L a m m e n s Bl 13-16, 122-24, 128-30. For a concise treatment of what R  . Pfeiffer 
calls "the unrealities in Homeric geography" (HCS 166), see H  . Thomas and F. Stubbings in 
Wace/Stubbings CH 283-310 passim. O  n the question of the historicity and factual accuracy of 
oral heroic poetry in general and theirrelation to the manner of composition, see, e.g., Bowra HP 
chaps. 8 and 14, and passim. 
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51. For Barth's L a w , see Bloch VIP 34-35; cf. alsoFleisch TPA 137-38, idem/lC2 241 n. 5. 
52. See Ferguson AK 621, to be supplemented by Blau ELB 16-17 (esp. 17 n. 2, for the

Bedouin dialects). It might be noted also that almost all the occurrences of the imperfect in the

many passages given by Musil MCRB are transcribed with / ore (vs. a) in the preformatives, thus

indicating a similar feature for the Rwala dialect.

53. See, e.g., Rabin AW A 20, 79. O n e wonders if the allegations of HudalT linguistic 
expertise might not have received a certain amount of ideological support from the frustrated 
partisans of Ibn Mas c ud's recension of the Q u r i n . Their vocal and prolonged reaction to the 
imposition of the cUtmanic codex as the canonical text (see Blachere Intro 63 -65 , 73 -75 , 106­
7) would naturally have led them to adopt the claim of the dialectal precedence of their 
eponymous hero's tribe, Hudayl, as another arrow in their polemical quiver. O  n the role of Ibn 
M a s  c u  d and his partisans and the "readings" attributed to him in the early history of the Qur'anic 
text, see Beck SGKK IV; also idem UKK, 358 n. 2; idem ASAK 181-82. 
54. It is important to remember that, contrary to Vollers's and Rabin's assertion, most of the 
variant "readings" adduced in VSA came from recognized and authoritative sources, and cannot 
hence lightly be called "non-canonical" or "sawadd"; cf. Noldeke NBSS 1-2. 
55. Rabin quiterightly points out that statements regarding the excellence of a tribe's language 
did not refer to the correctness of their dialect so m u c h as to their expertise in handling the poetic 
carab~iya {A WA 20). But he also warns against " Voller's mistake of assuming that Koran readers 
lightly imported features of their native dialects into their recitation" (ibid. 86). Thus, the 
readings with /-imperfect would have represented, if not the Prophet's pronunciation, the render­
ings that were for m a n y the proper usage for high discourse. Cf. also Noldeke BSS 11-12 and n. 
1; NBSS 3. 
56. Cf. Goldziher BGSA III 525. 
57. See, e.g., Rabin A WA 12-13, 18; Pellat MB 125 and n. 2, 126-27; Fuck Ar 30-31 , 48, 
57, 66, and passim; Blau ELB 8 -10; Blachere SIBB and Blau RBA. 
58. I have not seen Vollers's earlier articles in Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie 10 (1894) (thus in 
Blachere Intro 159 n. 216; in HLA 78, however, Blachere cites 11 [1896]; Vollers himself refers 
to a study of his in ZA 12, and it is this one to which Noldeke BSS 1 n. 1 refers; are these all 
separate studies or has there been some confusion of the references?). 
59. But cf. Noldeke BSS 5; also Corriente FY 27 n. 9, 39 n. 29. Although this etymology of 
the word m a y well correspond to the sense "to speak lucidly or properly or as an Arab 
(=Bedouin ?)"—that is, although it m a y indeed, as the verbal noun of acraba, convey the 
conventional meaning of that verb as it was used in the JahiHya—it ignores two important points: 
(1) w e have no basis for assuming that what was obviously in the second and third centuries A . H . 
a technical term, denoting correct usage of case and m o o  d suffixes, would have implied the same 
thing during a period before philological sophistication took over; and (2) there is good reason for 
believing that precisely this technical sense of the word ma y have been a direct semantic borrow­
ing from the Greek hellenismos, in its technical sense of "to speak Greek according to the 
established analogical patterns"; cf. Steinthal GSW II 121, 361-62; Clark RGRE 84-86; 
Pfeiffer HCS 21A. The second point has already been raised in this connection: Merx HAG, 143— 
44; idem in "Reflections . . ." 22-23; von Gruenbaum AFAL 337-38 = KD 147-48. 
However, the full range of its implications has yet to be explored. O n e could add that the 
semantic correspondence goes further yet; for the Greek terminological trichotomy, hellenismos ­
barbarismos-soloikismos (cf. Steinthal GSW 361-62) , where the second term and the third mean 
respectively phonetic or morphological errors and syntactical errors, finds its exact counterpart in 
Arabic with frab-fjam (orcujma)-lahn. Although Merx HAG 143-44 may beright to see in the 
Arabic term saTiqa—or saRqiya; cf. Fuck Ar 30, 91 n. 26—a transliteration from the Greek, 
nevertheless in technical usage it was lahn that was most commonly opposed to frab; cf. Fuck 
Ar appendix.) 
60. O  n the pervasiveness of the term Schriftsprache as misapplied to the language of tradi­
tional poetry, see, e.g., Parry SET II 12 n. 1 = MHV 333 n. 2, referring to O  . Bockel; cf. n. 15 
above. 
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61. Stating at one point (rev VSA 19) that " M u h a m m a d probably spoke and wrote the Hijazi 
dialect of the carab'iya," Geyer appends after the word schrieb the following note, highly 
indicative of h o  w deeply the very vocabulary of scholarship has been influenced by the belief that 
serious verbal creativity presupposed the ability or desire to write: "Durch diesen Ausdruck will 
ich natiirlich keine Parteinahme in der Frage, ob M u h a m m a  d wirklich lesen und schreiben konnte 
oder nicht. . . , markieren, sondern nur seine literarische Betdtigung schlechtweg bezeichnen" 
(19 n. 1; m  y italics). 
62. Cf. Bergstrasser/Pretzl GK 2 - 3 ; Beck UKK 362. 
63. Pace Blau ELB 3 n. 1, 127 n. 1. Blau, in the course of arguing that the pre-Islamic 
dialectsretained the inflectional endings, declares: " A  s to urban dialects, w  e regard the proofs of 
Noldeke, Neue Beitrdge, 1-5, as to the 'Classical' character of the language of Mecca as conclu­
sive." Unless he is referring perchance to Noldeke's earlier treatment in BSS 1 -14 ,1 cannot see 
how the remarks in NBSS, cogent as they m a y be on m a n y points, can be accepted as 
"conclusive" of anything in regard to the frdb. 
64. The attested forms -en and -in seem to be only phonologically conditioned allomorphs of 
-an; see Blau ELB 188, citing Cantineau; cf. also Matar LB 239. 
65. O n e must, I think, be wary of adducing the many dialectal forms involving the phonemes 
s-n (e.g., sayn, sinu, dsnak, asen, etc.) as instances of the word Jay' with nunation; see Noldeke 
BSS 2 - 3 ; Blau ELB Index II s. v. shay'; cf. also Fischer AA 810-1 l.'s'-n bears a close 
phonological resemblance to the word sa'n, whose semantic range by no means totally excludes 
that of say'. In some cases, particularly where the idiomatic sense required is " h o w ? " , sa'n 
provides a more appropriate nuance than say': the expression dsnak " h o w are you?" from 
Mosul, which Noldeke interprets as aysin (<ayyu say'in) + -ka, might more plausibly be 
analyzed as the interrogative ayy ( = ? ? ) + sa'nuka. Adding an attached pronoun to a contracted 
noun-form (-sn- <sa'n) would seem a more feasible linguistic process in Arabic than adding it to 
a ra/win-suffix. This is not to say, of course, that say' has not lain at the basis of such 
constructions; just that a dialectal fusion of say' and sa'n, because of close phonological and at 
least overlapping semantic correspondences, m a  y have taken place in these particular instances, 
and that this factor, rather than preserved nunation, might then account for the presence of n. The 
possibility, at any rate, should not be ignored. 
66. Cf. the similar conclusions of Matar LB 233 -48  , discussing nunation and long final 
vowels in the Bedouin dialect of the northwestern Egyptian desert. 
67. See, e.g., M  . D  e Goeje in Wright AG I 72 n; Noldeke BSS 11; Bergstrasser/Pretzl GK 
42-51; Fleisch IELS 100 n. 2; Blachere Intro 151-52; Rabin AW A 130-31; etc. 
68. In connection with the possible existence before Islam of a hieratic, written form of Arabic 
in conjunction with an incipient Arab "national" Christian church, centered at Najran, see 
Shahid MN 10, 40, 62, 9 6 - 9 8 , 157-58, and esp. 242-50 (but cf., too, Kobert rev MN, esp. 
466). 
69. See, e.g., Wolf SOM 329-44; Smith EA; Chelhod / S / chaps. 3 - 4 , A p p . I; R . Serjeant in 
Arberry RME II 4 -16; I. Shahid in CHI I 3 -29 ; etc. 
70. The hamza "is most likely the oldest" of the diacritical signs used in the Qur'anic 
manuscripts: Abbott RNAS 3 9 - 4 0 . 
71. Particularly unconvincing is the hadU that depicts the Prophet rebuking a m a  n w h  o ad­
dressed him as nabTu llah (i.e., instead of nab'iyu lldh). M u h a m m a d '  s response, according to 
Rabin A WA 144-45, was la tanbir, which Rabin translates, " D  o not screech," but which might 
better be rendered " D  o not raise your voice (i.e., with an expiratory stress)." In the first place, 
the use of hamz in nab'vy was a peculiarly HijazT pseudo-correction and a feature neither of the 
carab'iya nor of the other dialects (Rabin AW A 131-33). In the second place, the hadit has been 
received by Ibn al-Atir (NGH s. r. n-b-r) under two forms. In one M u h a m m a  d is portrayed as 
saying, " W e  , O tribe of Qurays, do not raise our voices" {in-na macsara Quraysin la 
nanbiru)—which is certainly a statement of dialectal fact, if the reference is to the hamz. The 
second is Rabin's quotation, la tanbir bi sml ("don't raise your voice in pronouncing m  y n a m e " )  ; 
but given the isolated pseudo-correctness of nabY (with hamz) to begin with, such a rebuke can 
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scarcely be interpreted as applying to hatnz usage in general. 
72. The example of orthographical representation of nunation, ka'in (or ka ayyin), written 
with nun (Bergstrasser / Pretzl GK 29) can be seen from its frequent occurrence in poetry to have 
been a frozen interrogative or exclamatory particle in which the n had ceased to hold any 
inflectional significance. Its diverse orthographical and morphological forms (cf. Wright AG I 
2 7 6 D , II127B) probably reflect dialectal differences in pronunciation (often adopted for metrical 
needs), but also indicate a consensus as to its conventional nature (cf. Rabin AW A 137). 
73. For occasional exceptions to pausal a, see Noldeke / Schwally GQ I 37 n. 2; Geyer rev 
VSA 53. 
74. E . g . , 11:180/76; VIL177/6; X L 3 1 / 3 ; X X X I X : 2 9 / 3 0 . This does not, of course, take into 
account the special problems presented by words pronounced n o  w with final a, but written with 
ya' oxwaw, and related phenomena; see Bergstrasser/Pretzl GK 36 -42 . 
75. Apart from the unanswerable psycho-linguistic questions of h o w someone dictating, pre­
sumably at this earliest point without benefit of a textual exemplar, would have maintained a 
sense of structure and continuity while delivering each word or small word-group one after 
another in isolated pausal form; and h o w  , under such conditions, he would have c o m  e to observe 
always and only the contextual (i.e., syntactically conditioned) forms of undetermined accusa­
tives, and certain other isolated evidences of inflection (e.g., aba'una, aba'ina, etc.). 
76. Cf. also Blau ELB 168-69, 210-12 , on the retention of-an vs. -unl-in; idem I MAD 218 
n. 36, 222-23 . Further, esp., FischerSVA 59 n. 84. 
77. A further instance of this non-inflectional nunation can be seen in the pausal phenomena 
heard among the Banu Tamln (and Qays), known as tanwln at-tarannum; see D  e Goeje in Wright 
AG II 390C; Fleisch TPA 192-03. Birkeland AP 15 concluded from this final -n (sometimes 
occurring, however, contrary to normal grammatical usage; cf. Wright AG II 369C; Fleisch TPA 
193) that poetical recitation in these dialectsreflected a very early stage of the language when 
tanwin was retained even in pause. But Rabin A WA 3 6 - 3 7 (and 41 n. 13) argues that the tanwln 
at-tarannum had a purely phonological origin and represented simply an automatic nasalization 
of pausal vowels. Rabin's view is followed also by Fleisch TPA 193 n. 3. 
78. E . g . , the use of accusative forms with ma or la (ma/la l-hijaziya) or with ilia (cf. 
Wright AG II 337B). 
79. It might be noted, also, that a terminal a, with the syntactical meaning of a definite article, 
was retained in Western Aramaic dialects, especially Nabataean, upon whose script the Arabic 
writing system is thought to be based. In Syriac and the Babylonian dialects, this final a became 
an integral part of the substantive so that it altogether lost the sense of the definite article. In either 
case, however, and particularly in that of Nabataean, there existed a solid precedent in 
orthographies that strongly influence Arabic orthography for graphic expression of final a, as 
opposed to other vocalic terminations; see, e.g., Cantineau CPA 93, cf. 105. But cf. also J. 
Starcky, "Petra et la Nabatene n , i, 2 , g. Ecriture nabateenne et ecriture arabe." 
80. Needless to say, the approach and conclusions presented here depart considerably from 
those of Vollers VSA 163-75 in many important respects. In particular, I disagree substantially 
with his observations on the use of the accusative in the Qur'an and the implications he draws 
therefrom (VSA 163-65). Geyer's refutation of Vollers on this point seems quite conclusive to 
m  e (rev VSA 52-55) . Nevertheless, m y o w n present judgment as to the presence oifrab in the 
Hijazi and other Arab dialects generally concurs with Vollers's, though for quite different reasons 
and with this exception: the accusative desinence -an seems to have been retained to some extent 
in living speech, but greatly diminished in its inflectional significance and actually generalized 
for a number of non-synthetic purposes. Cf. Fischer SVA 54 -60 . 
81. T o be sure, Vollers VSA 169-70 held reservations as to whether the frab was ever 
actually.used in speech to the extent assumed by the later grammarians; but nonetheless, he did 
identify it with Bedouin linguistic usage; cf. chap. 3, § C.I .a , above. 
82. For the sense of the term non-casual as it has been used here, see, e.g., the papers of C  . F. 
Voeglin and E . Stankiewicz in Sebeok SL 57-68 and 69-81 respectively. 
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83. The M  S of Rabin's A WA was sent to the publisher in 1947 (Rabin BCA 24 n. 6). 
84. Rabin later implies that absence oifrab would have been only one of several important 
features distinguishing the dialect of Qurays from the Qurinic carabiya (BCA 26); but he bases 
his opinion, that that dialect "must have been more unlike the Classical than the present-day 
colloquials," upon the no longer tenable assumption that those colloquials "after all are derived 
from Classical Arabic or from a Vulgdrarabisch closely related to it"; see Fleisch IELS 103 (with 
nn. 1-2); Bloch VIP 22 -29; Blau RBA 43 -45; idem ELB 10-11; Cohen KLD 108 and passim. 
85. Blachere's examples of a special poetic idiom among the oral poets of the North African 
Berbers and the Tuaregs of the Sahara are m u c h more cogent in this respect. Elsewhere Fleisch 
dwells upon these dubious parallels with European literary languages, stressing particularly that 
of the formation of Italian presumably on account of the literary preeminence of the Florentine 
Dante (Fleisch AC AD 27 -31 , 3 6 - 3 7 , 50-51) . 
86. Parry (SET II 2 n. 3 = MHV 326 n. 3) has pointed out the underlying fallacy of this kind 
of comparison in the case of an oral poetic language. 
87. Cf. Corriente FY 35-41 for corroboration of this point. 
88. Fleisch TPA 281-82 , 357 n. 2; idem ACAD 42-45; idem AC2 30, 51 n. 1. Blau IMAD 
224-26; idem RBA 46; idem, PSSL 56-58; and esp. idem ELB 3 - 4 (with 3 n. 1) and passim. 
89. What ought to be mentioned in connection with al-Azhari's account is that he relates it in 
the course of the introduction to his great dictionary, at-Tadhlb fi l-luga, as evidence of his o w  n 
firsthand expertise in Arabic, the authenticity of the rare and obscure expressions he has included, 
and the consequent superiority of his dictionary over all previous efforts. In other words, al-
Azhari's claim of linguistic probity for his Bedouin captors actually serves to buttress his o w  n 
claim to lexicographical preeminence. In such a context, one can at least question Fleisch's 
unqualified acceptance of the statement as conclusive proof for the presence of frab in Bedouin 
speech—particularly since (1) it was their value as sources of lexical information that was really 
to the point, and (2) the account fits well into the tradition of apocryphal and semi-apocryphal 
anecdotes about the inborn linguistic infallibility of the "natural" Bedouins. See references in 
Fuck Ar 91 n. 26; cf. H a y w o o d AL 53-56; Blau RBA; and below, n. 102, and chap. 3, § C  . 
ll.a-c. 
90. It should be noted, moreover, that most nouns of this pattern had equivalent, alternative 
forms that ended in ha' at-ta'riit_ (or ia al-marbuta). thus obviating the problem of pronouncing a 
final geminated consonant without a following vowel-suffix. In addition, one might ask w h  y the 
pronunciation of forms Yikejfall, ffill, fifull, etc., without final inflectional vowels, should 
have caused pre-Islamic Bedouins any more difficulty than, say, modern colloquial speakers of 
Arabic have with a name like Muhibb (>moh'ib) or a verb like yuhibb (>biyh'ib). In other 
words, the final radical might be articulated with gemination when a final auxiliary vowel could be 
appended to it; otherwise, "gemination" would be indicated by somehow stressing or accenting 
the final syllable. Cf. the conjecture regarding the nature of tacF'if advanced above, n. 26. 
91. For Blau's analyses, see IMAD; ELB 4 - 8 and A p p . I; PSSL chap. 5. Cf. also Grohmann 
ECAP 103-7. 
92. For a report that M u h a m m a  d feared, too, that he had become a poet, see Guillaume LM 
106, translating phrases from Ibn Ishaq's Slra found in at-Tabari's History I 1150, but omitted 
from Ibn Hisam's version. 
93. Corriente specifies his terminology as follows: "For the purpose of this paper, 'Middle 
Arabic' is a generic designation often including later periods, while 'Old Arabic' comprehends 
both Early and Classical ( = cArabiya) Arabic" {FY 20 n. 1). That such a comprehensive use of 
"Old Arabic" raises some problems will become evident in the ensuing section (chap. 3, § C I O  . 
a-d). 
94. See n. 54 to this chapter; also Corriente FY 2 7 - 2 8 nn. 9 - 1 1 , 37 n. 26, 44; idem FY2 
155-58 and references cited. 
95. In FY2 157, he calls it "an apparent linguistic scandal." 
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96. Corriente often refers to the frab suffixes simply as "morphs ." 
97. The method of commutation is described in FY 32. 
98. The texts chosen for analysis are ennumerated in FY 35, and the results of the analyses are 
given at FY 36 -38 . 
99. I.e., "external markers with independent [or semi-independent—M.Z.] word status, like 
articles, prepositions, conjunctions, etc." (FY 31). Examples of Arabic morph-words include: 
MIN huna, KAY yarda (FY 31 n. 18). 
100. This statement should be read in conjunction with the rather lengthy qualificative and 
elaborative notes that accompany it, especially as regards "the daily speech of many Bedouin 
tribesmen" (n. 8), "some urban dwellers" (n. 9), and other points (nn. 10-16). Cf., most 
importantly, FY 38 -41; FY2 157-58. For the sake of comparison, I quote here Corriente's most 
concise statement of his adherence ' 'to the thesis of coexistence somewhere and sometime of both 
types of dialects within a single structural frame, where frab did not mean much (except for its 
rhetorical prestige and social value), and this because, no matter whether it was present or absent, 
its functional yield was almost zero, and it would not impede mutual understanding between, let 
us say, the tribes of Nagd and the culug of Lower Mesopotamia" (FY2 159). 
101. See, further, Corriente's continuation, outlining the psycho linguistic problems that might 
be confronted "by speakers and writers w h o no longer have the ability to identify forms and 
functions (morphemes and logemes) instinctively . . .  " (FY 32-33) . 
102. Cf. also FY2 160-61, where Corriente replies to Blau's warning that "one should refrain 
from simply equating the linguistic structure of Middle Arabic with that of classical Arabic" 
(PSC 33). Corriente insists that his "proposal is to diminish the emphasis usually placed upon the 
synthetical characters of Semitic languages and not to deny the presence, even in the most 
analytical members of this family, of a considerable array of synthetic devices, such as markers 
of gender, number, aspect, etc." (FY2 160). The general drift of the language surely m a y have 
tended to reduce the functionality of m a n  y of these synthetic traits "outside thefield of the case 
and mood-systems," as Blau suggests (PSC 32-33) , thus giving the impression of a cleavage 
between a basically synthetic classical Arabic and a basically analytic Middle and dialectal 
Arabic. But this still does not explain w h y  , with all forms of post-classical Arabic, as with "all 
Semitic languages that lived long enough to complete the cycle," it is the case- and mood-
markers that comprise "the two areas mainly affected by the reduction suggested" (Corriente 
FY2 160); whereas, at the same time, several of the non-inflective synthetic devices of classical 
Arabic, which Blau cites as having been reduced to analytic expressions in Middle Arabic (e.g., 
fern. pi. of pronouns, verbs, and adjectives, superseded by masc. pi., and limitation of the dual, 
to mention only two; cf. Blau PSC 32-33) , seem as a matter of fact still to be retained in certain 
rural and Bedouin dialects, m u c h to the surprise of m a n y urban Arabs and scholarly linguists 
(private communication from Prof. F . Cadora, w h o is preparing a study dealing with a substantial 
body of such retentions). Thus, I believe, one is led, with Corriente, to "consider the structural 
and typological evolution from Old to Middle Arabic as less significant, in agreement with the 
just slight decrease of the true rates of functional load observed between both forms of the Arabic 
language" (FY2). Cf. below (in text of chap. 3). 
103. Corriente here misreads Blau's argument, construing the "rich display" as evidence that 
Middle Arabic word order deviates from classical, where "a determinate object is often inserted 
in Old Arabic prose between verb and indeterminate subject" (Blau PSC 33, quoted in Corriente 
FY2 161). In fact, the only "rich display of Middle Arabic examples" adduced in (e) applies to 
the difference between classical and Middle Arabic "treatment of direct objects preceding the 
verb" (PSC 33). The phraseology of Corriente's (unexpectedly perfunctory) reply to objection 
(e) makes it altogether uncertain that he has really caught the gist of the argument Blau advances 
there. 
104. Corriente appears not to have noted this inconsistency. 
105. C h o m s k y , Aspects, p. 127. Chomsky's short treatment of "the phenomenon of so-called 
'free word-order'" is most cogent to this problem; for he indicates that (1) although "richly 
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inflected languages tolerate stylistic reordering m u c h more extensively than languages that are 
poor in inflection, for obvious reasons, . . . [nevertheless] even richly inflected languages do not 
seem to tolerate reordering w h e  n it leads to ambiguity"; and (2) the "reordering" in question is a 
function of style, not grammar—"an interesting phenomenon . . . that has no apparent bearing, 
for the m o m e n t , on the theory of grammatical structure" (ibid., pp. 126-27; cf. p. 221 n. 35). 
106. The instances specified occur in the Qur'anic passage chosen by Corriente for analysis 
(XII: 1-30), whose functional yield he had determined at zero. It might be mentioned that a 
frequent instance of commutability, overlooked by both scholars, is to be found in noun phrases 
consisting of an undefined noun followed by one or more simple attributes: e.g., in the passage 
under discussion, qur'an- carab'iy-, caduw- mub'in-, qawm- salihina, dam- kadib-, La. (such 
noun phrases occur inayas 2 , 5 , 6 , 8, 9, 18bis, 19, 25, 30). Because in Arabic what w e call adjec­
tives can—and do—regularly do double duty as substantives (i.c.,jam'd can denote both 'good­
looking, handsome" and "a good-looking, handsome m a n " ) , noun phrases of this pattern m a y 
also occur as noun phrases of the genitive-construct type. So , without even commuting the case-
vowel of the first m e m b e  r (though eliminating its tanwin), one arrives at a very different, 
grammatically legitimate (but ordinarily contextually ill-suited) expression. Instead, then, of "an 
Arabic recitation," "an obvious e n e m y , " "a righteous tribe," "false blood," w e might have 
qur'ana carablyin "as an Arab's recitation," caduwa mublnin "the enemy of one w h o 
clarifies," qawma salihina "the tribe of (some) righteous m e n ,  " dami kadibin "(with) a liar's 
blood." Whether or not such a commutation is consistent with Corriente's approach cannot 
readily be ascertained from his article; but it obviously increases the functional yield of the case 
system (and incidentally, of the nunation) for this Qur'anic passage. 
107. Corriente uses this term in the sense discussed above, n. 11 to this chapter. 
108. In several respects, Corriente's position here is reminiscent of Geyer's (discussed above, 
chap. 3, § C  . 2), though Geyer rev VSA is nowhere cited. 
109. W h o s e inflective morphs would have been only secondary, however, and whose 
structure would have been basically analytic, if Corriente is right in his conjecture relative to the 
inflective stage of all Semitic languages. But cf. n. 115 to this chapter. 
110. That is to say, it was sensed, if not specifically as an archaism, certainly as a linguistic 
anomaly proper only to the utterances of poets and other skilled wordsmiths. 
111. "Functional" and "vital" with such reservations as Corriente's findings m a  y n o  w im­
pose. But cf. n. 115, below, and chap. 3, § C . l O . d . 
112. Corriente notes that "Arabic literature, including oral pre-Islamic traditions, is rich in 
stories about plagiarism (intihal), which is condemned, even though it was brazenly committed 
by m a n y authors" (FY 40 n. 31). This, of course, misses the point completely, as I hope to 
demonstrate in the following chapter. Cf. also his remark about Akkadian poetry in a similar vein 
( F K 4 2 n . 35). 
113. The reports by the third/ninth and fourth/tenth-century philologists regarding the linguis­
tic propensities of the Bedouins, which are only too frequently adduced as evidence that frab had 
been retained in use in some Bedouin dialects of that time, cannot be accepted at face value. 
Corriente himself is aware of the dubious value of these reports (FY 26 n. 8), but he opts anyway 
for admitting them as proof of frab used in living speech. See chap. 3 , § C.ll , below. 
114. Never, that is, except perhaps for some hypothetical protohistorical juncture at the outset 
of the oral-poetic tradition when a poet's spoken language and his poetic diction might momentar­
ily have been one. 
115. O n  e of the ramifications of this theory that the classical carablya was an oral-poetical 
language would be that generalizations, based upon observing its structure, about earlier stages of 
Arabic could be m a d  e only with the greatest care. If the structure of all forms of Arabic spoken in 
the sixth and seventh centuries was basically analytic, as I think Corriente's studies make more 
certain than he himself seems willing to grant, then it would not be at all surprising, following 
Parry's methodology (see n. 7 above and chap. 3, § B . 3 . d ) , to find the structure of the oral-poetic 
diction analytic to a similar degree. Corriente's very low functional yield of the frab -suffixes for 
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the Qur'an and the slightly higher, but still rather unimpressive,figures for the poetic sample m a y 
reflect no more than the circumstance that these suffixes were retained in poetry because of the 
prosodic pressures of the formulaic tradition. There the exigencies of meter and especially rhyme 
might enhance their functionality in certain key positions, but otherwise the poet's natural w a y of 
speaking analytically would have prevailed. The case-endings were imported into the recited 
Qur'an quite simply because the Qur'an was revealed and rendered in the poetic carabiya (see 
chap. 3 , § D  , below), of which they were an inseparable constituent. But the pausal convention of 
the Qur'an, particularly, to a very great extent reduced the need for their contrastive function and 
permitted the analytic structure of the spoken forms to show through even more. Thus, low or 
negligible functional yield of frab-suffixes in recorded pre-literary verbal works, like classical 
verse and the Qur'an, can really tell us little or nothing about h o w vital and functional those 
suffixes might have been in standard speech at the time when they were originally incorporated 
into the fabric of the oral-formulaic diction of pre-Islamic poetry; cf. Corriente FY 34 n. 22. A s 
for subsequent adaptation and adoption of a standardized and systematized carablya as a genuine 
Schrijisprache, which was to be studied and learned for purposes of writing poetry and prose (and 
even of speaking, in certain very conventionalized, erudite, and sophisticated milieus; cf. 
Corriente FY 29 n. 15, 32 n. 20), that constitutes a state of affairs that is altogether different from 
the one under consideration here and almost totally incommensurate with it. 
116. The second alternative, however, m a y have sometimes obtained later, after the poetico-
Qur'anic carabiya had become literarized and standardized as the imperial language of Islamic 
administration and culture—again a quite unrelated phenomenon (cf. the previous note). 
117. Diem's citations from the inscriptional texts are m a d e in Aramaic script, which 1 have 
merely transliterated here, usually into consonantal form. 
118. D i e  m notes as "remarkable [auffdllig]" the writing 'In " G o d  " with one / as against 
Arabic 'llh with two (FKA 233 n. 39). If the proposed etymology of the name of G o d in classical 
Arabic (Allah <al-ilah) is correct, the Nabataean spelling m a  y reflect a stage at which Ilah alone 
was used as a proper n a m e ; hence cAbda' ilahi, Wahba'ilahi, etc. 
119. Only one n a m e of this kind is to be found written with afinal-y/i, along with the other 
two regular spellings, and this instance (bn'lqyny <Ibn al-Qayni), D i e m believes, is influenced 
by the orthography of theophoric names (FKA 233). 
120. " E m e r g e d " or "arose" (hervorgehen), however, m a y not adequately characterize the 
genesis of the poetic carab'iya or its relationship with the spoken dialects at any period; see this 
chapter, passim. 
121. Unfortunately, Blau shares with m a n  y other scholars a predisposition to view poetic 
composition only as a function of literacy. The ruwat, he says, "were experts in Classical Arabic 
poetry, as they continued to live a m o n g the same conditions as their ancestors and, therefore, 
were inclined to write in the same w a y " (RBA 45 , m  y italics). Not recognizing the basic 
difference in kind between the m o d e of existence of an oral verbal work and that of a written one 
m a y well turn out to have been among the more inhibiting factors in the progress of both 
linguistic and literary scholarship in Arabic studies. Cf. n. 15 to this chapter. 
122. See also the brief critique of this opinion of Blau's by Cohen ELA 182-83. 
123. Cf. the identical point m a d e by Spitaler (rev Ar 145b- 146a) and W e h r (rev Ar 183-84) . 
124. T h e other arguments advanced by Blau in the same note to support the view that the pre-
and early Islamic dialects retained the frab have been touched upon in the course of this chapter; 
cf. section C  , passim. 
125. Cf. also the example cited by Fuck later (Ar 135), where lahn occurs in conjunction with 
ikfa'. In this context, ikfa' is better understood as identical in meaning to iqwa', with which at an 
early period it was used interchangeably (see Blachere DCHM 137-38): i.e., as variation of the 
rhyme-vowel rather than of the rhyme-consonant. Cf. also following note. 
126. wa l-iqwa'u huwa I-ikfa'u (mahmuzun). wa huwa an yaxtalifa frabu l-qawafi, fa takuna 
[text reads: takunu] qafiyatun marfifatan wa uxra maxfudatan aw mansubatan. wa huwafi sfri 
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l-acrabi kafirun.wa huwafimandunal-fuhuliminas-sucara' iakjaru, walayajuzu li-muwalladln 
li-anna-hum qad carifu cayba-hu. wa l-badawiyu la ya'bahu la-hu fa huwa acdaru. 
127. Acdaru here is understood according to the interpretation of the word given by H  . W e h r  , 
Der arabische Elativ pp. 50:17-18 and 55:22-23, though its elative or comparative sense is not 
necessarily applicable in this instance (cf. M  . M  . Bravmann, The Arabic Elative: A New Ap­
proach, pp. 24-27). 
128. Cf. al-Maydani, Majmac al-amtal I 113:30-114:4. 
129. See Brockelmann GAL Suppl I 165; al-Qifti IR II 157-58 and references; also 
al-Marzubani/al-Yagmuri NQ 47. Brockelmann cites as-Suyuti {BW II 74) for the information 
that Abu 1-Xattab al-Axfas was the first to write interlinear scholia to poetry. It is entirely possible 
that as-Suyuti has confused this al-Axfas with al-Axfas al-Awsat A b u 1-Hasan Sacld b. Mas c ada 
(d. 210/825 or 221/835). N  o source that I know prior to as-Suyuti mentions this innovation 
among A b u 1-Xattab's accomplishments. O n the other hand, A b u 1-Hasan al-Axfas al-Awsat is 
explicitly credited by at least two earlier biographers (both on the authority of Taclab) with being 
thefirst to dictate the explanation of difficult expressions in a verse beneath the verse {sic: 
awwalu man amla garlba kulli baytin mina s-sicri tahta-hu l-Axfasu [l-Awsat]; see az-Zubaydl 
TNL 76:8-9 and al-Qifti IR 1139:1-2. 
130. qala Abu l-Xattabi: inna cammata ahli l-badwi lay sat tafhamu ma yurldu s-saciru wa la 
yuhsinuna t-tafs'ira. wa innama aia iqwa'u hada min qillati fahmilladina rawaw-hu. wa innama 
cana s-saciru "wa qad yucdi l-ajrabu s-safiiha mabrakan." fa lamma wajadu-hu muqaddaman 
wa mu axxaran lam yuhsinu talxisa-hu wa wajadu "mabarik-" la yansarifu fa azlama l-macna 
calay-him. 
131. al-Marzubani/al-Yagmuri NQ 47:9-10: wa kana la yadacu l-frab. 
132. O  n the much-discussed subject of M u h a m m a d '  s relation to the poets and soothsayers, 
see, i.e., Noldeke/Schwally GQ I 34-44; Goldziher Ml I 52-53; Nicholson LHA 159-63; Watt 
MMec 127-92; Bell/Watt Intro 77-79 , 153-54; Blachere//L/l 188-97, 209-12, 230-33; Paret 
MK 21-23, 48-51; etc. See, esp., BlacherePC; ShahldCATE. 
133. Cf., in addition to sources mentioned in the preceding note, Goldziher AAP 1-105 
passim, esp. 3-25 and 57-83; Macdonald RALI, esp. 24-36; Guillaume P D , chap. 6; Lecerf 
D P C , esp. 366-71; Meier SAL 
134. This translation, which departs somewhat from the usual renderings (cf. translations of 
Bell, Pickthall, Blachere, Arberry, Paret, et al.), draws upon the insights of I. Shahid's exegesis 
of Sura X X V I : 2 2 4 - 2 7 / 8 (CKE). Translating the verb ittabac by "to attend" is quite within the 
semantic range of its contemporary and even Qur'anic usage, and seems closer to the sense 
suggested by Shahld (e.g., CKE 566, 569, 570-71). ShahTd has expressed the hope of devoting a 
future study to aya 226, which "needs and deserves a separate treatment" {CKE 568 n. 2), but I 
a  m not aware that such a study has been published to date. 
135. The passage on poetry reads in the text: ma huwa bi sacirin; laqad°arafna s-sfra kulla­
hu—rajaza-hu wa hazaja-hu wa qarida-hu wa maqbuda-hu wa mabsuta-hu—fa ma huwa bi 
s-'sf'r. Cf. Ibn FarisSFL 38 (with variants); also Ibn al-Atlr NGH IV 57:6-10. The passage is 
discussed by Ullmann UR 1-2; and esp. Blachere DCHM 133 and passim. 
136. Cf. esp. Noldeke NBSS 5-23 and von Grunebaum M W O . Both studies offer detailed 
and well-documented evidence of substantial Qur'anic departures from the linguistic usage, 
stylistic conventions, and conceptual sphere proper to pre-Islamic poetry and to that of the earliest 
Islamic period as well. 
137. O  n the inimitability and miraculous nature of the Qur'an, the purely Qur'anic foundation 
for which seems to have been in essence linguistic and stylistic (cf. Noldeke NBSS 22-23; von 
Grunebaum MWO 29-30 and passim), see, e.g., A n d r a e P M 94-100 and passim; Blachere Intro 
169-72; idem HLA 230-63; von Grunebaum "^djaz" El2 III 1018a-1020b. W  e do not, 
unfortunately, know enough about either the form or the content of the "revelations" proclaimed 
by the so-called false prophets shortly before and after M u h a m m a d '  s death. They received a 
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rather bad press from later Muslim historians, but w e do discover that their words, too, moved 
men's minds and hearts and that the doctrines preached by some of them closely resembled M u  ­
h a m m a d ' s  , at least along general lines; cf. Noldeke/Schwally GQ I 56-57 and references. 
138. See, e.g., Geyer rev VSA 17-19 (with reservations expressed above); Blachere Intro 
164-65; Rabin BCA 27-29; Spitaler rev Ar 146; W e h r rev Ar 184; Fleisch AC AD 39; etc. M y 
colleague Frederic Cadora has reminded m  e that M u h a m m a  d seems usually to have sought and 
gained the allegiance of tribal groups outside Mecca and Medina through dealings with their 
leaders or one of their leading factions; and since "total conversion"—as opposed to "formal 
adhesion" (manifested chiefly by the later Meccan adherents) and "enforced adherence" (most 
typical of the Bedouins)—was after all comparatively rare among the early Muslims (cf. Gibb 
SCI 5), one need not assume universal intelligibility of the poetic carablya among Arabic-
speaking peoples in order to understand why its use in formulating the Qurinic message would 
have enhanced that message's prestige, efficacy, and wide appeal. 
139. See, e.g., Noldeke/Schwally GQ I 117-64; Jeffery QS 3-88 passim; Watt MMec 
123-33; Bell/Watt Intro 114-18, 121-66 passim; Paret MK 52-101 passim; etc. 
140. According to Blachere's chronological enumeration, they cover the period from no. 57 
( X X  ) to no. 92 (XIII). For other orderings, see Bell/Watt Intro 206-9. 
141. Cf. Watt MMed 143-44; idem IIS 92; Chelhod ISI 52-53 and passim; J. Henninger in 
Gabrieli ASB 77-78; etc. 
142. For more extensive discussions of the following points, see, e.g., D  . H  . Miiller, 
"Arabia," in Pauly/Wisowa RECA II 344-59 (with appendix on "Arabia als romische 
Provinz," by Pietschmann, 359-62); T h . Noldeke, "Arabia, Arabians" EB I 272b-275a; R . 
Aigrain, "Arabie" DHGE III 1158-1339, esp. 1158-1292 passim; Dussaud PAS passim; 
Poliak AOS 35-93;  W . Caskel in von Grunebaum SICH 36-44; idem BBGA 5 -11 , 26-27; M  . 
Hofner in Gabrieli ASB 53-68; J. Henninger in ibid. 71-87; Moscati SAH chap. 4; von 
Grunebaum NAU; H  . von Wissman " B a d w  . (c) Bedouin Nomadism in Arabia" El2 I 
880b-887a; etc. 
143. See esp. Aigrain DHGE III 1163-66; and R . Devreese "Le Christianisme dans la 
province d'Arabie." 
144. See examples cited by Noldeke in EB 274b; Goldziher MS I 103 (with n. 2); Poliak AOS 
37 n. 1; Asad MSJ 5 -9 . A n interesting case where the opposition is even morefrankly linguistic 
may be seen in Muf 91:21-23. The date of the poet, al-Xasafi al-Muharibi, is unknown, though 
the poem's style is decidedly archaic. In the three lines cited the poetfirst opposed du bayan 
"articulate" (lit., "possessor of articulateness, clarity") to cfjam, thus obviously equating du 
bayan with carab; and he follows this with praise of his tribe's orator (xafib), whose eloquence 
stifles all competition. Cf. n. 151 below; also DZuh (ed. Dar) p. 364:8 (du . . . bayani). 
145. The word al-acrab occurs ten times in the Qur'an, all with a deprecatory tone and all in 
passages definitely dated to the Medinan period: IX:90/l, 97/8, 98/9, 99/100, 101/2, 120/1; 
X X X I H : 2 0 ; X L V I I U 1 , 16; X L I X : 1 4 . Cf. Watt MMed 143. 
146. Cf. M  . J. Kister, "  A W o r  k of Ibn al-Kalbi on the Arab Peninsula." 
147. See, e.g., Watt MMed 72-85; idem MMed 142-50; Serjeant in Arberry RME II4-16; 
von Grunebaum CI 28; etc. 
148. This is not at all to deny the possibility of a Christian liturgy in Arabic established at 
Najran raised by Shahid MN (see n. 68 to this chapter). This important question needs further 
investigation. 
149. See chap. 1, n. 40, and chap. 2, n. 117, above. A d d also Widengren LPA 11-34. 
150. The case of cAdiy b. Zayd and other pre-Islamic "scribal poets" (see Asad MSJ 
113-18) requires special consideration. If they did actually write their poems, then formulaic 
analysis might indicate this fact. Unfortunately, the preliminary research necessary for such a 
"negative check" is wholly lacking to Arabists at this stage. 
151. It is possible that the words mub'in "articulate, clear, distinguishing" and bayan "clear 
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exposition, articulate ness," as applied in the Qur'an to language and verbal expression, refer in a 
quasi-technical way to the poetic idiom itself. Most of the commentators propose "language" as 
the meaning of al-bayan in Sura L V . - 4 / 3 fallama-hu l-bayan), whereby they intend, of course, 
the carablya par excellence; although Blachere, in a note on this aya (Le Coran 567 n), prefers 
the sense "l'Expose," elsewhere {Le Coran 626 n. 19) he admits that the probable sense there 
would be "langage clair." In Sura L X X V : 1 9 ([umma inna calay-na bayana-hu) bayana-hu is 
mentioned in conjunction with, and as an accompaniment to, qur'ana-hu "its (i.e., revelation's) 
recitation." Usually interpreted as "its explanation" or "its exposition" or the like, the phrase 
bayana-hu can better be understood as signifying "its clear (or proper) articulation"—especially 
since it occurs in the context ( L X X V : 1 6 - 1 9  ) of an injunction not to rush the vocal utterance of 
the message, but rather to follow God's recitation (qur'ana-hu) (cf. Ibn al-Atir NGH I 175:5: ala 
inna t-tabayyuna mina llahi tacala wa l-cajalatu mina ssaytani,fa tabayyanu). In poetry, too, 
bayan sometimes is found in the sense of "linguistic articulateness," as opposed even to "inar­
ticulateness" or "incomprehensibility"—or, more precisely carab vs. cajam\ cf. n. 144 above. 
A  s for mubln, Yaqut, in his short and generally overlooked sketch of the linguistic history of the 
Arabian peninsula (MB III 634-36) , quite explicitly uses al-mub'in as the proper n a m e for the 
sixth language spoken in Arabia, the languagefirst spoken by Ishmael and that of M a  c a d  d b. 
c A d n a n , and the language that prevails a m o n g the Arabs "today"—i.e., none other but the 
carablya itself. Yaqut m a y  , of course, simply have appropriated the term out of its Qur'anic 
context; but if so, then his use of it as an appellative for the inflective carab'iya shows that he 
assumed, as I have, that such was the sense in which one had been meant to take it. Furthermore, 
if w  e recall that a main significance of the xoo\ b-y-n would be "to part, separate" and that abana 
would mean "to set apart" or "to separate sth. from sth."—as well as "to be or m a k e clear, 
articulate"—then the use of mubln (and bayan too) to designate an inflective and synthetic form 
of Arabic recognized by all Arabs would not be surprising, for it would have effectively denoted 
that distinguishing and differentiating property of the poetic and Qur'anic carab~iya which the 
dialects in general seem to have lost—namely, the frab. 
152. For a detailed and perceptive discussion of the Arabic root c-l-m "knowing, knowl­
edge," its etymological relationship to visual "signs" or " m a r k s , " and its significance in pre-
Islamic poetry and fundamental importance in Qur'anic usage, see Rosenthal KT 5 - 3 2 . The 
apparently close connection that the Qur'an established between knowledge film) and writing 
fallama bi l-qalam, etc.) gains added meaning when w  e contrast the occurrences of c-l-m with 
those of s-c-r, which in its verbal form was nearly synonymous wi th c a / /ma, but was equally—if 
not more—familiar as the noun "sfr "poetry" (originally "knowledge"; cf. Goldziher AAP 
17-19; Rosenthal KT 12-13). The preeminent position of cilm in the Qur'anic conceptual 
scheme needs no elaboration after Rosenthal's treatment. The position of sicr and the sacir, on 
cthe other hand, is scarcely one of eminence at all, while the use of the verb sa ara (26/times) is 
confined almost entirely to negative predicates addressed to opponents and other more or less 
reprehensible parties ("you/they do not k n o w " ) . From this the inference might be drawn that the 
y'/nn-inspired "knowledge" of the poets—their "embellished speech" (zuxruf al-qawl: VI:112), 
which was directly susceptible to the manipulations and interpolations that the jinn and demons 
tried to effect in the Qur'anic message (i.e., the normal fluctuations of an oral poetic tradition; cf. 
X V I  : 98 /100-105/7; XXII:52/ l -2)—was simply not to be classed in the same league with the 
divinely revealed, scripturally fixed "knowledge" preached by M u h a m m a d  . 
153. Cf. n. 151 above. 
154. N o . 67 (from cA'isa) is cited by Asad (MSJ 210:12) with tacdub alsinatu-kum "your 
tongues will be sweet" instead of yucribu alsinata-kum "it (sc, poetry) brings the frab onto 
your tongues." 
155. Blau interprets these deviations from classical usage and pseudo-correct features as 
evidence of a breakdown of the case system (e.g., ELB 128) or a disappearance of case endings 
from the spoken dialects (e.g., I MAD 223). That such a breakdown and disappearance did occur 
at some period is undoubtedly true, but probably — if the arguments presented here are 
accepted—much earlier than Blau indicates. With regard to deviations as exhibited in early 
Christian Arabic, he expressly rejects the possibility, raised by Rabin ("cArab7ya" El2 564b), 
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that they might be a "Classical Arabic not yet standardized by the grammarians" (see Blau PSSL 
64). Nevertheless, I do not see, given the arguments advanced in this study, h o w one can 
acknowledge the presence of such features infirst/seventh-century texts and generalize their 
implications to the contemporary spoken (urban) dialects, while at the same time denying that 
they might have equal relevance to dialects spoken less than a century earlier. Rather than 
assuming a "breakdown" or a "disappearance," could w  e not just as naturally assume a failure 
of the earliest scribes, accustomed perhaps to recording their language(s) as spoken, to assimilate 
the grammatical principles of the carab~iya, just newly or still incompletely codified? As Blau 
points out, later authors managed to write correct classical Arabic, though they "no doubt, used a 
literary language entirely different from their vernaculars"; and that was because "by that time 
the Arab philologists had established the science of grammar, so that writers speaking various 
vernaculars could learn Classical Arabic and compose works in it" (PSSL 58 n. 15). Would not 
the corollary also be valid: that before "that time" writers would have had an inadequate 
understanding of h o w to record the language of poetry, much less compose in it? (In the case of 
early Christian Arabic, there remains the as-yet unanswered question of the form of Arabic used 
for writing at HIra and other Syrian or Mesopotamian centers of Arab culture, or even at Najran. 
H a  d it been significantly different from the carabiya, that linguistic form, developed and used 
already among Christians, rather than the poetic carablya adopted by the Muslims, m a y have 
been the real influence behind Christian scribal practices or linguistic habits. Cf. chap. 3, § 
D . 4 . a , above.) Cf. chap. 3, § C. lO.a-d; also Corriente FY 4 0 - 4 1  . See further Blau, "Sind uns 
Reste arabischer Bibeliibersetzungen . . . geblieben." 
156. The extent to which the poetry of such poets actually deviated from the standard of the 
more purely oral poets can be determined only by careful comparative formulaic analysis. M e a n ­
while, Brockelmann GAL Suppl I 87-88 raises some important considerations in the area of 
imagery, at least. 
157. The question m a y be raised (though it must for n o w remain unanswered) whether the 
classicistic philologists, working mainly under the patronage of the ruling cAbbasid dynasty and 
its supporters, extended the range of the "classical" poets to the end of U m a y y a  d rule on the 
basis of purely disinterested linguistic and literary critical criteria, or whether their approach 
might not have been inspired, at least in part, by the vigorous, pervasive, and sometimes 
unbelievably subtle propagandistic campaign waged on behalf of the cAbbasids to defame the 
m e m o r y of the overthrown house. Such an approach would have conformed well to the official 
view that the U m a y y a d s had imposed an exclusivist Arab "kingship" upon the Muslim 
community and had perpetuated the customs and attitudes of the pagan jahitiya under the banner 
of Islam, and true religion and true culture were inaugurated only with the advent of the 
cAbbasids. See, e.g., Mackenson ABL I 245-46 , III 5 8 - 6 1 , s. n. 157; Abbott SALP I 19-31. 
Admitting most of the U m a y y a  d poets to the classical canon and alleging U m a y y a  d interest and 
support for no other cultural activity but this poetry so closely associated with pre-Islamic 
pagandom, the philologists could well have chosen to gloss over a number of important 
differences between the productions of m a n y of these poets and those of their earlier 
predecessors; cf., e.g., Fuck Ar 19-28; Haddara ISA passim. 
158. Cf. , as a noteworthy instance of post-classical improvisation, the case of al-Mutanabbi, 
reported in Ibn Jinni Xas I 327:3-9. Here, this most Arab of poets, requested to describe a hunt, 
takes pen and paper, sits off in a corner, and turns out in short orderfifty-sixrajaz lines—no 
mean accomplishment, but altogether apart from oral tradition however understood. (The p o e m is 
found in DMutan pp. 201-6) . 
Chapter Four 
Variation and Attribution in the 
Tradition of Classical Arabic Poetry 
A  . O n  e of the most frequently noted characteristics of oral-
traditional poetry almost wherever it has been found is the wide range of 
variation that a p o e m m a y exhibit from one rendition (i.e., version) to 
another. Lord, of course, has considered this feature in some depth (ST chap. 
5, A p p . II, V , and passim). It has also been studied, for example, in the Old 
English and Old French traditions, a m o n  g others.1 T h  e fluidity and multifor­
mity of an oral p o e  m constitute the hallmark of its tradition, stamping it as a 
reasonably authentic product of oral art. Traditional—that is, oral—poetry is, 
as R  . Menendez Pidal has said, "a poetry that lives through variants" (CR 
chap. 2). H o  w ironic, therefore, that scholars of Arabic poetry have so often 
cast doubt upon the "authenticity" or "genuineness" of this or that verse, 
poem, or body of poems or, sometimes, of pre-Islamic poetry in general, 
because they have found it impossible to establish an "original version." 
A . I S o m e , however, have shown a greater understanding of the textual 
state of classical Arabic poetry and a greater sensitivity to the implications of 
the myriad variant readings and divergencies offered both in the medieval 
commentaries and philological and literary treatises and in the critical ap­
paratuses to m a n y modern editions. These writers would agree that, as m u c h 
as the Spanish ballad or French chanson de geste, Arabic poetry was "a 
poetry that lives through variants." In the words of E  . Braunlich, 
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Even those Arabists w h o have not been especially concerned with early Arabic 
poetry are aware that scarcely a single verse which is transmitted in several 
places is to be found with the same form in these various citations. (FEAP 825) 
This fact Braunlich sees as the result of 
the perhaps unparalleled wealth of the language in synonymous or nearly 
synonymous expressions, on the one hand, and the rigid schematically and 
analogically worked-out morphology of Arabic, on the other. . . . [Through 
these] it could easily happen that, despite the relatively inflexible accommoda­
tion of the metrical bond in Arabic versification, a large number of variants 
found their way into many verses, as long as the tradition was carried on 
exclusively by word of mouth, (ibid.; cf. Braunlich VLB 211) 
In this regard, R  . Blachere also holds that " m u c  h equivocation and useless 
research w o u l d be avoided if one takes into account that, from the m o m e n t it 
appeared, an archaic w o r k in verse is characterized, virtually and actually, by 
its multiform or unstable aspect" {HLA 86) . F r o m an investigation of tradi­
tions reported by the Arabic philologists and of methods employed by 
nineteenth- and twentieth-century Bedouins in verse composition, he insists 
that variation is inherent in a piece since its origin—variation in the details of 
the verses, their n u m b e r  , or their sequence {HLA 8 8 - 8 9 )  . Like Braunlich, 
Blachere seeks to explain these divergencies by falling back upon a postulated 
period of oral transmission that could have had "disastrous effects . .  . for 
works going back to the end of the Vlth century A . D .  " {HLA 179). Discus­
sing the problem posed by ' 'textualization" of these early poems— la misepar 
ecrit—he asks the question: "Faced with the multiple forms taken by a p o e m , 
either from the outset . . ., or in the course of its oral passage, h o  w did the 
Iraqi scholars [of the second-fourth/eighth-tenth centuries] proceed?" 
Not daring to choose, they confined themselves to juxtaposing the different 
recensions of a particular p o e m , without trying to fuse them together. Most 
often, besides, in the present state of our documentation, the existence of 
parallel recensions is known to us only through recourse to several sources. 
These divergencies in form bear upon the number of verses, a fact resulting, in 
m a n y cases, from the work's having survived only in the anthologies. Very 
often, too, they touch the order of the verses: each of the latter, forming in effect 
a whole,2 can be displaced in a passage, without the sense of the passage being 
thereby obscured. But what is especially striking is the number and breadth of 
the variants within each verse. The origin of these divergencies is impossible to 
trace. That m a n  y arise from lapses of m e m o r  y in the course of oral transmission 
is not to be doubted. That a small number among them m a y be imputed to the 
imperfections of the writing system or to substitutions by synonymy is just as 
certain. Nevertheless, nothing grants us the right to say that these variants in 
detail are not early . . . and do not go back to the very inception of the work. In 
particular, such would be very plausible each time that the simplicity of form 
and substance could not have occasioned alteration during passage through the 
oral phase. {HLA 181-82) 
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Just h o  w complex and wide-ranging were these variants to which Braun­
lich, Blachere, and others allude? Does the evidence of the existing texts of 
early Arabic poems actually permit us to subscribe to the conclusions of a 
scholar such as Menendez Pidal with regard to traditional works rendered 
orally from generation to generation over several centuries? Menendez Pidal 
maintains that no such work 
assumes a fixed, sculptural form; it takes on rather a living form which is 
continually renewed throughout its constitutive elements. It is a work that//ves 
through variants and reworkings. These innumerable variations are the very 
essence, the life of the poetry which is inscribed in the collective m e m o r  y and 
which is perpetuated d o w  n through the generations. (CR 6 7 - 6 8 ) 
Certainly, the statements of the Arabists quoted above would suggest that the 
case would be m u c h the same for early Arabic poetry; but let us consider in 
greater detail the particular case of a single Arabic ode—an object of study 
too seldom given the attention it merits. 
A . 2 . a Arabs and speakers of Arabic, whose literary history has been ex­
ceptionally rich in poets, have almost unanimously accorded the laurels of 
poetic preeminence to Imra'alqays, son of Hujr, the last king of Kinda.3 The 
poems of this sixth-century artist, w h o has often been called the " H o m e r of 
the Arabs,"4 were circulated during the Middle Ages in no fewer than seven­
teen individual recensions. These are k n o w n to us either directly, through still 
extant manuscripts and editions, or indirectly, through references in bio­
bibliographical works, philological treatises, and the commentaries that ac­
company the recensions w e do have. A reasonably authoritative and c o m ­
prehensive study of the textual tradition of the diwan of Imra'alqays has been 
undertaken by Nasiraddln al-Asad (MSJ 4 8 5 - 5 2 6 ) , w h o identified and 
discussed the recensions of sixteen scholars, and concluded that the 
recensions of two of them—al-Mufaddal ad-DabbI,5a Kufan, and al-AsmacI,6 
a Basran—had served as "the two primary and original versions and principle 
sources" for the subsequent recensions. The seventeenth recension, that of 
one A b u Sahl Xorabandad b. Maxorsid,7 has been discussed by M u h a m m a d 
A b  u Fadl Ibrahim, w h  o drew upon it in preparing his excellent edition of 
Diwan Imri'ilqays. (DIQ Tasdlr 16-17). 
In addition, one qas'ida in particular, the classic Qifa nabki, received spe­
cial attention from Literati, scholars, and textual critics alike. This poem, 
along with six (sometimes eight or nine) other JahilT odes, was included in a 
collection that enjoyed a long and complex textual tradition, apart from the 
diwan itself, and that has been one of the fundamental cornerstones of Arab-
Islamic culture to the present day.8 Since the ode of IQ is set first in all known 
recensions of the Mifallaqat (as the collection is frequently entitled) and in at 
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least half of the k n o w  n recensions of his diwan,9 and has m a d e "an over­
whelming impact . .  . on the minds and imaginations of later composers, 
. . . it is no exaggeration to say that [it] is at once the most famous, the most 
admired and the most influential p o e  m in the whole of Arabic literature" 
(Arberry SO 41). Its textual tradition, moreover, which has been characterized 
since the second/eighth century by a generally scrupulous concern to clarify 
obscurities, cite variants, and credit authorities, offers a wealth of evidence 
for determining something of the poem's nature and origin. 
For the following study, I have adopted as a basic10 text of the p o e m  , for 
purposes of comparison and collation, that which appears in the recension of 
the "seven long pre-Islamic odes" {al-qasa id as-sabc at-tiwal al-Jahifiyat) 
m a d e by A b u Bakr M u h a m m a  d b. al-Qasim al-Anbari.11 In extensive intro­
ductions to each ode and in bulky interlinear scholia, Ibn al-Anbari provides a 
prodigious amount of biographical, circumstantial, philological, and textual 
information, making his recension and commentary one of the great tours de 
force of medieval scholarship. O f recensions of IQ's ode prior to, or contem­
porary with, Ibn al-Anbari's five have been preserved: those of A b  u Sacld 
ad-Darir ("the blind"),12 AbuSa c Idas-Sukkari , 1 3 Abu 1-Hasan at-Tus";14 A b u 
1-Hasan Ibn Kaysan,1 5 and A b u Jacfar an-Nahhas.1 6 Besides these five, a sixth 
recension of the p o e m  , though prepared and issued in the fifth/eleventh 
century by the Andalusian scholar A b u 1-Hajjaj al-Aclam as-Santamari,17 is 
accepted as being substantially that of al-Asmaci.1 8 Although al-Aclam or one 
of the intermediate links in the chain of transmission from al-AsmacI1 9 m a y 
have been responsible for certain departures from al-AsmacI's original 
recension,20 it is unquestionable that in al-Aclam's version w e have a 
tradition of the ode that is quite distinct from the one that cam e to predominate 
in the Arab-Islamic world and that can conveniently and, as Asad (MSJ 489, 
506-14) has shown, justifiably be labeled the "Basran," as opposed to either 
the " K u f a n " or the so-called "mixed ," tradition. Ibn al-Anbari, on the other 
hand, offers the best and most accessible example of the "Kufan" tradition, 
at-Tusi's and A b  u Sacid ad-Darir's recensions being unavailable to m  e (except 
through citations in Ibrahim's appendix to DIQ; see nn. 12, 14 to this 
chapter), and as-Sukkari's21 having been edited without any of the important 
textual and philological scholia that that scholar usually composed. 
The precise relation of Ibn Kaysan's recension to the two major traditions is 
not entirely clear, due to the lack of any edition of at-TusI or A b  u Sacld. It 
seems basically to follow the Kufan tradition, although it presents a few 
readings not k n o w n to Ibn al-Anbari or any of his predecessors whose recen­
sions w  e still have. I have chosen Ibn al-Anbari's text, rather than Ibn 
Kaysan's, because (1) it is longer (82 as against 76 lines), including, in some 
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identifiable form, all the verses of k n o w  n earlier or contemporary recensions; 
(2) the supplementary textual information contained in its scholia is unequaled 
by any other medieval source; (3) it has served as the basis of at least two of 
the most important later recensions, az-Zawzanl's22 and at-TibrizT's23 in par­
ticular. An-Nahhas ' version, on the other hand, must be considered to be on 
the whole derivative from Ibn al-Anbari, whose student he had been and 
whose readings he follows in all but twelve verses,24 and from Ibn Kaysan, 
w h o  m he cites several times in his scholia and w h  o seems to have been his 
source for at least half of those twelve divergences.25 
Along with the texts already mentioned, I have also consulted, either di­
rectly (when possible) or indirectly, recensions and commentaries of the fol­
lowing scholars w h o , like an-Nahhas, a z - Z a w z a m , and at-Tibrizi, have 
adopted a tradition predominantly Kufan (i.e., based upon the recension of 
al-Mufaddal; see above), but "mixed" with m a n y elements of the Basran 
(i.e., based upon al-Asmaci's recension): A b u Sahl Xorabandad (?) b. 
Maxorsld (see above) and A b u Zayd al-QurasT26 in his anthology Jamharat 
ascar al-c Arab. Further, I have also drawn upon the recension of the vizier 
A b u Bakr al-BatalyusT,27 w h o relied mainly upon the Basran tradition of 
al-Asmaci, though sometimes preferring the readings of at-TusI or others.28 
Finally, reference will be m a d e occasionally to variants noted by S. Gandz in 
his translation of IQ's mifallaqa and accompanying commentary.2 9 
A . 2 . b Thus, for the single ode of IQ w e are provided with twelve recen­
sions,30 nine of them available in printed form and three cited by the editor of 
DIQ where they diverge from al-Aclam's version.31 These are not, it must be 
emphasized, simply diverging manuscript exemplars of the ode, derived from 
one or more "archetypes," such as classical scholars of Renaissance and 
modern times have often had to deal with. The text-critical techniques 
evolved by these later Western scholars32 have been invaluable in establishing 
accurate editions of the published recensions of the ode; but the recensions 
themselves, in each case, constitute the finished products of a methodical and 
more or less proficient application of text-critical principles and techniques at 
least as sophisticated as (and, I a  m convinced, greatly influenced by) those 
that were in use among the Hellenistic and Byzantine editors of H o m e r and 
the Greek classics. Consequently, in a good copy or well-edited publication of 
one of these recensions (disregarding for the m o m e n  t scribal or editorial 
lapses introduced after the recension's completion and, hence, ascribable to 
its own textual transmission rather than to that of the poem as such), w e m a y 
expect to find the scholarly approach and considered judgment of a profes­
sional philologist and textual critic whose integrity and reliability cannot, as a 
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rule, be seriously impugned. Certain tendencies in his approach and attitude, 
as well as the constitution and condition of his sources, contributed, of 
course, to thefinal state of a given scholar's recension; but w  e must recognize 
his text as a reasonably authentic and authoritative witness to a phase in the 
p o e m ' s tradition and as a work that would have had to meet his o w n 
professional standards and pass the exacting review of his colleagues (cf. 
Braunlich FEAP 830; Blachere HLA 126). 
W h e n  , therefore, w  e meet with such a striking range of variation as will be 
found in the several recensions of IQ's mifiallaqa or other classical Arabic 
qafidas, w  e are no longer entitled to proceed as if all these versions can 
ultimately be traced to a single (lost) archetype composed in afinished form 
by an individual poet at a particular m o m e n  t in time. Blachere, as w  e have 
seen, and Braunlich before him, have stressed the "multiformity" and "fluid­
ity" of the tradition of classical Arabic poetry; but both view that circum­
stance as the deplorable outcome of the imperfections and imprecisions inher­
ent in an oral m o d e of transmission (Braunlich FEAP 825 -26 , 828-29; 
Blachere HLA 83 -186 passim, esp. 86-91) . Blachere, indeed, goes so far as 
to admit—even insist—that, in the early classical period of Arabic verse, 
"the author composes orally and his versesfirst become fixed only through 
direct transmission from speaker to listener. It is, in part, to this fact that one 
owes the divergencies of recension which the ineptitude of later copyists and 
the uncertainty of long oral passage (cheminement) have only m a d  e worse. 
Thus , a work destined to last, being scarcely born, was already exposed to a 
horde of dangers" (HLA 90; m y italics). F r o m the earlier discussion of oral 
tradition in the Parry-Lord sense, it can be gathered h o  w close Blachere has 
c o m  e to the edge of articulating the theory, yet h o  w far he is from taking the 
decisive plunge. 
A .  3 Returning n o  w to an examination and collation of the various recen­
sions of the mifallaqa of Imra'alqays, w  e should be able, particularly through 
the earliest ones, to reach some conclusions regarding the m o d e of existence 
through which this p o e m  , a not untypical witness to the tradition, had passed. 
The first question to be considered is that of divergences in the number and 
sequence of verses a m o n  g the various recensions, apart from internal varia­
tions within the verses themselves (for abbreviations used, see Bibliography, 
Section III). Here I have been able to compare only the published texts, since 
the citations of W, X, and Y in Ibrahim's critical apparatus to DIQ treat, in 
general, only verbal variants. This circumstance is regretable in that W and X, 
at least, are actually earlier, or certainly no later, than our earliest (unre­
dacted)33 text S. The results of this collation,34 in terms of the 82-line numera­
tion of A, fall into the following sequential relationships:35 
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D:	 1-7, 9-19, 21, 20, 22-29, 8, 30-31 , 41, 32-36, 38-39, 37, 40, 
42-48 , 53-55, 57, 56, 58-60 , 62, 70, 6 4 - 6 9 , 6 3 , 6 1 , 7 1 - 7 3 , 7 5 , 7 7 , 
79, 78, 80, 82, 74, 76 {A 49 -52 , 81 omitted; 77 lines total). 
B:	 1-7, 9-19, 21, 20, 22-29, 8, 30-48 , 53-60 , 62-70 , 61, 71-73, 75, 
77-80 , 82, 74 {A 49 -52 , 76, 81 omitted; 76 lines total).

5; i_2, 5 -48 , 53-82 {A 3 - 4 , 49-52 omitted; 76 lines total).36

K:	 1-2, 5 -19 , 21, 20, 2 2 - 4 7 , 5 3 - 6 2 , 48, 6 3 - 8 2 {A 2 - 3 , 4 9 - 5 2 
omitted; 76 lines total). 
N:	 1-2, 5-19, 21, 20, 22-48 , 53-56, 59, 58, 60, 57, 61-82 (A 3 - 4 , 
49-52 omitted; 76 lines total).37 
J:	 1-2, 2 A , 3, 5, 5 A - 5 B , 6 - 8 , 4 , 10, 9, 11, 11A, 12, 12A, 13-15, 
1 5 A - 1 5 B , 16-20, 20A, 21 -38 , 41, 39 -40 , 4 2 - 6 2 , 64-69 , 63, 
70-75, 81, 76-79, 82, 80 (90 lines total).38 
Z .	 1-31, 41, 32-40 , 42-47 , 49-82 (A 48 omitted;39 81 lines total). 
T:	 1-19, 21, 20, 22-82 (82 lines total). 
Assuming again that D comprises, in most particulars, the recension of 
al-Asmaci and that it hence would have been actually prior to any of the other 
recensions considered here, one m a  y well wonder at the obvious disparity 
between its sequence of verses and the verse-sequences ofS, K, N, and A, not 
to mention Z and T. Even B, which is also founded mainly upon al-Asmaci's 
recension and resembles D rather closely in its general delineations, seems to 
have adopted the sequence followed by S and A in certain 7- or 8-verse 
passages, where the sequence in D is quite at variance. What is apparent is 
that A's verse-sequence has been derived either from 5 directly or from 
another (undoubtedly written) recension c o m m o  n to both.40 K and TV, on the 
other hand, while adhering closely to the verse-order of S and A, both intro­
duce certain minor deviations perhaps arising from either a third recension,41 
their o w n editorial conjecture or emendation,42 or the information of an oral 
informant (although, as the number of authoritatively constituted poetical 
texts increased from the late second/early ninth century on, reliance upon oral 
renderants—the rawls of an earlier era—dwindled to insignificance).43 J 
presents a special problem: the verse-sequence of the first half (particularly J 
14-46 = A 11-38), leaving out the additional verses, does not depart signifi­
cantly from that of A except in the case of J 11 = A 4 and J 47 = 4 4 1 ; and in 
the second half there is at some points an approximate correspondence to the 
sequence of D. But most of 7's divergences in verse-sequence cannot be 
traced to any known recension (the same is true of many of 7's variant 
readings within the verses); and they are, one suspects, quite possibly due to 
al-QurasT's o w n initiative.44 Of course that Z and T have adopted the verse­
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sequence of S and A is obvious, although Z follows D in the position of Z 32 
= D 32 = A 414 5 and T 19-21 follows D 18-20 = A 19, 21, 20 (as do, in 
fact, B, K, and N).4G 
B  . Six verses in A have been the subject of particular disagreement among 
the medieval text critics. A 3 - 4 are to be found in X, Y, D, B, J, Z, and T, 
whereas W, S, K, and N47 do not include them. According to A 3 sch, A 3 
(and undoubtedly A 4 as well) occurred in the recension of A b u  c U b a y d a . 4 8 
Other sources (e.g., K p. 12:11-12, T 3 sch) claim that the two verses were 
"interpolated" (yuzadu), noting that, according to al-AsmacI, the Bedouins 
add the verses in rendering the qasida (al-acrabu tarwi-hima). A b u A h m a d 
al-cAskari49 gives us the interesting note that A b u  c Ubayda heard the single 
verse A 4 recited to him by one of his sources w h o attributed it to the Jahill 
poet Ibn X i d a m . 5 0 
Verses A 4 9 - 5 2  , also, have been included in W, X, A, J, Z and T, but 
omitted in D, B, S,51 Y, K, and N.52 A 52 sch remarks that "these four verses 
are admitted in the recensions of some tradents, although al-AsmacI, A b u 
c U b a y d a , and others allege (zacama)53 that they do not belong to (the 
qafida)." W sch adds the comment (after A 51) that A 49 -51 were also 
transmitted under the n a m e of Ta'abbata Sarra (a famous pre-Islamic 
brigand-poet); W further cites a variant to A 51 that occurred w h e  n the lines 
were ascribed to the latter poet rather than to I Q  5  4 (Ibrahim DIQ p. 372, to D 
48). Z 49 sch and T 48 sch both indicate that all four verses are sometimes 
given to Ta'abbata Sarra (cf. N p. 40 n. b). Al-cAskari, w h o could well be 
expected to have m a d  e an issue of such a question, cites A 50 in passing and 
ascribes it to IQ with no reservation whatsoever (SMYT 242:10).55 
B . I At root, however, lies one of the difficulties of classical Arabic poetry 
most distressing to medieval and modern scholars alike: the problem of cor­
rectly attributing the extant poetical texts. W  e should recall that, as conceived 
by most of these scholars, a p o e m would have had to have been the work of a 
particular poet composing at a particular time. Historical circumstances; con­
fusions, accidents, and errors in the course of (oral or written) transmission; 
even deliberate fabrication or alteration of verses, however well-intentioned: 
all these could be admitted as factors affecting the state of the received texts. 
But the textual tradition of the poetry has, from the first, been based upon the 
implicit assumption or explicit predication of an "original version"; differing 
versions of a poe  m or of verses within a poe  m have been treated in general as 
"variants" from that original. Furthermore, as a corollary, verbal corre­
spondences of greater or less extent that were found in different poems—by 
the same poet or by different poets—have been viewed as cases of interpola­
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tion, misattribution, plagiarism, commonplace usage, or mere coincidence. 
O n e need hardly dwell on the numerous instances where lines, passages, and 
even entire poems recur in identical or nearly identical form "under the 
n a m e "  5  6 of more than one poet: commentaries on the old diwans, philological 
and literary-historical treatises of the medieval Arabic scholars, and critical 
apparatuses of m a n y a modern edition—all bear witness to an abiding uncer­
tainty and disagreement in matters of attribution. 
The long-standing problem of intihal in early Arabic poetry, too often 
interpreted as one of forgery or falsification of verses, ought actually to be 
understood as one of false, dubious, or mixed attribution: that is, verses 
judged to be by one poet were thought to have been wrongly claimed by, or 
ascribed to, another.57 The vagaries of "propriete literaire" during the early 
period have been treated in some detail by Blachere {HLA 156-61) , w h o 
suggests that a number of factors m a y have been involved: an over-zealous 
"insistence upon fixing the 'paternity' of a work"; the difficulties raised by 
several names for a single poet, by several variant forms for a single n a m e , or 
by several poets bearing the same n a m e or tribal designation;58 the grouping 
of fragments, probably anonymous by that time, under the n a m e of a poet 
k n o w n to have composed works of similar theme or content. H e further 
observes that more willful confusions of authorship were not unknown and 
were often the outcome of academic, political, or tribal rivalries. 
cAbadalhamId Maslut (NISJ 66-67) specifies another factor, of equal impor­
tance in the matter of conscious misattribution: namely, the material 
advantages that accrued to a later rawl w h  o could flatter the poetical tastes or 
appeal to the partisan sentiments of a patron by producing effective verses of 
celebrated (and, where possible, kindred) authorship. 
Yet consideration of factors inherent in an oral tradition of poetical c o m p o  ­
sition has been left out almost entirely. Given the fact that oral poets share as 
formulas certain linguistic, stylistic, and thematic usages, and that their works 
are undertaken preeminently to re-create, if not to reproduce, a traditional 
standard, it should not be surprising to find similar and even identical 
passages in different poems ascribed to a single poet or in poems put under 
names of different poets. W  e must, at least, with Blachere {HLA 183-84) , 
reject as artificial and rather arbitrary Ahlwardt's hypothesis concerning these 
verbal coincidences. "Such correspondences," Ahlwardt maintained, "in 
cases where they m a  y not involve a proverbial expression or traditional 
phrase, are, it seems to m e  , simply to be set d o w  n to the rawl or compiler, and 
such verses are to be ascribed neither to this (poet) or that one. It is a little 
different if such similar verses or half-verses are found in the works of the 
same poet: e.g., Imra'alqays [in DIQ (Ahl)] 4:39 = 48:55; 4:67 = 48:57; etc. 
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But here also I a  m firmly of the opinion that the whole verse always, and the 
half-verse generally, is wrongly placed" (BAAG 30). This principle had also 
been enunciated somewhat earlier by Noldeke, w h o observed: " T h e situation 
m a n y times recurs that one and the same verse, perhaps with small, hardly 
noticeable variants, is found in two different poems by one or separate poets; 
in this event w  e usually have to assume that it appears in one passage by 
mistake, or that the passages, through confusion on a transmitter's part, have 
c o m e to resemble one another more closely than they did originally" (BKPA 
viii). 
Blachere's discussion of the same phenomenon shows considerably more 
sensitivity to the complexities involved. Nonetheless, here, as elsewhere he 
seems only to "flirt" with that "fickle mistress," oral tradition (cf. L o r d  S T 
9). T o account for these reduplicated verses or half-verses, Blachere writes: 
M a n y hypotheses could be advanced among which it is risky to choose. Perhaps 
it is a question of a lapse in the oral transmission. Perhaps, too, one ought to 
consider a simple cliche reused by the same or by several poets. Perhaps, on the 
contrary, one should think of an infinitely more serious contingency, of the 
fusion of two fragments of identical meter and rhyme (if it is a matter of the 
same verse recurring in a like poem), or of two fragments collected in the same 
diwan on account of the similarity of a cliche or a theme (HLA 184; cf. Bloch 
VSA 19). 
B . 2 .  a Since, as Blachere states, it is "risky to choose" a m o n  g the hypothe­
ses advanced to explain these verbal coincidences and p o e m  s of multiple 
authorship that seem so typical of early Arabic poetry (if not, indeed, intrinsic 
to it), perhaps one might reconsider the phenomenon itself in light of insights 
afforded by the oral-traditional theory of poetic composition. A s regards the 
full-, half-, and even quarter-line repetitions, these represent, I no longer have 
any doubt, verbal formulas of the kind found in H o m e r , the Hebrew psalms, 
R o m a n c e ballads and chansons de geste, Anglo-Saxon epics, and other bodies 
of orally composed and rendered poetry. A n  d thus, so far from being lapses of 
the rawi or compiler w h  o transmitted and attributed them, on the one hand, or 
from being "spurious" w h e n they recur in the works of the same poet, on the 
other, these formulaic elements m a  y be the surest proof that w  e are dealing, 
by and large, with an authentic and conscientiously recorded body of poems 
composed and rendered within an oral tradition as it has c o m e to be under­
stood.59 
Yet within the context of an oral tradition of poetry, the very circumstance 
of uncertain attribution and multiple authorship finds a quite credible explana­
tion. It is an explanation that is, in fact, more acceptable than the alleged 
ineptitude, lack of judgment, and unscrupulosity of the early philologists such 
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as even the relatively moderate position of Blachere would presuppose. O  n 
the contrary, the k n o w  n and deducible facts concerning the approach and 
techniques of those early textual scholars must c o m m a n  d our respect and 
prevent us from making easy generalizations about their results. W  e find 
again in the work of Menendez Pidal, if not a solution to the problem, at least 
a direction more worth following. " A t the origin of all literatures," he pro­
jects, "before poetic creation becomes specialized, there is an anonymous era 
that includes all literary forms" (CR 65). A distinction must be m a d e , he 
insists, between "individual poetry," which was modeled upon a set text, 
even if circulated orally (cf. Chaytor FSP chap. 6) , and "traditional poetry," 
which was modeled upon successive sung performances. 
The traditional p o e m , in a perpetual state of metamorphosis, belongs to all w h o 
sing it, to all w h  o hear it. If anonymity is essential to it, it is because each m a  n 
w h o repeats it remakes it in some w a y , either causing it to undergo superficial 
retouching or altering its substance profoundly. Whether it be a question of the 
first composer of a song, of the one w h o reworks it in depth, or of the one w h o 
gives it a n e  w episode—in every case the author w h  o exercises his creative 
faculty on the whole p o e m is always anonymous; for he is dominated, in the 
very act of poetic creation, by a feeling c o m m o  n to all (the others) and he 
creates only to hand over his creation to the singers w h  o repeat it and spread it 
abroad. (CR 64; cf. 500-502) 
While this idea of an "anonymous era" can be accepted only with some 
reservation (see Zwettler # F O T 2 1 0 n . 4 1 ; § B . 2 . b , below) as a characteriza­
tion of one external aspect of an oral-poetic tradition, just as seen through 
received texts, it serves a useful purpose. 
B . 2 . b The Arabic poetic tradition professes to n a m e for us an astonishing 
number of poets whose poems fill the pages of philological and literary 
treatises, bio-bibliographical and historical works, and numerous anthologies 
and florilegia. Whole volumes have been devoted to anecdotal biographies of 
scores of different poets, together with selections of their verses; and others 
have detailed the careers of individual poets, often in a distinctly novelistic 
fashion.60 Besides these, Arabic sources inform us of the existence of more 
than 150 separate diwans, constituted during the Middle Ages (mostly before 
the fifth/eleventh century) and attributed to distinct classical poets,61 apart 
from some 80 or so collections, each comprising poems by poets of a specific 
tribal affiliation.62 T  o judge from such a state of affairs, w  e would hardly 
seem justified in speaking of an "anonymous era" of early Arabic poetry. 
Approaching the Arabic "classicistic" tradition as an evolving, rather than 
stable, cultural phenomenon, however, one observes that this penchant for 
ascribing poems to individual poets and for individualizing and differentiating 
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poets seems not to have been very characteristic of pre- and early Islamic times, 
nor even of the first stages of the written tradition itself. There are few, if any, 
acceptable poetical texts put under the names of poets living before the end of 
thefifth century A . D .  ; and yet, even in the earliest specimens of qas'ida poetry, 
w  e find essentially the same form, externally and internally, as in poems of 
the time of M u h a m m a  d and somewhat thereafter. Most scholars, rejecting the 
spontaneous-generation theory of early Arabic critics w h  o sought to pinpoint 
the origins of the qas'ida in a particular poet or tribe,63 have little doubt that 
the near identity in style and content, linguistic and technical features, 
between the productions of the first k n o w  n poets and those of later ones could 
not but have been "the outcome of a long education in construction of verse, 
. .  . a long previous study and cultivation of the art of expression and the 
capacities of their language, a study of which no record n o w remains" (Lyall 
A A P xvi).64 This period of Arabic poetry—mid-fifth century and before— 
can certainly, then, be spoken of as anonymous, even though there have been 
preserved no texts to prove it conclusively. If "anonymity" is sought, 
moreover, there is no reason w h y the very uncertainties of attribution and 
questions of authorship could not themselves be interpreted as prima facie 
evidence of a far greater element of anonymity prevailing in the pre-Islamic 
poetic tradition than what is suggested by the superimpositions of professional 
scholars and researchers of a later era. Let it be noted, first of all, that, apart 
from poems obviously fabricated for purposes of propaganda or entertain­
ment, the works of disputed authorship were nearly always acknowledged to 
be authentic products of the Jahiliya, and the dispute itself was confined to 
poets k n o w  n to have lived before or during the earliest years of Islam.65 
B . 2 . c The cultural level of Arabs before and at the time of M u h a m m a d 
varied widely and ranged from nomadic and pastoral to sedentary and agricul­
tural or commercial; from a rigidly kinship-based tribal organization to one 
where traditional relationships were beginning to break d o w n  ; from almost 
total illiteracy to a relatively high level of literacy (among certain segments of 
the population, at least); from near isolation from contact with other cultures 
to close communication, even coexistence or interpenetration, with civiliza­
tions of great antiquity, power, prestige, and cultural attainment.66 Yet in all 
this diversity of milieu there can be found two important constants: a set of 
attitudes, values, aspirations, and conventions that was still fundamentally 
and inextricably linked to the social and cultural organization of the Bedouin 
tribe and a poetic tradition that—in language especially, as well as in style, 
form, and content—exhibited a remarkable homogeneity as regards concep­
tion, execution, and intent.67 Furthermore, poetry was an essential element of 
that Arab tribal culture, "the public register of the Arab people: by its means 
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genealogies are remembered and glorious deeds handed d o w n to posterity" 
(Ibn Faris,68 in Lyall AAP xv; cf. Goldziher MS I 45 n). T h e poet himself, 
w h o would thus immortalize the tribal ancestors and confound the pretensions 
of other tribes, was respected, feared, and even venerated by his fellow 
tribesmen and by outsiders, as well: his appearance in a tribe was an occasion 
for their rejoicing; his poems were valued, it seems, for their effectiveness in 
defending the tribe's honor, enhancing its prestige, or shaming its adversaries, 
more than for their artistry per se.69 The same principle operated, though 
perhaps in a less sociologically vital fashion and with a more active personal 
interest on the poets' part, at the Laxmid and Cassanid courts, in the urban 
settlements of the Hijaz, and in the camps of eminent Arab chieftains 
(sayyids), where tribal customs and ideals still shaped attitudes and policies 
and where the ruler's authority derived, at least nominally, from his position 
as leader of a tribe.70 
" T h e poets—as can be inferred from their name—are considered 'those 
w h  o are knowledgable' (shacir),71first of all about the traditions of their tribe 
which are to be used in w a r  " (Goldziher MS I 45 and nn. ) . They possessed a 
supernatural, magical knowledge and, because of their faculty, were held to 
be a kind of oracle of the tribe and, in the pre-Islamic period, were sometimes 
accorded the (frequently hereditary72) institutional dignity of kahin "seer," 
"diviner," or "soothsayer" (Goldziher AAP 1 7 - 1 8 ) . 7 3 Even in urban and 
court situations, poets, often sayyids themselves, continued to represent the 
interests of their tribes (though they might be relegated at times to the status of 
other "courtiers" or "clients") and to exert a marked influence by virtue of 
their charisma and the propagandist^ and rhetorical (if no longer super­
natural) power of their verse. 
The significance attached to the function of the poet in pre-Islamic tribal 
society is well brought out by the traditional view of the Arabs that "a 
'perfect' m a  n (kamil) must . .  . be a poet, i.e., must k n o  w the glorious 
traditions of his tribe which he can use for the honour of his o w  n people in war 
against opponents whose aim is to stress shameful facts of the past of his 
tribe" (Goldziher MS I 45 and nn.) . It should be no surprise, then, that poets 
have played such a material role in the "historiological"74 lore of the pre-
Islamic Arabs, particularly w h e n it is recalled that the poet himself, as the 
porte-parole of his clan, tribe, or even tribal confederation (Blachere HLA 
339), would most often serve as tradent of that lore. Folk heroes of a sort and 
embodiments of a tribal ideal, the poets' o w n exploits and those in which they 
m a y have been involved (along with verses ascribed to them) form the subject 
matter and content of m u c  h of the ayyam literature and other quasi-historical 
narratives that have been preserved. 
Poets, therefore, were k n o w n and commemorated as historical personages, 
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and it would have been only through the most natural of processes that poems 
would c o m e to be rendered and remembered as being theirs, as long as those 
p o e m s retained some constant and recognizable aspects. T o this extent, 
Menendez Pidal's insistence on the anonymity of traditional poetry is inappli­
cable to the classical Arabic tradition (cf. Bloch K W A V 2 3 7 - 3 8 , quoted in 
Zwettler B F O T 2 0 8 - 0 9 ) . Indeed, perhaps his emphasis on "anonymity" is 
misplaced altogether, since the term appears to serve as little more than a 
euphemism for the "collectivity" of the Volk so vigorously affirmed by 
Rezeptiontheoretiker like Petracek (see Zwettler B F O T passim, esp. 210 n. 
41). O n e must acknowledge and admit the reality of individual poetic per­
sonalities. B o w r a  , though granting " s o m  e truth" to the idea that anonymity is 
often an element in traditonal heroic poetry, cautions that 
this does not mean that heroic poetry is necessarily anonymous, or that bards are 
always too modest to claim their creations for themselves. In fact, they are often 
far from modest, but even if they were, their audiences would not allow them to 
remain unknown. . . . However anonymous their poems may be, the bards 
themselves are often well known, and that makes it unlikely that they disclaim 
any share in works of their o w  n composition. (HP 404 and chap. 9; cf. Lord  5 T 
101-02) 
In other words, that a work is anonymous or that it is attributed—that is, 
whether it "belongs" to the people or to a poet—is an index not that it is 
intrinsically a traditional or an individual p o e m  , Volks- or Kunstgedichte. 
Rather what is indicated by the circumstance of anonymity or attribution is 
simply the importance that a community attaches to the social and cultural 
role of its poets. It is evident that in that regard the pre-Islamic Arabs and the 
medieval Franks and Spaniards differed considerably (see Zwettler B F O T 
204). 
B . 3 . a Yet, as I have suggested above, precise attribution was not so neces­
sary a consideration to those w h  o dealt in poetry during the first century and a 
half after M u h a m m a  d (Petracek, I believe, overestimates its prevalence; cf. 
Q A A L 404). That it was not deemed too essential can be gathered from the 
casualness and even utter disregard that was typical of the treatment given 
poetry during the U m a y y a  d period by singers and compilers of lyrics, w h  o 
were a m o n  g the first w  e k n o  w to have prepared and utilized poetical texts.75 It 
becomes even more evident w h e n w e consider that the earliest monuments of 
Arabic philology—such as al-Xalll's76 Kiiab al-cayn, Sibawayh's77 Kiiab, 
A b  u  c A m  r as-Saybanl's78 Kiiab al-jlm, and others—which based the bulk of 
their investigations and conclusions upon the evidential support of poetical 
citations, left the majority of their cited lines unattributed. Yet scholars only a 
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few decades later would feel called upon to identify more precisely the 
authors of those lines or else would cite the lines in their o w  n works with the 
"correct" attributions.79 
W . D i e  m quite reasonably suggests that this urge to assign designated poets 
to the poetical citations (which themselves were so essential to all phases of 
Arabic philological activity) m a  y well have been linked to a similar 
movemen  t in the sphere of Islamic religious sciences—Hadit, in particular. 
Anonymous citations could be justified, of course, only as long as 1) a close 
familiarity with the poetry could be presumed and 2) no strict criteria were as 
yet applied (in determining) the classical status [Klassizitdt] of a poet. At first, 
in the course of setting up a canon of "classics," which is paralleled in other 
literatures and the motives for which have still not finally been made clear, and 
further, under the influence of the Hadit, with its cilm ar-rijal (whose methods 
were carried over into philology), it became important to name the poet in order 
to have a guarantee of his classical status and, thence, a conclusive piece of 
evidence [Beweiskraft]. (Diem KG 61-62; cf. Wild KA 45-46) 
Thus, as H  . Fleisch had earlier realized, the questions of authenticity and the 
problems of correctly identifying the poetical citations were raised by the 
third-century philologists "not so m u c  h in order to determine the author . . . 
as to be sure of having to deal with a poetry that had c o m e out of the Bedouin 
milieu, an authentic product of the desert carabiya, and not a forgery of a raw'i 
w h o was more or less an urbanite and not very scrupulous" {OEP 139). 
O n e finds corroboration for this view in other works of the third/sixth 
century and later, where attitudes and approaches that had b e c o m e proper to 
the collection and criticism of Hadit were adapted, perhaps simply as a matter 
of course, to literary and philological studies. In particular, "Arabic 
lexicography, soon after its inception, gradually developed into a traditionary 
discipline to which the principles of the sciences of Hadith c a m  e to be 
applied" (Kopf R1AP 38; cf. Fleisch OEP 139). Literary history, too, as it 
first appeared, w a s composed in a form closely associated with Hadit 
science80—the tabaqat division.81 In fact, the opening chapter of the earliest 
such work that w e p o s s e s s — M u h a m m a d b. Sallam al-Jumahi's82 Tabaqat 
fuhul as-sucara'83—reads almost as a manifesto of a n e  w order of 
methodical, scrupulous, and highly critical scholars, versed in standards for 
the authenticity and canoncity of traditions, whose aims were (1) to set up the 
heretofore undisciplined study of poetry along the same "scientific" lines as 
the Hadit; (2) to determine which poetical texts were acceptable, from the 
point of view of linguistic and stylistic purity, and could be correctly ascribed 
to k n o w  n and reputable poets; and (3) to establish their o w  n authority as the 
proper—indeed, the only—interpreters of the poetry and judges of its 
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authenticity and excellence (see Ibn Sallam TFS 5 - 4 2 ) . Such is the 
importance of Ibn Sallam's introductory section as a document of early 
Islamic intellectual history that it would merit a special study in itself. Here I 
wish only to refer to his complaint of a mass of inferior, dubious, and 
uncritically gathered poetry, which " s o m  e have transmitted from text to text, 
neither receiving it from the Bedouins, nor submitting it (for approval) to the 
scholars" (TFS 6) . Although Ibn Sallam dwelt chiefly upon such obviously 
spurious examples as lines attributed to quasi-mythical eponymous heroes, 
c A d  , cAdrian, and others, it is quite clear that he was alluding to the existence 
of a considerable body of written poems, compiled before his time, whose 
transimission, attribution, and present textual state did not at all meet the 
standards of the n e w literary critics and scholars. That such a body of poems 
did indeed exist has been further confirmed by the invaluable researchers of 
Nasiraddln al-Asad (MSJ 134-84 , 588 -91 ; cf. Sezgin GAS II 14 -33 , 33 -46 
passim). 
Given this state of affairs, there can hardly be any question that precise 
attribution of poems in the earlier stages of the Arabic tradition mattered little, 
if at all, either to the poets' contemporaries or to the first Muslim generations. 
Undoubtedly certain unique lines, passages, images, or themes m a  y have 
c o m  e to be associated with particular figures, perhaps even with their 
originators. Moreover, if a p o e m , for some reason, became written d o w n 
under specific, definable circumstances, there is no reason w h  y its attribution, 
if it were to have been mentioned in the record, could not have been preserved 
more or less intact. But on the whole, the poetic tradition that was k n o w n to 
pre- and early Islamic Arabs and that was carried d o w n to the early Muslim 
compilers and philologists cannot be said to have recognized "authorial 
rights" or "propriete litteraire" significantly more than any other "folk" 
tradition. Thus, it seems quite unnecessary for Petracek to have postulated a 
"special" kind of folk-poetry because of a presumed lack of anonymity in the 
classical Arabic tradition, and to have sought support for his view through 
recourse to shaky folkloristic principles and questionable ethnological in­
terpretations of Bedouin society (e.g., Q A A  L 404-5; cf. Zwettler BFOT). 
Yet, failure of the renderants and auditors of a traditional p o e  m to include 
specific information regarding its "authorship" (if such a term is even appro­
priate here) is not the same as "anonymity" in Menendez Pidal's sense of the 
word nor in the sense implied by others w h o would substitute " a n o n y m o u s " 
poets for poets whose names are lost or are only loosely associated with 
poems that the tradition has preserved. 
B . 3 . b Where Bedouin tribal society did contribute to the question of at­
tributions, however, was in providing later, more literate and systematic 
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generations with a "historiological" tradition replete with the names of poets 
whose deeds and poems had been part of the glory of their tribes. But in those 
ayyam accounts, as they m a  y be read n o w  , the poetry is most often only 
loosely connected with the narrative and, in m a n  y cases, probably even prior 
to it; and thus, a p o e  m cannot of itself be accounted a stable or intrinsic 
element of any but a very few such narratives (see Caskel AA 59-75) . That 
such poems were actually composed by the poets to w h o  m they were ascribed 
in the narrative or for the occasion alleged is open to serious doubt. But that 
they m a  y often represent a parallel tradition, independent or semi-independent 
of the prose narrative, but just as ancient (if not more so), is quite probable 
(AA 66). The precise relationship between verse and prose in the ayyam and 
similar accounts usually varies from case to case and must be determined 
accordingly. Nevertheless, it seems necessary to admit that the relationship 
itself was largely a function of the rawl from w h o  m the account was received 
and of his grasp on the parallel verse and prose traditions, combined with his 
o w  n creative or adaptive powers (AA 75). 
At any rate, w h e n  , in the middle second/eighth century and for various 
reasons, scholars began to apply to the collection and study of poetry criteria 
and techniques similar, in systematic rigor and concern for the identity and 
integrity of sources, to those evolved for the science of HadTt, they were not 
without materials to work with. At their disposal they would have had, on the 
one hand, a mass of relatively "uncritical" poetical texts, often of anonymous 
or indefinite attribution,84 and on the other, a quasi-historical narrative tradi­
tion rich in the names and recounted deeds of poets. It would have been easy 
and, under the circumstances, quite understandable for them to have effected 
a connection between the two, m u c h in the manner suggested by Blachere 
(see § B . I above). Whether such considerations as he has mentioned gave rise 
to the later disputes over attribution or whether, as seems more likely, it was 
rather a question of formulaic correspondences inherent in an oral tradition, 
w e are simply no longer justified in treating the occurrence of identical ex­
pressions, lines, or passages in poems ascribed to different (or the same) poets 
as evidence of the "corruption" of the tradition. No  r ought w  e to take too 
seriously the problems of attribution and even, except in the most blatantly 
tendentious or propagandistic instances (see, e.g., Asad MSJ 465 -66 ) , of 
"authenticity." They are problems that evidently did not overly concern those 
w h  o were actively involved in the living tradition of early Arabic poetry— 
poets, rawis, or audience. Neither did they seem to be of great importance to the 
earliest compilers and connoisseurs of poetry, whose competence to judge 
what conformed to that tradition w  e have no reason to doubt. A n  d even whe  n 
more rigid criteria came to be applied, scholars tended, as in the case of the 
disputed verses of IQ mentioned above, to include lines that they considered 
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of questionable attribution or authenticity (though they might express their 
doubts) rather than to omit them without any c o m m e n t . 8 5 
C  . After considering the implications for our understanding of classical 
Arabic poetry of variations in the number and sequence of verses in the poeti­
cal texts, a third and even more important kind of variation must be brought to 
attention. M u c  h more striking than divergent line-order and multiple attribu­
tion of an early Arabic p o e m  , as Blachere has indicated (see § A . 2 . b  , above), 
is the range of literal variation within its lines. Nowher  e is the scrupulosity 
and thoroughness of the medieval philologists and editors more evident than 
in their conscientiously seeking out, acknowledging, and recording alternative 
renderings for a major portion of those lines. A  s a result, w  e are doubly 
fortunate in Arabic, in that w e often have not only two or more recensions of 
m a n  y poem s (apart from simple manuscript texts—see § A . 2 . b  , above) but 
also a mass of additional variants presented in the scholia to the poems or in 
various supplementary philological and literary-historical sources where 
poetry held a paramount position. A n d nowhere does the inherent instability 
or, better, fluidity of the early Arabic poem—its essential multiformity— 
emerge with greater clarity than through consideration of the body of those 
lectiones variae that the textual tradition has preserved. 
C .  I Naturally, a good number of variants must be ascribed to lapses in the 
course of textual transmission, m a n  y of which perhaps originated quite early 
before the script became stabilized and the dotted letters fully differentiated.86 
Such textual imperfections are not dissimilar, granting the differences in 
writing systems, from the scribal and clerical errors that plagued the transmis­
sion of Greek and Latin literary texts and that have been analyzed and studied 
by several Classical scholars.87 O  f this species of "corruption" the medieval 
Arabic philologists were fully cognizant. Entire monographs were written that 
discuss in detail the subject of tahr'if and tashif—i.e., aurally and visually 
induced discrepancies in the poetical texts.88 
Nevertheless, these lapsus calami, ordinarily identifiable as such, do not 
constitute a major source of variation—especially w h e n compared with the 
m a n y verses where divergencies of a more substantive nature coexisted side 
by side and were accepted as more or less equally valid. T o blame such 
fluctuations on failures of m e m o r  y during oral transmission, as is usually 
done, is convenient and m a y indeed be justified w h e n it is a matter of simple 
alternation by synonymy. But too often the variations give indication of 
differing conceptions of the p o e m at hand—or at least of the particular 
passage—and of differing approaches to solving immediate and specific c o m  ­
positional problems. In other words, I would choose to read most of the non­
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scribal variants preserved by the textual tradition of classical Arabic poetry as 
documentary evidence—however circumstantial—of the origins of that 
poetry in a tradition of oral composition and rendition. 
C .  2 Once more, it might usefully be recalled that the comparative brevity 
and more rigid prosodic conditions of the Arabic qas'ida could well have led to 
straight memorization and retention of its verbal lineaments more readily than 
would have been the case had it been longer or more prosodically flexible (cf. 
chap. 1, § B . 2 , above). Moreover, one might reasonably argue that the non-
narrative character of the poetry, and the consequent absence of any preoccu­
pation with maintaining a story line as such, occasioned closer attention to the 
verbal form of the poetic utterance. Thus, the precise wording of a passage 
m a  y have acquired a greater value and the preservation of m a n  y of its features 
intact from rendition to rendition m a y have been of somewhat greater concern 
than with a longer narrative p o e m  . There are not, therefore, m a n  y Arabic 
qasidas like the Chanson de Roland where, for instance, three of the earliest 
manuscript versions have not a single identical verse a m o n g them (Menendez 
Pidal CR 60-63) . 
O  n the contrary, there are accounts of poetic performances in which the 
poet, interrupted by his hearers with approbation or criticism of particularly 
trenchant or felicitous verses, would be required to repeat such verses more 
than once.89 M a n y poets, too, had well-known sobriquets (laqabs) derived 
from memorable lines that they had uttered on some occasion.90 Further, most 
of the considerable number of gnomic verses that can be found in the works of 
the classical poets display, besides their aphoristic content, a patently 
mnemo-technical formulation.91 A n  d that such verses frequently did endure 
in the popular m e m o r  y can be gathered from several anthologies of familiar or 
proverbial verses mentioned in Ibn Nadlm's Fihrist.92 All these consid­
erations m a  y lead one to suppose that verbatim reproduction—of certain 
verses or passages at least—could have been an operative factor in the Arabic 
poetical tradition to a somewhat greater degree than in the Greek, R o m a n c e , 
Germanic, Yugoslav, or other epic narrative traditions with which most study 
has so far been concerned (cf. § D  , below). 
Furthermore, the important study by Jan Vansina on oral tradition a m o n g 
the K u b a of the Congo and tribes of R w a n d a and Burundi reveals that the 
"distortions" that happen to a "testimony" — including a poetic 
"testimony"—during the course of oral transmission and that show up as 
"variants" in recorded texts are by no means a constant or necessary feature 
of such a tradition, either as regards the frequency of their occurrence or the 
extent of their deviation from a "received" version. Within a given society, 
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factors of control over the transmission m a  y exist, such as formal instruction; 
social, political, material, or religious sanctions and rewards; mnemonic de­
vices of various sorts; or, quite significantly, the formal and internal structure 
of the testimony itself. The "purpose [of these factors] is to preserve the 
tradition as faithfully as possible and transmit it from one generation to the 
next" (Vansina OT 31; cf. 3 1 - 4 3 , 5 4 - 6 5 ; also Finnegan OLA 8 8 - 9 0 , 
106-7) . Vansina and Lord would approach a recorded oral p o e m with dif­
fering (though not necessarily conflicting) objectives in mind: Vansina to 
evaluate it as a source of historical information and Lord to understand and 
interpret it as verbal art. However , since oral poetry is by its very nature an 
intensely social (not to say communal ) phenomenon, it would be well for us to 
realize that oral composition and rendition do not always of themselves entail 
a necessary or predictable measure of variation (or, as Vansina rather 
unfortunately puts it, "distortion"; cf. Zwettler BFOT 211 n. 43). So w e are 
justified, I believe, in dealing with classical Arabic verse, if w  e recall the 
structural factors that might have contributed to its being more easily pre­
served verbatim. Considering also the importance and esteem attached to 
poets and poetry in Arabian tribal society, as well as the indispensable func­
tion that a p o e m served as a tribal chronicle, register, encomium, manifesto, 
and even weapon, w  e should keep in mind Vansina's useful dictum: " A  s a 
general rule it m a y be said that the more a tradition is associated with a vested 
interest, and the more this interest is a concern of the public as a whole and is 
functionally important, the more exacting will be the control over its recital, 
and the better the guarantee against distortion through failure of m e m o r y  " 
{OT 42; cf. Chadwicks GL III 867-69) . 
C . 3 . a The sample of classical Arabic poetry chosen here, Imra'alqays' 
ode, which runs to 82 lines in its longest version and 76 in its shortest, in­
cludes a total of 49 lines that vary in a significant non-scribal w a y . 9 3 Neces­
sarily, in some instances, the judgment as to what constitutes "non-scribal" 
variation has been a rather subjective one, since alterations m a  y be effected in 
a transmitted text through means other than just errors or ineptitudes of the 
copyist. Actual "emendations" or "interpolations" by editors or scribes— 
whether intentional or inadvertent—may also occur, not to mention occa­
sional grammatical normalizations proposed (or imposed) by some of the 
philologist-redactors themselves (cf. chap. 3, n. 28). Al -Asma c l seems to 
have been the source for a number of the latter type of variant, perhaps 
because of his intimate association with the Basran school of grammarians, 
w h  o c a m  e to be identified—and not altogether without reason—as pro­
ponents of an "analogistic" view of language, as opposed to a Kufan 
"anomalistic" view.94 
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Thefirst verse of the ode exemplifies al-Asmacf s—and the normalists'— 
approach. There, instead of bayna d-Daxuli fa Hawmafi, the generally ac­
cepted version, D reads bayna d-Daxuli wa Hawmali. The scholia to A 1, K 1, 
N 1, and B 1 all indicate that al-AsmacT had adopted this reading with wa in 
correction of the received, and allegedly solecistic, fa. Treating IQ's 
"ungrammatical" usage in this verse "as a schoolmaster" would (G p. 
12-13), al-Asmaci apparently raised no objection to it when it was continued 
into the second verse (fa Tudiha fa l-Miqrati), nor did it occasion any 
comment when it occurred in other odes by IQ and many different poets (at 
least no comment has been recorded). S . Gandz, in his commentary on this 
feature (G pp. 12-14), gives ample evidence to prove that the conjunction/a 
linking place-names after bayna and the like was regularly employed by 
classical poets in their enumeration and description of the traces of abandoned 
encampments (atlal) that they visited, as well as in their mention of sites 
overshadowed and drenched by a passing rain cloud.95 
Elsewhere this normalizing tendency is even more apparent, and has been 
observed and criticized by many of the early Arabic textual critics as well. 
Most sources agree with A's version of the first hemistich of A 16—even 
though it met "with reproach on the part of all authorities on the Arabic 
language" (al-Baqillanl TCD 68): fa mitji-ki hubla qadtaraqtu wa murdfin, 
" M a n y ' s the pregnant w o m a n like you, aye, and the nursing mother I've 
night-visited" (Arberry SO 62). Al-A c lam's recension (D 15), though, reads 
fa mitja-ki . . . wa murdfan, with the accusative rather than the genitive. 
This would have been a more analogistically "correct" choice, particularly 
preferred among those grammarians w h o objected to what they considered an 
anomalous use of/a as a substitute for the waw rubba. However, as had early 
been pointed out by several authorities (e.g., A 16 sch, N 14 sch, T 16 sch), 
the verse had simply never been rendered that way by any authority of sta­
ture.96 
C . 3 . b O  n looking through the body of observed variants to A (Appendix 
B ) , one finds many lines that are especially illustrative of the kind of non-
scribal variation I a m here concerned with: e.g., 6, 8, 16, 17, 24, 30, 46, 47, 
48, 61, 62, 69, 71, 72 , 75, 76, 78, 79. These and other verses, where 
variation cannot properly be set d o w  n just to confusions in script or pronun­
ciation or even to similarities in meaning, would seem to represerl instances 
of alternative rendering, rather than of variant reading—as it were, recorded 
moments of independent creation during oral rendition of a traditional, and 
traditionally prized, poem. 
Thefirst hemistich of A 8, for example, occurs in A and most other sources 
with the form: ida qamata tadawwaca l-misku min-huma, " W h e n both arise 
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the scent of m u s k is wafted from them." In D, B, and Y, however, as well as 
A 8 sch, the hemistich is read: ida Itafatat nahwi tadawwaca rihu-ha, " W h e n 
she turns toward m e  , her fragrance is wafted (through the air)." Although the 
thematic content, syntactic structure, and key verb are the same in both 
versions, the semantic and imagistic intent are obviously quite different. A n d  , 
most important, this difference is closely tied up with the different positioning 
of the verse in each of the two sets of versions. For the first phrasing occurs 
within the first ten verses of the recensions that include it {A 8, S 6, D 6, N 6, 
Z 8, T 8, J 10), but the second is found only m u c  h later in D and B as line 29. 
Without raising the question of the "proper" position of the verse (a question 
that is both irrelevant and unanswerable in the context of an oral tradition), 
one m a  y easily ascertain that the use of the dual in thefirst version would have 
been conditioned by the mention of two w o m e n , U m  m al-Huwayrit and U m  m 
ar-Rabab, in the immediately preceding line. The version in D and B (cited 
also in A 8 sch), on the other hand, with the feminine singular, occurs as part 
of the poet's encounter with a particular w o m a n . The biformity of the 
hemistich, then, indicates (1) that its essential features were rendered very 
m u c h intact as remembered {not memorized) components of a familiar poem; 
and (2) that its realized verbal formulation depended upon where in the 
course of his rendition the particular renderant called it to mind. The two 
hemistich variants actually m a k  e up what Parry defines as & formulaic system: 
i.e., "a group of phrases which have the same metrical value and which are 
enough alike in thought and words to leave no doubt that the poet w h  o used 
them knew them not only as single formulas, but also as formulas of a certain 
type" (SET I 85 = MHV 275; cf. chap. 2 , § A  , above). Other variations, 
such as some of those attested for lines A 6, 10, 21, 28, 62, 71, 72, and 
elsewhere, m a  y be similarly accounted for (see Appendix B )  . Likewise, also, 
the factor of verse position seems to have been involved in the less substantive 
variation of A 48 (ka-anna tTurayya) with AT56 (ka-anna nujuman) (see 
Appendix C  , n.f). 
C . 3 . C Another case of variation, entailing a more serious disparity than the 
previous one, is connected with lines A 2 9 - 3  0 (corresponding to S 26-27; K 
26-27 ; N 2 6 - 2 7 ; J 37 -38; Z 29 -30 ; T 29 -30 ; D 28, 30; B 28, 30). A glance 
at the several recorded versions of these two verses (Appendix B ) indicates 
that here w  e have a difficulty of greater complexity than a slight modification 
of semantic or syntactic form tofita different context. The question as viewed 
by the medieval philologists reduces itself simply to whether or not the sen­
tence begun in A 29 is completed in the following verse, or whether it is 
completed at all. A 29 reads: fa lamma ajazna sahata l-hayyi wa ntaha bi-na 
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batnu xabtin di qifafin caqanqafi, "After w  e crossed the tribe's enclosure and 
a spacious, dune-twined vale veered us d o w n . "  9  7 The variations recorded for 
this verse are relatively minor. But its understanding from version to version 
of the ode has depended almost wholly on what comes afterward—and that 
has varied significantly. If the following line reads as in A 30—madadtu bi 
gusnay dawmatin, "I spread out (her) two fronded (tresses)"98 or as in 
several other sources (see Appendix B  ) hasartu bifawday ra'si-ha, "I twisted 
her side-tresses to m e  " (Arberry SO 63)99—then no problem exists: the first 
verse is to be understood as the protasis of a temporal-conditional sentence 
and the second as its apodosis. This was the judgment of A b u  c Ubayda , w h o 
transmitted the version hasartu . . . and thus explained it.100 
B, D, K, and N, however, transmit a version of the first hemistich of the 
second verse that not only substantially differs from the version of A and A b u 
c Ubayda  , but has also led to a complete reinterpretation of the syntax of the 
preceding verse as well. All four of these sources adopt the following reading, 
undoubtedly on the ultimate authority of al-Asmaci's unnamed informant (D 
30, B 30, K 28, N 28): ida qultu hail nawwifi-rii tamayalat calay-ya, " W h e n I 
said, 'Here! Let m  e have it!,' then she swayed above m e .  " Most of the 
scholiasts, even those w h  o had adopted A b  u  c U b a y d a '  s reading, have 
discussed al-Asmaci's in some detail, if only because of its greater heuristic 
interest. For al-Asmaci's riwaya changes the syntax of the second verse from 
two coordinated sentences (hasartu . . . fa tamayalat) into a single, self-
contained temporal-conditional sentence (ida qultu . . . tamayalat). This 
leaves the lamma clauses in the preceding verse without any apodosis, thus 
constituting for most authorities an incomplete and grammatically unaccept­
able utterance. 
That D and B both introduce another verse (D and B 29) between the two 
verses under consideration (D and B 28 , 30) merely complicates and only 
slightly modifies the problem. The verse, already discussed above (§ C . 3 . b ) 
in a related context, is syntactically identical with the second of the two lines 
(ida Itafatat . . . tadawwaca I ida qultu . . . tamayalat) and the arguments 
set forth in interpretation of the latter would serve equally for the former, as 
will be seen. Other scholiasts, however, utterly ignored D and B 29 in this 
position, having considered it—if at all—only insofar as it represented a 
variation of A 8. Even A" and N, w h o adopted al-Asmac7's version (ida qultu 
haii nawwifi-rii) seem to have thought D 29 extraneous in that position, 
preferring instead both the placement and the reading of A 8. Thus , their 
comments, too, are based on the consecutive order K and N 2 7 - 2 8 . 
A  s already mentioned, the reading hasartu bifawday ra'si-ha . . . (or any 
of its parallel versions) occasions no difficulty in understanding the previous 
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verse, for the lamma condition finds its apodosis in the immediately following 
verse. But if the following verse is read with an initial ida—i.e., as a second 
temporal-conditional sentence—the lamma clause is left unresolved. The ear­
lier grammarians and scholiasts adopted in general, then, two possible 
interpretations of this seeming anomaly. According to the first interpretation, 
usually identified with the Kufans (see Ibn al-Anbari I MX 189-92 , § 64), the 
lamma verse was to be read as a complete sentence, intaha introducing the 
apodosis and the waw serving but as a pleonastic particle (za'ida muqhama) 
that preceded the apodosis or main-clause after lamma.101 Most of the Bas­
rans, on the other hand, insisted that the waw, in this case and in the others 
usually cited, simply served as a correlative conjunction (catifa) joining in­
taha with ajazria, while the apodosis or main clause of lamma was left 
unexpressed (mahduf) as being implied or understood (muqaddar). The sense 
implied by the omission, then, would be something like: "After w e crossed 
the tribes's enclosure and a spacious, dune-twined vale veered us d o w n , (we 
were alone and at ease—xalawna wa nacimna)." Only at-Tibrizi, so far as I 
k n o w  , offers the suggestion that the apodosis to lamma might be introduced 
with tamayalat. The clause ida qultu hafi nawwifi-rii would be considered a 
second adverbial clause subordinate to the main clause.102 In this event, the 
interpretation would be: "After . . . d o w n  , whe  n I said, 'Here! Let m  e have 
it!' then she swayed. . . ."103 
Th e existence of such disparate, even irreconcilable, alternatives for m a n  y 
verses of a qasida—alternatives quite unaccountable to scribal error—is 
adequately explained only as a function of the m o d  e of composition and 
rendition through which the qasida came to be, and to be recorded. T o reduce 
such variations in our received poetical texts merely to fluctuations or failures 
of memory would be to ignore the fact that the state of those texts corresponds 
very closely to that of texts that are k n o w n , or can be assumed, to be records 
of oral-traditional renditions. Furthermore, it m a  y be observed that, as with 
poems in m a n y other oral traditions, the number and range of substantive 
variations increase significantly within the later sections of most well-
documented Arabic qasida?,. In Lord's words, " T h e endings of songs are less 
stable, more open to variation, than their beginnings" (ST 119). 
D .  I The reason that some portions of classical qasidas appear more stable 
than others m a y be suggested by a passage found in Ibn Rasiq's cUmda, in a 
chapter on "fragmentary and full-length p o e m s " (al-qitac wa t-tiwal). Ibn 
Rasiq writes: 
W  e were told by Sheikh Abu cAbdalIah cAbdalcazIz b. Ab? Sahl104—God most 
exalted rest his soul!—that A b u  c A m  r b. al-cAIa' was asked if the [early] Arabs 
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used to compose at great length [hal kanat al-cArab tufil]. H e replied, "Yes , so 
as to be heard" [liyusmcfa min-ha]. " A n d would they be brief?" "Yes , so as 
to be memorized" [// yuhfaza can-ha\. Al-Xalll b. A h m a d has said that 
discourse [kalam] is diffuse and lengthy in order to be understood, and that it is 
concise and condensed in order to be remembered. (Umda I 186) 
These remarks m a  y well refer to an essential feature of the compositional 
technique that was characteristically employed in the production of classical 
Arabic qasida poetry. In other words, the pre or early Islamic poet, working 
without the stabilizing influence of script, would perhaps have k n o w n a 
qasida as a concise core of verse passages with a constant rhyme and meter 
that were learned more or less independently of one another, but in a generally 
fixed sequence that identified that qasida. W  e m a  y even speak of these core 
passages as having been "memorized" if w  e admit that such "memoriza­
tion" would never have precluded the continual reshaping, polishing, and 
adjustment of sound and sense that typically occur in any tradition of live oral 
performance and rendition, not to mention composition. Before an audience, 
then, or perhaps sometimes before a scribe, the poet would rely upon his store 
of analogous formulas and his grasp of the practically self-generating lan­
guage of poetry to enable him to produce the m a n y harmonious verses neces­
sary to weave together and adequately flesh out the relatively discontinuous 
verse passages of the core. Core verses, of course, would have been less 
subject to substantive variation (though by no means i m m u n e to it), whereas 
those produced during performance "so as to be heard" could have been far 
more free to fluctuate (cf. Parry MHV 457). 
D .  2 Such a view of Arabic poetical composition is borne out most convinc­
ingly, I believe, by a closer examination of the formulaic table and chart given 
in chapter 2 , § A . 4 . a , above. A glance at the table, for example, indicates that 
the highest percentage of verbal formularity for the entire mifallaqa is to be 
found in its opening verses (11. 1-15: 56.4 percent).105 This w  e might have 
suspected on purely theoretical grounds: it would be during the initial, 
" w a r m - u p  " phase of oral rendition that a poet might be inclined to rely most 
heavily upon the traditional and well-remembered elements of his art, both 
because of their greater familiarity to him and his audience and because they 
could give him a chance to temporize in anticipation of an imminent need to 
extemporize—a chance to acclimatize his faculties to the non-vernacular lin­
guistic and structural patterns on the basis of which later verses could be 
generated. 
W h a t w e might not have suspected, however, is that this state of affairs 
carries over to the opening verses of each of the other two major passages, II 
and III, of M u I Q . Section II. A (11. 53-63) is 52.6 percent verbally formulaic 
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as against 35.7 percent for Section II.B; and the first half of Section III (11. 
71 -76 ) 1 0 6 exhibits 46 .4 percent verbal formularity versus the second half (11. 
77 -82) with 35.1 percent. Thus, w e have the over-all result that the opening 
verses of thematically differentiable passages in MulQ are 53.2 percent 
verbally formulaic, whereas the rest of the verses average only 29.6 
percent—a difference of over twenty percentage points. Analogous figures 
m a  y be obtained for the levels of combined verbal and syntactic formularity, 
though the difference between the two levels is not as striking. 
This result points definitely to the operation of a certain principle of 
composition—in this qas'ida, at any rate—according to which a poet­
renderant would m o v  e from one major thematic unit to another, rendering in 
each, first, those verses built out of elements most closely and habitually 
associated with the particular qas'ida-tniiiy—namely, verbal formulaic 
material—and, thereafter, verses of a more distinctly "improvised" nature. 
Here, though, the graphs reveal that in the latter sections of each passage 
verses of above-average formularity still occur, thus raising the likelihood that 
such verses provided the poet with the respite and/or impetus needed to 
produce verses of a perhaps less "traditional," more "individual" cast (see § 
D . 3 . c below). Consider, for instance, lines 16-52 from Passage I, the ex­
tended naslb of MulQ. B  y any standards, the nas'ib in this qas'ida—52 verses 
in A107 —runs extraordinarily beyond the average 7-10-line naslb of the 
traditional classical qasida. A m o n g the qasldas studied by Jacobi, only one 
(also by Imra'alqays: DIQ 2 = DIQ [Ahl] 52) has a naslb even approaching 
in length that of MulQ (37 verses; see SPAQ 12-13) . The rather non­
traditional character of this portion of MulQ on the level of thematic devel­
opment finds its counterpart on the level of oral formularity; for w  e observe 
that, as a continuous section, these verses have the lowest density of verbal 
formulaic material (27.6 percent) to be met with anywhere else in the poem. 
Yet, within this low-density section one can note verses (e.g., 30, 3 2 - 3 3 , 37, 
40, 48) of above-average formularity. This circumstance strongly hints at the 
utility of such verses in enabling the poet-renderant to sustain such an un­
c o m m o  n performance. O  n the other hand, however, even within the high-
density introductory sections of passages, there are verses of low or relatively 
lower formularity (e.g., 2 , 7 , 57 , 62 , 75). 
The compositional technique thus suggested is one in which formulaic 
reiteration would alternate with what might be called, for want of a better 
expression, "free improvisation" (so long as w  e mak  e it clear that "free" is 
used here in a very relative sense: structural or syntactic formulaic elements 
contribute more or less continuously to the underlying formulaic texture of the 
qasida as a whole). But in rendition, it seems, verses of above-average verbal 
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formularity were deployed chiefly at the outset of passage developments and 
intermittently later on in the passages, perhaps (as suggested above) to pro­
vide a certain measure of fixed and familiar underpinning for those less 
stable, more-individualized stretches of comparatively spontaneous improvi­
sation.108 Such would appear to have been their manner of functioning in the 
nasib of MuIQ. There, after an initial amplitude, verbal formulas as verse 
constituents decrease to an extreme low (11. 16-22: 17.3 percent), resurging 
somewhat between lines 3 0 - 4 8 (see graph A)1 0 9—though never attaining the 
high levels found in passage-opening verses—and ultimately falling to 
another low just before Passage II begins. 
D . 3 . a M  . Bateson's monograph Structural Continuity in Poetry: A Lin­
guistic Study of Five Pre-lslamic Odes (SCP) corroborates the view of oral-
formulaic composition proposed in the preceding section, although Bateson 
herself rejects the applicability of such a view to Arabic poetry. In this 
original and often insightful contribution to our understanding of classical 
Arabic poetry, Bateson first defines the structure of the poems that she is 
dealing with (the mucallaqat of Imra'alqays, Tarafa, Zuhayr, Labld, and 
cAntara) in terms of a division into recognizable thematic passages (SCP 
chap. 3). Then, parallel to the thematic divisions, she analyzes the linguistic 
form of the poems on the basis of their phonological,110 morphological, and 
syntactic patterning (chaps. 4 - 6 ) . Her analyses indicate a truly surprising 
degree of correlation between the thematic structure of an ode and its linguis­
tic patterning (chap. 7). As she says, "There is a correlation between the 
sound and the sense: between what a p o e  m is—the internal, linguistic 
relationships—and what a p o e  m means—the external, semantic relation­
ships" (SCP 15). 
Bateson further proposes that "the types of regularity observed in passages 
of these five poems m a y be variously used as evidence of technique of c o m p o ^ 
sition" (SCP 122). "It is reasonable to conclude," she maintains, "that all 
passages marked [by these types of regularity] . . . represent unified and 
carefully reworked or 'tuned' compositions, which had to be memorized for 
use in public recitation" (SCP 123). This conclusion, however, is not so 
reasonable as w e might be led to believe, for it is founded on the essentially 
subjective—and ultimately unprovable—judgment that a high degree of 
stylistic regularity and verbal patterning (Bateson's "fine tuning") is incom­
patible with oral improvisation. Analyses of orally improvised and rendered 
poems by Lord (ST 54 -58) , Emeneau (SMOL), Sebeok (in Sebeok SL 2 2 1 ­
35), and others—not to mention the obvious complexity and regularity of 
linguistic patterning in the Germanic skaldic poems and other genres k n o w n to 
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thrive on extemporaneity (see Finnegan in Horton/Finnegan MT 127-28 and 
references)—would, in fact, signify the contrary. 
D . 3 .  b Bateson explicitly raises the issue of applicability of the Parry-Lord 
theory to classical Arabic poetry, but she maintains that "this theory m a  y be 
rejected for Arabic on the basis of both internal and external evidence" (SCP 
34). Her judgment is totally unsubstantiated and untenable. The "evidence" 
submitted consists of five points (SCP 34 -35) , each of which indicates an 
unfortunately oversimplified and limited conception of what an oral-formulaic 
tradition would entail and a rather serious misreading of, or disregard for, 
what students and theorists of oral tradition have written. 
Her first point (a) alludes to the fact that "Arabic tradition includes two 
different roles for the joint role played by the 'singer of tales''' (SCP 34)—as 
if Lord or, earlier, Parry or any other oral-traditionist had ever claimed that 
only one unique modus operandi (e.g., that of the Yugoslav guslars), to the 
exclusion of all others, must be expected to obtain a m o n  g practioners of any 
and every kind of oral verse. But, of course, such a claim has never been 
advanced. Although these scholars have frequently stressed that oral poetry is 
composed in—not just/or—performance, that the dual activities of composi­
tion and delivery are, within an oral tradition, generally a single one (which I 
have called "rendition"; see Zwettler BFOT 199 n. 5), to the best of m y 
knowledge they have nowhere denied the possibility that differences among 
various traditions could exist. Thus, traditions m a y and can be found in which 
poets w h  o are recognized primarily as composers might coexist and cooperate 
with poets w h  o act primarily as reciters or performers,111 or in which a poet 
w h o purports to recite the poems of another might be viewed and even 
designated differently from one w h  o purports to render his o w  n verses,112 or 
in which a poet in the earlier, formative, "apprentice" stage of his career 
might confine his public poetic performances to works that he and his audi­
ence would ascribe to poets other than h im. 1 1 3 Bateson admits, "It is true 
that, especially in early times, the raw! was an apprentice poet" (ibid.; cf. 
chap. 2 , § D  , above). But, she adds, "there was also pressure for poets to 
maintain their roles as rawls, since this was considered a different kind of 
skill" (ibid.). The operative distinction as Bateson sees it was m a d e between 
"the poet, /sacir/, [who] composes poetry and is identified as the creator, the 
one with the special powers" and the "rawl, 'transmitter, reciter,' [who] 
memorizes the poetry composed by the poet and recites it publicly" (ibid.). 
Even were such to have been the actual state of affairs among the early Arabs, 
the operation of an oral-formulaic tradition would be thereby in no way 
inhibited. The same formulaic elements that are discernible in the "composi­
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tion" of a qafida would have been no less in force in its subsequent 
"rendition"—to the extent that the two activities would validly and in reality 
have been separated. In the classical Arabic tradition, one might perhaps at 
most be able to distinguish something similar to what Homeric scholars and 
Menendez Pidal have called a "period of the aoidos" and a later "period of 
the rhapsode" (see, e.g., Menendez Pidal CR 69). 
I do not see w h y Bateson supposes (b) that a slow, deliberate, perfectionist 
approach to poetic composition (such as that said to have been followed by 
Zuhayr) should be beyond the range of oral-formulaic poets. T h e identity of 
"composition" and "performance," which Parry and Lord do stress, is taken 
far too literally in SCP. N o w h e r  e is it implied that oral composition precludes 
a certain measure of preparation and planning; and, such being the case, there 
is every reason to expect this "pre-performance" phase to vary in duration 
and intensity from poet to poet and from tradition to tradition.114 Further, it 
should be superfluous to point out that simply by rendering and re-rendering a 
particular poem—especially one as short as the qafida—the poet-renderant 
would naturally bring it to a level of perfection higher than might be attained 
in a first-time rendition of a newly experienced p o e m (cf. Lord ST 151-53) . 
Bateson's single supporting instance—Zuhayr's hawUyat "annuals" (i.e., 
qafidas that supposedly took a year to compose)—is scarcely the only, or the 
most typical, example of "the process of composition [that] is discussed in 
the Arabic tradition" (SCP 34 ) . 1 1 5 
The reference to "field studies of the Bedouin tribes," and to a Bedouin 
poet's involving his fellow tribesmen in the compositional process, again has 
no bearing on the applicability of the oral-formulaic theory;116 nor, as I have 
argued earlier (chap. 1, § B .  2 above), has the circumstance of the shorter 
length of the qafida (Bateson's c and d). 
Bateson argues as a final point (e) that, 
in contrast to Greek and Yugoslavian epics, within the qafida there was a high 
premium on originality of phrasing, a dislike of repetition, and only a few lists 
of the type that Lord finds characteristic.117 Arabic poetry, while not stressing 
originality of content or imagery, does stress form for form's sake [?] and verbal 
complexity and concision, which Lord believes to develop only when writing is 
introduced. (SCP 35) 
In light of the foregoing chapters and of a closer reading both of classical 
Arabic poetry and Arabic literary scholarship and of oral-formulaic studies, 
such a proposition is misleading and wrong. Not only does it imply that 
Parry's and Lord's work have no relevance outside the areas of Homeric and 
South Slavic epic, apply retroactively to pre- and early Islamic poetry criteria 
established and prescribed only m a n  y generations afterwards, and deny for­
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mal artistry, verbal complexity, and concision to oral poetry—all positions 
quite without foundation. It also, on what appear to be sheerly subjective and 
impressionistic grounds, dismisses the possibility of oral-formulaic c o m p o  ­
sition and rendition practically out of hand. Nevertheless, as subsequent 
analyses—Monroe's (OCPP) and the present study—indicate, formularity is 
not just present in m a n  y classical qasldas, it prevails—at least in those that 
have been examined so far.118 
Yet, Lord's Singer of Tales119 brings out m a n  y elements essential to oral 
style and tradition that are also essential to qasida style and the classical 
Arabic tradition—too m a n  y to be altogether disregarded and glossed over. 
So, Bateson posits an "intermediate position" for classical Arabic poetry 
(SCP 35), apparently somewhere between "mere improvisation" and wholly 
literary composition (though that is not clear). But this course merely intro­
duces an unnecessary and unwarranted complication; and the Parry-Lord 
theory, in its bearing upon the tradition of classical Arabic poetry, is in no 
danger of rejection on the basis of Bateson's five points. T  o be always kept in 
mind, though, is the qualification voiced earlier (p. 34): that it be ' 'judiciously 
adapted and applied to the particular circumstances ofpre- and early Islamic 
Arab culture and Arabic poetry." 
W h  y Bateson should have wished so earnestly to reject the theory, w h e  n 
there is such persuasive prima facie evidence (her o w  n included) for accepting 
it, is a question that might be asked. The answer, I think, can be inferred from 
the following statement, m a d  e with respect to Arabic poetry's so-called "in­
termediate position": " W  e must expect to find remnants of all the important 
elements of an oral style, slowly evolving into a more complex one, in this 
particular form [i.e., the qaslda]" (SCP 35, m  y italics). If there is any 
evolution to be observed, it is in our growing realization, through Parry's 
work and the successive, wide-ranging offshoots therefrom, of just h o w im­
posingly complex and diversified oral styles—and oral traditions—can be. 1 2 0 
It is disappointing, therefore, that a perceptive and innovative scholar like 
Bateson could read even Lord's Singer of Tales (if no other work on oral 
poetry) and still m a k  e such an unreflective statement as that quoted above. 
D . 3 .  C This having been said, if Bateson's findings are considered within 
the context of a more complete and flexible view of oral-formulaic poetry than 
that which she has rejected, then they must be found a valuable resource both 
for arriving at a sense of the formula and formulaic in the Arabic tradition and 
for a fuller and richer understanding of the qasida itself than w  e have enjoyed 
before. 
Bateson gives the following description of early Arabic poetic composition: 
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The accurate picture of the composition of pre-Islamic poetry is probably a 
combination of improvisation and careful tuning. The professional poet would 
have composed his poems a passage at a time, dwelling on a series of lines 
dealing with one theme until he was satisfied that they formed a unit and then 
either pushing them to the back of his mind or entrusting them to a rawl. W h e  n 
called upon to recite, the poet might recite whole odes in which the passages had 
been carefully united to form a totality, or he might improvise long stretches at 
the interstices of the original, to suit a m o o  d or an audience. W h e  n faced with a 
particular occasion, a very large portion of the p o e  m might be improvised, but 
he would still draw upon his repertory of naslbs and travel themes to meet the 
more formal requirements of the qaslda. (SCP 123) 
W e r e one to play d o w n the forced and, to m y mind, unjustifiable opposition 
between "improvisation" and "careful tuning," recognizing that in the act of 
rendition the two would have been in effect indistinguishable (regardless of 
h o  w the poet m a  y have prepared himself for rendition), then it is clear that 
Bateson's picture does not differ substantially from that of oral poetic produc­
tion as portrayed for m a n  y other traditions. Indeed, her comparison of this 
m o d e of poetic composition to "the procedure of m a n y modern jazz musi­
cians" (SCP 123-24) is one that has already been applied by scholars to 
forms of oral formulaic poetry.121 Finally, if m  y analysis of the mucallaqa of 
Imra'alqays is correct, the passages judged by Bateson to be most highly 
patterned in language also appear to exhibit the highest ratio of discernible 
formulas and formulaic usages (see Appendix A and chart of formular dis­
tribution). 
Still, both traditional ideas concerning poetic composition and rendition as 
transmitted by Ibn Raslq and the demonstrable structural facts as revealed 
through Bateson's research (as well as formulaic analysis itself), support the 
conclusion that some portions of a classical qaslda would tend to exhibit a 
greater degree of verbal regularity and patterning than others. That such 
passages, in Imra'alqays' mucallaqa at least, do seem to employ a significant 
proportion of formulas identifiable as such (i.e., phrases and constructions 
that recur elsewhere in the works of the poet or of his coevals) offers som e 
ground for conjecture. Rather than distinguishing between "improvisation" 
and "careful tuning," perhaps w  e might consider the possibility of "indi­
vidual" and "traditional" aspects in the rendition of a given p o e m .  1 2  2 W h a  t 
Bateson would call the "finely tuned" passages of a qaslda would often 
actually e m b o d  y a greater percentage of formulaic elements. T  o that extent, 
such passages would represent what was more malleable in the practice and 
experience of the poet, what was more deeply impressed in his—and his 
audiences'—poetic sensibility, what had traditionally worked best: namely, 
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relatively interchangeable verbal and thematic configurations familiar to both 
the poet and his audience through recollecting and re-creating past poetic 
renditions—renditions of the poet himself and those of poets he has heard. 
Such elements would constitute the "traditional" aspect of a p o e m or, more 
precisely, of a poetic rendition—the remembered, because previously experi­
enced and executed, core of a past and presumably successful performance. 
Around and within this remembered1 2 3 core of verses and parts of verses the 
"individual" renderant might weave any number of phrases, verses, or even 
subsidiary passages conditioned by circumstances attendant upon his rendition 
and generated out of remembrance of, or analogy to, already k n o w n config­
urations.124 These "individual" elements might vary considerably from ren­
dition to rendition in their quantity, order of occurrence, and verbal form; but 
m a n  y of them too might gradually and accretively c o m  e to be identified with a 
particular qasida attributed to a particular poet. 
For it should be emphasized that the range of variation discernible in early 
Arabic poems was not so great as to invalidate totally every attribution to a 
poet of the pre-Islamic period. The rigid specifications of rhyme and meter, 
the relative brevity of the poetic genres, and the conservativeness inherent in 
any oral tradition (especially in its diction and style) would have guaranteed a 
substantial measure of continuity and stability from one rendition to another. 
But continuity and stability were important only to the extent that they mat­
tered to the audiences and to the poets themselves. A n  d the presence of an 
equally substantial measure of variation in the renditions of given poems 
which have been preserved shows us that verbatim repetition of a poet's 
words w a s by no means an indispensable requisite for "authentically" 
experiencing a poet's work. 
E  . A n  d with this understanding of variation and attribution in oral poetry, 
as with the understanding or oral tradition itself, our notions of "authorship" 
and "authenticity," as applied to classical Arabic poetry, will have to be 
substantially or completely revised. In few, if any, cases could the text of a 
given p o e m , even as it existed in the early cAbbasid period of philological 
hyperactivity, purport to be the record of the ipsissima verba of the poet to 
w h o  m it was attributed. For the main body of early Arabic poetry, the texts 
w  e have—which are essentially the texts constituted by the great medieval 
philologists—were founded upon renditions recorded seldom earlier than the 
first/seventh century, and often a good deal later. If, as is held here, these 
poems were composed without the aid of writing and rendered for some time 
thereafter without the aid of textual exemplar—even poem s said to have been 
produced after premeditation and long labor (such as Zuhayr's hawUyat)— 
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then they too would have flourished (not merely survived) in the fluid and 
multiform state that obtains wherever oral poetry is still a living tradition. 
The multiplicity of variants and attributions and of formulaic phrases and 
elements attested for the great majority of classical Arabic poems may un­
dermine our confidence in ever establishing an "author's original version"—as 
indeed they should! But they ought to convince us that w  e do have a voluminous 
record of a genuine and on-going oral poetical tradition (even if in its latest 
stages), such as no other nation can match in breadth of content and scrupulosity 
of collection and documentation. (Zwettler BFOT 212) 
Thus, although w e m a y not possess the verbatim record of Imra'alqays' 
mucallaqa as uttered by the poet himself on a specific occasion, w  e do 
possess something perhaps even more valuable: a verse-by-verse delineation 
of a fine and majestic living p o e  m in all its protean states of oral existence—a 
carefully developed multiple exposure, as it were, of a fluctuating poetic 
organism that still kept its o w n unique identity so as to be recognized by all 
w h o k n e w and heard it.125 
E . I . a T h e fact that the main body of classical Arabic poetry was taken 
d o w  n during the early Islamic period has a further implication. In almost 
every case that w  e can imagine, the renderants of this poetry—usually B e  ­
douin mwl-poets—were m e n or w o m e n w h o had become for the most part at 
least nominally Muslim. In this light, then, w e must reconsider the alleged 
"inconsistencies," "anachronisms," and "Islamic emendations" that do 
crop up in our received texts and have so frequently been adduced as proof of 
the "corruption" of the tradition. Such phenomena as the introduction of 
post-Islamic expressions or other neologisms into archaic p o e m s  , elimination 
of pagan theophoric names or substitution of the n a m e Allah, allusions to 
Qurinic passages or Islamic concepts or rituals, and so on, can all legiti­
mately be seen as a natural result of the circumstance that versions of those 
poems were derived from oral renditions performed by Musl im renderants 
conditioned n o w to the sensibilities of Muslim audiences. In the same w a y , 
Lord has noted h o w n e w formulas, containing quite modern words or ideas, 
can be generated during the course of performance and incorporated into 
poems of ancient vintage (ST 4 3 - 4 4 ) . Further, a singer singing the " s a m e " 
song before audiences of differing religious or political persuasions might 
automatically vary the outcome of battles or suppress certain themes and 
phrases in order to accommodate their tastes and feelings (ST 19, 49 , 118). In 
the case of the Old English tradition, usages of the Beowulf poet indicate the 
likelihood that a m o n g the oral poets "the pagan myths had given place to or 
had been reinterpreted in terms of the Judaeo-Christian m y t h  " (Lord ST 200). 
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So too in the skaldic tradition a transition from pagan to Christian kennings 
has been observed subsequent to the Christianization of Norwa  y and Iceland 
without entailing any noticeable change in the art itself (Hollander Skalds 
21-22 )  . It is altogether possible that a similar development took place amon g 
the Arab poets of the later seventh century, however superficial m a y have 
been their conversion to Islam at that time (cf. M o n r o  e OCPP 39 -40) . 
Yet these reflections of a post-jahiFi outlook are relatively rare and are 
really quite accidental, in general, to the spirit and substance of the poems in 
which they occur. The faithfulness of the seventh- to tenth-century Bedouin 
rawl- poets to the tradition of their pre-Islamic forebears remained for the most 
part unquestioned. In all essential features—form, themes, imagery, style, 
language, and point of view—the recorded renditions that w  e call pre-Islamic 
poetry were, and still can be, accepted and recognized as equivalent to what 
those earlier poets had first uttered. A m o n  g the unlettered Bedouins, despite 
their formal adherence to Islam, the art and technique of oral verse composi­
tion and rendition persisted alive and intact. The continuity and integrity of 
the tradition of the poetry was assured because its traditional oral-formulaic 
m o d  e of existence continued unchanged. 
E.l.b W h e n A b u  c U b a y d a , for instance, went to listen to the poetry of 
M u t a m m i m b. N u w a y r a as rendered by a Bedouin grandson of his w h o was 
trading in Basra, he found that, 
after his [grandfather's poetry had been exhausted, [the grandson] began to add 
to the poems and to make them up for our sake. And (it struck us that) what was 
uttered was apart from what M u t a m m i  m had uttered and (that) [his grandson] 
was imitating what he had uttered, mentioning places that M u t a m m i  m had 
mentioned and battles in which he had participated. W h e  n that kept on without 
interruption, we knew that he was fabricating. (Ibn Sallam TFS 40; cf. Asad 
MSJ 236, 347, 467)126 
A b u  c U b a y d a was brought up in an educational and cultural tradition that, 
for all its insistence upon oral transmission and verification and its pretense of 
preferring the spoken to the written word, was overwhelmingly dominated by, 
and oriented toward, books and writing. This was true, even though it m a y 
well have been assumed that the verbal work represented by a text was just as 
stable and unvarying as that textual representation—perhaps even more so, 
given eventualities of clerical deficiencies and material decay. The Q u r i n , of 
course, following its textualization and the growth of a body of techniques 
and activities devoted to its accurate verbatim transmission and rendition, 
wa s a crucial factor underlying this assumption. But the assumption itself of 
the immutability of the uttered and recorded word, which so conditioned A b u 
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c Ubayda's response to M u t a m m i m '  s grandson's "fabricated" renditions, be­
longs to a Near Eastern scribally dominated tradition of education and culture 
far more ancient than Islam, of which Islam c a m e to be only the most recent 
bearer. A b  u  c U b a y d a  , then, w a  s intellectually (and perhaps religiously) 
committed to the notion of original versions and a fixed corpus of p o e m s by 
an identifiable poet. A n  y deviations from those versions (as established, 
naturally, upon the authority of reputable and trustworthy sources) had to be 
viewed as evidence for the corruption of the p o e m s  ' tradition, and any addi­
tions to that corpus constituted misattributions, at best, and interpolations or 
forgeries, at worst. 
That A b  u  c U b a y d  a and his fellow scholars, philologists, and textual critics 
were, as a rule, proceeding with integrity and in good faith is no longer open 
to serious doubt. But that their Bedouin rawl informants and renderants, 
especially those from w h o  m were derived the earliest first/seventh- and 
second/eighth-century records of classical poetry, were often careless in their 
renditions and attributions, sometimes overly inventive, and occasionally 
downright unscrupulous has been more or less taken for granted. But can it be 
taken for granted any longer? I do not think so. B o w r a writes, speaking of 
alleged inconsistencies, contradictions, and interpolations in the Homeric 
epics: 
W  e must in principle beware of accusing lines of being interpolations just 
because they do not suit our theories. W  e must instead try to understand the 
methods of oral composition and ask if the inconsistencies can be explained by 
them. Evidence from such methods in the modern world shows that the oral 
performance of poetry presupposes conditions quite different from those pre­
supposed by writing and that a listening audience must be treated by means 
uniquely appropriate to it. A n examination of such poems suggests that many of 
the alleged Homeric inconsistencies are inherent in the oral manner and more 
suitably explained by it than by theories of additions and alterations. (In Wace/ 
Stubbings CH 46) 
Thus , w e have to distinguish carefully between the Arab poets of the pre-
and early Islamic period, whose works—even the finest ones and those m u c h 
labored over—were almost always the product of a formation in oral-
formulaic techniques of composition and rendition, and between the poets of a 
subsequent literary age, w h  o were educated to read and write and w h  o usually 
learned poetry through immersion in diwans, anthologies, literary histories, 
and rhetorical textbooks. But w  e have to distinguish, too, between the often 
unnamed rawls—for the most part Bedouins—who kept those early works 
alive through skillful rendition before appreciative and demanding audiences, 
and between those first/seventh- to third/ninth-century memorizers, compilers, 
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textual critics, and philologists w h o usurped the n a m e rawi. Despite the 
encroachments of literacy throughout the Islamic world, the real rawls m a n ­
aged to maintain, in the desert and within poetically gifted tribes and families, 
a tradition of oral poetry that, Ibn Sallam tells us, w a  s exceedingly difficult 
for the literary scholars (ahl al-cilm) to tell from the real thing—difficult in a 
w a  y that the additions and alterations of compiler-rawis and contemporary 
poets were not (TFS 40) . 
O f course, the Bedouin product was difficult to tell from the classical 
poetry that those scholars upheld as the real thing precisely because it was all 
of a piece with that earlier poetry. The Bedouin rawi-poets of the late first/ 
seventh century to perhaps the end of the fourth/tenth century (when the 
interest of the literate world in classical Arabic poetry for its o w  n sake seems 
to have practically died out and with it attention to the Bedouin poetical 
tradition—see Fuck Ar chaps. 9 - 1 0 ) uttered p o e m s that, in form, style, 
themes, diction, and—notably—use of the "poetico-Qurlinic-fco mi?" (Cohen 
KLD 105 and passim; EL A 183) were so similar to p o e m s k n o w n or thought 
to be genuinely old as to be indistinguishable from them and even, at times, 
identical with them. This inherent conservatism of oral tradition is what 
should reassure us w h e  n cries of inauthenticity, plagiarism, and forgery are 
raised; for with all the disputations about genuineness and attribution, "the 
works of disputed authorship were nearly always acknowledged to be authen­
tic products of the Jahillya, and the dispute itself was confined to poets k n o w n 
to have lived before or during the earliest years of Islam" (see p. 200 above). 
If there are m o r e or less substantive variations in a given ode put under the 
n a m  e of a certain poet or in the corpus of odes ascribed to a certain poet, this 
too should reassure us that w  e are dealing with "an authentic and conscien­
tiously recorded body of p o e m s composed and rendered within an oral tradi­
tion as it has c o m e to be understood" (see p. 198 above). 
Lord m a k e s the following remarks concerning the epic song and the sing­
er's attitude toward his rendition of it—remarks that the textual and cir­
cumstantial evidence of early Arabic poetry allows us to apply mutatis mutan­
dis to the rawi-poet and his rendition of his o w  n or another's qasida: 
W e may say that any song is a grouping of themes which are essential to the 
telling of the tale plus such descriptive or ornamental themes as the singer 
chooses either habitually or at the moment of performance to use as decoration 
for the story. W  e can, therefore, expect that a song as sung by a given singer 
ma y vary in respect of minor or ornamental themes, themes of details, but that it 
will not vary in respect of the essential themes of the story. In fact, singers boast 
that they sing a song word for word as they heard it; they mean, essential theme 
for essential theme. They say that they always sing it in the same way and never 
change anything either by addition or subtraction; they are really talking about 
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essential themes, because to them the story consists of those themes. (In Wace/ 
StubbingsCV/ 191) 
E .  2 Stability of the essential thematic structure, variation of m a n  y thematic 
and verbal details, recurrence of longer or shorter line-building phrases and 
constructions from p o e  m to p o e  m or poet to poet, conservatism and lack of 
self-conscious originality, small regard for literary proprietorship, preserva­
tion of non-vernacular, archaic, and often anomalous linguistic features— 
these are some of the salient characteristics that mark a number of poetic 
traditions k n o w n to have been carried on for years—even centuries— without 
the use of writing either in composition or transmission. They are characteris­
tics also of the classical Arabic poetic tradition. It is time, then, that w  e stop 
for a m o m e n  t in our incessant quest for that scholarly will-o'-the-wisp, the 
original version; for such a concept has little meaning where oral poetry is 
concerned. It is time, further, that w  e stop to look at, read, and seek to 
appreciate and understand something of the really quite considerable body of 
poems that w e do have—that, following the example of critics like Alfred 
Bloch, M a r y Bateson, Renate Jacobi, James M o n r o e , and K e m a l A b u - D e e b , 
w e start thinking of these works as poems rather than texts, dealing with them 
as poems, and above all responding to them as poems. Recognizing the 
principle of orality as intrinsic to classical Arabic poetry does not, of itself, 
solve all the problems which that poetry presents, since a fundamental prob­
lem raised by that very principle still remains unsolved. A s Nagler has stated, 
" N  o coherent aesthetic theory has as yet emerged which would equip us to 
understand or appreciate the special nature of oral poetry as poetry" (TGV 
273). Given the quantity and variety of early poems just in published form 
alone and the demonstrable integrity and continuity of their textual tradition 
from first recording, it is possible for us—even incumbent upon us—as 
scholars, Arabists, and lovers of poetry to participate with students of 6ther 
literatures in trying to frame such a "coherent aesthetic theory", or at least in 
finding out if such a theory could be validly framed at all. 
1. See, e.g., Menendez Pidal CR chap. 2; A  . Gyger (nee Jones), "The Old English Soul and 
Body as an Example of Oral Transmission"; et al. Cf. also Lord ST A p p . 1 and 2. 
2. For the significance of the avoidance of enjambement in early Arabic poetry, see chap. 2 , 
§B, above. 
3. For detailed bio-bibliographical information, see Brockelmann GAL 124, Suppl 148-50; 
Blachere HLA 261-63; ArberrySO 31-49; Sezgin GAS II 122-26. Al-BaqillanJ (d. 403/1013), 
in his demonstration of the rhetorical superiority of the Qur'an over I Q ' s m  w allaqa, voiced some 
of the commonly held opinions regarding the excellence of IQ's poetry (the mif allaqa, in 
particular)—opinions that he then set out to refute; von Grunebaum TCD 59-60; cf. ibid., n. 10. 
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4. Medieval Arabic scholars, such as al-BIrunl (d. ca. 440/1048), w h o were aware of Homer's 
position in Hellenistic culture, sometimes referred to him as the "Imra'alqays of the Greeks"; see 
Kraemer/1/ / 285 n. 3. 
5. D  . ca. 170/786; see Brockelmann GAL I 116, Suppl I 179; QiftI IR III 278-305 and 
references; Lyall Muf II xi-xiv. 
6. D  . ca. 216/831; see Brockelmann GAL I 104-5, Suppl I 163-5; QiftI IR 197-205 and 
references; Arberry S  O 43-48 and passim. 
7. H e is otherwise unknown. Sezgin GAS II 124 gives his name in the form "Hafabundad b. 
Mahursid," apparently following the vocalization of the m  s (see DIQ plate 5). 
8. For historical, circumstantial, and textual details about this famous collection of poems, 
now known as the Muc allaqat, see Brockelmann GAL I 17-18, Suppl I 34-36; Blachere HLA 
143-48 (with references cited in both); Arberry SO, esp. "Prologue": and more recently, CA1I 
TSJ esp. 536-44; M  . Kister "The Seven Odes . . . "; Sezgin GAS II 46-53. 
9. See Ibrahim DIQ p. 367. 
10. "Basic," but without any implication of "original." 
11. D  . 328/940; Brockelmann GAL I 119, Suppl I 182-83; QiftI IR III 201-8 . Ed. by 
cAbdassaIam M u h a m m a  d Harun, Ibn al-Anbari SQS 3 -112. See also Sezgin GAS II 50. 
12. Flourished in Xurasan under cAbdalIah b. Tahir and his son Tahir (213-48/828-62); 
QiftI IR 141 and references (esp. Yaqut IA I 118-23). His recension of the Seven Odes, perhaps 
the earliest extant, is still unpublished, but is cited for variants to IQ's ode by Ibrahim (DIQ pp. 
367-76 passim). See also Sezgin GAS II 50. 
13. 212-75/827-88; Brockelmann GAL I 108, Suppl I 168 (but that he was a student of 
al-Asmaci [d. ca. 216/831], as Brockelmann states, is hardly possible, if the given dates are 
remotely close to correct; cf. cAbdalhalIm an-Najjar in his Arabic translation of Brockelmann, 
Ta'rlx al-adab al-carab'i II 163 n); QiftI IR I 291-93 and references. The M  S recension of as-
Sukkari was discussed by Ahlwardt (who used it as the basis of his edition of IQ's diwan) in 
Divans vi-vii, xxi; largely corrected and supplanted by Asad MSJ 494-500; Ibrahim DIQ 
(Tasdlr) 13-14. The mucallaqa appears as no. 48 in Ahlwardt's edition, but minus any of the 
critical apparatus as-Sukkari customarily provided in his scholia. See also Sezgin GAS II 124. 
14. Contemporary with as-Sukkari; Fliigel GSA 156-57; QiftI IR II 285 and references; 
Arberry SO Ml-29. The recension of at-Tusi (not yet published) has been discussed in detail by 
Asad MSJ 501-2; Ibrahim DIQ (Tasdlr) pp. 11-13. It is also cited for variants in DIQ pp. 367  ­
76 passim. See also Sezgin GAS II 124. 
15. D  . 299/911 or 320/932; Brockelmann GAL I 110, Suppl I 170 (where the earlier date is 
judged more probable); QiftI IR III 57-59 (cites an assertion by az-Zubaydl that the date 299 is 
wrong; but this assertion does not appear in the edition of Zubaydl TNL, in the section devoted to 
Ibn Kaysan, p. 170-71); Arberry SO 200. IQ's ode in the recension and with the commentary of 
Ibn Kaysan was published by F. L . Bernstein in ZA 29 (1914): 1-77. See also Sezgin GAS II 50. 
16. D  . ca. 337/949; Brockelmann GAL I 132, Suppl I 201; QiftI IR I 101-4 and references. 
E  . Frenkel published an-Nahhas' commentary and recension in 1876. See also Sezgin GAS II 50. 
17. 410-76/1019-83; Brockelmann GAL I 309, Suppl I 542; A . R . Nykl, Hispano-Arabic 
Poetry, pp. 167-68. See also Sezgin GAS II 109. 
18. Al-Aclam's "reissue" of al-AsmacI's recension was first published by the Baron de Slane 
in 1837.1 have used the more recent edition of M . A . - F . Ibrahim, w h o describes the M S originals 
in DIQ (Tasdlr) pp. 9 -11; cf. de Slane, Introduction; Ahlwardt Divans iii-v, xvii-xviii; esp. Asad 
MSJ 503-10. IQ's ode in the first poem in the Asma c l /A c lam recension. 
19. For the isnad of al-Aclam's riwaya of the diwan, see Ibn Zayr Index 389, cited in DIQ 
(Tasdlr) pp. 9 -10 and Asad MSJ 505. 
20. These departures may be observed from citations, in commentaries composed by other 
scholars, of variants attributed to al-AsmacI's "riwaya" (recension, in this case) that are not 
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found in al-Aclamys version. For example (abbreviations used hereafter are clarified in the 
Bibliography, section III): (1) D/£>(Bat) 3:6-7 and G p. 28 note that al-AsmacI would render 
A14( - D\3)ya mra'a llahi instead ofya mra'a l-Qaysi because he hated to pronounce the name 
of the pagan idol, Qays;butD13 reads Qays (this is admittedly an exceptional, if not apocryphal, 
instance); (2) A 72 sch indicates that al-AsmacI reads ka-anna sana-hu, but D6S has yudfu sana­
hu; (3) A74 sch cites from al-AsmacI a variant reading for the whole line, including at the end 
cala n-Nibaji waTaytafi, but D 7 6 reads cala s-Siiarifa YadbuH (cf. n. 85 below); (4) /48O sch, 
N14 sch, and 780 sch cite as variant from al-AsmacI£a sarci l-Yamanl, but D 7 4 reads nuzula 
l-Yamanl; 5) A47 sch notes that the line (i.e., A41) is not in al-AsmacI's recension (lam yarwi 
hada l-bayta l-Asmac~iyu), but that Ya c qub (Ibn as-Sikklt) and others include it; nevertheless it 
appears as D 4 7 on al-Aclam's authority. It should be noted, though, that in cases 2 and 4, in 
particular, the variants attributed to al-AsmacI m a y have derived from his o w n critical apparatus 
or scholia, rather than from the text of his recension. 
21. That as-Sukkari's recension derives chiefly from Kufan sources, rather than Basran (as 
Ahlwardt Divans vi had alleged), has been shown by Asad MSJ 494-96 and is evident, in the 
case of the mifallaqa, from a line-by-line comparison, as will be seen. 
22. D  . 486/1093; Brockelmann GAL I 288, Suppl I 505; QiftI IR I 320-21 and references. 
Az-Zawzani's recension and commentary have enjoyed great popularity since the later Middle 
Ages and exist in many M S S  . It has been reprinted several times. See also Sezgin GAS II 51. 
23. D  . 502/1109; Brockelmann GAL I 279, Suppl I 492; Arberry considers at-TibrizT 
"perhaps the greatest of all commentators on old Arabic poetry" (SO 24): but, in m  y opinion, Ibn 
al-Anbari is far superior. At-TibrizT's recension with scholia was published by Sir Charles Lyall 
in 1894 and by M  . M . - D  .  cAbdalhamid in 1964. I have used the former text. See also Sezgin 
GAS 1151. 
24. A 10, 11, 30, 32, (37), 42, (53), (55), (60), (69), 72, (74) = NS, 9, 28, 30, (35), 40, (47), 
(49), (53), (63), 66, (68). Parentheses indicate an insignificant variation in vocalization or 
orthography, or an interchange of the conjunctions wa and fa. 
25. ,430, 32, (37), (53), (55), (60) = N28, 30, (35), (47), (49), (53) = K2S, 30, (35), (4*6), 
(48), (53). 
26. Otherwise unknown. O  n the problems surrounding the authorship and date of this famous 
and valuable collection, see Th. Noldeke, "Einige Bemerkungen iiber das W e r k Gamharat ascar 
al-cArab"; Brockelmann GAL Suppl I 38-39 and references; Blachere HLA 142-43; esp. Asad 
MSJ 484-88 (who places the author in the fourth/tenth century). I have used the Bulaq edition of 
1308/1890 (91), admittedly, as Blachere HLS 147 comments, a "totally insufficient" one. See 
also Sezgin GAS II 56-57 . 
27. D  . 494/1101 (or ace. to GAL Suppl 521/1127); Brockelmann GAL 1 309, Suppl I 543; 
QiftI IR II 384 and references. See also Sezgin GAS II 109-10. 
28. See Asad MSJ 502-3; Ibrahim D /  0 (Tasdir) pp. 14-15. I have used the 1347/1928 Cairo 
edition. 
29. "Die Mucallaqa des Imrulqais," SBAW 170:iv (1913). Gandz employed Ahlwardt's 
edition of as-Sukkari's text as his basis. 
30. I have not considered the recension of Ibn an-Nahhas (different from an-Nahhas; see 
Ibrahim D1Q [Tasdlr] 15-16), which is referred to by Ibrahim in his notes for some variant 
readings and which is unavailable to m e . The recension, according to Ibrahim, is rather late and 
does not seem to add anything significant to our knowledge of the poem or to have been very 
popular in the Arab-Islamic world (cf. Sezgin GAS II 125). Nor have I seen the M  S version, 
referred to by Abu-Deeb, which "differs substantially [from Ibn al-Anbari's] and has thirty more 
lines" (TSA II 68 n. 5). 
31. For abbreviations used, please see Bibliography, section III. 
32. See, e.g., P. Maas , Textual Criticism; L . Bieler, "The Grammarians Craft"; Dain MSS 
(and Bibliography); Reynolds/Wilson SS (and Bibliography). 
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33. O  n possible redaction or revision of al-Asmac!'s version, see above and n. 20 to this 
chapter. 
34. Cf. Ahlwardt Divans (critical apparatus) 109, where a similar comparison was undertaken 
between S and five other available versions. 
35. For a clearer indication of the line-by-line correspondence among the recensions as col­
lated with A, see Appendix C below. 
36. But cf. A p p . C , n. e. 
37. But cf. A p p . C , nn. b and g. 
38. The eight additional verses (= 73, 6, 7 , 15, 17, 21, 22, 28) are, so far as is known, unique 
to J, whose origin and sources are still quite obscure and would require a special and careful study 
to ascertain. Cf. n. 26 to this chapter; also n. 44 below. 
39. But cf. A p p . C , n. d. 
40. Perhaps W, X, or, as Asad (MSJ 486-87 , 489-93) holds, the version of al-Mufaddal 
ad-Dabbi. 
41. O n this possibility in AT's case, see A p p . C , n. f. 
42. For a discussion of the procedure followed by some medieval redactors in such instances, 
see chap. 4, § C . 3 . a . , below. 
43. See, e.g., Braunlich FEAP 825; Blachere HLA 120-21; Asad MSJ 175-76, 189-90, 
251, 282-83. O n the extent to which oral Bedouin informants were employed and trusted by the 
second/eighth- and third/ninth-century philologists, see Blachere SUB; Blau RBA; Fuck Ar 
44-47 , 106, 131, chap. 9. Cf. the disparaging judgment pronounced by A b u 1-Xattab al-Axfas 
al-Akbar (d. 177/793) against the average Bedouin as an oral transmitter and interpreter of poetry 
(chap. 3, § C.ll.b, above). Nevertheless, oral sources continued to be consulted, to a limited 
degree, until the early fourth/tenth century at least: Ibn Durayd (d. 321/934) adduced a variant to 
All of MuIQ (biJinyin wa tahfiJinyu-ha), saying that he had sometimes heard the line so 
rendered by the rawis (rubba-ma samictu-hu mina r-ruwat—in Ibrahim D1Q p. 369 [to D16] , 
from Ibn an-Nahhas). 
44. Consider the effect that his cAlid learnings have had on his version of the traditional 
account of K a  c b b. Zuhayr's composition of the "Burda" poem and conversion to Islam {Jam 
13-14). There CA1I b. Abl Talib, w h o is not mentioned in any other known version, is given a 
prominent role as protector of K a  c b  . Moreover, at one point in the verses that K a  c b is alleged to 
have uttered in praise of the Ansar, the phrase, "They did indeed strike (the clan of)  C A  H on the 
'day' of Badr" (darabu cATiyan yawma Badrin darbatan—Ibn Hisam Sira 893:9; DKbZ 2:19 
reads: sadamu . . . sadmatan), is read instead "They indeed leapt upon us the 'day' of Badr" 
(salu calay-na yawma Badrin sawlatan—Jam 14:10). The slight but, in the context* certainly 
tendentious alteration of cATiyan (name of a clan, not an individual; see DKbZ 2:19 sch.) to 
calay-na, with the accompanying change of verb, does not instill unreserved confidence in 
al-Qurasi's scholarly integrity or his editorial technique. Cf. Noldeke FM I 13, 18. 
45. O n Z's omission of ,448 see A p p . C , n. d. 
46. For the relationship of this divergence (18-20 = ,419, 21, 20) to the formulaic composi­
tion of the ode, see chap. 4 , § C . 3 . b , below. 
47. But cf. A p p . C  , nn. a-b. 
48. D  . ca. 210/825; Brockelmann GAL I 103-4, Suppl I 162; Qifti 1R III 276-87 and 
references. Asad MSJ 487-88 discusses A b u cUbayda's recension on the basis of allusions to it 
in other sources. 
49. Not A b u CA1I, as in the Arabic translation of Brockelmann TAA II 250-51. D  . 382/933; 
Brockelmann GAL I 126, Suppl I 193; Qifti 1R I 310-12 and references. 
50.  c A s k a r i S M y T 212:16-213:2 (On 212:17 read, instead of "al-Watiq," " A b u 1-Watiq," a 
Bedouin informant of A b u  c Ubayda, cited also in Naq; see III index, s. n.). Cf. Amid! MM 155. 
Ibn Sallam TFS 69:4 cites the line and ascribes it to IQ without reservation. 
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51. But cf. App . C , n. e. 
52. But cf. A p p . C , nn. b and g. 
53. Cf., concerning the conventional usage of this word, Guillaume LM 3 n. 2: "The phrase 
employed \fi ma zacamu] indicates that the writer doubts the statement. There is a saying in 
Arabic: 'There is a euphemism for everything and the polite way of saying "It's a lie" is "they 
allege" (zacamu).'" 
54. The variant consists of substituting the phrase inna Tabitan (the actual name of Ta'abbata 
Sarfa) for inna sa'na-na, quite possibly as the result of a scribal lapse. 
55. See also Appendix A  , especially line 50, note a, indicating that thematically and verbally 
these lines are quite compatible with what is known of IQ's formulaic repertoire. 
56. The phrase is used frequently by Blachere HLA passim. 
57. See, e.g., Maslut NISJ 51-62; Asad MSJ 465-78; Gaudefroy-Demombynes ILPP 49 n. 
34bls. Cf. chap. 3, n. 112. 
58. With regard to the last circumstance, Blachere points out the tendency to put an anony­
mous work under the name of the most renowned poet bearing that designation {HLA 158). 
Notable, too, is the fact that the Ibn Xidam, mentioned above as the alleged author of A4, was 
also called Imra'alqays according to some authorities; see cAskari SMYT 210-13 for various 
forms of the name. 
59. This question is discussed in greater detail above, chapter 2. Cf. Monroe OCPP passim, 
esp. 37-38; Zwettler BFOT 211-12. 
60. See Blachere HLA 132-41; Trabulsi CPA 34-57; Rosenthal HMH 105, 423-25. Cf., 
esp. on the latter genre, Blachere, "Probleme de la transfiguration du poete tribal en heros de 
roman 'courtois' chez las 'logographes' arabes du IIIe/IXe siecle." 
61. See Blachere HLA 153-54, 248-330 and 465-539 passim; Trabulsi CPA 16-18; Asad 
MSJ 481-85. 
62. See I. Goldziher, " S o m  e Notes on the DTwans of the Arabic Tribes"; Trabulsi CPA 
30-33; Asad MSJ 543-61; Sezgin GAS II 36-46. 
63. See, e.g., Ibn Sallam TFS 23-34. Cf. Noldeke BKPA i-iii; Ahlwardt PPA 9-10; 
Brockelmann GAL Suppl I 17 and n. 2; Gibb A LI 13-14; Blachere HLA 375-76; etc. 
64. Cf. Nallino LAOU 36-37; Gibb ALI 14-15; von Grunebaum GSAP 122 = KD 18. Von 
Grunebaum CFD finds evidence, however, showing that important developments in internal 
techniques of versification and description took place during the sixth century and can be as­
sociated with certain "schools" of poets (butcf. Blachere HLA 363 n. 1; Jacobi SPAQ 205 n. 1). 
See esp. Petracek QAAL and VAL. 
65. See esp. the important arguments of Asad MSJ 465-78. 
66. Sources for the study of the social and cultural conditions of the pre-Islamic Arabs are too 
numerous to cite in detail. Mention is made here only of bibliographical references in Sauvaget/ 
Cahen 1HME chap. 14; Blachere HLA 3-82 passim; and elsewhere. 
67.  W . Caskel BBGA 10-11; von Grunebaum NAUI 12-15, 18-19; Watt MMec 16-20; 
GoiteinS//// 67, 39; Blachere HLA 18-23, 79-82; etc.; also chap. 3 above; and esp. Jacobi 
SPAQ. 
68. D  . 395/1005 or a little before; Brockelmann GAL I 130, Suppl I 197-98; Qifti IR I 92-95 
and references. 
69. Goldziher Ml I 40-50; idem AAP 26-41 (stresses the magical or supernatural powers 
imputed to hija'-poetry); Lyall AAP xvi-xvii; Blachere HLA 338-42; von Grunebaum GSAP 
123 = KD 18-19. Note also the view of Abu  c A m  r b. al-cAIa' on the reasons for the precedence 
held by poets over orators during the Jahiliya, in Jahiz BT I 241:11-16. 
70. Cf. Chaytor's discussion of patronage and poets for early Romance literature (FSP 129— 
33). Taking into account differences between feudal and tribal societies, w  e can find his observa­
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tions relevant to the "court poets" of the classical Arabic tradition. The relationship between the 
Old Germanic skald and his prince was also similar to that between the Arab poet and his patron, 
and the analogies between the skaldic tradition itself ("largely odic, encomiastic, frequently 
satiric, sometimes lyric" [Hollander Skalds 19]) and the Arabic seem remarkably close on many 
points; cf. Skalds 6, 18-22. This apparent resemblance between the two traditions was noted by 
A  . Heusler (cited in Skalds 20 n. 27) and suggested by A  . Bloch Qas 107 n. 8. Bloch KWA V nn. 
14, 22 considerably elaborates his suggestion and concludes (p. 238): "der grosse Parallel-fall 
[zur altarabische Verskunst] ist die norwegisch—islandische Skaldenkunst" (cf. Jacobi SPAQ 
209 n. 9). See also, for more details about Arabic "court" or urban poetry, Nallino LAOU 
50-57; GoldziherSHCAL 17-20; Blachere HLA 293-329, 343-52; for the Umayyad period, see 
esp. L a m m e n s CO; A  . Renon, "Les trois poetes Omeyyades ." 
71. See, on the sense of the root s-c-r, chap. 3, n. 152, above. 
72. Cf. the "dynasties" of poets, chap. 2, n. 110. 
73. O  n the "institution" of the kahin in pre-Islamic Arabia, see Goldziher AAP 17-18, 
21-22 , 25 n (in part following Wellhausen RAH 130-140), 107-8; D  . MacDonald RALl 24-25 , 
29-37; Blachere HLA 190-95; A  . Fischer, "Kahin" El1 II 624-26 (denies hereditary character 
of office); T . Fahd, "Kahin" El2 IV 420-22 . 
74. The word m a y avoid some of the pitfalls and preconceptions involved in the notion of 
historiography. 
75. See Blachere HLA 596-97; Asad QGAJ 217-24; Sezgin GAS I 368-82. By 125/742, at 
least, there existed a body of lyrics and related material sufficient to enable Yunus the Scribe, a 
singer of Persian origin and a government functionary at the court of al-WaEd II, to compile and 
edit thefirst known " B o o k of Songs" (Farmer HA M 75, 83-84; Mackenson ABL iii 42; cf. also 
Ag [ed Dar], Intro. 37-38) . Agarii offers a vast number of instances exemplifying the problems of 
attribution later scholars uncovered in these selections; see, e.g., (ed. Dar) I 345-46, 417; II 63, 
80, 216-17, 375-76, 378, 392-93; HI 8, 114, 366; IV 213, 299; V 117, 193; VI 5 -6 , 100-101, 
139-41, 158-59, 163, 170, 172, 208, 226, 308-9, 333; VIII 279-80; VIII 121, 235 (cf. 383), 
267, 323; etc. Cf. Blachere HLA 138, 682-83. 
76. D  . 175/791 or before; Brockelmann GAL I 100, Suppl I 159-60; Qifti IR I 341-47 and 
references. 
77. D  . between 177/893 and 194/809; Brockelmann GAL I 101-2, Suppl I 160; Qifti IR II 
346-60 and references. 
78. D  . 206/821; Brockelmann GAL I 116, Suppl I 179 (cf. correction by Najjar in Brockel­
mann TAA II 202 n): Qifti IR I 221-29 and references. 
79. WildKA 45; Asad MSJ 592-98; Diem KG 60-63. In the case of Sibawayh, particularly, 
it is probable that most, if not all, of the nominal attributions that appear in the printed texts were 
interpolated by a later scholar (Abu  c U m a  r al-Jarml—d. 225/839—is suggested) or scholars; see 
Brockelmann GAL I 101 n. 1, citing BagdadI XA I 178; and esp. Asad MSJ 593-97. 
80. See Rosenthall HMH 93 -94 for details; also Sezgin GAS II 92-97. 
81. See Blachere HLA 139-140; Trabulsi CPA 34-39. As applied to hadit, it is probably true 
that, as Rosenthal states, the tabaqat division was genuinely Islamic," and that, in its sense of 
"layers" or "people belonging to one layer or class in the chronological succession of genera­
tions," it "was the natural consequence of the concept of ' M e n around M u h a m m a d ' , the 'Fol­
lowers', etc., which in conjunction with the isriad criticism of the science of traditions, developed 
in the early second century of the hijrah" (HMH 93-94). Yet when, in the literary field, it 
implied the application of critical criteria or the exercise of a value judgment, as it so obviously 
did in Ibn Sallam's work (see below), one is tempted to seek some connection (no doubt 
impossible to prove) between the tabaqat as-sucara' ("classes" of poets) and the Latin classici 
(writers of the first class). Equally interesting and maybe easier to accept is the use of Arabic 
ixtiyarat oxmuxiarat ("selections" or "selected pieces") in practically the same semi-technical 
sense as the Greek equivalent enkrithentes, the poets and authors (or their works) "chosen" by 
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the Alexandrian grammarians and registered in a selective list. It was these authors and works to 
which the Romans applied the term classici and which w  e call "classical" (see Pfeiffer HCS 
203-8). Likewise, it was the ixtiyarat of the great philologists—al-Mufaddal, al-Asmaci, and 
others—and the tabaqat of Ibn Sallam and his colleagues that formed the substance of the 
"classics" of the Arabic tradition. 
82. D  . 231/845; Brockelmann GAL Suppl I 165; Qifti IR III 143-45 and references. 
83. I have used the fine edition of M a h m u  d M u h a m m a  d Sakir (Cairo, 1371/1952). 
84. Not to mention, of course, what they could get from such oral poets, tradents, or reciters 
who still remained—a different situation altogether; see n. 43 above. 
85. In this, too, they were operating upon a principle almost identical with that followed by 
Aristarchos and other Hellenistic textual critics in indicating lines in H o m e  r and elsewhere that 
they thought questionable or spurious, but that they continued to retain in their texts (see Sandys 
HCS I 132-36; Reynolds/WilsonSS 11-13; Pfeiffer HCS 229-31). The Greek critics employed a 
symbol (the obelos) to mark such lines in the text as "interpolations" (the practice was called 
athetesis). They reserved explanation and justification of their atheteses for separate c o m m e n ­
taries (hypomnemata). The Arabic critics, however, w h o generally provided their editions of 
poems with accompanying scholia, would as a rule state their objections to a line or lines, rather 
than signal them with a symbol. The instance cited by C  . Rabin AW A 69, of A b u cUbayda's 
indicating a doubtful word in a poem by means of dots has been adduced by von Grunebaum as 
evidence of "the taking over [by the Arabs] of the Alexandrine athetesis" (in CMH IV.i 672 n. 
2). But, considering A b u cUbayda's Jewish origins, such a practice may as easily have been 
influenced by the Rabbinic and Massoretic system of dotting ambiguous or doubtful words in the 
Torah; this was a technique no doubt ultimately traceable to the Alexandrians (see Liebermann 
HJP 38-46), but not of itself indicative of "the infiltration of Hellenism and its prestige." One 
would like more examples of such usages for similar purposes before going so far as to claim a 
direct borrowing. Even without such examples, though, one must recognize the existence of a 
communion of interest and approach among both groups of scholars—Greek and Arabic. 
86. See, e.g., Krenkow UWP 266-67; Asad MSJ 175-78. 
87. See the short bibliography (no. 1) in Maas TC 55; also Dain MSS 40-55; Reynolds/Wilson 
SS 150-62. 
88. T w  o of these works have been edited and published: A b  u A h m a  d al-cAskari, Sarh 
ma yaqac u fi-FTi t-tasKif wa t-tahrif
 K = SMYT); H a m z  a b. al-Hasan al-Isfahan! (d. 360/970), 
at-Tanblhh~i/cctla hudut_ at-tashif {— THT). Cf. also al-Marzubani Muw passim; as-Suyuti Muz II 
353-94. 
89. E .g . , Ibn HisamS/ra 243-44; Ibn cAbdrabbih IF V 275-82; Arberry 5 0 214; etc. 
90. See, e.g., M u h a m m a d b. Habib Kitab alqab as-sucam (in Hariin NM II 299-328) 
passim; Ibn RasTq Umda I 46-48; also Barbier de Meynard, " S u m o m  s et sobriquets dans la 
litterature arabe." Both Ibn al-Kalbl (d. 204/819) and al-Mada'ini (d. 234/849) composed 
monographs on poets w h o were named after verses they had uttered: Fih 97:16, 104:2; see Sezgin 
GAS II 98-101 for further examples. 
91. See, e.g., A  . Bloch, "Zur altarabischen Spruchdichtung." 
92. E .g . , books of abyat sa'ira (Fih 48:17-18, 49:8, 78:28) or, by al-Mada'ini, books about 
those w h  o uttered gnomic verses on specific occasions—in their illness, while stopping at a 
grave, on learning of someone's death, etc. Cf. also the works of Ibn Faris and al-Mubarrad in 
Harun NM I 137-73; further, Sezgin GAS II 98-101. 
93. See Appendix B , "Table of Variations . . . ," lines 3, 6 - 8 , 10-12, 16, 17, 21, 22, 24, 
27-30, 32, 34, 35, 37, 41, 42, 44-48 , 53, 56-59, 61, 62, 64, 66, 68, 69, 71-80 , 82. 
94. O  n the question of the "analogistic-anomalistic" controversy in early Arabic linguistic 
studies, and its frequently oversimplified identification with a Basra-Kufa rivalry, see especially 
G  . Weil GSBK: Fleisch TPA chap. 2; Dayf MN passim. 
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95. One can perhaps give al-Asmaci more credit for consistency than might appear—in this 
poem at least. A1A of the ode describes the progress or extent of a rain-cloud and reads in A and 
elsewhere (including D) cala s-Siiarifa YadbuU. A1A sch, T1A sch, and N 6  8 sch, however, cite 
as a variant cala n-Nibaji wa TaytaU (N reads wa YattaFi—a simple transposition of dots). 
Moreover, A1A sch specifically cites this variant on al-AsmacI's authority. Cf. A p p . B . n. 37. 
96. " H a d it [the line] been rendered . . . [with the accusative], it would have been unobjec­
tionable, as mijl would be in the accusative as the direct object of taraqtu, and murdfan would be 
joined to it (by coordinate conjunction). However, w e k n o w of no one w h o has rendered (or read) 
it in the accusative ( . . . ilia anna-na la naclamu ahadan rawa-hu nasban)" (N p 15:3-5). 
There had been an early variant adduced by STbawayh (Kitab I 293; cf. N14 sch, 716 sch)—wa 
mitliki bikran qad taraqtu wajayyiban—which m a  y have prompted the normalized version just 
considered, if only through adaptation of the textus receptus to the sanctioned use of the accusa­
tive in the Master's Book (cf. Gandz's commentary, G p. 30). 
97. Cf. Arberry 5 0 63 (apparently following Z ) ; Gandz G 2 7 , p. 49. 
98. A unique reading adopted by A, attested only as a variant in T30 sch. 
99. Cf. also analogous versions cited in A30 sch, Z 3 0 sch, and von Grunebaum TCD 78-79 . 
100. See 7V27-28 sch, .828 sch. # 2 7 sch also indicates A b u  c Ubayda as source both of the 
reading and of the rationale for it (but at K p. 30:1, read hasartu l-jawabu instead of hasarti 
l-jawaba). Cf. however, A29 sch. (p. 56), where A b  u  c Ubayda is mentioned as holding a quite 
different opinion; also n. 101 below. 
101. Reckendorf AS 483 discusses under § 253 "Partikeln des Hauptsatzes," section 6, the 
possibility of waw as such a pleonastic particle. H  e cites the examples usually adduced (see n. 100 
above) and comments with regard to the verse in question: "Mit Unrecht wird auch Imr. Mucall. 
29 [ed. Arnold ?] hierhergezogen . . . ; der Haupts[atz] beginnt erst V s  . 3 0 .  " It would appear, 
however, that Reckendorf had not considered the alternative version of 30 that w e are dealing 
with here, for this is precisely the reason w h y 29 would have been adduced in thefirst place. 
102. wa man rawa "ida qultu hat'i nawwili-rii" fa . . . yakunu "ida" zarfa "tamayalat" wa 
huwa [i.e., "tamayalat" ]al-jawabu. 
103. At-Tibrizi's suggestion, though syntactically quite feasible, is not entirely consistent with 
the practice of the classical poets as regards enjambement; cf. chap. 2, § B  , above. 
104. D  . 406/1015-16. See al-Qiftl IR II 178 and reference. 
105. A s against 27.6% verbal formularity for the rest of Passage I and 52.6% for the next 
highest distinct segment of the poem (II.A—11. 53-63) . 
106. Passage HI did not seem legitimately susceptible of thematic subdivision: hence the 
arbitrary halving. 
107. But cf. A p p  . C for varying lengths of the naslb in other recensions. 
108. Cf. Jacobi's remarks about the less traditional, more individual quality of MuIQ 23 -30 
= 5 21 -28 (SPAQ 48-49) . 
109. O n e might, with a somewhat different interpretation of the thematic structure of the ode, 
opt to treat 11. 44 -48 (I.C.I), the long, lonely night scene, as introducing a separate passage, 
distinct from the naslb (cf. chap. 2, n. 33 above). In that case, the relatively higher proportion of 
verbal formularity for those lines (35%) would perhaps follow from their passage-opening func­
tion. But since there is considerable disparity between 35%, on the one hand, and, on the other, 
the percentages of verbal formularity for the well-established passage-openings (56.4, 52.6, and 
46.4 respectively for I, II, and III), such an approach would seem neither satisfactory nor called 
for. 
110. However, Bateson's phonological analysis has been subjected to a thorough and exhaus­
tive critique by E . Wagner ("War die kontinuerliche Vokalfrequenzabweichung ein Stilmittel der 
arabischen Dichter?"). Wagner points out a number of shortcomings in the approach and ques­
tions the validity of her conclusions regarding vowel-patterning in qaslda style. Cf. also G  . 
Windfuhr's review of Bateson SCP and Jacobi SPAQ. 
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111. Cf. such a situation in the case of some African oral-poetic traditions, discussed in 
Finnegan OLA 105-7 and passim. 
112. The distinction between the two activities m a y , however, be little more than nominal, as 
instances reported about m a n  y an early Arab rawi tend to confirm; cf. chap. 4 , § E  . 1 .b, below. 
113. Besides the phase of raw!-"apprenticeship" discussed above (chap. 2 , § D )  , consider 
also the several other cases of "provision for specialist education in the composition and delivery 
of oral literature" mentioned by Finnegan (in Horton/Finnegan MT 123). H o  w complex and 
varied some oral traditions might be, both as to their practice and their practioners, is related with 
m u c  h detail in Finnegan OLA chap. 4 and passim. 
114. See Lord ST 26; and esp. Finnegan in Horton/Finnegan MT 127-31 . 
115. See Ibn Rasiq Umda I 189-96; and especially the m a n y anecdotes concerning spontane­
ous or improvised composition and rendition (irtijal and badiha) by classical poets in al-Azdl, 
Bada'f al-bada'ih, passim. 
116. What Bateson alludes to here is the custom recorded for some Bedouin poets of compos­
ing "short passages for his friends to memorize, allowing him to m o v e on, while at the same time 
he solicits opinions about his w o r k  " (SCP 34). She implies that, since "eventually the p o e m is 
preserved in the memories of several different individuals," such a situation is s o m e h o  w contrary 
to the expectations of oral-traditional theory. But the very passages she cites in support of this 
view (Blachere HLA 88 -89 and Musil MCRB 283 -84 [Bateson cites only 283]) emphasize that 
this procedure results, not in increased stability of the p o e m  , but in acceleration and intensifica­
tion of the process by which the "original p o e m " becomes varied and transformed in a manner 
entirely consistent with oral tradition as Parry and Lord describe it. 
117. Bateson refers here to Lord ST 106, where the "lists" in question are of the "extended 
catalogue" type that, Lord says, are "typical of epic, especially of dictated oral epic" (my 
italics). In her use of sources, Bateson seems at times to be guilty of "stacking the deck" in her 
favor and against Parry and Lord and the oral-formulaic theory in general. 
118. What "Lord believes to develop only when writing is introduced" has also been rather 
misrepresented and oversimplified by Bateson; cf. Lord ST 220-21 (Bateson's citation). 
119. Lord's ST appears to be the only source on oral-formulaic theory employed in Bateson's 
work. Her allusion (SCP 39 n. 22) to Parry SET I is apud Lord 5 7 4. 
120. O n e of the more recent contributions to oral-formulaic studies that rigorously investigates 
the concept of the "oral formula" and goes well beyond it is M  . Nagler's Spontaneity and 
Tradition: A Study in the Oral Art of Homer. Because of the current state of literary and 
oral-traditional scholarship in our field, I have not attempted to incorporate the important and 
sophisticated results of his investigations into the present study, though I have learned m u c  h from 
them and o w e m u c h to them. I hope in the future to be better prepared to utilize his work and the 
approach it embodies in studying classical Arabic poetry. 
121. E . g . , E . Havelock for Greek oral composition and rendition and R . Stevick for Anglo-
Saxon; see studies cited in Nagler TGV 284 n. 26 (cf. chap. 1, § A . 6  , above). 
122. Not to be confused with Menendez Pidal's idea of "traditional" and "individual" 
poetry; cf. Zwettler BFOT 209-10 . 
123. " R e m e m b e r e d " more accurately characterizes the situation than "memorized," as 
suggested in § D . I  , above. Cf. Lord's remark that "oral composition . .  . is a technique of 
remembering rather than of memorization" (cited p. 26, above). 
124. The most sensitive and complete discussion of the nature of oral composition and the 
interaction of traditional and individual elements in producing a given oral poem remains Nagler 
TGV and n o w his more recent book (see n. 120, above). 
125. A possible application of the findings of this study might be to seek to determine, on the 
basis of formulaic analysis, the authenticity or correctness of attribution of certain poems or 
portions of poems. A s Monroe suggests, "If a dubious poem shares few formulas in c o m m o n 
with those most used by the poet to w h o  m it is attributed, it can be accepted as a likely assumption 
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that it was not composed by him. If its formulaic content turns out to be low, it can 
further be assumed that it was forged by a literate poet in Islamic times" (OCPP 42). In principle, 
I agree; but it m a  y be that the matter of a qasida's integrity—something that w  e are only 
beginning to understand—is of far greater importance than its authenticity or attribution. For 
example, the extremely low density of verbal formulas in MuIQ 4 9 - 5 2 (I.C.2), the short passage 
of dubious attribution discussed above (chap. 4 , § B ) , could be exploited and construed so as to 
give solace to those w h o  , like Bateson and others (see above), would want to exclude the lines 
from the qaslda as inauthentic. But neither do these lines, with a verbal formulaic density of 
22.3%, comprise the least formulaic subdivision of the p o e m (cf. I .B .2 , 11. 16 -22 , with 17.3% 
verbal formularity); nor do they in any way represent a jarring dissonance at variance with the 
thematic structure at that point (cf. A b u - D e e  b 7 X  4 II 2 5 - 2  8 and passim). That these verses m a  y 
ultimately have derived from the formulaic repertoire of a poet other than Imra'alqays is entirely 
possible, but it is also quite irrelevant: for it is clear that they had come to form an integral part of 
the p o e m as it was rendered, received, and experienced within the living oral tradition—however 
m u c  h the philologists m a  y have railed against their "authenticity." 
126. fa lamrria nqfida sfru atii-hijcfala yazidufi l-ascari wa yadacu-ha la-na wa ida kalamun 
duna kalami Mutammimin wa ida huwa yahtadi cala kalami-hi fa yadkuru l-mawadfa llafi 
dakara-ha Mutammimun wa l-waqa'fa llati sahida-ha fa lamma atala dalika calimna anna-hu 
yaftacilu-hu. 
Appendix A 
Formulaic Analysis of the

Mucallaqa of Imra'alqays

The approach and results of the following analysis have been discussed 
above, in chapter 2 , § A  . Items underlined m a  y be assumed to occur in other 
poems both in the same metrical position and in lines of the same tawJl meter, 
unless otherwise indicated. Indication of differing position will be m a d e  , taking 
the usual fourteen-syllable hemistich as base, by noting the hemistich (a or b) 
and the position of the last syllable of the item in question. Thus , b6 would 
indicate that the item occurs in the second hemistich with its last syllable falling 
in the sixth syllable-slot of that hemistich. 
A question-mark (?) after a citation indicates that the poet m a y be thought too 
late in the tradition to provide acceptable evidence of orality (many examples 
given in G have been left out for this reason). 
The text used in the analysis, of course, is the recension of Ibn al-Anbarf 
mentioned above, which is here referred to as MuIQ rather than A. Abbrevia­
tions of sources consulted will be found in the Bibliography, section II. 
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ANALYSIS 
1 • qifd nabki min dikra habibin wa manzili 
bi siqti l-liwa bayna d-Daxulifa Hawmali 
a. D/<2 9 : l=D/0(Ahl )65: l . 
b. DcAn7:3/DAcsd77:l. 
c. DBisr 21:1/DHdtp. 45:1 (w. bis iqf). 
d. Asm 63:1 lDcUrp. 2S:3/SAH p. 945:2. 
e. Mufl21:2/Cf. DHass 13:l(m. kdmil). 
f. MuIQ 74/DIQSSA = DIQ (Ahl) 63:1/DcAl 1:2/Asm 42:1 
g. In rhyme position: MuIQ 76. 
h. DHass 21:2(a6;w.li). 
It has frequently been noted that the classical poets represent themselves as 
being accompanied by two companions w h o  m they address in the grammatical 
dual (here: qifd; elsewhere: xafday-ya, abligd, etc.; cf. G 10-11; Blachere 
HLA 366; Bloch Qas 128; etc.). Whether use of the dual can be considered 
formulaic on the verbal level is not certain, but that it is so on the thematic level 
is beyond question. Although this usage has been variously interpreted (e.g., as 
addressed to the poet's fictive traveling companions or to his inspiring demons, 
or as an intensive form of the imperative singular), one m a  y see it as analogous 
to its apparently formulaic occurrence in the Homeric epics and, possibly, in 
biblical and other ancient Near Eastern contexts as well. There the depiction of 
a character or a figure attended by two persons (or sometimes spirits or demons) 
seems to have served to exalt the one so attended—or at least, to highlight his 
rank or importance.1 
There can be little doubt that the (grammatically anomalous) use offa, rather 
than wa, to join together place names in the nas'ib is a formulaic element deeply 
rooted in the poetic tradition (see pp. 114,209, above; cf. G pp. 12-14; Noldeke 
GCA 59; Reckendorf SVA 457-58; idem AS 319-20; Blachere/Gaudefroy-
D e m o m b y n e s GAC 475). O n e can find repeated examples of this usage in 
qasida after qaslda (see citations in previous references). Gandz (G 13), 
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moreover, has noted the very important fact that the same usage shows up often 
in poetic descriptions of rainstorms, linking together the places over which a 
rain cloud extends or upon which it showers. That these two themes—the 
naming of places deserted by a beloved and the naming of places affected by a 
rainstorm—are so closely associated on the formulaic level suggests that the 
themes of the absent beloved and the returning rains might themselves have 
been related at one time, perhaps even on a cultic level. The subject of the 
imagery that appears in the classical qasidas and its function both within the 
poems and within the culture deserves further study.2 
2. fa Tudihafa I- Miqrati lam yacfu rasmu-ha 
li-ma nasajat-ha min jariubin wa s am'all 
a.	 See above, comment to line 1. 
b.	 DNab 11:2/(cf. DIQ 16:2 = DIQ(Ahl)51:2—m.sarf). 
The theme of the obliterated traces of a former encampment (with the verb 
cafa in some form) recurs frequently enough to be considered formulaic in 
itself; cf. DIQ 9:1b = DIQ (Ahl) 65: lb: wa rasmin cafatayatu-hu. 
For the sequence of toponyms as formulaic, see above, comment to line 1. 
3.	 tara bacara l-ar'amifi carasati-ha 
a b c 
waqfani-haka-anna-hu habbufulfuli 
d 
a.	 In this position, a frequently recurring formula in either the 2d or 1st 
person: DIQ 3:41 = DIQ(Ahl) 4:49 (cf. DcAl 1:35) / p. 344:1 = 4:51 / 
4:27b = 20:30b/4:46 = 20:20/etc. 
b.	 D /  0 8:14 = D/<2(Ahl)63:14/DZM/i 16:3/DAws30:5/DNab20:12b. 
c.	 DBisr40:3/DTarnl:!/DHass 135:8(m.kamil). 
d. Cf.MulQU{mufalfafi). 
e.	 DHass 2:13 (w.fi-ha). 
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4. ka-annl gadata l-bayni yawma tahammalu 
lada samurati l-hayyi naqifu hanzafi 
a.	 DACsa 15:54 (wanahnugadatal-cAyniyawma Qutaymatin). 
b.	 O n ka-anna as introductory element to syntactic formulas, see von 
Grunebaum CFD 33n. 5; Jacobi SPAQ 124-26.3 
c.	 DTar9:9/ DSamm 2:16 (v/.al-bayhi). 
d.	 DIQ 4:3 (cf. p. 390:7) = DIQ(Ahl) 20:3 / DLab 35:39, 40 / (cf. DTam 
3:4 and DQays S:3b)/DIQ p. 443:12 /DMwz p. 79:2. 
e.	 In rhyme position: MuIQ 62 / DQays 8:2 / DHass 13:14 (// naqfi l­
hanzafi; m . kamil). 
f. DHass 27:10. 
Note, in connection with (e), that hanzal stands at the end of the line as the 
predicate (or part of the predicate) of a subject introduced at the beginning of the 
line by ka-anna in the three taw'il cases cited. This formulaic correspondence, 
particularly between the two sections of MuIQ, suggests important aspects of 
an over-all structural and thematic unity within the qaslda that have yet to be 
explored; cf. line 1 comment . 
5. wuqufanbi-ha sahbicalay-ya many a-hum 
yaquluna la tahlik asan wa tajammali 
a.	 DTar 9:2. 
b.	 J6/DIQlS:\b/DZuh\6A/DBisr4:3lDAcsa9:l4,l0:lS/DNab21:2 
I Asm 42:51 DcAb 17:3. 
c.	 MuIQ 11 /DIQ 9:16 = DIQ(Ah\)65:16v/Muf 30:16/DNab 18:3. 
d.	 DAcsa 9:131DHat p. 50:7 iDTuf 3:361 (cf. for syntactic corresponsions, 
DIQ 30:33 =DIQ(Ah\)40:33/ 35:4 [w. variants] = 41:4 [w. variants]). 
e.	 See line 14, note e, below. 
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6.	 wa inna sifa'l cabratun muharaqatun 
fa hal cinda rasmin darisin min mucawwah 
b	 c d 
a.	 MuIQ6v(seeAppendixB)/DNab 17:7. 
b.	 Frequently introduces a rhetorical question in this position; e.g., DIQ 
2:1b, 2, 3 =D/<2(Ahl) 52:1b, 2, ?>lDNab 17:21 / D L ^ 2 8 : 1 , 8:25/etc. 
c.	 DSamm 5:1. 
d.	 See line 12, note f, below. 
7. fca dabi-ka min Ummi l-Huwayrin qabla-ha 
wa jarati-ha Ummi r-Rababi bi MasaU 
a.	 In this position: Muf 96:2 / D/V56 6:11 iDTar 9:3 / DLafc 8:36, 25:5 / 
DTuf9:3/DHum ba'-J /DBisr 3:2. 
b. Muf20:7/DcUrp.63:3. 
ida qamata tadawwaca l-misku min-huma 
nasima s-saba ja'at birayya l-qaranfufi 
a.	 DIQ 14:7 = D/<2(Ahl) 17:7. 
b.	 S e e M M / Q p . 16:12. 
c.	 Cf. /4jm 70:5 (tadawwaca min-hal-misku—aS). 
d.	 MuIQ 30. 
9. / a ya^af dumucu l-cayni min-nl sababatan 
a	 b 
n-nahri hatta balla damciya mihmafi 
c	 d 
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a.	 DIQ 9:4 -DIQ(Ah\) 65:4 / (cf. analogous formulas with m  . kamil cited 
in G p. 20; these examples also relate to d) ISAH p. 1162:6b, 1180:9b / 
D$amm 17:5 (w. fddat). 
b.	 M M / e 4 0 / M w / 1 5 : 2 0 / D c / l ^ ( N a s ) 3 7 : 5 =  D c ^ 1 7 : 5 v / 5 / l / / p . 1025:6. 
c.	 DNab 17:7 / DHum wdw:23;jim-yd' :15 / see below. 
d. See G p. 20 / cf. DLab 35:86 (wa qad balla n-naffu l-mahdmild). 
The preposition cald (also ila and /a<#z) stands more frequently at the 
beginning of a hemistich than anywhere else in lines of classical poetry. The 
combination cald {ila, ladd) + CVCCV (or CVCV) occurring in that position 
can definitely be accounted formulaic. See, e.g., MuIQ 26, 28, 56a, DIQ 2:51 
= DIQ(Ah\) 52:54,3:22a-b = 4:25v, 3:37 = 4:46, 3:49 = 4:59,4:37v = 20:46, 
4:38 = 20:48, 6:6 = 10:6, etc. 
10. aid rubba yawmin la-ka min-hunna sdlihin 
wa	 la slyama yawmin bi darati Juljuli 
a.	 Cf. MuIQ lOv (Appendix B): aid rubba yawmin salihin . . . = DIQ 4:52 
= DIQ(Ahl) 20:53. 
b.	 DIQ 2:10 = D/0(Ahl) 52:9v, 13:7 = 30:7, 79:4 / DTar 10:7. 
c.	 MuIQ 43 / DTar 10:5b / cf. DIQ 9:7 = D/<2(Ahl) 65:7 (fa yd rubba 
makrubin). 
11. wa yawma caqartu li I- caddrd mafiyafi 
a b e 
fa	 yd cajabd li rahli-hal-mutahammifi 
a. MuIQ\3/DLab29:9,\0. 
b.	 In that position: DHumalif. 17. 
c.	 See line 5, note c, above. 
d.	 Cf. esp. MuIQ llv (min rahli-hd): J 15 /DTar 16:1 / SAH p. 799:1 / 
citations in G pp. 23-24 /  D I Q 60:3. 
e.	 Attributives of the pattern mutafaccilalV are often found in this line-end 
position: J 15 / MuIQ 26, 34, 39, 55, 73 / cf. Bloch KWAV p. 216 n. 
13. 
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12. fa zalla l-cadara yartamlna bi lahmi-ha 
wa	 sahmin ka huddabi d-dimaqsi l-mufattafi 
a. DIQ 30:33 = DIQ(Ahl) 40:33 I DTar 4:92, 16:3 / DcAl IA1 / DHat p. 
52:7 / DHum jlm-ya :26 / DNab app. 24:5 / DLab 36:42 / see p. 52, 
above. 
b.	 DcAb 10:3. 
c.	 In that position: DIQ 2:33=D/0(Ahl) 52:34 (cf. DcAb 10:3), 3:35b = 
4:44b (cf. MuIQ 64)/DTar 9:7/DZw/z 15:3/DHum alif:lib, 4lb. 
d.	 In that position: D /  0 2:44 = D/Q(Ahl) 52:49. 
e.	 Muf 106:10 / D/4CS5 30:12, 77:23 / DHum alif:55 I citations in G pp. 
25-26 / cf. DIQ 73:11 (. . . bananun ka hudbi d-dimaqsi nfatal—m. 
mutaqarib). _ 
f.	 Attributives of the pattern mufaccalilV are often found in this line-end 
position; e.g., MuIQ 15, 6, 22,25, 28, 33, 36,41,49,50, 57, etc. 
g.	 In rhyme position: MuIQ 72 (cf. line 72, note c, below). 
13. wa yawma daxaltu l-xidra xidra cUnayzatin 
a	 b 
fa qalat la-ka l-waylatu inna-ka murjifi 
d 
a.	 See line 11, note a, above. 
b.	 Cf. DIQ 81:2 = D/0(Ahl ) 2:2 (fa marra Cala l-xabtayni xabtay 
c
 Unayzatin) ID Nab 1:6. 
c.	 DIQ 3l:3 = D/(2(Ahl) 34:31 Muf 36:17, 83:3. 
d.	 DIQ 2:21 = DIQ (Ahl) 52:21. 
e.	 Asm 10:8a = DcUr p. 68:2a/£M c Sa 66:1a. 
f.	 falwa qalat and its metrical equivalents in this position (i.e., with qultu, 
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qulna, qalu, etc.), together with its imperfect alternatives (taqulu, 
aqulu,naqulu etc.), occur at the beginnings of lines in classical Arabic 
poetry with a frequency that must be acknowledged as formulaic; e.g., 
MuIQ 14, 1 5 , 2 7 , 4 5 , 5 1 . 
14. taqulu waqad mala l-gabitu bi-na macan 
a b c 
caqarta bacin ya mra'alqaysi fanzili 
a.	 MuIQ 26v / DIQ 51:12 = DIQ(Ahl) 36:11 / DTar 4:89 / Muf 30:8, 
67:23 / N p. 7:11 (al-Mutaqqib al-cAbdf) / DHat p. 80:5 (fa qultu wa 
qadtala). 
b.	 In that position: MuIQ 80/ DLab
c.	 D c An 26:4. 
d.	 See line 13, note f, above. 
e.	 Final imperative or jussive: MuIQ
f.	 In that position: MuIQ 54. 
 36:28b. 
 5, 19, 20,21,46v, 52,69. 
15. fa qultu la-ha siri wa arx'i zimama-hu 
a	 b 
wa la tubcidini min jana-ki l-mucallifi 
a.	 D I Q 30:26 = DIQ(Ahl) 40:26 / DZuh 15:22 / DcAl 1:10 / DQays 18:2/ 
DHum alif'Al I DcAmr 3:2 / DcAn 26:10 / Asm 15:6 / Muf 106:3b = 
DcAm \l:3b/DBisr22:4/etc. 
b.	 DHum alif:55/Muf 41:11. 
c.	 MuIQ 45 / DIQ 4:35 = DIQ(Ahl) 20:44 / Muf 67:30 / DHat p. 47:2 / 
DNab 15:8,23:16/ DcAn 26:9 
d.	 Cf. MuIQ 44 (arxd sudula-hu). 
e.	 See line 13, note f, above. 
f.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
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16.	 fa mitli-kihubla qad taraqtu wa murdicin 
fa alhaytu-ha candi tama'ima muhwifi 
a. DIQ 2:14 = DIQ(Ahl)	 52:14/ DAcsa 10:5. 
The theme of this line recurs in very similar terms in DIQ 2:14 = D/<2(Ahl) 
52:14andD/<2 51:7 = D/<2(Ahl)36.6. 
17.	 ida-ma baka min xalfi-ha nsarafat la-hu 
bi siqqin wa tahfi siqqu-ha lam yuhawwafi 
b 
a. In that position: MuIQ	 25,40b, 57. 
b.	 MuIQ 18, 51,661 DIQ 3:3, 50 = DIQ(Ahl) 4:3,61 /etc. 
18.	 wa yawman cala zahri l-kafibitacaddarat 
calay-ya wa alat halfatan lam tahallali 
a.	 DIQ p. 389:12-13 (cf. 3:34) = DIQ (Ahl) 4:68-69. 
b. In that position: MuIQ	 24, 30,44. 
c.	 See line 17, note b, above. 
19.	 a Fatima mahlan bacda hada t-tadallufi 
wa in kunti qad azmacti surmifa ajmifi 
b 
c d 
a.	 M M / 5 6 : 1 5 , 18. 
b.	 MuIQ 46v (see Appendix B) /cf. DcAn 21:13 (in kunti azmacti l-firaqa; 
m.kamil). 
c.	 MuIQ 21v /DNab2\ :2 l I DBisr 4:5. 
d.	 See line 14, note e, above. 
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20.	 a garra-ki minrii anna hubba-ki qatifi 
wa anna-ki mahma ta'muri l-qalba yafcafi 
a.	 SeeG p. 34(Kutayyir) (?). 
b.	 See line 14, note e, above. 
21.	 wa in taku qad sa' at- ki minrii xafiqatun 
fa sulfi tiyabi min tiyabi-ki tansuli 
b 
a.	 See line 19, notec, above(cf. MuIQ 21v in Appendix B )  . 
b.	 See line 14, note e, above. 
22.	 wa ma darafat cayna-ki ilia li tadribi 
bi sahmay-ki fi acsari qalbin muqattafi 
a.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
23.	 wa baydati xidrin la yufamu xiba' u-ha 
tamattactu min lahwin bi-ha gayra mucjali 
b 
a.	 Cf. MuIQ 49 / DIQ 9:8, 9 = DIQ(Ahl) 65:8, 9 / DNab 8:2b, 20:16 / 
DTar 4:871 DAcsa 77:27. 
b.	 MuIQ 43,101 DIQ 2:16, 17 = DIQ(Ahl) 52:15,16; 3:33 = 4:41 /etc. 
c.	 DMuz p. 68:5, 7. 
24.	 tajawaztu ahrasan ilay-ha wa macsaran 
calay-ya hirasan law yusirruna maqtafi 
a.	 See line 18, note b, above. 
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25. ida-ma±- Turayya fi s-sama' i tcfarradat 
tcfarruda atjia'i l-wisahi 1-mufassalT 
d 
a.	 See citations in G pp. 42-43 (two lines, one with ka-anna-ha in place of 
tacarradat){l). 
b.	 See line 17, note a, above. 
c.	 In that position: D /  0 69211SAH p. 75:13. 
d.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
26. fa ji'tu wa qad nadat li nawmin tiyaba-ha 
lada s-sitri ilia libsata l-mutafaddili 
a.	 See line 14, note a, above (cf. MuIQ 26v in Appendix B )  . 
b.	 See line 9, comment, above. 
c.	 See line 11, note e, above. 
27. fa qalat yamina llahi ma la-ka hdatun 
wa	 ma-in ara c an-ka l-gawayata tanjall 
a.	 DIQ 2:22 = D/g(Ahl) 52:22 (cf. 2:21 = 52:21 :fa qalat saba-ka llahu) 
I DNab 15:17. 
b.	 Citation inG 45 (Kutayyir)(?). 
c.	 Cf. MuIQ 42 below. 
28. fa qumtu bi-ha amsi tajurru wara'a-na 
cala itri-na adyala mirtin murahhali 
b 
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a.	 DIQ30:22 = DIQ(Ah\)40:22/DHatp. 52:2 / DHass 154:8. 
b.	 DIQ 30:6a = DIQ(Ahl) 40:6aiDNab 1S:5SL/SAH 1037:12. 
c.	 D7tfr4:43. 
d.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
Cf. DIQ 30:15bv = DIQ 40:15bv = al-Jawhan Sih 1563b:10: tucajfi bi 
dayli l-mirti idji'tu mawdiqi. Cf. also MuIQ 28v (in Appendix B )  . 
29. falamma ajazria sahatal-hayyi wa ntaha 
bi-na batnu xabtin dx qifdfin caqanqali 
a.	 In that position: MuIQ 62v = Z 61. Followed by bi-nalhilha (b2): 
DcAb 15:15v / DTam 32:34 / DSamm 8:50; 17:16 / etc. 
b.	 D /  0 2:24 = D/(2(Ahl)52:23/D//tf^318:l. 
30. madadtu bigusnay dawmatin fa tamayalat 
b 
calay-ya hadima l-kashi rayya l-muxalxafi 
e	 d 
a.	 DIQ 2:24 = D/0(Ahl) 52:23 (cf. MuIQ 30v withhasartu). 
b.	 In that position: DIQ 4:17 = DIQ (Ahl) 20:18 / SAH p. 1040:4. 
c.	 See line 18, note b, above. 
d.	 See line 8, noted, above. 
Cf. DTar 16:2b ( . . . wa anna la-hu kashan ida qama ahdama); also 
DBisr3$:3(mahdumati l-kashayni rayya l-micsami). 
31. muhafhafatun bayda'u gayru mufddatin 
tara'ibu-ha masqulatun ka s-sajanjaH 
a.	 DIQ 2:16 = DIQ (Ahl) 52:15. 
b.	 In that position: DIQ 3:13 = D/0(Ahl) 4:7 / DAcsa 40:11. 
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32. tasuddu wa tubdi can as'ilin wa tattaql 
b 
bi naziratin min wahsi Wajrata mutfili 
a.	 DBisr 16:10 
b.	 DIQ 3:45 = DIQ(Ahl) 4:55 (wa muttaqin) I DZuh 3:11, 16:35 /

DTar 4:15/ Muf 42:19.

c.	 DNdb 5:10, App. 26:30 (both m  . basit). 
33. wa fidin ka jidi r-rimi laysa bi fahisin 
ida hiya nassat-hu wa la bi rmfattaH. 
a.	 DIQ 2:7b = DIQ(Ahl) 52:7b (w. bi mftafi). 
b.	 D<2<2)>s 6:3. 
c.	 MuIQ 61/ DIQ 2:27, 29, 31 = DIQ (Ahl) 52:28, 30, 32; 3:16, 55 =

4:20, 39 / etc.4

d.	 MuIQ 44, 50/DIQ 9:13 = DIQ(Ahl) 65:13;DIQ 19:14, 100:8/cf.

DIQ 6:8b = DIQ (Ahl) 10:8b; DNab 17:4 / SAH pp. 83:8b, 10;

1036:7 / DSamm 2:19 / etc. (see pp. 57-58, above).

e.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
Cf. DAcsa 77:11 ( . . . wa fidu-ha I ka fidi gazalin gayra an lam 
yvfattafi; also DcAl 4:3 (wafidi gazalin). 
34. wa farcin yazinu l-matna aswada fahimin 
a 
afitin ka qinwi n-naxlati l-mutacatkifi 
a.	 DIQ30A4 = DIQ (Ahl) 40:14; TDIQ 60:8; 79:12 I DNab 1:1b, 3 / DTar 
4:99 / cf. MuIQ 55 and DNab 1:22 / etc. (see p. 52, above). 
b. See line 11, note e, above.

Cf. DIQ 3:30 = DIQ(Ahl) 4:35 = DcAl 1:17 fatakllu/a qinwin) and DIQ

4:6 = DIQ(Ah\) 20:9v ( . . . qtijin furucu-hu I wa calayna qinwanan). 
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35.	 gada'iru-hu mustaszaratun ila l-cula 
tadillu l-ciqasu fi mutannan wa mursafi 
'  _ b "	 b 
a.	 DNab 6:17 / cf. DTuf 6:5; also DMuz p. 59:14-17. 
b.	 Cf., esp., MuIQ 35v {tadillu l-madara): DTuf 6:5a-b (tadillu l­
madara fi dafa'iri-ha l-culd I ida ursilat aw hakada gayra mur­
safi), 14a-b (tazallu madaray-ha . . . gayra mursafi).5 
c.	 See p. 58, above. 
36. wa kashin laiifin ka l-jadili muxaddarin 
c 
wa	 saqin ka unbubi s-saqiyi l-mudallafi 
b c 
a.	 DIQ 60:19 / DTar 4:19 / DZuh 3:3 / etc. 
b.	 MuIQ 5 9 / DIQ 3:27 = DcAl 1:161 DIQ 6:13 = DIQ (Ahl) 10:13/ 
DNab 1:22b / DTar 4:32 /  D c ^ / 1:4 / etc. 
c.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
37. wa yudhi fafitu l-miski fawqa firasi-ha 
na'umu d-duha lam tantatiq can tafaddufi 
b 
a.	 MuIQ 75 / DNab 8:15b / DTam 4:23. 
b.	 DTuf 6:%. 
c. LSan 9a.

Cf. corresponsional citations in G pp. 63-64 .

38. wa tactu bi raxsin gayri saUiin ka-anna-hu 
asarfu Zabyin aw masawiki Ishifi 
b 
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a.	 See line 4, note b, above. 
b.	 DIQ App . 40:2 = DIQ(Ahl) A p p . 26:6 (fa stakat bi acwadi Ishifi). 
39. tudi'u z-zalama bi l-cisa'i ka-anna-ha 
manaratu mumsa rahibin mutabattifi 
d 
a.	 DIQ 79:8b. 
b.	 See line 4, note b, above. 
c.	 MuIQ 72 (!) / DHat p. 80 :1 /D /<2 2:11 = DIQ (Ahl) 52:10, 5:1b = 
35:1b. 
d.	 See line 11, note e, above. 
For important thematic corresponsions, see MuIQ 121 DIQ 2:11, 19 = 
DIQ (Ahl) 52:10, 20 / G pp. 66-67. It is not, I think, accidental that the two 
themes—that of the absent beloved and that of the on-going rainstorm—are 
so closely linked together in IQ's ode, both through the recurrence of identical 
verbal formulas (note c and line 1 comment, above) and similar imagery (i.e., 
the monk's lamp). This circumstance gives some support to the conjecture 
advanced in note 2 to this Appendix. 
40. ila mitli-ha yarnu l-hafimu sababatan 
a	 b 
ida-ma sbakarrat bayna dir^in wa mijwaFi 
c	 d 
a.	 DTar 4:39 / cf. Muf 55:14 (w. cala mitli-hi). 
b.	 See line 9, note b, above. 
c.	 See line 17, note a, above. 
d.	 MuIQ 67a / DIQ 2:48a = DIQ(Ahl) 52:53a, 3:52 = 4:64 (= DcAl 
1:43) (cf. 30:34 = 40:34), 9:8 = 65:8, 35:3a = 41:3a I DNab 1:15, 
20:18 / DcAn app. 18:3 / DTar 4:48 / DcAb 9:4 / etc. (cf. G p. 68; 
ReckendorfSPM 455; idem AS 195, 242-43; also, pp. 52-54, above). 
41.	 ka bikri l-muqanati l-bayadi bi sufratin 
gada-ha namlru l-nid' i gayra muhallafi 
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a. See line 12, note f, above. 
42. tasallat camdyatu r-rijali cani s-siba 
b 
wa laysa fu'adi can hawa-ki bi munsalj 
a. DIQ 63:2 / DSamm 11:10 (read: siba). 
b. See line 35, note c, above. 
c. See line 33, note c, above. 
Cf. MuIQ 27v (w. al-camaya); also DZuh 14:4 ( . . . saluwafu'adin 
gayra hubbi-ka ma yaslu). 
43. ala rubba xasmin fi-ki alwa radadtu-hu 
nasihin cala tacdali-hi gayri mutali 
d 
a. See line 10, note c, above 
b. Muf 113:5. 
c. DNab 17:7 / DHass 13:23 (m. kamil) I DLab 2:21 / DSamm 2:14. 
d. See line 23, note b, above. 
44. wa laylin ka mawji l-bahri arxa sudula-hu 
a b 
calay-ya bi anwdci l-humumi li yabtafi 
a. See line 33, note d, above. 
b. See line 15, note d, above. 
c. See line 18, note b, above.

Cf. G pp. 70-71.

45. fa qultu la-hu lamma tamatta bi sulbi-hl 
a 
b 
wa ardafa acjazan wa na'a bi kalkaU 
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a. See line 15, note c, above. 
b. MuIQ 51 / DTuf6:211 DMuz p. 51:17/etc. 
46. aid ayyuha l-laylu t-tawilu ala njafi 
bi subhin wa ma l-isbahu fi-ka bi amtali 
d 
a. G p. 72 = D77r 1:1 (?). 
b. D7ar 4:54. 
c. DaZub 11:18. 
d. G p. 72 = D77r 1:1 (?). 
e. Cf. line 33, note c, above (and note 4 to this Appendix). 
47. fa yd la-ka min laylin ka-anna nujuma-hu 
bi kulli mugdri l-fatli suddat bi Yadbufi 
a. DIQ 13:12v (p. 406) = DIQ(Ahl) 30:12v / DTar 13:3 / DTam 18:9. 
b. See line 4, note b, above. 
c. In rhyme position: MuIQ 74. 
48. ka-anna i-Turayyd culliqat fi masdmi-hd 
a 
bi amrasi kattanin ila summi jandali 
c d 
a. K p. 76:17-18 = al-Mubarrad Kdmil I 22 n. 2 = al-Marzubarii MS 
199:10 (Ibn  c Anqa ' al-Fazari). 
b. See line 4, note b, above. 
c. Cf. DBisr 40:25 ( . . . bi jandali s-summi—b\\). 
d. In rhyme position: MuIQ 11. 
49. wa qirbati aqwdmin jacaltu cisdma-hd 
a 
cald kdhilin min-rii dalulin murahhafi 
b 
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a.	 See line 23, note a, above. 
b.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
50. wa wadin ka jawfi l-cayri qafrin qatactu-hu 
bi-hi d-di'bu ycfwi ka l-xafici l-mucayyall 
d 
a.	 D1Q 9:13 = DIQ(Ahl) 65:13 = MuIQ 50v (w. wa xarqin). 
b.	 DLab 12:4 / LSan 65 (w. wa xarqin). 
c.	 See line 33, note d, above. 
d. See line 12, note f, above. 
Cf. DAcsa 11:8, 33:25 {wa xarqin maxufin qad qatactu bi jasratin). 
51. fa qultu la-hu lamma cawa inna sa'na-na 
qafilu l-gina in kunta lamma tamawwali 
a.	 See line 45, note b, above. 
b.	 See line 15, note c, above. 
c.	 See line 17, note b, above. 
52.	 kila-na ida-ma nala say' an afata-hu 
wa man yahtarit harfi wa harta-ka yuhzafi 
a.	 For analogues to the apothegmatic syntax of this hemistich, cf. esp. 
DZuh 16:21, 50-59 / etc. 
53. wa qad agtadi wa t-tayru fi wukunati-ha 
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bi munjaridin qaydi l-awabidi haykail 
a.	 DIQ 3:20a + 21a = DIQ(Ahl) app. 2:1a + 2 a /  D c A l 1:19a + 20a. 
b.	 DIQ 5:14 = DIQ(Ahl) 35:15. 
c.	 DIQ 2:42 = DIQ(Ahl) 52:47. 
d.	 DIQ 3:20v (p. 384:5) = DIQ(Ahl) 4:23; 29:20 = 19:19 (m. 
mutaqarib); 30:17 = 40:17 (w. haykalin); 34:3 = 39:3 / DcAb 8:7, 
9, / etc. 
Cf. also G pp. 75-77. 
54. mikarrin mifarrin muqbilin mudbirin macan 
ka julmudi saxrin hatta-hu s-saylu min cafi 
a.	 DIQ 8:11 = D/g(Ahl) 63:1 lv. 
b.	 DIQ 8:llv (p. 399:12) = DIQ(Ahl) 63:il. 
c.	 In that position: MuIQ 14. 
d.	 SAH p. 535:3 / DHass 89:1 {min calu). 
55. kumaytin yazillu l-libdu can hali matni-hi 
ka-ma zallati s-safwau bi l-mutanazzili 
a.	 A p. 84:10 = DAws 30:19v. 
b.	 DcAl 10:2 / DBisr 16:2 / DIQ p. 394:3 = DIQ(Ah\) 20:60 / cf. 
MuIQ 58. 
c.	 Very frequently in this position (cf. G p. 79): MuIQ 61 v (from G p. 
S5)/DIQ 2:44b = DIQ(Ah\) 52A9b/DTar 4:51b/DcAl 1:22/etc. 
d.	 D/<2 30:24 = D/<2(Ahl) 40:24. 
e.	 See line 11, note e, above. 
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56. cala d-dabli jayyasun ka-anna htizama-hu 
ida jasa fi-hi hamyu-hu galyu mirjafi 
a. MulQ 56v (w. cala d-dumri) = DIQ 3:22 = DIQ(Ah\) 4:25v. 
57. misahhin ida-ma s-sabihatu cala l-wana 
a
 b 
atarna l-gubara bi l-kadidi l-murakkafi 
a.	 In that position: DIQ 8:8b = D/(2(Ahl) 63:8b I Asm 9:9 (m. hazaj). 
b.	 See line 35, note c, above. 
c.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
58. yazillu l-gulamu l-xiffu can sahawati-hi 
wa	 yulwi bi atwabi l-camfi l-mutaqqafi 
a.	 DNab 8:15 / DTam 6:12 / cf. MulQ 55. 
b.	 DIQ 30:36 (fl13) = DIQ (Ahl) 40:36. 
c.	 DZuh 3:10 / DAcsa 71:23 (w. other meters: 13:26, 18:56, etc.). 
d.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
59. danrin ka xudrufi l-wafidi amarra-hu 
tatabucu kaffay-hi bi xaytin muwassali 
b 
a.	 DIQ 3:40b = DIQ (Ahl) 4:48b (w. yamurru—b3) I DAws 29:3v 
Ibn a l -Ka lbMX 78:1 / DTufhlSb. 
b. See line 12, note f, above.

Cf. G p. 83.
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60. la-hu itila zabyin wa saqa nacamatin 
wa irxa'u sirhanin wa taqribu tatfufi 
a.	 DIQ 3:24 = DIQ(Ah\) 4:27. 
b.	 DIQ 5:15 = DIQ(Ahl) 35:16. 
c.	 DIQ 60:14. 
O  n the formulation of descriptions through the use of an introductory 
la-hu phrase, see von Grunebaum CFD 331-32; Jacobi SPAQ 175. 
61. dalFin ida stadbarta-hu sadda farja-hu 
bi dafin fuwayqa l-ardi laysa bi aczah 
a.	 DIQ 3:55v (see p. 389:14) = DIQ (Ahl) 4:39; 60:13. 
b.	 DHam alif:2l (cf. alif:60:fa lamma sama stadbarna-hu). 
c.	 DAws 32:6a. 
d.	 See line 33, note c, above. 
Cf., in connection with MuIQ 61 v (kumaytin ida . . .), line 55, note c, 
above. 
62. ka-anna sarata-hu lada l-bayti qaiman 
madaku carusin aw salayatu hanzali 
a.	 DIQ 31:15 = DIQ (Ahl) 34:15; 3:22 = 4:25v / DMut 14:4 («14)/cf. 
G p. 87. 
b.	 See line 4, note b, above. 
c.	 See line 4, note e and comment, above. 
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63. ka-anna dima'a l-hadiyati bi nahri-hi 
C11 enusaratu hinna'in bi saybin murajjall 
a.	 DIQ 3:54 = DIQ(Ahl) 4:67; 30:37 = 40:37. 
b.	 See line 4 , note b, above. 
c.	 DLab 35:29b. 
d.	 In that position: MuIQ 66 / DSamm 16:16b. 
e.	 DIQ 63:5. 
f.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
64. fa canna la-na sirbun ka-anna nfaja-hu 
cadara Dawarinfi mulct in mudayyali 
b 
a.	 DHut 54:3 (a6) I cf. DHam ba' :13; D$amm 2:30 / DLab 35:41 (fl6). 
b.	 LSVm 67. 
c.	 D / 0 3:35 = DIQ(Ahl) 4:44 =  D c ^ / 1:32 (w. ka masyi l-cadara . . .) 
/ D /  0 p. 386:13 = DIQ (Ahl) 4:43 / cf. J 3 ( . . . kasa-ha s-saba sahqa 
l-mula' i 1-mudayyaTi). 
d.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
65. fa adbarna ka l-jazci l-mufassali bayna-hu 
bi jidi mucammin fi l-casirati muxwafi 
a.	 DIQ 30:27 = DIQ(Ahl) 40:27. 
66.	 fa alhaqa-hu bi l-hadiyati wa duna-hu 
jawahiru-ha fi sarratin lam tazayyafi 
b 
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a.	 See line 63, note d, above. 
b.	 See line 17, note b, above. 
67. fa cddd cidd'an bayna tawrin wa nacjatin 
dirakan wa lam yundah bi ma in fa yugsali 
a.	 DIQ 2:48 = DIQ(Ahl) 52:53v; 3:43 = 4:53v / DcAl 1:39. 
b.	 See line 40, note d, above. 
c.	 DIQ 30:29 = DIQ (Ahl) 40:29. 
68. fa zalla tuhatu l-lahmi min bayni mundijin 
safifa siwa'in aw qadirin mucajjali 
b 
a.	 O n forms of zalla as a line-opening formula, see line 12 and note a,

above.

b.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
Cf. also DIQ 30:33 = DIQ (Ahl) 40:33 (wa zalla sihdbi yastawuna bi 
nacmatin I yasuffuna gdran bi l-lakiki l-muwassaqi) and DTar 9:5a (tab'itu 
ima'u l-hayyi tathd qudura-nd). 
69. wa ruhna yakadu t-tarfu yaqsuru duna-hu 
a 
p> 
matd-ma taraqqa l-caynu fT-hi tasahhafi 
a.	 DIQ 30:34, 35 = DIQ(Ah\) 40:34, 35 / DcAl 1:43. 
b.	 DIQ 30:35 = DIQ (Ahl) 40:35 (wa ruhna bi ka bni l-ma i yajnabu

wasta-nd I tasawwabu fi-hi l-caynu tawran wa tartaq'i).

c.	 See line 14, note 3, above. 
Cf., in connection with MuIQ 69v = DIQ 1:64 (wa ruhrid wa rdha 
t-tirfu yanfudu ra'sa-hu), the following formulaic corresponsions: DIQ 3:53 
= D/0(Ahl) 4:65v / A p. 98:10 = Asm 15:26 / Muf 47:16 / cf. D/Q(Ahl ) 
4:65 and DTam 32:33 and DcAl 1:44 (w. yangudu ra'sa-hu); also DIQ 30:19 
= DIQ(Ah\) 40:19 (w. yarfacu ra'sa-hu). 
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70. fa batacalay-hi sarju-hu wa lijamu-hu 
wa	 bata bicayni qa'iman gayra mursafi 
a.	 Muf 28:7. 
b.	 DIQ 12:6 = DlQ(Ahl) 31:6 / DAcsa 33:52b. 
c.	 See line 23, note b, above. 
71. a sahi tara barqan uri-ka wamida-hu 
a 
ka larrfii l-yadaynifihabiyin mukallafi 
d 
a.	 DTuf 7:13. 
b.	 DIQ2SA = DIQ(Ahl) 22:l(w. MuIQ 71\: a Hari;m.wafir); 54:12 
(m. mutaqarib). 
c.  W . MulQ 71v ( a  c m - m ca/afear^/n . . . ): £>/£> 5:1 = D/(2(Ahl) 
35:1 / Yaqut MB III 549:4 (as-Samhari al-Lass). 
d. See line 12, note f, above.

Cf. for similar thematic treatments G pp. 96-98.

72. yudi'u sana-hu aw masabihu rahibin 
a 
b 
amala s-safita bi d-dubali l-mufattafi 
a.	 DIQ 54:13 (m. mutaqarib); 58:1b = DIQ(Ah\) 43:1b /DTuf1:13b/ 
DAcsa 28:24b / SAH p. 129:19. 
b. See line 39, note c, above. 
c.	 DAws 35:9 / cf. citations in G p. 99. 
d.	 MulQ 12. 
e.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
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Cf. line 39, comment; also G pp. 98-99. 
73. qcfadtu la-hu wa suhbafi bayna Darijin i 
wa	 bayna l-cUdayfi bucda-ma muta'ammafi 
a.	 DIQ 5:4 = D/Q(Ahl) 35:4. 
b.	 DMuz p. 24:20. 
c.	 Muf 12:36. 
d.	 See line 11, note e, above. 
O  n the construction bayna . . . wa bayna, see Reckendorf SVA 239, 
AS 242; cf., e.g., DHass 84:1-2. 
74. cfl/<2 Qatanan bi s-saymi aymanu sawbi-hi 
wa aysaru-hu cala s-Sitari fa Yadbuli 
b	 c 
d 
a.	  W . MulQ 74v (cala Qatanin—cala as preposition rather than verb): 
DMuz 49:10b. 
b.	 DTuf 7:14. 
c.	 See line 1, note f and comment, above. 
d.	 In rhyme position: MulQ 47. 
Cf., as verbal formulas in connection with MulQ 74v ( . . . cala n-
Nibaji wa Taytati), Yaqut MB I 942:14 (RabFa b. Zafif al-cAnbafi), IV 
736:5a (Muhriz ad-Dabbi). 
75. fa adha yasuhhu l-ma u hawla Kutayfatin 
yakubbu cala l-adqani dawha l-kanahbuh 
a.	  W . MulQ 75v (can/min kullifiqatin — a\A)\ DIQ 5:7 (cf. p. 395:8-9) 
= DIQ(Ahl) 35:8 / cf. citation in G p. 101:23. 
b.	 G p. 101:31-32. 
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76.	 wa marra cala l-Qanani min nafayani-hi 
fa anzala min-hu l-cusma min kulli manzifi 
a.	 Also w . MuIQ 76v {ft kulli manzifi): DNab 20:22a / DZuh 16:13a / 
DTuf 1:70a / Muf 114:9a / DAcsa 33:34a. 
b.	 In rhyme position: MuIQ la. 
Cf., in connection with MuIQ 76v = DIQ 1:77 {wa alqa hi Busyanin 
macal-layli barka-hu), MuIQ 80. Cf. also G pp. 102-3. 
77. wa Tayma'a lam yatruk bi-hajidca naxlatin 
wa la ujuman ilia masidan bi jandafi 
b 
a.	 D$amm 5:2b / Yaqut MB I 908:6b. 
b.	 In rhyme position: MuIQ 48. 
78. ka-anna Tabiran ftcarariini wabli-hi 
kabiru unasin fi bijadin muzammali 
b 
a.	 See line 4, note b, above. 
b.	 DTar (Sel) app. 11:2. 
c.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
79. ka-anna dura ra'si I- Mujaymiri gudwatan 
a	 b 
mina s-sayli wa l-gutta'i fulkatu migzall 
a.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
b.	 In that position: DIQ 2:46v = DIQ{Ah\) 52:51 / DTar 4:3 =DAcsa 
10:27; 30:2; 72:2/ etc. 
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80. wa alqa bi sahra'i l-Gabiti bacaca-hu 
nuzula l-yamani di l-ciyabi l-muhammafi 
a.	 Citation in G p. 107:22-23, 25 (Ibn Muqbil?) / DTam 4:25. 
b.	 MuIQ 76v= DIQ 1:77 / DSamm 8:44 / cf. Noldeke FM I 67. 
c.	 See line 14, note b, above. 
d.	 DLab 21:11 (w. al-Gablti); 35:66 / DSamm 5:31. 
e.	 See line 12, note f, above. 
Cf. G pp. 107-8, on the anomalous concord of rhyme attributives in 
lines 12, 29 (?), 64, 72, and 80. This phenomenon, in essence a form of iqwa, 
was noted by Reckendorf (AS 59 and n. 2). It obviously results from the rhyme 
position of the attributive in question and cannot be treated as a distinct syntac­
tic possibility; cf. p. 103, above. (In this verse the anomaly disappears is 
muhammal is construed as an attribute of yaman'i rather than of ciyab.) 
81. ka-anna makakiya l-jiwa'i gudayyatan 
subihna sulafan min rahiqin mufalfafi 
a.	 See line 4, note b, above. 
b.	 In that position: MuIQ 82v = DIQ 1:75 / DIQ 12:8 = D/<2(Ahl) 
31:8 / Muf 83:4 / DAcsa 55:22 / DBisr 21:15 / etc. 
c.	 DLab 2:12. 
d.	 In connection with MuIQ 81 v ( . . . rahiqin musalsafi): SAH p. 
1069:7 (m. kamil: mina r-rahiqi s-salsaU) I DHass 13:13 (m. kamil: 
bi r-rahTqi s-salsalT). 
e.	 Cf. MuIQ 3 (fulfulT). 
82. ka-anna s-sibacafi-higarqa casiyatan 
a	 b 
bi arja'i-hi l-quswa anablsu cunsafi 
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a. See line 4, note b, above. 
b. In that position: DIQ 3:52 = DIQ(Ahl) 2:64; 25:2 = 16:2; 31:23 
24:33 / Muf 85:3; 119:14 = DcAl 2:18 / etc. 
1. I o w  e this insight to discussions with Professor Michael Nagler and to observations included 
in his doctoral dissertation FMHE. In the Near Eastern tradition, one might draw important 
parallels from information in a study like that of A . L . Oppenheim, "The Eyes ofthe Lord, "JAOS 
88 (1968): 173-80 (esp. 179-80). 
2. Cf. , e.g., the possible cultic interrelationships suggested by the inconography of "The 
Rain-goddess as Represented in Early Mesopotamia," article b y E . VanBuren, in Analecta biblica 
12 (1959): 343-55 . 
3. The syntactical ramifications of the ka-anna formula require, for the sake of completeness, a 
separate analysis that cannot be undertaken here. 
4. The negative formula (laysa or ma + bl + substantive or attributive) is quite c o m m o  n in 
classical poetry. It often includes a comparative adjective + min (von Grunebaum CFD 331), 
frequently involving enjambement (Bloch KWAV 221 n. 15, example f). I have not seen the study 
by I. Krachkovsky,' 'Formula otritstate nogo sraveniya v drevrearabskoe poezii,'' Zapiski Instituta 
vostokovedeniya akademii nauk SSSR 7 (1939): 176-84 (ref. in Pearson llsl §23399). 
5. Gandz (G p. 62) holds the variant al-madaraTi to be "certainly false," both because it 
"improves the meter" and because it is not the lectio difficilior. However, its presence in the 
formulaic repertoire of Tufayl al-Ganawi, a predecessor and earlier master of the "school" to 
which IQ belonged ( K r e n k o w D T M / p . xvi), makes its "genuineness" (if w e wish to use that term) 
quite likely. O  n the fallacy ofthe principle oflectio difficilior, see, e.g., E  . Hirsch, Jr., Validity in 
Interpretation, p. 189 n. 13. 
Appendix B 
Table of Variations to Ibn Al-Anbari's 
Recension of the Mucallaqa of Imra'alqays 
The following table has been prepared on the basis of the 
sources outlined in the study above (chap. 4 , § A . 2 . a ) . The abbreviations 
employed here are explained in the Bibliography, section HI, with the addi­
tion of some that will be noted when they occur. Where the scholiast has 
named the source of his variant, I have included this information; otherwise, 
variants are cited anonymously in the scholia. The abbreviations used by 
Gandz {= G) are clarified on pp. 6 - 1 0 of his study. 
1.	 wa HawmaR: D  \ /K\\ (Asmaci) / B\v (Asm) / Alv (Asm)/N\\ (Asm);wa 
manzilx (w. ya' finally): G \ (Sib). 
2.	 nasajat-hu: A 2  \ I T2\;fi l-miqrati (v/.fi): G2 (Baqir). 
3.	 Omitted: 5 / Kl I N1 I W; qulquli: B3v; bacara s-firani: 74. 
4.	 Omitted: S I K1 I N1 I W: takammasu: B4\. 
5.	 tahammali: 75 / G  3 (from several sources). 
6.	 cabratun in safahtu-ha: A6\ / D6 I B6 I N 4  \ (from ms). 
7.	 kadini-ka: A7v (Abu cUbayda)IDllBlvIN5\IK5\ 177v (a.  c U b ) / Y\ 
wa jarati-ha: G5 (Baqir). 
8.	 ida Itafatat nahwi tadawwaca rihu-ha: A8v I D29 I B29 I Y; bi rayya 
s-safarjali: 710v. 
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9. wafadat: Y. 
10.	 salihin la-ka min-huma: 58 / N8 / 710v I Agl I2; salihin la-ka min-humu: 
B9\ I riOv / N8v; kana min-hunna salihin: Z lOv; fimina l-b'idi salihin: 
712; yawman: X I B9\; la siyama: B9\ I N S  \ (Axfas). 
11.	 wa-yawmin: N9; min rahli-ha: DIO /BIO IK9 I N9 I N9\ /714 / Zl lv / 
XI YI Agl2;fa ya cajaban: D I O / BIO / K9 I Zl 1 / Zl lv / X I Y; fa ya 
cajabl: 59; fa wa cajabi: Ag\2; min kuri-ha: Zll. 
12.	 yazallu: Dll . 
13.	 yawmacUnayzatin: Al3v (b. Uabib) / Bl2w / K U  \ / T13\ / Gil (see G 
p. 27). 
14.	 ya mra'a llahi: B p. 3:6-7 (Asm) / G 1 2 (see G p. 28). 
15.	 al-mucallali: B14v / AT13v / N13v (K) I Z15v / H 5 v (K) / W; wa la 
tubcidi-ria: AglS I G1  3 (several) / wa la tamna^i-na: G13 (Sarisi). 
16.	 fa mitla-ki. . . wa murdfan: D 1 5  3 / Bl5v I Zl6\;mugyali: D15 IA 16v 
(Asm, a.  c U b ) IB15 I M 4 v / Z16v / 716v /723v / Y;fa mitli-ki bikran: 
/ U 6 v ; wa mitli-ki bikran . . . wa Uiyyiban: N14\ (SIbawayh) / T16v 
(Sib). 
17.	 (i) nharafat la-hu: Allv (a.  c U b ) / D 1 6 / 516: wa siqqun cinda-na lam: 
Allv (a.  c U b ) / D 1 6 I Bl6v IK16\\ min hubbi-ha: A 17v I B\6\ I Tll\\ 
wa nahw'i siqqu-Ka: Kl5v; bitinyin wa tahfijinyu-ha: D p. 369:10-11 (to 
D16;b. Nahhas). 
18.	 wa yawmin: 418v; tuhallali: G 1  6 (Baqir); hilfatan: G 1  6 (IA). 
19.	 a Fatima abq'i: A 19v (a.  c A m  r as-Saybani); hajri: A 19v; qatfi: A 19v (a. 
c U b ) / M 7  v (a.  c U b ) / Z19v (a.  c U b ) ; sarmi: D 1 8 / BIS /Kll\ I Z19 / 
T\9 I W I X I Y.4 
20.	 (No recorded variants.) 
21.	 wa in kunti: A2l\ ID19 IB19 / / H 8 / W I X I Y I Ag A; fa in taku: 519 / 
729; tansili: ,42lv5; tansali (w. ya'): Z21v. 
22.	 // taqdahl: D 2 1  6 / fl21v7; li tarsuqi: G20 (Muhit). 
c23.	 gayri: Z23v;mayuramu: N2l8;wabaydatixuldin . . . an lahwin: G21 
(Hiz). 
24.	 taxattaytu abwaban: A24v I K22\ I T24\; ahwalan ilay-ha: K22\ wa 
ahwala nufsarin: D23 I D23v / 523 / Y; taxattaytu ahwalan ilay-ha: W; 
calay-ya hirasin: D23 I Y; calay-ya hirasan (hirasin): G22 (Ag, Hiz et 
al.);yusirruna: A24\ /S22/D2391B23\ I N22w IK22\ I Z24v / 724 / Y. 
25.	 (No recorded variants.) 
26.	 wa qad alqat: /126v10; naddat (?): N 2 4 / 726 / Z26; taqulu wa qad: G 2 4 
(Mufaddal). 
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27.	 yaniinu llahi: 526v I K25v I N25\ I T27\; al-camayata: A21\ (Asm) / 
D 2 6 / B26 I N25v (Asm) / T21\ / Z27v. 
28.	 xarajtu bi-ha: A2%\ I D211 B21 /736 / Z28; namsi: K26\; tamsi: D211 
#27; cala ajaray-ria dayla mirtin: D211 527 1 1 I K26\'/ 736 / Z28 / Y; 
cala qtaray-na nira mirtin: /128v / 527v I K26 I 778v / Z28v; cala 
ajri-ha: 52612; adyala nirin: /128v (a.  c A m r  , probably as-Saybani); 
murajjali: 526.13 
29.	 wa ntahat: J37; bi-ria tinyu ramlin: A29v; batnu hiqfin: #28 / N27\; 
hiqfin di rukamin: A29\ I D 2 8 / T29v; batnu janbin: G21 (Tab); di 
hiqafin: Z29. 
30.	 ida qultu hail nawwiU-m: ^30v / D 3 0 / 530 / JT28 / A^28 / Z30v / W I X; 
hasartu bifawday ra'si-ha: /130v (a.  c U b )  1  4 / 528 /A:28v / N28v / 530v 
(a.  c U b ) 1 5 /738 / Z30 / T30v / Y; bifawday ra'si-ha: ^30v; hasartu bi 
gusnay dawhatin: Baq2S16; hasartu: Z30v. 
31.	 bi s-sajanjafi: A2>\\ (a.  c U b ) / #31v (a.  c U b ) / A^29v (a.  c U b ) /739v / 
73 lv (a.  c U b ) . 
32.	 can safitin: A32\ I B32v I AT30 / A^30 / 732v / W. 
33.	 ar-ri'mi: D 3 4 / S31 I K31 / N31 / T33 I Z34; naddat-hu: G31 (Hiz). 
34.	 yugassi l-matna: D351534; afitin: 534 (probably a typographical error). 
35.	 tadillu l-madara: A35\ I D36 I 535 / K33\17 I N33\ I 743 / T35v; 
yadillu: A35v (Ahmad b.  cUbayd1 8) / AT33v (Bundar19) / A^33v (#, Bun­
dar); mustasziratun: A35\ I 535v /A:33v (b. al-Acrabi) / N33v (b. Acr) / 
T35v (b. Acr) / Z36v / Y\; gada'iru-ha: Z36. 
36.	 (No recorded variants.) 
37.	 wa tudhl; D 4 0 / 5 3 7 (a. Jacfar?20) /535 / Z38 / W; na'uma d-duhh: 537v 
/ #35 / A^35 / 737;/a tudhl: X. 
38.	 asarfu ramlin: G 3  6 (HalabI). 
39.	 bi l-caslyi:21 
40.	 dircin wa mijwabl: G 3 8 (LA, Tag). 
41.	 22ka bikrin muqanati(-u) l-bayadi: A A \  \ (SijistanI23) / D 3 2 / 541; ka 
bikri l-muqanati bayada(-u): K39 I N39 I TAX (K) I Z32v; muhalliH: 
A4lv/K39\ I N39\ (K); gayru(-i): D32\ I Z32;gayru l-muhallali: Z32. 
42.	 wa laysa siba-ya: D42 I 542; can siba-hu: A42\ I KAQ\ I N40\ I T42\; 
hawa-ha: D42 I 542 / A42\ I 540 / N 4 0 / 750; hawa-hu: K40 I 742. 
43.	 bi nashin cala . . . gayri mu'mifi: G 4  \ (Baqir); bi nashin cala t­
tacdalatin gayri mu'mafi: G41 (Baqir). 
44.	 murxin sudula-hu: K42 I T44 I Z44. 
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45.	 bijawzi-hi24: A45v (Asm) / D 4 5 / £45 / K43\ I N43\ (Asm) /753 / T45v 
(Asm). 
46.	 wo mfcimta g#d azmcfta dalikafafal(i): A46\ (b. Hablb) / AT44v / N44v 
(b.	 Habib); min-ka: K44v I N44\ / J54 I T46v / Z46. 
47.	 bi amrasi katianan Ha summi jandali25: A47v I Z47. 
48.	 Omitted: Z; ka-anna nujuman: ^48v/AT562 6 / T48v / Y26;ffmasabi-ha: 
756 (typographical error ?); cala summi: 548 / G46v {LA, Tag)', fi 
nizami-ha bi amri bni Nifmana Ha summi Sandali (?): G 4 6 (Cheikho, 
Halabi). 
49.	 Omitted: D I B I S I K I N I Y27 
5 0 .	 Omitted: D I B I S I K I N I Y; wa xarqin: A50\. 
51.	 Omitted: D I B I S IK I N I Y; tawilu l-giria: A5\v I T51v / Z50v; inna 
Tabitan: W.28 
52.	 Omitted: D I B IS IK I N I Y. 
53.	 fiwukarati-ha: A52\ I B49 I K46 I N411 753v / W. 
54.	 mikarrin mumirrin: K41v.29 
55.	 yuzillu l-libda: K4% I N49 1763; can Kadi matni-Ki: A55\ /763v / T55v; 
bi l-mutanaccili: 763 v. 
56.	 cala l-caqbijayyasin(-un l):A56v (Asm, a.  c U b ) / D 5 3 /B52/K49v (?) / 
N50v / 764 / T56v; cala d-dumri: A56v I T56v; cala d-da'li: A56\ (b. 
Acr) . 
57.	 gubaran: D52 I 553 / 551 / N54v3 0 / 765 / X; bi l-kafibi s-samaw'ali: 
A51\ (a.  c U b ) ; bi l-kadidi s-samawwali: T51\ I D p. 373:2 (b. Nahhas 
from a.  c U b ) ; al-murahhali: Z56v. 
58.	 yuzillu l-gulama l-xiffa: A5%v IS52/K5U311 N52\ /766 / T58v / Z57v/ 
W I Y; yufiru l-gulama l-xiffa: A5S\ (Asm) / D 5 4 / B54 I N52w (Asm) / 
T52v (Asm) / Z57v / X; al-xaff: A5S\ (a.  c U b ) / D p. 373:6 (b.Nahhas 
from a.  c U b ) . 
59.	 taqallubu kaffay-hi: A59v I D55 IB55 I T59\; yuqallibu: G53 (several). 
60.	 aytala zabyin: /46Ov / D 5 6 / 556 /554 /#53 / N53 /768 / 760 / Z59 / WI 
X I Y; tanfuli: 554; tunfali:A60v I 556v; wa garatu sirhanin wa taqribu 
tuffali: G 5 4 {LA, Tag). 
61.	 wa anta ida: D66 I 566; kumaytin ida: G55 (Hiz). 
62.	 ka-anna cala l-kitfayni min-hu ida ntaha: A62v I D511 557 / T62v / Y; 
ka-anna cala l-matnayni min-hu ida ntaha: N56\ / Z61 / X; wa ka­
anna32: N56v {K?) I W; sarayata(-u) hanzali: A62v (Asm)| /D57 /557v / 
N56v (Asm) / T62v (Asm); siraya: A 62\ (a.  c U b ) / 557v (a.  c U b ) / 762v 
(a.  c U b ) ; saraba: G 5 6 {LA, Tag)33 
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63.	 wa ka-anna: N37v (K ?) / W. 
64. fi l-mula'i l-mudayyali: D59 I 559 I Y. 
65.	 ka l-jizci: A65\ (a.  c U b ) / N59y (a.  c U b ) / T65v (a.  c U b ) . 
66. fa alhaqa-na: A66y I D 6 1 / 561 / 560 / 773 / Z65. 
67.	 lam yandah: J14 I Z66; lam yandih: 561. 
68.	 wa zalla: D63 I 563 / W; tazallu: G62 (Muhit); tuhatu l-qawmi: 775; 
nasila qadirin aw siwa'in mucajjali: G62 (b. Durayd). 
69.	 wa raha t-tirfu yanfudu ra'sa-hu: A69v ID641B64/K63\ I N63\ (Asm, 
a.^Ub) I J16 /T69v (Asm, a.  c U b ) / Y; fa ruhria: N63 (a.  c A m r as­
"Saybanl); tasaffali (?): Z68. 
70.	 Omitted: Y; wa bata calay-hi: D 5 8 / 565; gayra mugfali: 778v; gayra 
muhmali: G64 (Ahl r). 
71.	 a Hqri tara: Ally / D611 N65\ (a. Hatim) / Tl\v; acin-rii cala barqin: 
/471v / 567v / AT65 / 771v; mukallili: 568v (a.  c U b ) / Z60v. 
72.	 ka-anna sana-hufi masabihi rahibin ahana: A12\ (Asm) / 568v / N66v; 
aw masabihi rahibin: Ally I N66y I Tlly; aw masabiha rahibin: 568v / 
N66y (Axfas); ahana s-saUta: D 6 8 / 568 / N66/J8QI T1234;fi d-dubali: 
D 6 8 / 568. 
73.	 qacadtu wa ashabi la-hu: 781; bayna Hamirin wa bayna Ikamin: D69 I 
5693 5; bayna Hamizin (?) wa bayna Ikamin: A13y\ bayna Hamizin (?) wa 
bayna Lukamin: A 73 v; bac da-ma: A 73 v / 569v (RiyasT36) / JV67v (RiyasT) 
/ 773v (RiyasT). 
74.	 cala Qatanin: A14y (Asm) / D16/ N6Sy (Asm) / 774v (Asm) / Z13;cala 
n-Nibaji wa Taytali: Z74v (Asm) 3 7 / T14y;acla s-Sitari: X; wa Yadbuli: 
N 6 8 ; cala n-Nibaji wa Yqttali: N6Sy. 
75.	 can kulli fiqatin yakubbu: A15y (Asm) / D 7 0 / 5 7 0 / N69v / 775v / Z74v; 
min kulli tafatin: /175v (a.  c U b ) / N69v (a.  c U b ) / 775v (a. cUb);minkulli 
fiqatin: N69y / T15y;fi kulli tafatin: Y (a.  c U b ) / D p. 375:11-12 (b. 
Nahhas from a.  c U b ) ; wa adhd: D p. 375:11 (b. Nahhas) / G 6  9 (several); 
fawqa Kutayfatin: G69 (several);baynaKutayfatin: G69 (several);/^  adha 
sabiha l-ma'ifi kulli biqcatin: G69 (Ragib); mukibbun: G69 (Baqir); 
yaslhu l-ma'u: 783; al-kanahbali:38. 
76.	 Omitted: B; alqa bi Busyanin maca l-layli barka-hu: A 76v (Asm) / D 7 7 / 
AT70v (Asm); al-cufrafi kulli manzili: A16y I JV70V ( W . min ?); munzali: 
K10 I NlOy I T16 I Z75; maw1 Hi: 785. 
77.	 wa la utuman: Ally (Asm ?) / D 7 1 /571 /571 /786/ T77v / Z 7 6 / X ; wa la 
ujuman utman (?): AT71 ;39 wa la asiman: Gil (Baqir). 
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78.	 wa ka-anna: N72\ (K) I 778v (K) I G72v (several); ka-anna Abananfi 
afanlni wadqi-hi: A7Sv (Asm) D 7 3 / 572 / N72v (Asm)4 0 / 778v (Asm); 
caranini wadqi-hi: G72 I (LA); ka-anna Abananfi afanini nabti-hi: G72 
(Santamari zu SIb);y? bijadin muzammalu: N72\. 
79.	 wa ka-anna: N73\ (K) I G63 (K); wa ka-anna bi-hi ra'su: W; ka-anna 
taniiyata l-Mujaymiri: A79\ (Asm) D 7 2 / 573 / T79\ (Asm); ka-anna 
tumayyata I-Mujaymiri: K73v (?) / N73\ (Asm); ka-anna qulay°ata 
l-Mujaymiri: A79\ (b. Habib) / K73 I N73\ I T79\; wa l-agta'i: A79\ 
(Farra'41) / 573 / N73\ 1788 / T79v (Farm') I W I Y; ka-anna tulaycata 
l-Mujaymiri: N73\;mina s-sayli wa l-itraci: JSS\;ra'sil-Muhammari (?): 
G73 (Baqir). 
80.	 faalqa: W; ka sarci l-Yanianidi l-ciyabi l-muxawwali: A80v(Asm)/7V74v 
(Asm);ka sawci l-Yamanldi l-qibabi l-muhawwili: A80v ( M S , seeSQS p. 
104 n. 4); al-muxawwali: D 7 4 ; al-muhawwili: 574 / JT74v / T80v (Asm); 
ka sawci l-Yaniam: ,480v / r80v; di l-cibabi l-mutaqqali: G 7 4 (Tag). 
81.	 Omitted: D IB; wa ka-anna: N75\ (K) I W; subihna rahlqan min sulafin: 
K75; sabahna: Z80; sabahna . . . rahlqin musalsali: G75 (Jaq); nasawa 
tasaqaw bi r-rahiqi l-mufalfali: 784v; nasawa tasaqaw bi r-riyahi 
l-mufalfali: G75 (LA, Tag). 
82.	 wa ka-anna: N76\ (K) / W; ka-anna sibaFan: D751575 / N76v (a. Hatim) 
/JS9/W/G76(b.Dumid)',gudayyatan:AS2\/D75/B75/K76/N76\l 
789 / T82v; cunsuli: D75 I 576 / AT76 / N76 I TS2 I X I Y. 
1. But see A p p . C  , nn. a-b. 
2. See Ag VIII 59 = Ag(Dar) IX 69-70: fifteen lines from the mucallaqa cited in the 
following sequence (based on A — MuIQ's line enumeration): A  1 - 2  , 19, 21, 20, 22, 42, 23-24 , 
10-11, 54, 15. 
3. Thus in D . But cf. SQS p. 40:3 and 716 sch; also chap. 4 , § C . 3 . a , above, and chap. 4, n. 
96. 
4. Without specific reference to the vocalization of s-r-m, either by means of diacritics or 
scholiast's note, it is difficult to k n o  w which reading (sarm or surm) was adopted in a particular 
recension. Since both are synonymous, however, the question is academic. 
5. See the discussion of this line in al-cAskari SMYT 220. 
6. See SQS p. 48:12, citing an explanatory note of al-AsmacI where // taqdihl occurs, though 
not as a variant reading. 
7. The text of 521 sch was li taqrahi "to w o u n d ,  " a quite plausible reading, but probably a 
scribal or typographical error for // taqdafn. 
8. N p. 29 n. c observes that the Berlin MS reads la, the predominant version, and gives no 
justification for having preferred ma. 
9. Opinion seems to have been divided as to the reading transmitted by al-AsmacI. In Ag VIII 
61:5-6 = Ag(Dar) IX 73:13-14, it is noted that al-Asmaci's version was yusirruna, which 
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others readyusirruna with the dotteds'in (a view that conflicts with D). Al-cAskariSMYT 221:5, 
on the other hand, maintains that yusirruna is al-Asmaci's recension, wa llahu aclam\ 
10. Perhaps an intrusive gloss; see SQS p. 51:20 where alqat is used to explain nadat. 
11. Text of 527 has zayl, an obvious misreading for dayl. 
12. See G p. 47. 
13. See G p. 48. 
14. See discussion in SQS p. 55:11-12. 
15. See discussion in B p. 27:4-6 (i.e., B 28 sch). 
16. I.e., al-Baqillani in von Grunebaum TCD p. 78-79 . 
17. K 33 sch treats madra, but does not cite al-madara explicitly as a variant. Cf. G p. 62, 
wh o considers al-madara to be an intrusive gloss, though unjustifiably, as I believe; see A p p  . A 
(to line 35) and n. 5. 
18. Abii cAsida A h m a d b.  c Ubayd b. Nasih (also Abu Jacfar), d. 273/886-87; Qifti IR I 
84-86 and references; see also Sezgin GAS II 82. 
19. Bundar al-Isfahanl, fl. 2d half of third/ninth century; Qifti IR 1256 and references. H  e was 
an acknowledged teacher of Ibn Kaysan and Ibn al-Anbari. See also Sezgin GAS II 89. 
20. Perhaps al-Nahhas (but not in N) or Ibn Nasih (see n. 18 above). 
21. G 37 (p. 66) indicates that this reading occurs in J, and DIQ p. 371:11 that it occurs in Z  . 
The editions of 7 and Z that I have used, however, read bi l-cisa'i as in A and elsewhere. 
22. For an interesting discussion of this grammatically problematical verse, with special 
reference to Ab  u Sacld ad-Darir, see Yaqut IA I 123. 
23. Abu Hatim as-Sijisfanl, d. 250/864 or 255/869: Brockelmann GAL I 107, Suppl I 167; 
Qifti IR II 28-64 and references. 
24. G p. 71 suggests that jawz may be an intrusive gloss for sulb. 
25. Cf. chap. 4 , n. 20 and A p p . C , n. d. DIQ p. 372:1 notes, from Ibn an-Nahhas, that Ibn 
Habib did not at all recognize this verse (as authentic). 
26. See A p p . C , n. f. 
27. See A p p . C , nn. b, e, and g. 
28. See p. 196 and chap. 4 , n. 55. 
29. Cf. al-cAskari SMYT 83:5, where the same variant is cited on the authority of Ab  u 
cUbayda. 
30. N 54 sch notes that the reading of al-gubar (with the definite article) is more frequent. 
31. K 51 sch says, of the reading yazillu, that it occurs more frequently than yuzillu—a 
statement not quite borne out by our existing sources. 
32. Ibrahim, in his critical apparatus to DIQ, indicates that W transmits verses A 62, 63, 78, 
79, 82 (= D 57, 65, 73, 72, 75—A 81 ommitted) with the conjunction wa before ka-anna, 
resulting in the prosodic fault known as xazm (the addition of an extra syllable at the beginning of 
a verse). According to N 72 sch (N p. 60:10-13) and T 78 sch (T p. 28:15-16), Ibn Kaysan's 
recension also included the wa at the beginning of all verses whose first word was ka-anna (cf. G 
p. 105, where the name appears incorrectly as Ibn Kaizam; also Ibn Raslq Umda I 143). This 
reading does not appear, though, in the published text of A", although Bernstein mentions the 
comments of both N and T and adds that in only one MS did he find any basis for their statement 
and only as regards the last few verses, where awaw appeared before ka-anna, but had been inked 
out in red (N p. 77—to S. 59:5). 
33. Cf. al-cAskari SMYT 223-24 (esp. 224:1). 
34. T 72 sch (T p. 27:2) notes also that the alternative reading amala s-safita ( = A 72 et al.) 
makes no sense (la macna li riwayat man rawa "amala s-safita"). A similar opinion, apparently 
quoted from al-AsmacI, is expressed in A 72 sch (= A p. 101:11), although amala is accepted in 
the text of the poem. 
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35. Thus also in Yaqut MB I 341:18, II 188:8. 
36. A b u 1-Fadl al-cAbbas b. Faraj ar-Riyasi, d. 257/870; Brockelmann GAL I 108, Suppl I 
168; QiftI IR II 367-73 and references. 
37. The use of the conjunction wa here is consistent with al-AsmacI's handling of the first 
verse, where he also rejectsfa for w a . D , however, reads fa Yadbuli—perhaps due to al-Aclam's 
emendation; cf. p. 209, above and chap. 4 , nn. 20 and 95. 
38. Al-cAskari SMYT 219-20 notes that "most people" render the last word in the verse 
al-kanahbal (withfatha), but that al-Asmaci reads al-kanahbul (with damma). Since al-kanahbal 
is indicated in none of the recensions available to m  e or in any of the scholia, one might speculate 
that the riwaya of aktar an-nas refers to a version popular among the c o m m o  n people—possibly 
some sort of vulgate rendition or text. 
39. There seems to have been some ambiguity in the M  S of K such that the letters that 
Bernstein prints as utman ('-r-m-')—on the basis, no doubt, of other variants of the line—might 
be interpreted also as ilia, the generally accepted reading (see N p. 59 n.5, where the M  S reading 
is transcribed ' -l-m-'). 
40. With waqd-hi, an evident instance of scribal or typographical transposition of letters. 
41. A b u Zakariya' Yazid b. Ziyad al-Farra', d. 207/822: see Brockelmann GAL 1116, Suppl I 
178-79. 
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D B S K N

47 47 47 45 45 45 55 47d 47

48 48 48 46e 50 46* 56 48

4911 57 48 49

50 58 49 50

51 59 50 51

52 60 51 52

53 49 49 47 46 47 61 52 53

54 50 50 48 47 48 62 53 54

55 51 51 49 48 49 63 54 55

56 53 52 50 49 50 64 55 56

57 52 53 51 50 54 65 56 57

58 54 54 52 51 52 66 57 58

59 55 55 53 52 51 67 58 59

50 56 56 54 53 53 68 59 60

61 66 66 55 54 55 69 60 61

62 571 57 56 55 56 70 61 62

63 65 58 57 57 57 77 62 63

64 59 59 58 58 58 71 63 64

65 60 60 59 59 59 72 64 65

66 61 61 60 60 60 73 65 66

67 62 62 61 61 61 74 66 67

68 63 63 62 62 62 75 67 68

69 64J 64 63 63 63k 76 68 69

70 58 65 64 64 64 78 69 70

71 67 67 65 65 65 79 70 71

72 68 68 66 66 66 80 71 72

73 69 69 67 67 67 81 72 73

74 76 76 68 68 68 82 73 74

75 70 70 69 6? 69 83 74 75

76 77 70 70 70 85 75 76

77 71 71 71 71 71 86 76 77

78 73 72 72 72 72 87 77 78

79 72 73 73 73 73 88 78 79

80 74 74 74 74 74 90 79 80

81 75 75 75 84 80 81

82 75 75 76 76 76 89 81 82

a. Bernstein (K p. 11 n. 5) adds, from the Berlins M S  , A 3 - 4 with scholia, but omits them 
from his enumeration. 
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b. Frenkel (N p. 5 n. i) notes that ,43-4 follow in the M  S after the phrase wa yurwa bcfda 
Hada. H e does not, however, include them in his edition. Likewise with ,449-52 below; see note 
g-
c. O f these two verses 043-4) Ibn al-Anbari informs us (A p. 23:12) that A b u c Ubayda 
includes them in his recension, but for al-Asmaci they are falsely attributed (manhul) and not to 
be admitted (as IQ's: layifrafu); al-Asmaci adds: "Bedouin (informants: al-cfrab) include them 
in their rendition of (the qaslda)." Cf. K p. 12:11-12; T p. 3:23-24. 
d. Z 4 7 conflates 447a with /448b, making a single verse of the two, a reading cited in A 47 sch 
as a variant (but cf. 5 4  8 sch) and earlier in Ibn Sallam TFS 71:4 and n.2. 
e. Ahlwardt's edition of 5, DIQ (Ahl) 48, omits ,449-52 in this place with the comment that 
as-Sukkari "notes that the verses are spurious" (Divans 101, app. crit. to IQ Appendix 26:7-10 
= ,449-52); Ibrahim, however, in DIQ p. 372, considers that 5 includes the verses. Although I 
have not seen the passage in the M  S of 5, I suspect the discrepancy has resulted from Ahlwardt's 
often unnecessarily strict interpretation of the term manhul as "spurious" rather than "of dubious 
or false attribution"; cf. chap. 4 , § B . 
f. The rather anomalous positioning of this verse in K seems to have been paralleled in Y, 
where it is found (Ibrahim DIQ p. 374 [to D57]) at the same point in IQ's description of his horse 
and with the same variant (ka-anna nujuman instead of ka-annaJ-Turayya), which does not occur 
in the text of any other known version. ,448 sch acknowledges the existence of both the position­
ing and the variant by offering two interpretations of the verse, the first of which was the one 
advanced by "those in whose recensions it occurs later, after the description of the horse (fa hada 
tafslru man yarwj-hi [sc, al-bayta] mu'axxaran bacda sifati l-faras)." 
g. See note b; cf. Ahlwardt Divans (app. crit.) 109, where ,43-4 and 4 9 - 5 2 are considered 
part of ATs text (y = N). 
h. O n the question of the attribution of ,449-52, see chap. 4 , § B . 
i. See note f. 
j. Ibrahim DIQ p. 374 (to D 6 4 ) notes the presence in Y, after this verse, of two additional 
verses that do not occur elsewhere (but see note k). 
k. Frenkel notes (N p. 53 n. 1) that the Leyden M  S of N "hat hier von spatrer Hand zwei 
fremde Verse a  m R a n d e .  " These are undoubtedly the two verses alluded to above, note j, from Y 
itself or, perhaps, from an independent source. 
Appendix C 
1
2

1
2

Table of Variations in Verse-Order for 
Recensions of the Mucallaqa of Imra'alqays 
The following table indicates the line-by-line correspondence a m o n g eight 
published recensions of the mifallaqa as compared with A (abbreviations are 
clarified in the Bibliography, part III). 
A  D B S K N J Z T 
a b

1
2

1
2

1
2
3
4
3C

4
5

3
4
5

3
4
5

3
4
5

3
4
5

11

6
7
8
9

6
7

6
7

6
7
8
9

6
7
8
9

29 29

8
9

8
9

10

13

12 10

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

5
6
7
8
9

3
3
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

4
5
6
7
8
9

4
5
6
7
8
9
10 10
 14 11

15

10 
11 
10 
11 
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N O T E  : Not considered for purposes of alphabetization are the following: the abbreviation " b .  " 
(for ibn, "son of") and the transliterated definite article in both its unassimilated form (al- I /-) 
and its assimilated forms (ar- I r-, as- I s-, ad- I d-, etc.). 
-a/anfa, final: tanwin (-an) form of, preserved 
in modern (Bedouin) dialects, 122, 179-80 
nn. 64, 80; tanwjn or long-vowel forms of, 
regularly indicated by scriptio defectiva, 
125-28; tendency of, toward non-
inflectional analytic significance, 122, 
126-28, 180 n. 78; usage of, differentiated 
from other short-vowel desinences, 105, 
108, 125-28, 180 nn. 76, 80 
Abbot, Nabia, 123 
cAbdalIah b. Mascud, 178 n. 53 
cAbdaHah b. Tahir, 226 n. 12 
c Abidb. al-Abras (poet), 113 
Abu l-cAbbas A h m a d b. YahyaTaclab,64, 185 
n. 129 
Abu cAbdalIah cAbdalcazI Sahl, 212, 232 n. 
A b  u cAbdalIah al-Husayn b. A h m a  d as-
Zawzanl (Z), 59, 193, 195-96, 227 n. 22, 
274 n. d 
Abu cAbdallah M u h a m m a d b. Sallam al-
Jumahl, 12, 154, 203-4, 224, 228 n. 50, 
230-31 nn. 81-82 
Abu cAbdalIah Yaqut b. cAbdalIah al-HamawT 
ar-Ruml, 187 n. 151 
Abu cAbdarrahman (or Abu l-cAbbas) al-
Mufaddal b. M u h a m m a  d ad-Dabbi, 191, 
226 n. 5, 231 n. 81 
Abu cAbdarrahman (or Abu cAbdalIah) al-
XalTl b. A h m a d al-FarahldJ, 64, 155, 202, 
213, 230 n. 76 
Abu cAbdarrahman Yunus b. Hablb, 153-55 
Abu A h m a d al-Hasan b. cAbdalfah al-cAskari, 
196, 228 n. 49, 268-70 nn. 5, 9, 29, 38 
Abu l-cAia' al-Macarri, 67-68, 91 n. 58. 
Abu CA1T al-Hasan Ibn Raslq al-Qayrawani, 
65-66, 67, 95 n. 107, 212-23, 219 
Abu  c A m  r b. al-cAIa\ 12, 212, 229 n. 69 
Abu  c A m  r Isftaq b. Mirar as-Saybani, 202, 
230 n. 78 
Abu cAs!da (or Abu Jacfar) A h m a d b.  cUbayd 
b. Nasih, 94 n. 99, 269 n. 18 
Abu Bakr  cAsim b. Ayyub al-BatalyusI (B), 
193, 195, 227 n. 27 
Abu	 Bakr M u h a m m a d b. cAbdattayyib al-
Baqiiranl, 101, 225 n. 3 
104 
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A b u Bakr M u h a m m a d b. al-Hasan Ibn 
Durayd, 228 n. 43 
A b u Bakr M u h a m m a d b. al-Hasan az-
Zubaydl, 226 n. 15 
Abu Bakr M u h a m m a d b. al-Qasim al-Anbari 
(A), 43, 59, 92 n. 67, 192-93, 195-96, 
226-27 nn. 11, 23; 235, 269 n. 19, 274 nn. 
cf 
Abu Bisr  c A m  r b.  cUtman Sibawayh, 155, 
202, 230 nn. 77, 79; 232 n. 96 
Abu-Deeb, Kemal, 43, 225, 227 n. 30 
Abu Du'ad al-Iyadi (poet), 93 n. 80 
Abu 1-Fadl al-cAbbas b. Faraj ar-Riyasi, 270 
n. 36 
Abu 1-Fadl Jalaladdin cAbdarrahman b. Abl 
Bakr as-Suyuti, 185 n. 129 
Abu 1-Fadl M u h a m m a d b. Mukarram Ibn 
Manzur al-Ansari, 66-67 
Abu 1-Faraj M u h a m m a d b. Ishaq an-Nadim, 
207 
Abu 1-Fath cUtman b. Jinnl, 66, 174-75 nn. 
22, 28 
Abu 1-Hajjaj Yusuf b. Sulayman al-Aclam 
as-Santamari, 91 n. 50, 192-93, 195-96, 
209, 226-27 nn. 17-20 
Abu	 1-Hasan Ahmad Ibn Faris, 116-17, 201, 
229-30 nn. 68, 92 
Abu 1-Hasan CA1I b. cAbdalIah b. Sirian at-
TiisI (HO, 192, 196, 226 n. 14 
Abu 1-Hasan cAli b. M u h a m m a d al-Mada'ini, 
231 nn. 90, 92 
A b u 1-Hasan M u h a m m a d b. A h m a d Ibn 
Kaysan (AT), 65, 75-76, 192, 195-96, 226 
n. 15, 269 nn. 19, 32; 274 n . / 
Abu 1-Hasan Sacid b. Mascada al-Axfas al-
Awsat, 64, 66, 90 n. 45, 185 n. 129 
Abu Hatim Sahl b. M u h a m m a d as-Sijisfani, 
269 n. 23 
Abu l-cIrfan M u h a m m a d b. CA1I as-Sabban, 
67 
Abu Jacfar Ahmad b. M u h a m m a d b. Ismacll 
an-Nahhas (N), 192, 195-96, 226 n. 16, 
274 n. k 
Abu	 Mansur M u h a m m a d b. Ahmad al-Azharl, 
136, 181 n. 89 
Abu M u h a m m a d cAbdalfah b. Muslim Ibn 
Qutayba ad-DInawari, 78, 175 n. 28 
Abu163, 1-Mundir Hisam b. M u h a m m a d al-Kalbl,  231 n. 90 
Abu r-Rayhan M u h a m m a d b. A h m a d al-
Birunl, 226 n. 4 
Abu Sahl Xorabandad (or Xarabundad) b. 
MaxorsTd (Y), 191-92, 226 n. 7, 274 nn./, j, 
k 
Abu Sacld cAdbalmalik b. Qurayb al-AsmacI, 
90-91 nn. 48, 50; 93 n. 80, 95 n. 116, 
191-93, 196, 208-9, 211, 226 nn. 6, 18, 
20; 228 n. 33, 231-32 nn. 81, 95; 268-70 
nn. 6, 9, 34, 37-38; 274 n. c 
Abu Sacld ad-Darir (X), 192, 226 n. 12, 269 
n. 22 
Abu Sacld al-Hasan b. al-Husayn as-Sukkari 
(5), 192, 195-96, 226-27 nn. 13-14, 21, 
29; 274 n. e 
Abu T a m m a n (poet), 94 nn. 98, 103 
Abu cUbayd al-Qasim b. Sallam, 113 
Abu cUbayda M a c m a r b. al-Mutanria, 154­
56, 196, 211, 222-23, 228 nn. 48, 50; 
231-32 nn. 85, 100; 269 n. 29, 274 n. c 
Abu  c U m a r A h m a d b. M u h a m m a d Ibn 
cAbdrabbih al-Andalusi, 64 
Abuu  c Umar al-Jarmi, 230 n. 79 
Abu cUtman  c A m  r b. Bahr al-Jahiz, 19, 95 n. 
107 
Abu 1-Xattab cAbdalhamid b. cAbdalmajid 
al-Axfas'al-Akbar, 155-56, 185 n. 129-31, 
228 n. 43 
Abu Yusuf Yacqub b. Ishaq Ibn as-Sikklt, 227 
n. 20 
Abu Zakariya' Yahya b. CA1T at-TibrizT (T), 
193, 195-96, 212, 227 n. 23 
Abu Zakariya' Yazld b. Ziyad al-Farra', 112, 
118, 129-30, 177 n. 44, 270 n. 41 
Abu Zayd cAbdarrahman b. M u h a m m a d Ibn 
Xaldun, 75-76 
Abu Zayd M u h a m m a d b. Abi 1-Xattab al 
Qurasi (J), 193, 195, 227-28 nn. 26, 38, 44 
Addad, 111, 177 n. 42 
"Adding" style, 70, 74 
cAdIy b. Zayd al-clbadl (poet), 93 n. 80, 168, 
186 n. 150 
Ahlwardt, A .  , 12, 197-98, 226-27 nn. 13, 
29; 274 n. e 
a
cjamlacjam'iylcajam, 163-64, 186-87 nn. 
144, 151 
al-Aclam as-Santamari. See Abu 1-Hajjaj 
CA1I b. Abl Talib, 228 n. 44 
Amharic, 121 
c A m r b . Kultum: muc allaqa of, 39 n. 78,71 
Analytic language/linguistic features, 105, 
108-10, 127, 134, 136-37, 141-43, 146, 
152, 171, 182-83 nn. 102, 109, 115 
Anaptyxis, 106, 108, 176 nn. 29-30 
Anonymity /"anonymous era", 199-200 , 
202, 204 
Ansar, 116, 228 n. 44 
Apollonius of Rhodes (poet), 73, 89 n. 40 
_a-preformative (of the classical Arabic imper­
fect), 115-16,171 
Acrab, 154, 162-63, 186 n. 145. See also 
Bedouins 
Arabia (cAraba/cArba), 162-64 
Arabic (language), 48-49, 69-70, 71-72; an­
cient (epigraphic) forms of, 103, 140; clas­
sical {see c Arab'iya); Christian, 102, 179 n. 
68, 186-88 nn. 148, 155; Judaeo-, 102; 
Middle, 132, 136, 140-43, 152-53, 182 
nn. 102-3; Nabataean, 144, 146, 149-51; 
patterned morphology of, 32, 55, 190, See 
also cArab'iya; Dialects 
cArably/cArab, 132, 161-64, 186-87 nn. 
144, 151 
cArablya, poetico-Qruinic: archaic pausal 
forms of, regularly conserved in rhyme-
position, 103-10, 171 (see also Pause/ 
pausal forms); as an artistic Kunstsprache or 
Hochsprache, 101, 128, 132-35 , 171; 
called the "poetic koine" (see Koine); 
coexisting with ic rab-\ess dialects (see 
frab); evolution of, parallel to vernaculars, 
48-49, 109, 147-49, 183-84 n. 115; fre­
quency in, of parallel or equivalent forms 
and usages, 103, 110-11, 171; interdialec­
tal and archaic features of, 98-99, 101, 
102-3,110-16, 124,147-48,171, 177 nn. 
41, 43; as intertribal or super-tribal "lan­
guage," 101,111-15, 164, 173-74 nn. 10, 
15; intrinsicality of, to classical poetry, 
100-101, 132, 133, 145-49, 160, 166-68, 
172, 224; as "language" taught, learned, 
and studied, 166-68, 174 n. 11, 184 n. 115, 
188 n. 155; mub'ml(bayan) as designation 
of, 186-87 n. 151; non-vernacular nature 
of, 101, 110, 128-31, 133, 135, 148, 153, 
160-61, 167, 171, 174 n. 11, 213; relation­
ship of, to the Qur'an, 100-102, 117-21, 
122-25, 128. 132, 133, 148, 159-61, 
165-67, 171-72; spoken sometimes as 
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conventional idiom, 101, 174 n. 11, 184 nn. 
115-16; standardization of, as literary 
Schriftsprache, 101, 131, 141, 144, 148, 
165-67, 172, 174 n. 11, 184 n. 115, 188 n. 
155; standardization of, on the basis oftex­
tualized classical poetry, 167-68, 172; 
structure of, as unsound basis for historical-
linguistic speculations, 183 n. 115; and ver­
naculars) of Bedouin tribes, 117-20 , 
128-29, 174 n. 13; and vernaculars) of 
al-Hijaz, 108, 124, 128-29, 179 n. 61; and 
vernacular of Najd, 117; and vernacular of 
Qurays and Mecca, 98-99, 112, 117, 120, 
128-29, 174 n. 13; view of, as upper-class 
Hochsprache, 118-19, 128, 140, 144, 183 
n. 108. See also Arabic; Dialects; 
Kunstsprache; Oral-traditional diction 
Arabs: expansion of, 49, 164 
Aramaic script/orthography, 149-51, 164, 
180 n. 79, 184 n. 117 
Arberry, Arthur J., 227 n. 23 
Aristotle, 68, 81 
Asad (tribe), 113 
al-Asad, Nasiraddin, 84, 187 n. 154, 191-92, 
204 
al-cAskari. See A b u A h m a d 
al-AsmacI. See Abu Sacid cAbdalmalik 
Attribution (of classical poetical texts), 196­
206, 220, 222, 224, 233-34 n. 125; concern 
for, as later (second/eighth-century)philolog­
ical development, 199-200, 202-4, 230 n. 
75; difficulties of precise, 197-98, 220-21; 
methodology of, influenced by techniques 
of Hadit-criticism, 2 0 3 - 6  . See also 
Anonymity/"anonymous era"; Authentic­
ity; Intihal; Sariqatlsarq 
Audience, 7, 8 -9 , 16, 18-19, 21-22, 25, 27, 
30, 83, 116,213, 219-20, 221-22, 223; of 
readers, 16-19, 23, 27, 76, 83, 169 
Authenticity (of classical Arabic poetry), 
11-13, 32, 42-43, 198-99, 205-6, 220­
22, 224, 231 n. 85, 233 n. 25, 262 n. 5. See 
also Attribution 
A w  s (tribe), 162 
A w  s b. Hajar (poet), 85 
Axbar, 84, 95 n. 107. See also Ayyam al­
1
 Arab 
al-Axfas al-Akbar. See Abu 1-Xattab 
al-Axfas al-Awsat. See Abu 1-Hasan Sa i^d 
Ayyam al-cArab, 201, 204-5 
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al-Azhari. See Abu Mansur 
Ballad: English and Scottish, 5, 21; Spanish, 
5, 21, 30, 39 n. 74 
Balogh, J., 37 n. 45 
al-Baqillani. See Abu Bakr M u h a m m a d b. 
cAbdattayyib 
Barth's L a w  , 115-16 
Basra/Basrans, grammatical school of, 176 n. 
28, 192-93, 208-9, 212, 227 n. 21, 231 n. 
94 
al-Batalyusi. See Abu Bakr cAsim 
Bateson, Mary, 43, 59, 87 n. 1, 89 n. 32, 
215-20, 225, 232-34 nn. 110, 116-19, 
125 
Baugh, Albert, 17-18 
bayna . . .wa, 52-54 
Bede, Venerable, 22, 27 
Bedouins (cfrab, badawlyun/ahl al-badw), 
74, 114, 122, 129, 154, 162-63, 185-86 
nn. 126, 130, 145; 196, 200, 204; " c o m m o n 
language" of, 133-35 {see also Koine); 
dialects of (see Dialects); as linguistic and 
poetic informants, 134, 140, 152-53, 169, 
172, 223, 228 n. 43, 274 n. c; as maintain­
ers of oral-poetical tradition after first/ 
seventh century, 134, 148-49, 152, 167­
68, 172, 221-24; as models of linguistic 
propriety for early Islamic philologists, 117, 
121-22, 132, 136, 151-56, 181 n. 89; 
poetry of modern, 109, 148, 154, 168, 190, 
217, 233 n. 116 
Bell, Richard, 118 
Benson, Larry D .  , 15-17, 19, 20, 26-27, 37 
n. 43 
Bergstrasser, G .  , 124 
Birkeland, Harris, 104, 124-26, 174-75 nn. 
15, 26; 180 n. 77 
al-BTrunl. See Abu r-Rayhan 
Bisr b. Abl Xazim (poet), 67 
Blachere, Regis, 30, 34 n. 1,71,86,91 n. 57, 
93-95 nn. 94, 108, 110, 113, 115-16;118, 
121, 131, 152, 162, 181 n. 85, 187 n. 151, 
190, 197-99, 205, 206, 227 n. 26, 229 nn. 
56, 58 
Blau, Joshua, 102, 122, 135-39, 141-43, 
152-53, 173 n. 10, 179 n. 63, 182 nn. 
102-4, 184 n. 121, 187-88 n. 155 
Bloch, Alfred, 33, 78, 80, 81, 91-94 nn. 62, 
94-95; 103, 111, 114, 225, 230 n. 70 
Bloch, Ariel, 115 
Books, 18-19, 24, 222 
Bowra, Maurice, 29, 55, 97-98, 202, 223 
Braunlich, E .  , 71, 85-86, 94-95 nn. 101, 
110, 113;189-90 
Brockelmann, Carl, 101, 185 n. 129 
Browne, Edward, 76 
Bundar al-Isfahanl, 269 n. 19 
Cadora Frederic, 182 n. 102, 186 n. 138 
Caedmon, 22, 27 
Caesura, 88 n. 19 
Campbell, J. J., 31, 37 n. 43 
Caskel, Werner, 110 
Chadwick, H . and N . , 29 
Chanson de Roland, 21, 61 
Chansons de geste, 16, 21, 30, 61 
Chantraine, P., 97 
Chaytor, H  . J., 16-19, 21, 24, 27, 37 n. 46, 
229 n. 70 
Chomsky, N o a m , 143, 182-83 n. 105 
"Classical" (as applied to early Arabic 
poetry), 34 n. 1 
Classicistic/classicization, 34 n. 1, 169, 188 
n. 157, 199-200, 203, 224, 230 n. 81 
"Corresponsion/corresponsional", 6-7 , 9, 35 
n. 14, 45, 56 
Corriente, F. , 139-48, 149, 151, 181-84 nn. 
93, 95-96, 100-104, 106-9, 111-13, 115 
Croce, Benedetto, 29 
Culley, Robert, 30, 50-51 
Curschmann, Michael, 19-23, 27, 28, 37 n. 
43 
Dain, A . , 13, 20, 37 n. 35 
Darura/darurat as-sfr. See Poetic license 
Dialect(s), 93 n. 80, 102, 111-15, 173 n. 7, 
178 n. 55, 183 n. 114; of Bedouins, 116, 
117-18, 127, 133, 136-38, 146, 152-56, 
171, 182 n. 100; of Bedouins = poetical 
carablya, 120-22, 129, 132, 174 n. 13; 
"cleavage" of, between East and West 
Arabia, 109, 113, 115, 117-18; of East 
Arabia, 115-16; of al-Hijaz, 108, 113, 116, 
117-20, 122, 124, 127, 179 nn. 61, 71; and 
frab (see 'Arablya; lc rab); icrab-\ess, 
coexisting with carablya (see Icrab)\ of 
Mecca and Qurays, 102, 119, 124-25, 181 
n. 84; of Mecca and Qurays = language of the 
Qur'an, 120, 138, 174 n. 13; modern, 120, 
122,125-27, 133, 138, 179 nn. 64-66,181 
n. 84; of Nabataeans, 144, 146, 149-51; 
traces of; in the Qur'an, 111-12, upper-class, 
119, 128; urban, 116, 122, 136, 152-53, 
171, 182 n. 100; of West Arabia, 115 
Dictation,	 37 n. 35, 180 n. 75; and oral-
traditional texts, 4 - 5 , 20, 31 
Diction, oral-traditional. See Oral-traditional 
diction 
Diem, W .  , 144, 149-51, 184 nn. 117-19,203 
Dionysius of Helicarnassus, 68 
D o w  , Sterling, 14 
Dual, conventional use of, in nas'ibs, 236, 262 
n. 1 
Du'ayb b. K a c b at-Tamlmi (poet), 154 
Duggan, Joseph, 27, 29, 38 nn. 57, 60; 44, 
61-62, 87 n. 6, 89 n. 35 
D u r - R u m m a (poet), 169 
Editors and textual critics, 3, 100; Hellenistic 
and Byzantine, 13, 37 n. 49, 193, 230-31 
nn. 81, 85; medieval Arabic, 12, 93 n. 80, 
189-90,193-94, 198-99, 223-24, 230-31 
nn. 81, 85; modern, 12-13, 17,36n. 24, 37 
n. 46, 189, 193. See also Literary critics and 
theorists; Philologists; Tradition, textual 
Edwards, G  . P . , 39 n. 75 
Emeneau, M  . B . , 173 n. 3, 215 
Enjambement (tadtriin), 63-76, 82, 90 nn. 
41-43, 45; 225 n. 2, 262 n. 4; "neces­
sary," 9-10, 41, 71-73, 90-92 nn. 48, 53, 
56, 73, 75; "necessary," more frequent in 
written poetry, 7 3 - 7 6  ; "unperiodic," 
70-71, 90-92 nn. 50, 52, 68-71; "un­
periodic," less frequent in written poetry, 
73-76 
Epic,	 10, 13, 21, 28, 77, 207, 224, 233 n. 
117; style, 28-29 
fa (coordinating place-names), 51, 114, 209, 
232 n. 95, 236, 270 n. 37 
al-Farra'. See Abu Zakariya' Yazld 
Fischer, Wolfdietrich, 177 n. 39 
Fleisch, Henri, 131, 135-38, 175 n. 26, 
180-81 nn. 77, 85, 89; 203 
Fleischer, H .  , 172 n. 11 
Fliigel, Gustav, 94 n. 99 
Fluidity (of oral tradition). See Variation/ 
variant(s) 
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Folklore/folk-poetry/folk tradition, 33, 80, 97, 
204 
Folklorist scholarship, 32-34, 80, 118-19, 
128-29, 202, 204 
Forgery/fabrication (of classical Arabic 
poems). See Authenticity; Intihal 
Formulaic analysis, 43-44 , 45-47 , 49-50 , 
50-63, 88-89 nn. 12, 27, 33, 35, 37-38; 
219, 233 n. 125, 235-62 
Formulaic diction. See Oral-traditional diction 
"Formulaicness'Vformularity, 6, 46-47, 51, 
56, 57, 59 
Formulaic systems, 6, 46, 54, 210; "thrift" of, 
54-55 
Formulas/formulaic elements, expressions, 
and usages, 21, 35 n. 17, 41, 219; absorption 
of, by oral poet-renderant, 7, 100, 102; 
"economy" (or "thrift") of, 54-56; found 
in poetry thought to be written, 15-17, 
22-23, 37 n. 43; Nagler's generative view 
of, 6 - 7 , 55-56, 233 n. 120; Parry's defini­
tion of, 6; and poetic language (see Oral-
traditional diction); and the problem of inti­
hal and sariqat, 63, 197-99, 205-6, 229 n. 
55 (see also Intihal; Sariqat); relationship of, 
to different meters, 44-45, 88 n. 27; rela­
tionship of, to theme and thematic elements, 
76—77, 79-80, 213-16, 232 nn. 105-6, 
109; 236-37, 238, 249, 255; role of, in oral 
composition and rendition, 9, 22, 79-80, 98, 
102, 213-15, 228 n. 46; Russo's broader 
interpretation of, 6; stabilizing effect of, in 
oral rendition, 79-80, 100, 213-15, 219­
20; syntactic/structural, 6, 46, 5 1 - 5 4 , 
57-59, 87 n. 9, 214, 240, 241-42, 247-48, 
257, 259, 262 n. 4; tendency of, to become 
adapted to tastes and expectations of differ­
ent audiences, 221; tendency of, to incorpo­
rate and preserve archaisms and dialectisms 
and reproduce them in oral rendition, 9 7  ­
100, 102, 106 (see also cArab'tya; Oral-
traditional diction); usefulness of, 7, 9, 21, 
44-45, 54, 102, 112, 214; verbal, 6, 46, 51, 
55, 57-59, 89 n. 34, 213-15, 233 n. 125 
Frenkel, E .  , 274 nn. b, k 
Fuck,Johann, 101-2, 132-33,135-36, 151, 
174 n. 13 
Gandz, Salomon, 42, 193, 209, 227 n. 29, 262 
n. 5 
Gatafan (tribe), 95 n. 109 
Gemination offinal consonants, 106, 137-38, 
175 n. 26, 181 n. 90. See also Tad1 if 
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Generative Gestaltor mental template, 7-9, 35 
n. 20, 45, 171. See also Formulas . . . : 
Nagler's generative view of; Nagler, 
Michael 
Geyer, Rudolf, 113, 118-19, 128-29, 179-80 
nn. 61, 80; 183 n. 108 
Gibb, H . A . R . , 32, 35 n. 9, 94 n. 107, 159 
Glottal stop. See Hamza 
Goldziher, Ignaz, 84, 114-15, 174 n. 15 
Grammarians, Arabic. See Philologists, 
medieval Arabic 
Greenberg, J. H .  , 176 n. 33 
Grunebaum, G . E . von, 35 n. 9, 81, 85, 90 n. 
43, 94 n. 101, 229 n. 64, 231 n. 85 
Guillaume, Alfred, 174 n. 15 
Guslar, 18. See also Tradition, oral: Yugoslav 
Hainsworth, J. B .  , 31 
Hamasa anthologies, 81, 94 n. 98 
Hamza, 122-24, 179 nn. 70-71 
Hassan b. Tabit (poet), 113 
Heroic poetry/style, 29 
Heusler, A  . 230 n. 70 
al-Hijaz, 123, 128, 160, 165; dialect of, 108, 
113, 115-16, 117-20, 122, 124, 127, 180n. 
78 
HIra, 93 n. 80, 165, 188 n. 155 
Homer/Homeric poems, 6, 13, 14, 28, 30, 31, 
37-38 nn. 37, 53; 44, 54-55, 57, 68-74, 
88-90 nn. 18, 40; 95 n. 117,97-100, 167­
68, 170, 177 n. 50, 193, 217, 223, 226 n. 4, 
231 n. 85, 236 
Houseman, A . E . , 36 n. 24 
Hudayl (tribe), 85, 115, 177-78 nn. 43, 53 
al-Hutay'a (poet), 85 
Ibn cAbdrabbih. See Abu  c U m a r Ahmad 
Ibn al-Anbari. See Abu Bakr M u h a m m a d b. 
al-Qasim 
Ibn Durayd. See Abu Bakr b. al-Hasan Ibn 
Durayd 
Ibn Faris. See Abu 1-Hasan Ahmad 
Ibn Jinnl. See Abu 1-Fath 
Ibn al-Kalbl. See Abu 1-Mundir 
Ibn Kaysan. See Abu 1-Hasan M u h a m m a d 
Ibn Manzur. See Abu 1-Fadl M u h a m m a d 
Ibn an-Nahhas (?), 227 n. 30, 228 n. 43 
Ibn Qutayba. See Abu M u h a m m a d 
Ibn Raslq. See Abu CA1I 
Ibn Sallam al-Jumahl. See Abu cAbdalIah 
M u h a m m a d 
Ibn as-Sikklt. See Abu Yusuf 
Ibn Xaldun. See Abu Zayd cAbdarrahman 
Ibn Xidam (poet), 196, 229 n. 58 
Ibrahim b. Harma (poet), 66 
Ibrahim, M u h a m m a d Abu Fadl, 196, 229 n. 
18, 227 n. 30, 269 n. 32, 274 nn. e, j 
Idgam kab'ir, 121 
Igram (a form of enjambement), 67, 91 n. 58 
Iliad. See Homer/Homeric poems 
Improvisation, 25-26, 188 n. 158, 214-15 
219, 233 n. 115; jazz, 26, 219 
Imra'alqays b. Hujr (poet), 49, 65, 175 n. 28, 
191, 225 n. 3,229 nn. 55,58; mucallaqa of, 
42, 43, 46-47, 48, 59-61, 71, 87 n. 4, 89 
nn. 32, 33, 37; 191-96, 208-12, 213-15, 
219, 221, 225-29 nn. 3, 20-21, 24-25, 
33-41, 43, 45-48 , 51-52, 54-55; 231-32 
nn. 93, 95-103, 105-109; 234 n. 125, 
235-74 
Instability (of oral-poetical texts). See 
Variation/variant 
Interpolation, 196-97, 223, 231 n. 85. See also 
Intihal 
lntihal ("misattribution"), 183 n. 112, 197­
98, 223, 234 n. 126, 274 nn. c,e. See also 
Attribution; Authenticity; Formulas . . . ; 
Sariqat 
i -preformative (of the dialectal imperfects), 
115-16, 178 nn. 52, 55 
Iqwa (sometimes ikfa), 104-5, 153, 175 n. 24, 
184 n. 126, 261; frequency of, as evidence of 
desuetude of inflectional short vowels, 105, 
153-55, 184-85 nn. 125, 130 
frab, 100, 104, 109, 116-56, 128, 131; ab­
sence of, from vernaculars of Mecca and the 
Hijaz, 117-18, 130, 181 n. 84; alleged ab­
sence of, from the Qur'an as initially recited, 
117-18, 129-30, 167; arguments for use of, 
especially in poetry and more elevated 
discourse, 117-18, 132-35, 138, 156, 171, 
183 n. 110; arguments for use of, in an 
upper-class Hochsprache or for prestige 
purposes, 118-19, 129, 147, 182-83 nn. 
100, 108 (see also ' Arab'iya); arguments for 
use of, in vernaculars of Mecca and the 
Hijaz, 120, 129, 138-39, 179 n. 63; 
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arguments for use of, in vernaculars of (espe­
cially East Arabian) Bedouin tribes, 117-22, 
129, 132, 135-37, 140, 144, 151-53, 
179-80 nn. 63, 81; arguments that desuetude 
of is due to non-Arab influence, 132, 
136-38, 152; Bedouins' alleged natural 
propensity for proper use of, 117, 121-22, 
151-53 (see also Bedouins); dialects with­
out, coexisting with the poetico-Qur'"anic 
carablya, 140-49, 182 n. 100; desuetude of, 
in Arabic vernaculars, 104-6, 108-10, 
117-18, 121, 126, 130-33, 135-36, 139, 
146, 167-68, 171, 180 n. 80, 182 n. 102; as 
element of spoken vernacular of Arabic at 
some stage, 121, 144-45, 148; function of, 
as synthetic feature (see Synthetic language/ 
linguistic features); "functional yield" of, in 
classical Arabic noun inflections, 140-41, 
143, 182-83 nn. 100, 102, 106, 115;—/ 
icjam:lahn::helfenismos: barbarismos: 
soloikismos, 178 n. 59; most distinctive 
feature of poetico-Qur'~anic carablya, 
116-17 , 129, 132, 133, 135, 137-40, 
147-48,149,156,167,171, 181 n .84 , 184 
n. 115, 187 n. 151; retention of, as linguistic 
archaism in poetico-Qur'anic carablya, 135, 
145, 147-48, 151, 156, 171, 183 n. 110; 
suggested meaning of, "tobedouinize," "to 
speak properly as a Bedouin," 117, 178 n. 
59; traces of, in written forms of Nabataean 
Arab personal names, 149-51 (see also 
Nabataens); use of, in Bedouin (or any) 
vernaculars of sixth to tenth centuries 
unlikely, 133-56, 171 
-1/u, final, 114-25, 177 n. 39 
Jacob, Georg, 110-11 
Jacobi, Renate, 43, 51, 78-80, 81, 89 n. 33, 94 
n. 95, 214, 225, 232 n. 108 
al-Jahiz. See Abu  c U t m a n 
Jamil (poet), 85 
Jinn/sayatjn ("demons"), 139, 157-59 
Jongleurs, 18, 24, 30 
ka/ka-ma/ka-anna/ttc, 51, 79, 238, 262 n. 3 
ka'ayyin/ka'in, 180 n. 72 
K a c b b. Zuhayr b. Abl Sulma, 65, 85, 86-87, 
95 nn. 109, 116; 228 n. 44 
KTihin, pi. kuhkan ("seer, soothsayer"), 101, 
133, 139, 166, 201, 230 n. 73; association of 
M u h a m m a d with, 156-60; Qur'anic hostil­
ity toward, 156-60 
Kahle, Paul, 118, 120, 129-30, 167 
Kalam (here: "prose" [prob. non-casual]), 
104-5, 174 n. 22 
Kisvan. See M u h a m m a d Husayn 
Koine: Arabic, 97, 101, 131, 144, 165, 173-74 
n. 11, 183 n. 107; Greek, 131, 173 n. 11. See 
also Bedouins: " c o m m o  n language" of 
Kosegarten, John, 14, 84 
Knox, B . M . W . , 37 n. 45 
Krenkow, Fritz, 35 n. 9 
Kufa/Kufans, grammatical "school" of, 177 
n. 44, 192-93, 208-9, 212, 227 n. 21, 231 
n. 94 
Kunstsprache: Homeric, 97-100, 102, 110, 
112, 141, 170, 172 n. 2; poetico-Qur'anic 
carablya as a, 101, 128, 132-35 (see also 
c
 Arab'rya). See also Oral-traditional diction 
Labld b. Rad!ca, 49; mucallaqa of, 43, 48 
Lahn, 130, 136, 153, 178 n. 59, 184 n. 125 
L a m m e n s , Henri, 94 n. 106 
"Lettered tradition" (Benson's term), 15-19, 
26-27. See also Benson, Larry D  . 
Literacy. See Writing/literacy 
Literary critics and theorists, medieval Arabic, 
6 3 - 6 8 , 73, 7 4 - 7 6 , 8 1 - 8 3 , 90 nn. 41, 
43-45; 94 n. 102, 169-70, 200 
Literary tradition/poetry/poem. See Written 
literature; Writing 
Lord, Albert B .  , 4, 5, 7-15, 21-22, 24, 27, 
28-29 ,35 n. 15, 41, 44, 48, 51, 55-57 ,62 , 
76-77,79, 81,88 n. 18,95n. 116, 189,208, 
212, 215, 216-18, 221, 224, 233 nn. 117­
19, 23 
Lyall, Charles, 114 
Lyric, 28-29 
al-Macarri. See Abu l-cAIa' 
al-Mada'ini. See Abu 1-Hasan  c Al!b . M u h a m  ­
mad 
Magoun, Francis P., 9, 20 
Majra, 104-5 
Marcais, William, 173 n. 11 
Margoliouth, David, 12, 14, 159-60 
Maslut, cAbdalhamId, 197 
Matar, cAbdalcaziz, 179 n. 66 
Mecca/Meccans, 99, 112, 119-20, 122-23, 
128, 130, 138, 156-60, 162, 164, 165, 168, 
172 
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Medina (Yatrib), 120, 122-23, 128, 161-62, 
165 
Memory/memorization, 4 , 8, 11, 1 3 - 1 4 , 
18-19, 14-16, 31-32 , 36 n. 26, 207-8 , 
212-13 ,215 ,220 , 233 nn. 116, 123;empha­
sized in early education and scholarship, 19 
Menendez Pidal, R a m o n , 21, 30, 189, 191, 
199, 202, 204, 217, 233 n. 122 
Merx, A . 178 n. 59 
Meter, 44-45; as conditioning factor in oral-
traditional diction, 91 n. 62, 103, 111, 113, 
145,147,156,171,175 n. 28, 177 n. 41, 184 
n. 115; as stabilizing factor in oral rendition, 
31-32 , 220; baslt, 87 n. l;kamil, 87-88 nn. 
7 , 27;rajaz (see Rajaz)',sarf, 15;taw~il, 44 , 
86, 87-88 nn. 7, 21;wafir, 87-88 nn. 7, 27 
Monroe, James, 43 -50 , 87-89 nn. 4 , 7, 12, 
15, 17, 27, 37; 225, 233-34 n. 125 
Motifs (macani), 81-83 , 94 n. 99. See also 
Themes/thematic elements 
Mucallaqat, 70-73 , 92 n. 67, 191-92, 215, 
226 n. 8. See also s. n. of some individual 
poets 
MubTnlbayan, 161, 186-87 nn. 144, 151 
al-Mufaddal ad-Dabbl. See A b  u cAbdarrah­
mian . . . al-Mufaddal 
M u h a m m a  d the Prophet, 102, 112, 156-66, 
172,179 n. 71; association of, with poets and 
kahins, 156, 172, 181 n. 92, 185 n. 132; 
"false-prophet" rivals of, 185 n. 137; 
speech of, 111-25, 128-30, 139, 179 n. 71 
M u h a m m a  d Husayn al-QazvM KTsvan, 67, 90 
n. 41 
Miiller, D .  , 162-63 
Muqalladat (end-stopped verses), 64 
Mutammim b. Nuwayra (poet), 66, 222-23, 
234 n. 126 
al-Mutanabbl (poet), 188 n. 158 
Muzayna (tribe), 95 n. 109 
Nabataeans, 149, 162; dialect of, 144, 146, 
149-51; script of, 122, 180 n. 79, 184 nn. 
118-19 
an-Nabiga ad-Dubyanl (poet), 43, 64-68, 90 n. 
48 
Nagler, Michael, 6 - 8 , 11, 27, 35-36 nn. 14, 
20; 38 n. 71, 47, 55, 56, 57, 225, 233 nn. 
120, 124; 262 n. 1 
an-Nahhas. See A b  u Jacfar 
Najd, 93 n. 80 
Najran, 165, 179 n. 68, 186 n. 148, 188 n. 155 
Narrative poetry/elements, 28-29, 77 
Nas'ib, 79, 80, 103, 214-15, 232 nn. 107, 109; 
236-37 
Noldeke, Theodor, 118, 119-22, 128-29, 
151, 175 n. 28, 179 nn. 63, 65; 198 
Non-Arabs, 132-34, 135-38, 152, 162 
Odyssey. See Homer/Homeric poems 
Oral composition, 4 , 21, 24 -25 , 33, 50, 
61-63, 79-80, 171, 194, 206-7 , 216-17, 
233 n. 124; suggested mode of, in classical 
qas'idas, 212-15, 218-20. See also Oral 
rendition/performance 
Oral formulas. See Formulas . . . 
Oral-formulaic technique (of verse composition 
and rendition), 4 , 9, 115, 169-70,216-17, 
222-23. See also Formulas . . . ; Oral 
composition; Oral rendition/performance 
Orality, 5, 11, 15, 29, 33-34, 41, 63, 79-80, 
95 n. 116, 99, 171, 225 
Oral poet (scfir, bard, singer, renderant, etc.), 
24, 32, 166, 168, 172, 216-17, 233 n. 113; 
amateur, 30 -31 , 39 n. 78; professional, 
30-31; training of 7 - 8 , 86-87, 95 n. 116 
Oral poetry: as different from written poetry, 7, 
9, 11, 47-50, 73-76, 87, 169-70, 184 n. 
121, 223. See also Orality; Oral poet; Oral-
traditional texts; Tradition, oral; Written lit­
erature 
Oral rendition/performance, 4 , 8, 10-11 , 
16-19, 21-22 , 24-28 , 30-32 , 33, 36 n. 25, 
50, 61-63 , 79-80 , 97 , 99, 113, 168, 171, 
190, 2 0 1 - 6 , 209, 2 1 3 - 1 5 , 2 1 6 - 1 7 , 
219-20, 223-24 
Oral tradition. See Tradition, oral 
Oral-traditional diction, 9, 16, 41-42 , 48-49, 
58-59 ,73-74 ,91 n. 62 ,98-100, 112, 121, 
145, 147, 160-61, 173 nn. 5 , 7 ; 183 n. 114; 
anomalous features of, conditioned through 
oral rendition, 99-100, 106, 147, 170-71, 
183 n. 115; conservatism of, 99-100, 102, 
147, 170, 173 n. 7, 220, 224; distinct from 
spoken vernaculars of poets and audiences, 
97-98, 101-112, 128-31, 168, 171, 181 n. 
85; elements of, 99-100, 102, 170, 173 n. 7 
Oral-traditional texts, 5, 95 n. 116; attribution 
of (see Attribution); fluidity of (see 
Variation/variants); fragmentary or "un­
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finished" character of, 11, 35 n. 20; impos­
sibility of conclusively verifying, 22; influ­
ence of dictation on form of, 5; as records of 
oral renditions, 10, 12, 20, 32, 195, 222 
Oral transmission, 4, 11, 13-14, 19, 31-32, 
33, 37 n. 37, 79, 190, 194, 206 
Original version, 11-13, 196-97,222-24,226 
n. 10; idea of, inappropriate to oral poetry, 
10, 189,221, 225. See also Texts: fixed or 
established 
Palmer, L . R . , 98 
Parry, Milman, 4, 7-11, 2 1 , 2 7 , 2 8 - 2 9 , 3 5 n. 
12, 44, 45, 54-55, 57, 68-74, 76-77 , 89 n. 
40, 98-100, 110, 112, 147-48, 170-71, 
173 nn. 5 -6 , 181 n. 86, 183 n. 115, 210 
Parry-Lord theory, 4 - 5 , 9 , 11, 13, 15, 21, 23, 
28-34, 37 n. 37 ,41 , 50, 89 n. 40,93 n. 87, 
95 n. 117, 98, 194, 216-18, 233 nn. 116­
17, 119 
Pause (waq/)/pausal forms, 125-26, 137, 
174-75 nn. 22-23, 180 nn. 73-75; anoma­
lous character of, at verse hemistichs 
(waqfcala l-carud), 174 n. 22; occurrences 
of, in context, 105, 126, 175 n. 28; written 
forms of words said to be based upon, 122, 
124, 125, 180 n. 75 
Pause with "intonation" (waqfbi t-tarannum), 
104, 109, 147, 158; as characteristic of 
carab'iya in classical poetry (in rhyme posi­
tion), 104, 108, 147, 171; as an archaic usage 
with respect to prose and sixth-to-tenth­
century Arabic vernaculars, 104-5, 108-9 
Pause with "quiescence" (waqf bi l-iskan), 
104-5, 109, 126, 137, 154, 158, 175 n. 26; 
as characteristic of carablya in the Qur'ln 
and non-casual prose, 104-5; vocalic (or 
semi-vocalic) non-inflectional modifications 
of (isaniam, rawm, tad^if), 105, 175 n. 26, 
177 n. 39, 180 n. 77 
Performance. See Oral rendition/performance 
Petracek, Karl, 33, 80, 95 n. Ill, 172 n. 1, 
202, 204 
Pfeiffer, Rudolf, 13, 37 n. 37, 89 n. 40, 177 n. 
Philologists/philology, medieval Arabic, 81, 
93-94 nn. 80, 99; 98, 101, 106 111-12, 
129, 134, 140, 167-68, 175 n. 26, 188 nn. 
155, 157; 190, 193-94, 198-99, 202-6 , 
220, 222-24 , 228 n. 43; anecdotes of, about 
Bedouin linguistic superioity, 117, 121-22, 
134, 136, 151-56, 181 n. 89, 183 n. 113. 
See also Editors and textual critics: medieval 
Arabic; Literary critics and theoritsts, 
medieval Arabic 
Place-names. See Toponyms 
Plagiarism. See Sariqatlsarq. See also Attribu­
tion; Authenticity; Intihal 
Poetic license (darura, darurat as-'sfr), 106, 
110-11, 171, 177 n. 41. See also Oral-
traditional diction 
Poetry/poems: "individual" and "traditional" 
(Menendez Pidal), 199, 202, 233 n. 122; 
"individual" and "traditional" aspects of, 
25, 30, 214, 219-20, 233 n. 124 
Poets: "ancient" ( = Jahil'i, muxadram,islam~v, 
pre- and early Islamic), 63, 64, 74-76 , 
81-83 , 94 n. 102, 169, 188 n. 157, 223; 
association of M u h a m m a  d with, 156-61, 
172; bio-bibliographical literature about, 
199-201; "dynasties" of, 85, 95 n. 110; 
" m o d e r n " (= muhdaf), 63, 64, 74 -76 , 
81-83 , 94 n. 102, 169, 223; Qur'anic hostil­
ity toward, 156-61; role of, in sociocultural 
life of early Arabs, 200-202, 208, 229-13 
nn. 69-70; "schools" of, 85, 94 n. 101, 229 
n. 64, 262 n. 5 
Pretzl, Otto, 124 
Psalms, 21, 30 
Qafiya. See R h y m e . 
Qafiya muqayyada ("fettered rhyme"), 104 
QTifiya mutawatira mujarrada, 107, 176 nn. 
32, 37 
Qafiya mutlaqa ("loose rhyme"), 104 
Qciri', pi. qurra'Iqira' a, 84, 111, 127, 178 n. 
53-55 
Qaslda ("ode"), 17, 21, 2 8 - 2 9 , 4 2 - 4 3 , 5 5 , 
61 -62 , 74, 94 n. 105, 100, 177 n. 49, 200, 
207 ,212-15 ,217 ,220 ,224 , 232 n .110,234 
n. 125, 238; relative brevity of, as stabilizing 
factor in oral rendition, 31-32 , 100, 220; 
thematic elements in, 78-82 , 94 n. 98, 103, 
238, 249, 258 (see also Themes/thematic 
elements); toponyms in, 114-15, 236-37 
(see also Toponyms) 
Qitca (pi. qita1'), 80-81 
Qur'an, 116, 156-67, 158, 187-89 nn. 145, 
151-52; 222; hostility of, toward poets and 
kahins, 156-61; i~ jaz. ("inimitability") of, 
157, 160, 177 n. 44, 185 n. 137; language of. 
50 
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Qur'an (continued) 
as different from spoken vernaculars, 123, 
128-30, 138, 167, 181 n. 84 (see also 
cArab~iya); pausal forms in, 105-9; relation­
ship of classical inflective carablya to, 
101-2 ,111-12 ,117-21 ,129-30 ,156-67 , 
171-72, 186 n. 138 (see alsocArab'iya); 
textualization of, 48-49, 121, 138, 165, 
172, 179 n. 70, 222; tribal dialectisms in, 
lll-13;cUtmanictextof, 120,122-29, 178 
n. 53; variant readings (qira'at) of, 112, 
115-16, 120, 140, 178 nn. 53-55 
Qur'~anic scholars/scholarship, 111, 124, 177 
n. 44 
al-Qurasi. See Abu Zayd M u h a m m a d 
Qurays (tribe), 99, 101, 112, 116, 119, 128­
29, 158, 162, 169; dialect of, 124-25, 130, 
179 n. 71, 181 n. 84. See also Dialect(s); 
Mecca/Meccans 
-r_ and 4 as final consonants in CVCC- word-
forms, 107-8, 176 nn. 32, 36-37 
Rabin, Chaim, 102, 110-11, 113, 115-16, 
118, 130-31, 151-52, 174 n. 15, 177-81 
nn. 41,55, 71, 77, 84; 187 n. 155, 231 n. 85 
Rajazlurjuza, 29, 74-75, 92-93 nn. 62, 80; 95 
n. 114, 101 
Rawl, pi. ruwat, 14, 18, 24, 31, 84-87, 93-94 
nn. 80, 106; 166, 168,172, 175 n. 28, 184 n. 
121,195, 197-98,205, 216-17,219, 228 n. 
43, 231 n. 84; early poets (raw7-poets) com­
bining function of, 85, 94 n. 107, 221-22, 
224, 233 n. 112; meaning and evolution of 
term, 84, 94 n. 105, 109, 224; as oral infor­
mants to early philologists, 152-53, 155­
56, 223 (see also Bedouins); as poetical "ap­
prentices," 85-87, 94 n. 107, 109,216,233 
n. 113 
Rawly (rhyme-word/-constant), 94 n. 105, 
104, 109-110, 176 n. 32 
Reading: aloud (of literary works), 16-19, 
37-38 nn. 45, 50, 58; audience (see Audi­
ence of readers); difficulty of, in Antiquity 
and Middle Ages, 16-18, 37 n. 49 
Recitation, 11, 18-19, 31, 100, 175 n. 26, 
219. See also Oral rendition/performance; 
Rhapsodes 
Reckendorf, Hermann, 232 n. 101 
Rendition,	 oral. See Oral rendition/ 
performance 
Rhapsodes, 13, 18, 24, 38 n. 53, 217 
R h y m e (qafiya), 39 n. 81, 64, 126, 156, 158; as 
conditioning factor of oral-traditional dic­
tion, 69, 91 n. 62, 103-110,111, 113, 145, 
156, 171, 184 n. 115; "fettered" (qafiya 
muqayyada), 104-6, 109; "loose" (qafiya 
mutlaqa). 104-7, 109, 175 n. 26; "loose," 
as evidence of much more archaic stage of 
language, 104-6; as stabilizing factor in oral 
rendition, 31-32, 220. See also Iqwa ; Pause 
with intonation; Qafiya mutawatira mujar­
rada; Rawly 
Riwaya. See Rawl 
Rosenthal, Franz, 133, 137, 187 n. 152, 230 n. 
81 
Ru'ba b. al-cAjjaj (poet), 95 n. 107 
Russo, Joseph A .  , 6-11, 35 n. 12,45, 87 n. 9 
as-Sabban. See Abu l-cIrfan 
ScfirTsfr, 104, 109 
Saf (rhymed prose), 101, 157-58 
Sariqat/sarq ("plagiarism"), 11, 63, 82-83, 
94 n. 103. See also Attribution; Authenticity; 
Formulas . . . ; Intihal 
Sayatln. See Jinn/sayatln 
say'Vn/sa'n, dialectal, 179 n. 65 
as-Sayyid b. M u h a m m a d al-Himyari (poet), 
153 
Scholia, 185 n. 129, 192-93, 226-27 nn. 13, 
20, 23; 231 n. 85, 263 
"Schools" of poets. See Poets: "schools" of 
Schrifisprache, 119, 128, 131, 165, 174 n. 15, 
178 n. 60, 181 nn. 85-86 
Schwartz, Paul, 92 n. 62 
Scribes/scribal techniques, 16, 20, 223 
Script, 13, 14; early Arabic, 122-29, 165; in­
adequacies of early Arabic, in transcribing 
poetico-Qurinic carablya, 122-25, 138 
Scriptio defectiva. See Qur'an, cUtmianic text 
of; Script, early Arabic 
Sebeok, Thomas A .  , 215 
Semitic languages, 120, 139, 177 n. 41; general 
desuetude of desinential inflections in, 
133-34, 141, 182-83 nn. 102, 109 
Sezgin, Fuat, 78, 95 n. 117, 226 n. 7 
ShahTd, M a n , 185 n. 134 
SIbawayh. See Abu Bisr 
Singing (as mode of oral rendition), 18-19 
Skalds/skaldic poetry, 17, 18, 27, 215-16, 
222, 230 n. 70 
Spitaler, Anton, 100, 103, 133-35, 136-37, 
153 
Stability (of poetical text). See Variation/ 
variants; Written literature 
Staiger, E .  , 28 
Stevick, Robert, 26 
Structural formula. See Formula . . . : 
syntactic/ structural 
as-Sukkari. See A b u Sac!d al-Hasan 
as-Suyutl. See Abu 1-Fadl Jalaladdin 
Syntactic formula. See Formula . . . : 
syntactic/structural 
Ta'abbata Sarra Tabit b. Jabir (poet), 59, 196 
Tadc~if (gemination of pausal rhyme ­
consonants), 175 n. 26 
Tadm'm: (enjambement), {see Enjambement); 
(quotation, literary allusion), 90 n. 41 
Tag"lib (tribe), 114 
TahaHusayn, 12, 14, 85, 95 n. 108 
Tahir b. cAbdalIah b. Tahir, 226 n. 12 
Taclab. See Abu l-cAbbas 
Tcffiq mcfnawl ("semantic dependence"—a 
form of enjambement), 67 
T a m l m (tribe), dialects of, 117, 180 n. 77 
Tanwln (nunation), 104, 122-27, 148, 179-80 
nn. 6 5 - 6 6 , 72; 183 n. 106; at­
tarannum, 180 n. 77 
laqif (tribe), 116 
Tarafa b. al-cAbd (poet), muc allaqa of, 70-71 , 
90 n. 45 
Tasrf (internal rhyme at hemistich), 42-43, 87 
n. 3 
Taxallus, 79, 103 
Tawll (meter). See Meter: taw'il 
Texts: of classical poems as song lyrics, 202, 
230 n. 75; fixed or established, 5, 11, 12, 16, 
15 {see also Original version); oral auto­
graph, 20; oral dictated, 20; of oral poems 
{see Oral-traditional texts); of poems essen­
tial to education and scholarship, 19, 25; 
possibility of transitional, discussed, 15-16, 
19-23; as sources for classical Arabic 
poetry, 37 n. 40, 204-5; traditional, 23-28, 
32, 34. See also Writing/literacy 
Textual critics. See Editors and textual critics 
Index * 309 
Textualization (of oral poems), 3, 5, 13, 
20-21, 36 n. 20, 190; effects of, on oral 
tradition, 10-11, 24 
Textual tradition. See Tradition, textual 
Themes/thematic elements, 41, 76-83, 93-94 
nn. 87, 101; 234 n. 125, 236-37 
Thilo, U , 114 
at-TibrizT. See A b u Zakariya' Yahya 
Toponyms, 114-15, 171 
Tradition, literary or written. See Written litera­
ture 
Tradition, oral: African, 207-8 , 233 n. Ill; 
Anglo-Saxon/Old English, 15-17, 20, 30, 
31, 221; characteristic features of, 8, 9, 11, 
22, 41, 80, 87, 225; conventional views of, 
4, 10-11, 13-14, 32, 83-84, 190, 218; 
Yugoslav/South Slavic, 7, 11, 20, 24, 28, 
30, 79, 95 n. 116 
Tradition, textual, 3 - 4 , 12-13, 19, 21, 35-37 
nn. 8, 24, 46; 192-94, 206, 221, 222-24, 
225, 226-27 nn. 20, 24-25; 230 n. 75 
Transmission, oral. See Oral transmission 
at-TusT. See Abu 1-Hasan CA1T b. cAbdalIah 
Tyssens, M .  , 38 n. 58 
c U k a z , 160 
Ullmann, Manfred, 92-93 nn. 62, 80 
c U m a r b. Abi Rab^a (poet), 92 n. 62 
Umayyads, 75, 188 n. 157 
c U t b a b . RablS, 159 
Utley, Francis, 33 
Vansina, Jan, 39 n. 81, 207-8 
Variation/variant(s), 11-12, 24-25, 39 n. 78, 
194, 206, 263-74; as characteristic of oral 
poetry and traditional texts, 10-11, 21, 36 n. 
25, 189-91, 212, 220, 224, 233 n. 116; 
editorially induced, 208-9 , 227-28 nn. 20, 
42, 44; 232 n. 95; extent and scope of, 
neither constant nor predictable, 207-8 , 224; 
increases toward the ends of oral poems, 212; 
kinds of, 10, 190-91; in number and se­
quence of verses, 194-96, 210, 228 nn. 
34_42, 45-47; 271-74; scribally induced, 
25, 206, 208, 229 n. 54, 231 n. 88; signifi­
cant non-scribal (i.e., orally induced), 
209-212, 231 n. 93 
Vernacular/ Vulgdrsprache. See Dialect(s) 
Virgil (poet), 73 
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Vollers, K .  , 112-13, 117-20, 128-29, 131, 
156, 174 n. 15, 178 nn. 55, 58; 180 nn. 
80-81 
Wagner, Ewald, 232 n. 110 
al-Walld b. Muglra, 158-59 
Waqf. See Pause/pausal forms 
Watt, W  . Montgomery, 118 
Weber, Ruth House, 30, 39 n. 75 
Wehr,Hans , 123-24, 133-35, 136-38, 185 n. 
127 
Wetzstein, J., 117 
Wiet, Gaston, 113 
Whitman, C . H . , 95 n. 117 
Word-order, 69-70, 91-92 nn. 62, 66; 132, 
133, 140-43, 155, 182 nn. 103-5 
Wright, William, 110 
Writing/literacy, 14, 17, 18-19, 21, 24, 49, 
63, 74, 90 n. 40, 123, 138, 165-68, 187 n. 
152, 222-24; conventional association of, 
with verbal creativity, 102, 119, 174 n. 15, 
178-79 nn. 60-61, 184 n. 121, 222-23; 
relation of, to oral tradition, 11, 26-27, 
74-76, 83, 89 n. 34, 95 n. 117, 119, 165, 
167-69,182 n. 101 
Written literature, 16, 119, 167-80, 188 n. 
158; coexistant with oral poetry, 14, 95 n. 
117; distinguishable from oral poetry, 7, 8, 
9-10, 20, 27, 34, 47-50, 73-76, 83, 87, 
169-70, 176 n. 37, 186 n. 150, 188 n. 156, 
223; relative "stability" of, 10, 25, 222 
al-Xalil b. Ahmad. See Abu cAbdarrahman 
al-Xalll 
al-Xansa' (poet), 177 n. 38 
al-Xasafi al-Muharbl (poet), 186 n. 144 
Xafib ("orator"), 133 
Xazm (adding extra syllable at head of verse), 
269 n. 32 
Xazraj (tribe), 162 
Yaqut. See AbucAbdalIah Yaqut 
Yatrib. See Medina/Yetrib 
Yunus b. Hablb. See Abu cAbdarrahman 
Yunus 
Yunus al-Katib, 230 n. 75 
zcfamu ("they allege"), 229 n. 53 
zalla (tazallu, zaliltalu, etc., 52 , 88 n. 20, 
112-13, 241, 257 
az-Zawzanl. See Abu cAbdalIah al-Husayn 
az-Zubaydl. See Abu Bakr M u h a m m a d b. al-
Hasan az-Zubaydl 
Zuhayrb. AbTSulma(poet), 43, 85, 86-87, 95 
n. 109, 217, 220; mucallaqa of, 70 
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poetry and certain other highly formal and 
elocutionary utterances, and that the 'arabtya 
of poets, soothsayers, orators, and the Prophet 
M u h a m m a  d embodied a number of features 
that would have been archaic, anomalous, or 
artificial in the vernacular in practically all 
of its dialectal varieties. T h  e most conspicuous 
a m o n g these nonvernacular features, D r . 
Zwettler finds, was the regular use of a system 
of inflective case and m o o  d endings — the Crab 
so typical of the 'arablya of the literary Arabic 
that was derived from it and that came to 
replace it. 
Dr. Zwettler proposes in conclusion that 
two aspects of classical Arabic poetry that 
have posed problems to critics and scholars 
for more than ten centuries —the abundance 
of their variant readings, and the uncertainty 
of the authenticity both of the poems them­
selves and their attributions —are best under­
stood as characteristics inherent in the normal 
operation of oral tradition, wherever it is 
encountered, and follow from the natural pro­
cesses of poetic composition and rendition 
employed by unlettered poets in any age and 
any culture. 
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in the Arabic Program of the Department of 
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